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Abstract
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Author:
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Shetland’s geographical location has long been considered remote or isolated from a
centralised Scottish perspective. However, as an island group situated between the
neighbouring landmasses of Scotland and Norway, Shetland is directly situated on the
maritime highway of the North Atlantic Rim. The mobilising quality of the maritime
highway created a path of entry into the islands, allowing the development of locational
narratives, but has also resulted in the loss of some of these narratives.

This investigation addresses the dynamics of cultural interchange by formulating a
theoretical model of the exchange of ‘cultural products’; with particular regard for practices
of recording and displaying visual narratives. The ancient capital of Shetland, Scalloway,
provides the background for a microcosmic account of Shetland’s wider history and cultural
composition and forms the main focus of the thesis. Within this setting the process of
cultural interchange can be seen to have been formative in the development of island
identity; particularly in traditional practices, occupational forms, dialect, place-names and
cultural expressions.

The historical account of Scalloway provides material culture evidence for human
occupation reaching back to the Bronze Age. Successive ‘layers’ in the archaeological
record and officially recorded histories indicate distinct periods pertinent in the development
of a local identity; Iron Age, Norse Era, Stewart Earldom and World War Two.
Collectively, these periods represent a consecutive process of ‘imprinting’ characteristics

upon the local population; including geographical positioning, dialect, political control and
shared narrative histories with Norway during the Second World War. However, it can be
seen that there is an over-determination of the Norse element of island identity, which finds
a greater degree of replication in visual accounts. It is argued in this investigation that this
over-determination is a deliberate cultural construct of island identity that is maintained in
opposition to Scottish control.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: theorising the ‘Norseman’s Bias’

This doctoral thesis investigates the socio-historical process of cultural interchange in
Shetland: it does so within the framework of Cultural Studies. This thesis understands that
cultural interchange is a meeting place of culture(s); a veritable juncture where the
perception and application of insider identity versus outsider identity meet and there are
alternating degrees of interaction. The thesis is anchored on the ancient capital village of
Scalloway, seeking to provide a microcosmic account of the cultural experience of
Shetlanders and the resultant emergence of locational and occupational identities. This
chapter introduces the Norseman’s Bias: a cultural persuasion – or tendency – within
Shetland to direct attention towards the Nordic world, by both Shetlanders and nonShetlanders. Employment of the bias by Shetlanders can be seen to be a mechanism for
presenting cultural difference, but this is compounded by employment of the bias from nonShetland sources seeking validation and entry into an historical discourse. The Norseman’s
Bias demonstrates a theory of locational cultural practice that is repetitiously and
systematically expressed in Shetland culture and narratives. This investigation employs a
distinctive visual sociological approach to support the argument that image-related and
photographic sources have evidenced and contributed to the historical process of cultural
interchange in Shetland, both in respect of the Norseman’s Bias and beyond that bias.

Within the Norseman’s Bias there can be seen to be a set of understandings or cultural
constructs that are not immediately accessible to an outside audience; for example, its
periodic application according to season or function. The Greek tragedian Sophocles (496 –
406 BC) wrote that “a short saying oft contains much wisdom” (Noble, 1995). He was
referring to the fact that information can be condensed, yet he was also indicating that
1

concepts are the summation of historical precedents or experience. Similarly, it is the
premise underlying this thesis that the short phrase, ‘Norseman’s Bias’ contains more than
perceived wisdom; Sophocles’ quote intimates the complexity of communication, of the
hidden cohesion or understanding amongst a given group of people. It is an appropriate
introduction to a related theme running through this thesis, that knowledge, sentiments,
ideas or perceptions, can be condensed into short phrases or visual statements; but
conversely, these then require interpolation for them to be understood by a wider (and more
specifically, an outside) audience.

In theorising a cultural bias of Shetlanders in looking to the Nordic world for identity
claims, this thesis contributes to a growing number of inter-disciplinary Cultural Studies that
investigates the nature of the search for ancestral origin (Jones, 1997), creation myths
(Anderson, 2006) or even the geography of claim (James, 2000). However, one of the main
proponents of the identity debate presented here is its predication on the process of cultural
interchange between Shetlanders and non-Shetlanders; this is a strong feature to emerge out
of the Shetland literature review undertaken for this investigation. The historiography
behind identity formation invariably gives account of an awareness of difference(s) between
groups of people; it is the appreciation and documentation of such differences that gives rise
to associated suggestions of cultural belonging (Hendry, 1999). The Norseman’s Bias is
founded on perceptions of shared histories, geographical proximity and cultural
consanguinities; though there are elements of truth within these areas, the Bias elevates the
Nordic heritages above other competing cultural claims, such as Pictish, Celtic or Scottish
identity markers (Tudor, 1883; Wickham-Jones, 1996), despite the survival of material
legacies from each of these ethnic classifications.

2

Historical dialogues pertaining to the characterisation of Shetland and Shetlanders often
begin with locational comparisons; for example, with a triangulation between the North of
Scotland and the West of Norway (Nicolson, 1972; Fenton, 1978; see also Figure 1.1). This
geographical situation as a routine observation reinforces the necessity of journey as a
cultural dialogue and intimates that this location has encouraged human mobility across
physical and cultural boundaries (Flinn, 1989).

The repetition of Shetland’s geographical position within literary endeavours and explorers
literature is also deemed important because it prefaces historical tensions regarding the
‘ownership’ of the islands: this is more than mere illustration; it is fundamental to any
comprehension of identity constructs in the islands and is evidenced in numerous areas of
cultural life (Nicolson, 1972; Jakobsen, 1985). This idea of ‘ownership’1 is investigated
throughout this thesis and examples are provided in the following chapters from voices of
perceived authority, past and current heritage practices, collective narratives and indigenous
craft makers. The concept of ownership is closely linked to social identity (Jenkins, 2008)
but is also highly relevant with regard to cultural interchange and the idea of ‘belonging’ or
vice versa (Anderson, 2006). Fundamentally, both of these concepts – ownership and
belonging – when applied to culture, are closely linked to politics2. It is an idealistic
perception of cultural and ancestral inheritance that mirrors the tension of Shetland’s
geographical location. However, it is also a limiting perception that creates and re-creates
narrative forms for the particular purpose of cultural claim (Hobsbawm, 1983) and
ultimately in this investigation it is in the deconstruction of visual and locational statements
that culturally-specific information can best be understood.

1

Whilst this thesis recognises the contribution of socio-historical politics in the cultural characterisation of the
islands, the actual concept of political ‘ownership’ is not the underlying premise of this investigation; this is
however recognised as contributory to perspectives of locational representation.
2
See also Pierre Bourdieu’s ‘critique of domination’ and ‘symbolic violence’ (Wacquant, 2008)

3

Figure 1.1: Locating Shetland: taken from Shetland in Statistics 1999

4

In contributing to the concept of ownership – whether through narrative or visual histories –
there are conversely, implications or alternately implied meanings of non-belonging
(Ashworth et al, 2007). Yet perhaps the most distinguishing feature to emerge from this
investigation is the delineation of space as ‘cultural’; and subsequently the variability of
different identities in different regional spaces.

1.1 Setting the scene: locating Scalloway
Having ascertained that there are regional differences with regard to culture and local
practices of identification within Shetland and having also determined that it is
inappropriate to assume complete homogeneity amongst the Shetland populace, it is
however, necessary to narrow the parameters of the investigation to a manageable level.
Incorporation of a microcosmic methodology recognises that in order to understand the
dynamics of a larger geographical area, it is necessary to focus on a smaller study. A
microcosmic study provides a suitable discourse and field of vision but it is recognised that
this has the potential to limit the projection of wider extrapolations.

In determining a suitable focus for the purpose of microcosmic study it is therefore
necessary to consider those factors relevant to both the area of study and the wider cultural
significance. The focus of this thesis is directed towards the village of Scalloway (see Figure
1.2 for its location), due to the strength of historical association and correlation of a distinct
cultural space that is of symbolic significance (Foucault, 2002; Mirzoeff, 1998) to Shetland
as a whole. It is signposted as the “Ancient Capital of Shetland” (see Figure 1.3). This is an
appropriate focus because it illustrates a specific cultural space that connects with the idea
of ownership and belonging whilst supporting the two theoretical approaches of the thesis
and its relationship to cultural interchange and the Norseman’s Bias.

5

Although the adoption of a microcosmic methodology suggests a representational study,
Scalloway should not be perceived in that manner. It is situated on the Mainland of Shetland
and this immediately results in a study which is far different to some of the various smaller
island habitations. Whilst Scalloway provides an appropriate cultural space for
consideration of the theoretical approaches, examples from other areas of Shetland life and
culture are considered in demonstration of Scalloway’s place in Shetland society and the
wider historical record (Ritchie, 1997).

As intimated earlier there is a strong historical record in and around Scalloway; the natural
impetus for a Scalloway-led focus is borne of a substantial body of material culture artefacts
and cultural narrative (Tudor; 1883; Hibbert, 1931). The level of material evidences
demonstrates a suitably ‘ancient’ path of cultural interchange on which to build upon with
more recent historical accounts (Howarth, 1951; Sharples, 1998). It is clear from these
accounts that this village was an important economic, political and maritime base and most
significantly the major point historically of entry into the Shetland Islands. So whilst it
might not be fully representative, it is significant.

Shetland’s geographical positioning was indicated in Figure 1.1 (Locating Shetland) whilst
supporting the argument that the islands are neither isolated nor remote; but at a central
location of the North Atlantic and North Sea maritime highway (Marcus, 1980; Hunter,
2000; Miller, 2003; Akselberg, 2005).

6

Figure 1.2: Locating Scalloway (marked in red)

7

Scalloway’s position on this maritime highway is therefore a natural meeting place between
insider and outsider groups3 and the archaeological record gives weight to the continuity of
habitation and exploitation of its location and resources. The narrative of journey is
therefore inevitable in the Shetland context and a primary consideration for focusing on the
village of Scalloway and how this has influenced occupational and locational identities.

Within the Scalloway context there are conflicting claims of material cultural interest,
including Neolithic, Pictish, Nordic and Scottish, in addition to the intangible legacies of
transient identities such as Danish, Spanish and Russian. This has emerged out of an
historical transition of authoritarian control and subsequent usurpation by a competing
cultural claim; on a regional, national and international level. In a context where the
majority of material artefacts which survive are either from the Neolithic Age, predating the
Norse, or from the Scots influence which followed the Norse, there is a greater degree of
Nordic identification evidenced in cultural narrative forms; feeding the idea of the
Norseman’s Bias.

1.2 Unexplored territory: narratives of place
The distinction of Scalloway as “Ancient Capital” alludes to its historical importance, but
also to changing narratives of place; for example, the removal of the seat of power from one
location to another and the subsequent reclamation and reinvention of that “capital” title
through heritage practice. This theme of the removal of power or control from Scalloway to
the modern capital of Lerwick is not limited to political control, but also to cultural control.
This inter-island example resonates with the historical narrative of the cessation of NordicDanish control of Shetland to the Scottish crown in 1469 (Brand, 1883; Nicolson, 1972)

3

Though Hunter (2000) reflects that by 1600, the development and growth of maritime occupational activities
on the Eastern seaboard, especially by “Dutch skippers...[who]...were in the habit...of rendezvousing each
spring in Bressay Sound” created “commercial opportunities” and contributed to the development and
expansion of Lerwick (2000:227).

8

(e.g. see Chapter Four). The centralisation of control and the removal of cultural power
(whether artefact or claim) actually re-directs attention towards issues of ownership and
origin. It encourages the self-registration of history.

Figure 1.3: Signposting Scalloway: Ancient Capital of Shetland

This thesis recognises that different regions actively maintain their own register of cultural
practice, narrative histories and perceptions of identity. The idea of ‘belonging’ to a
particular place or time is linked to the sharing of experience and the conceptualisation of
shared narrative (Schneider, 1979). Although Scalloway is relatively unexplored, in an
academic sense at least, it maintains a distinct collective narrative consisting of a complex
and interwoven set of themes; a selection of these themes provides the discourse for this
investigation.
9

Narratives of place are not only to be found in the place of origin, they are made mobile by
institutional and individual factors: such as the mobility of material culture by museum
practice – artefact appropriation – (Renfrew and Bahn, 2004; West, 2010) and human
migration patterns (Harper, 2003; Hunter, 2005). In terms of institutional appropriation, an
example of a locational symbol is the St Ninian’s Isle treasure (Small, et al, 1973); though
this trove was removed from Shetland and relocated to Edinburgh, it remains a highly
symbolic narrative of Shetland (it is discussed in chapter six in relation to contemporary
jewellery designs). In particular, locational symbols are important for staking a geographical
claim and it is recognised that icons or symbols are created and transferred across cultural
and physical boundaries, thereby evidencing the continuity of particular narratives of place
in new contexts.

1.3 A contribution to visual sociology
Perspective is a human cultural construct; it is a phenomenon that actively directs attention
towards a desired destination or outcome. Seeing the world is learned through the eyes of
culture and the processes of socialisation. Visual sociology is concerned with the study of
images that are produced as part of culture; and it is clear that such images adhere to
specific social codes. There are three main areas to consider when studying visual culture:
the production of symbolic codes, their consumption or distribution and thirdly, their overall
meaning.

Early work on visual culture studies by John Berger (Ways of Seeing, 1977) identifies a
relational concern between text and images, particularly the directive function of text and
how it shapes interpretation of the image. Integration of existing narratives with visual
sociology as a methodology therefore has an inherent problematic; it imposes contextual
limitations. Berger’s work followed on from Walter Benjamin’s The Work of Art in the Age
10

of Mechanical Reproduction (1936), suggesting that the reproduction of a Classical work of
art alters the relational context between its original form and present day. Yet more
significant is Berger’s proposal that visual images in traditional Western cultures contain
hidden ideologies or subversive meanings. Douglas Harper, a key practitioner in visual
sociology suggests that, “Images allow us to make statements which cannot be made with
words, and the world we see is saturated with sociological meaning” (Harper in Prosser,
1998:38). By this it is understood that the placement of images and text can contain more
than one register; it is a relational mechanism that may be utilised, for example, by one
social group aiming to unite its members and subvert the institutional control of an
established authority – symbolically or constitutionally.

This idea of the ‘layering’ effect inherent in visual culture echoes the Sophocles’ quote
presented earlier that “a short saying oft contains much wisdom” (Noble, 1995). The
emphasis here is not on wisdom per se, but on the communication of more than one message
or ‘truth’. The French cultural theorist, Michel Foucault (1926 – 1984) concurred that
cultural discourse is predicated by power structures and that the perception of knowledge or
truth is based upon the discourse of a given time (Barth, 2008). For words to be a reduction
of the image then, it maintains that this can only adequately be carried out by an insider who
understands the complex nature of the discourse. If it is attempted by an outsider – that is,
someone without an insider’s perspective – there is a potential impact on the integrity of the
cultural narrative. In this way, this thesis recognizes that the term ‘outsider’ pertains not
only to spatial distinction, but also to temporal placement. In this way insiders can also be
outsiders to their own culture.

Consider the signposting of Scalloway as “Ancient Capital” in Figure 1.3: it works in two
ways; with text and with a symbol (or icon). Its placement on the road sign at the entrance to
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the village is significant because it delineates the location of a new cultural space. The
symbol is Scalloway castle (Figure 1.4) and it is associated with the phrase “Ancient
Capital of Shetland”. This immediately marries the two constructs together, thus feeding the
social consciousness of a particularly Scottish branding, for the castle and subsequent
political seat was enacted through the Stewart Earldom.

Figure 1.4: Scalloway Castle

Berger (1977) would argue that the castle’s modern iconic context is severed from that
which existed at the time it was constructed. Scalloway Castle is a strong local motif – a
narrative of place and visibly recognisable – but at the time of its construction it was not a
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favourable symbol to the people (Anderson, 1982; Anderson, 1992). The fact that it is used
to represent the village in a modern context is perhaps only plausible with the associated
interpretive text, but also indicative of changing narrative structures, cultural perceptions
and historical interlude. The focus on Scalloway Castle as an iconic motif draws on the
strength and survival of its physical material structure and perceived dominance in the
landscape. However, the process of singling this out as ‘the’ icon of Scalloway undermines
the historical, cultural and more specifically, Nordic, legacy within this region of Shetland.

Continuing with the road sign theme it can be seen that the main road sign for Lerwick – the
modern capital of Shetland - utilises Old Norse to anchor the significance of its place name:
Lerwick or “Leirvik”, meaning “Muddy Bay” (see Figure 1.5). Whilst the Scalloway road
sign incorporates the castle as a locational emblem, the Lerwick road sign incorporates the
symbol of Lerwick Town Hall; the meeting place of Shetland Islands Council. Conversely,
although the Scalloway road sign marks the distinction of “Ancient Capital”, there is no
reference to its Old Norse place name: Scalloway or “Skalavagr”, meaning “Bay of the
Hall” (discussed in Chapter Four). The road sign of Tingwall is of this type (see Figure 1.6),
with the Old Norse “Þingvöllr”, meaning the location of the (ancient) Norse parliament, or
“Lawting”. The impact of this is to disassociate Scalloway from its Nordic heritage whilst
strengthening the Nordic and political perception of Lerwick, even though Scalloway has a
significantly stronger historical and cultural claim with regards to a Norse heritage.
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Figure 1.5: Signposting Lerwick: the modern capital of Shetland

Figure 1.6: Signposting Tingwall: the ancient Norse parliament
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Having made the claim that Scalloway has a denser level of cultural history, it is necessary
to reflect here upon the material culture of Lerwick, for it contains a visually attesting
Pictish broch at Clickhimin4 loch which is arguably one of the strengths of Shetland’s
heritage portfolio (Goudie, 1904; Ritchie, 1997). Crucially though, this has been overlooked
as a locational marker of identity, even though it predates the Norse Era as a source for
creation myth (i.e. in the search for origin) (James, 2000; Anderson, 2006). Yet perhaps
more significant in this discussion is the manner in which Nordic identity claims have been
harnessed to create an impression of authority; especially in relation to the political or
centralised control of Lerwick (Foucault, 2002; Geertz, 1973). In this way the Norseman’s
Bias can be seen to be a mechanism for authenticating cultural authority through the
heritage of legal and linguistic institutions; as opposed to the physicality of material culture.

It could be argued however, that the strength of the Scalloway Castle motif (and Scottish
identity) lies in its narrative of place; it cannot be contested or claimed by any other region
within Shetland because of its physicality. That is not to say that Scalloway residents
necessarily identify with Scottish heritage (just as Lerwick residents do not necessarily
identify with broch heritage), but that their cultural expressions will be regionally different
to that of Lerwick for the specific purpose of maintaining a distinct identity. The implication
from this is that the “core”5 or centralised institutional structures (e.g. the relation of
Lerwick to Shetland, or Edinburgh to Scotland) utilise multi-regional cultural forms for the
purpose of expressing a uniform, or standardised, identity. The Norseman’s Bias therefore
indicates a competitive (and arguably colonial) inter-regional cultural practice that mobilises
transferable identity markers and artefacts, in order to validate a post-Nordic cultural
authority.

4

Usually spelled “Clickimin” in contemporary sources, older references spell it as “Clickhimin”.
Friedmann in Sugden (1982) – this is considered as part of the discussion in Chapter Six, which adopts
Friedmann’s model of core periphery to illustrate perceptions of geographical space and economic
transformation.
5
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1.4: Aims and main research questions of the thesis
Building on the discussion established in the previous sections, the main arguments of this
thesis are now considered. The thesis title is composed of three main areas of focus; (1)
cultural interchange; (2) the village of Scalloway, Shetland; and (3) perceptions of a Nordic
heritage. Foundationally, the process of cultural interchange is investigated in respect of its
historical contribution to the populating of Shetland and the associated factors of human
interaction. This investigation recognises that the village of Scalloway is an important
geographical location for a microcosmic study, but that it contains within it a set of
narratives pertinent to the characterisation of Shetland. The third titular signpost considers
the prevalence of Nordic representations and cultural links, with explicit attention to the
visual methodology with which these are publically expressed.

Against this framework, the main aims of the thesis are composed of a thematic structure
that illustrates the ‘gaze’ (Sturken and Cartwright, 2001) of an insider looking outward and
an outsider looking inward; in this way the thesis demonstrates the relevance of the
researcher’s positioning within the community. The six main aims can be identified as
follows: (1) the identification of the collective narratives of Scalloway and the development
of appropriate methodologies; (2) the identification and understanding of the transformation
of heritage narrative through cultural interchange, which includes the function of
intergenerational transfer as a form of cultural interchange; (3) the identification of
mechanisms for the visual narration of culture and development of the appropriate visual
methodologies; (4) the identification of the function and seasonality of the narrative of the
Norseman’s Bias; (5) the analysis of the benefits of adopting a dual insider-outsider
researcher approach.
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In the context of this discourse, the researcher’s previous acquaintance with Shetland culture
gave rise to a set of research questions that form the backdrop to this thesis. These are:
a) What factors construct Shetland identity in the past and the present?
b) How are these markers of identity represented and preserved in Shetland landscape,
heritage, writing and visual images?
c) Are some aspects of identity privileged over others?
d) If so, what is the significance of these biases for contemporary Shetland identity?

The identification of a set of narratives pertaining to Scalloway allows the researcher to
evaluate the depth of collective or shared histories and local practices. In doing so, it
evidences the character of locational identity markers and cultural persuasion of a distinct
regional space (or more specifically, a set of spaces). Within this framework attention can
be paid to the process of cultural interchange and how this is evidenced within the material
and cultural environment. Heritage practice(s) within Scalloway affords a suitable pathway
of interchange by demonstrating the historical patterns of human mobility across physical
and cultural boundaries. The transformation of heritage practice is anchored on the mobility
of artefacts, in addition to changing narrative structures and the shift in perceptions of
cultural relativity.

The inclusion of intergenerational transfer aims to highlight this area of cultural interchange
as a temporal aspect of learned experience and how this develops the understanding of
narrative structures and identity traits. Because the learned experience – of both children
and adults – is overtly visual, this identifies visual mechanisms as pertinent to the narration
of culture. The development of a theory of locational cultural practice provides a suitable
focus with which to demonstrate this; as discussed earlier in the chapter, the focus of
attention is termed here the ‘Norseman’s Bias’. The aim of identifying this particular bias –
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which is arguably shared by both Shetlanders and non-Shetlanders – highlights the benefits
of adopting a dual insider-outsider researcher approach because both perspectives can be
investigated. Continuing with the theme of insider-outsider theme provides a suitable
foundation upon which to consider the geography of Shetland within world history and the
significance of maintaining a distinct cultural identity.

1.5 Outline of thesis and subsequent chapters
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a dialogue surrounding the nature and evidences of
cultural interchange in Shetland. Whilst this thesis provides a new theoretical discourse with
regard to cultural interchange, this term has until now remained a nuanced (even
understated) area of sociological study. Although the whole thesis is concerned with the
process of cultural interchange, the decision to concentrate on one distinctive locational
feature – a cultural bias, termed the Norseman’s Bias – means that there are specific,
traceable evidences of cultural interchange that can be collectively analysed. The inclusion
of the Norseman’s Bias theory marks the delineation between a cultural theory applicable to
the interactions of any social group (cultural interchange theory) and a cultural theory
predominantly applicable to post-Nordic cultures (Norseman’s Bias theory). Such
delineation promotes the understanding that contained within societies there are different
‘layers’ or levels of association, identification and belonging. Through the course of this
thesis, this understanding of multi-layered histories and living heritage is evidenced through
the affordances of visual sociology and cultural geography.

A review of academic literature undertaken for this investigation is provided in Chapter
Two. It explores the concept of ‘culture’, recognising that it has different meanings at
various historical periods (Williams, 1983; Smith, 2009). The objective of the Literature
Review is to establish previous or paralleling work in a similar or related field of
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investigation. Whilst this thesis does not attempt to provide a contemporary definition of
culture, it is necessary to establish how this term has been employed elsewhere for the
purpose of maintaining cohesive arguments and establishing this thesis within the wider
cultural debate (Carrithers, 1992). This discussion develops to account for the construction
of locational identities, which are considered through the sociological perspective of
insiders and outsiders (Eriksen, 2001). The role of heritage is recognised as a platform for
the display of identities and its active selection process acknowledged as a vehicle for
political expression (West and Ansell, 2010). This chapter explores increasing interest in the
modes of visuality and how this is used to create or maintain an ideological sense of identity
(Abrams, 2005). This chapter allows for the later contextualisation of locational
characteristics of Shetland within contemporary academic discourse.

This thesis is founded on a multi-methodology approach. In conjunction with an archival
collection of images, the researcher has also collected a range and number of Shetland and
Shetland-related narratives. This has been done through interviews, international fieldwork,
heritage site studies, a school art survey and analysis of film and documents; the
presentation of methods employed in the course of this investigation are recorded in
Appendix 1. Chapter Three provides justification for these methods, which form an
intergenerational and visual study (see Figure 1.7) in association with oral and narrative
histories. This chapter also considers the ethical dimension of the research design and by
extension, the effects of sociological research on a given community or group of people. It
reflects on the earlier works by travel writers, photographers and visiting academics to
Shetland and the requirement for transparency within the research objective (Bell, 1999).
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Figure 1.7: A child “reading” the visual aid at Scalloway Castle

The thesis presents and develops the argument for the historical characterisation of the
Shetland Islands that has been systematically perpetuated through narrative forms. The
Shetland literature review undertaken as part of the investigative research process (in
Chapter Four) is set out in a manner that enables the reader to comprehend the historical
encounters between an indigenous population and those of non-Shetland origin, with
especial focus on the Romanticised practice of primitivisation of Shetland and Shetlanders
by outsiders and their limited perspectives of place (see Figure 1.8 for a visual
representation). Chapter Four provides evidence from the main travel biographies of
Shetland, presents the accounts of Shetland characterisation from the main non-Shetland
authorities and also explores local history evidence from key local Shetland authorities.
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Figure 1.8: A Romanticised view of “primitive” Shetlanders6

The literary accounts on Shetland are wide-ranging in discourse, antiquity and geography,
but this has been countered with a contemporary media review, including a year-long
review of The Shetland Times newspaper from 2009 (Appendix 2). It was organised in this
fashion to develop an understanding of some of the contributory factors to the development
and maintenance of a particularly Shetland identity and provide up-to-date evidence for the
seasonal influence on cultural expressions and the frequency of narrative forms. In
chronicling the development of a Shetland identity, this chapter centres the discussion on
the village of Scalloway, situating it within its wider Shetland context. Whilst Scalloway is
a harbour village, with its own entrance and exit out of the islands, it cannot be considered
as detached or autonomous. This chapter therefore establishes the nature of cultural
encounterability from both a maritime and mainland perspective. The investigation into the

6

Obtained from Fenton, 1978:164; from Barnard, 1890
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historical characterisation of the Shetland identity summarises with the development of a
post- Nordic heritage.

Key themes to emerge from the historical characterisation of Scalloway in Chapter Four
form the basis of a series of case studies in Chapter Five. Collectively they form a
discussion on current representations of Scalloway identities. The first case study engages
with the signposting of key heritage sites relevant to the Scalloway area, chiefly those
pertaining to the Iron Age, the Norse Era and the Scottish Earldom. This discussion extends
upon the idea of historical periods or layers, and proposes that our conceptualisation of these
layers forms the foundation for a local cultural identity. The second case study focuses on
the World War Two story of ‘The Shetland Bus’ operation (Howarth, 1951), in the context
of revitalised links between Shetland and Norway. In terms of consideration of historical
periods, it can be described as a collective narrative within the framework of living legacies.

Within this chapter there is a specific focus on the journey as a cultural motif: through the
landscape and across the maritime highway. The third case study explores the development
of Scalloway’s maritime base and how these links have shaped, and continue to shape, the
character of the village. In particular, attention is paid to traditional occupational forms of
fishing, set against the interchange of small scale enterprise and the diversification of
occupational journeys. This chapter introduces local narratives of cultural change and
continuity in the Scalloway environment, with particular emphasis on the way that visual
sources can be used as evidence. The key theme to emerge out of this chapter is that
narratives exist in space and time; providing a temporal aspect to cultural narrative in
conjunction with spatial distinction.
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Chapter Six engages explicitly with the concept of social identity and analyses the
implications of the key themes of the thesis. It assesses the importance of the previous
chapters for the critique of peripherality and it redresses the perception of Shetland as
‘remote’ by evidencing the islands’ placement in the maritime highway. The privileging of
identity traits in Shetland is explored through expressions of difference by Shetlanders
around institutional images imposed by external authorities. The chapter presents a case
study of road signs across the main island of Shetland and the ‘adjustments’ made to these
signs by persons unknown. Using the defacing of official tourism signs as a location for
cohesive protest creates a visible record of cultural resistance. The identification and
elevation of ‘high’ culture is considered against the hidden narratives of ‘low’ culture
(Barker, 2009), emphasising the constructed nature of identities and the bias of a particular
‘branding’ of culture (Hall, 1997; Elliot and Wattanasuwan, 1998).

The learned experience of culture, and cultural branding, is explored through a discussion
which centres on the effects of cultural commodification and on the shaping of cultural
characteristics in the childhood experience of culturalisation (Mead, 1959). This chapter
introduces a school art survey, commissioned by the researcher in Shetland schools in
2007/08. It references a gallery of images (Appendix 7), all drawn by Shetland children,
depicting the way they ‘see’ Shetland; moreover, it depicts visual representations of culture
that is learned and expressed. Within the process of culturalisation there is a repetitive
exposure to locational themes, the layering of geographical memories and the consumption
of cultural products (Handwerker, 2002: 108). A local example of a ‘modified commodity’
(commodification) for cultural purposes is considered through local jewellery designs (Tait,
2010). Using the symbolic metaphors of cultural discourse as an expression of local identity
is a significant visual statement that contributes to the understanding of culture as a process
of shared meanings.
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Implications of the Shetland identity are considered against the historical background of
cross- cultural influences within the islands. The over- determination of a Nordic heritage is
considered against the strength of material culture pre- Nordic and post- Nordic. The
Norseman’s Bias provides an alternative identity to the naturalistic or primitivised identity
imposed by outsiders, as promulgated in the Shetland literature and photographic account.
The Second World War saga known as the ‘Shetland Bus’ is considered as reclamation of
Nordic identity for Scalloway and for Shetland.

The first section of Chapter Seven considers the way that culture is learned by ‘seeing’ and
how this experience frames the understanding and perception of personal geography
(Berger, 1977; Mitchell, 2000). It acknowledges the ornamentation of culture and how
cultural knowledge or practice becomes imbued with value, significance or meaning. The
Norseman’s Bias is recognised as a visual cultural bias that is evidenced in cultural
expressions, products and contemporary material culture. Figure 1.9 provides an example of
the way in which this is interwoven within private narratives and photographic collections.

Figure 1.9: Children on holiday; Port Arthur, Scalloway c1980
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Chapter Seven evaluates the evidence of types of cultural practices and processes
demonstrated throughout the thesis as forms of cultural interchange. The discourse
regarding insider-outsider access is necessary in order to conceptualise insider and outsider
spaces. Shetland cannot be categorised as a fully homogenous and fixed cultural group; it is
an erroneous concept which fails to recognise the multi-layered histories of the islands or
indeed, the fluidity and impact of human interaction. This thesis recognises this
homogenising practice as an historical and systemic oversight and seeks to provide a
theoretical model that conceptualises various spatial levels of belonging within Shetland.

This model – outlined in Chapter Seven – demonstrates that the sociological descriptors of
‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ are useful concepts but that they require further interpolation in
order to perceive the complexities of local social and familial network structures (Grieco,
1996). In summarising the implications identified in previous chapters, this chapter
acknowledges that the process of cultural interchange has a transformative function in the
production and consumption of cultural meanings. What this implies, is that our
understanding of cultural significance is founded on and altered by interaction between
insiders and outsiders.

The two theoretical contributions of this thesis, the Norseman’s Bias and Cultural
Interchange, are considered against a new heritage practice in Shetland. Examples are drawn
from international fieldwork undertaken in New Zealand (in 2009) and Norway (in 2010) to
suggest ways in which culture, history and public sociology might be better presented in
Shetland. This section promotes the benefits of visual and experiential immersion of the
consumer within museum and heritage facilities. It can be seen from this thesis that the
Norseman’s Bias is utilised as a legitimating practice by both Shetlanders and nonShetlanders, by individuals, institutions and organisations, as a way of maintaining or
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gaining access through suggestions of cultural claim. Chapter Seven provides a conclusion
of the relevance of visual sociology to public identity and provides an indication of future
areas of relevant research.

1.6 Conclusion
This chapter has provided an introduction to the main research propositions, themes and
approaches used in this thesis. It has introduced two theoretical concepts; Cultural
Interchange and the Norseman’s Bias. The Shetland Islands of Scotland form the backdrop
against which this study has been undertaken and specific attention is paid to the ancient
capital of Scalloway; a microcosmic study of this fishing village provides a suitable field of
vision, the results of which have implications on a Shetland-wide basis. The first application
of these concepts suggests a geographical location that has historically been a meeting place
of cultures; the triangulation of Shetland’s geographical position – between Scotland and
Norway – is mirrored in tensions of cultural association, divided loyalties and multi-cultural
heritages. The repetitious pattern of focus on Shetland’s location within literary forms is a
reflection of its extreme geographical location with the geography of Britain and reinforces
the necessity of journey properties as a familiar motif and narrative form.

A study of Scalloway’s historical past evidences a material culture portfolio that consists of
multiple ‘layers’ of human occupation. The multi-period historical layers of Scalloway are
indicative of the fact that these islands have been populated since Neolithic times;
successive classifications of ethnic groups indicate a high level of inter-cultural connections
extending in and out of the islands’ physical and cultural parameters. Against this
background of multi-period features, this thesis draws attention to the way in which one
particular historical period is emphasised above the others; the Nordic or Norse past. A
dichotomous observation from this investigation acknowledges that representations of a
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Nordic past are utilised for the portrayal of authority or legitimacy, but there are examples
of this being appropriated in lieu of significant locational heritage properties associated with
this particular historical period. For example, the road sign incorporation of Old Norse as a
signpost of place and authority is comprehensible for Scalloway and its links with the
ancient Norse parliament at Tingwall, but clearly this right of heritage has been transposed
(by the controlling authority) to represent Lerwick and the modern political capital instead.

This idea of culture containing the precepts of ownership and belonging is not confined to
political persuasion; it is also pertinent to the development of social identity and individual
identification within a community or social space. As the road sign discussion illustrates, the
very idea of delineating ‘boundaries’ implies interaction between an inside and an outside
population; it is a mechanism for the acknowledgement of and the demonstration of cultural
interchange and the perceived requirement to differentiate between ‘layers’ – whether
physical, temporal, spatial or cultural.

This chapter has illustrated the contribution of visual sociology in identifying and
interpreting expressions of culture which are given of for the purpose of maintaining an
identity of difference. As shall be seen in the following chapters, the production of
culturally specific meanings also develops sociological instruction; the learned experience
instils the norms and mores of a particular space and time. The locational cultural theory of
the Norseman’s Bias can therefore be seen to be a learned perspective; the conceptualisation
of which opens a window into an historical discourse of the constituents of the Shetland
identity.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction – what is culture?
Culture is a complicated concept to summarise and there has been a steady exploration in
recent years into what is meant by this term. The need to define it is an historical legacy of
the diverse disciplines with which it has been associated. In the 1970s use of the term
gained in prominence and popularity in British and American schools of social
anthropology, with Cultural Studies and Cultural Theory emerging as new intellectual
disciplines. Drawing on the inherited knowledge of sociology and anthropology, these new
fields developed a strong interdisciplinary focus to explore ‘meaning’ as part of the human
experience. Developing a new methodology of investigation, models and concepts were
employed from a wide range of subjects and disciplines, including: archaeology, art,
literature, politics, folklore, language, philosophy, history, geography and, photography,
film and media studies. Both inside and outside of the academy the discourse of culture is
something of a phenomenon, as it simultaneously engages with individuals and groups and
with local and global spaces. The question, “What is culture?” is therefore more adequately
phrased, “What does culture mean?” and this chapter provides an introduction into the most
relevant literature contributing to this debate.

A brief history of the term ‘culture’
The cultural theorist Raymond Williams characterised ‘culture’ as one of the most complex
words in the English language (Williams, 1983:87; Smith, 2009:1; Sturken & Cartwright,
2001:3). Reference to its current complex state necessitates an historical analysis of how the
term has been used. Philip Smith delivers this analysis by tracing the origin of the word and
acknowledges that:
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In its early uses in English, culture was associated with the “cultivation” of animals
and crops and with religious worship (hence the word “cult”). From the sixteenth
century until the nineteenth, the term began to be widely applied to the improvement
of the individual human mind and personal manners through learning. (Smith,
2009:1)

This development of self is what Smith calls “a metaphorical extension of the idea of
improving land and farming practices” (2009:1). Occupation, or human activity, was
therefore a primary factor in the development of an ideology of personal betterment. This
idea of personal enlightenment not only flourished, it quickly became aspirational in the
public consciousness (see Herman, 2006). In other Indo-European languages, especially
French and German, use of the term in the 18th Century closely resembled that of English. In
German the word ‘Kulter’ was borrowed from the French ‘Cultur’ (Williams, 1976:89) and
associated with the idea of ‘civilisation’. Matthew Arnold, a British poet and philosopher
contrasted culture with anarchy, suggesting that the former was the way “not only to
perfection, but even to safety" (2004:188, first published 1867-9). Culture was
systematically characterised as “the opposite of nature” (Mitchell, 2000:14). This
burgeoning ideology – between natural human instinct and enlightenment of the mind – is
the underlying inference witnessed in Smith’s account:

A typical usage of the time might compare the nations of Europe that had “culture”
with the barbarism of Africa. Such an expression would have included technological
differences as well as those of morals and manners. (Smith, 2009:1)

A third “historical shift” noted by Smith (2009:1), and one that resonates with a
contemporary perception of culture, is interwoven in the Romantic Movement of the late
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nineteenth century. It moved away from the secular understanding of human development as
a uni-linear process and towards an increasing trend to separate branches of culture into
distinct categories:

However, with the rise of Romanticism in the Industrial Revolution, culture began to
be used to designate spiritual development alone and to contrast this with material
and infrastructural change. Along with Romantic nationalism in the late nineteenth
century, there came inflections which accented tradition and everyday life as
dimensions of culture. These were captured in the ideas of “folk culture” and
“national culture” which emerged around this time. (Smith, 2009:1)

An awareness of the historical evolution of the term (some might even consider it as
revolutions of a wheel) illustrates the effects and influences of trends in vogue. Of particular
significance is the impact of the study of human life and the manner in which this has drawn
attention to application of the term ‘culture’ and its considerably varied associations.

What does culture mean?
The exploration of ‘culture’ has been central to anthropological study on a global scale.
Though philosophers, poets and Romanticists paved the way for the conceptualising process
of culture, modern discourses are concerned with the content of culture and the application
of human meanings. Cultural Studies emerged from this as an independent discipline;
branching out of anthropology in the last few decades and generating its own body of
research. However, the fundamental focus of culture is on patterns of shared human
meaning (the central concept of anthropology) and the main forerunners of cultural
anthropology continue to influence the interpretation of cultural studies.
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The German Romanticist Adolf Bastian (1826 – 1905) developed a universal model of
culture, arguing that fundamentally, all human societies share the same basic set of
elementary ideas; he argued that each different culture was a modification of these basic
elements (Eriksen, 2001:12). Edward Tyler (1832 – 1917) shared a similar understanding,
proposing that culture was a set of human characteristics and activities with local variations
of social-psychological signification (in Geertz, 1993:47, 142). In the preface to Ruth
Benedict’s anthropological thesis “Patterns of Culture” (1934), Margaret Mead refers to the
term ‘culture’ as, “the systematic body of learned behaviour which is transmitted from
parents to children” (1959:vii). Williams notes that in archaeology, culture is primarily
referred to in a material sense – artefacts, architecture – while in history and social science,
culture is primarily referenced as a “signifying or symbolic system” (1976:91).

Crucially, what is considered important culturally is the capacity to share human experience
in a manner that allows others to comprehend its significance (Hall, 1997); such meanings
are observed in artistic or literary expressions, language and sign systems and traditional
practices and beliefs (Barker, 2009; Smith and Riley, 2009). There is no absolute singular
definition for culture. Rather, there are a collection of definitions that are in a constant state
of change or extension (Mitchell, 2000:16); not unlike the mythological Hydra of ancient
Greece, for each head that is superseded two new heads emerge (Guerber, 1944:125;
Harper, 1998:24). The traditional understanding of culture as defined by philosophers such
as Matthew Arnold, makes a distinction between ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture:

This idea of culture was defined...as the “best that has been thought and said” in
society, and was reserved for an elite, educated audience...Thus, the idea of “high”
culture has often been implicit within definitions of culture, with the notion that
culture should be separated into the categories of high (fine art, classical painting,
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literature) and low (television, popular novels, comic books). (Sturken & Cartwright,
2001:3)

Three broad categories of current usage include: (1) A general process of intellectual,
spiritual and aesthetic development; (2) A particular way of life of a people, a period, a
group or humanity in general; (3) The works and practices of intellectual and artistic activity
(Williams, 1976:90; Smith, 2009).

2.2 The construction of identity
Culture is considered an important factor in shaping identity; on both an individual and
collective level. A defining concept of cultural studies is that an individual is a creation of
their own culture or group, at the same time that culture is a creation of its individual
members. The discourse of identity is therefore predicated on an awareness of self within
the community. The concept of cultural identity has been widely explored in recent years by
historians, social scientists and political theorists and often interlinked with explorations of
nationalism. The crucial argument in this discourse is between those theorists who claim
that identities are naturally occurring and those who argue that cultural identities are socially
constructed. Yet as the above introduction has indicated, culture is a social construct and
therefore anything produced by culture must also be socially determined. The social
construction of identities is seen predominantly as a source of political claim and
contestation.

In 1987 Ellen Badone reflected that extensive research into ethnicity had been a primary
focus since the 1970s, but argued that studies of local identity had been “relatively
neglected” (1987:161). Interest in identity related discourse has since developed and
expanded, and the concept of identity has been widely discussed in terms of individual
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identity (Lawler, 2011), social (Jenkins, 1996), imagined or invented (Anderson, 1983;
Hobsbawn and Ranger, 1983). The cultural psychology of the learned human experience has
also been investigated (Cole, 1996; Eriksen, 1959) and closely associated with kinship and
community studies (Levi-Strauss, in Carsten & Hugh-Jones (ed.), 1995; Schneider, 1979).
Cultural geography extends this understanding to an awareness of place, or the spatial
awareness of culture and cultural identity (Mitchell, 2000). The discourse of identity
simultaneously engages with two distinct concepts; identity of the individual and identity of
a group or community, often with interchangeable and broadly related implications
(Goffman, 1959; Cohen, 1985). Both of these concepts require recognition of the social or
symbolic nature of identities and Smith proposes that “the ability to understand culture” is a
“vital component of competent and active citizenship” (2001: vi).

The social construction of identities (relative to ethnicity, race or nation) is what Chris
Barker refers to as a “regulated way of ‘speaking’” about people or persons (2009: 224).
Furthermore he claims that identities are not “universal or absolute”, but “unstable cultural
creations...temporarily stabilized by social practice” (Barker, 2009: 247). The formative
argument in this debate is ‘anti-essentialism’; that identities by themselves do not exist and
cannot be found: they are discursive representations constituted primarily through language
(Hall, 2003:1; Barker, 2009:11)7. By that, he does not infer that language per se is the main
marker of identity, but that the concept of identity is formed through linguistic dialogue.
However, the role of language as a badge of membership of a given community has been
explored elsewhere. The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis is a theory of linguistic determinism; it
states that our native language shapes the way we see the world (Crystal, 2000:54). It was

7

Relative to this debate are two key perspectives, termed ‘Culturalism’ and ‘Structuralism’. Culturalism
places emphasis on shared meaningful practices and is to be understood in the historical context of where that
production takes place and is received. By contrast, structuralism removes the emphasis of meaning away from
human agency and towards systems of relations, such as language. In structuralism culture is seen as an
expression of language that exists outside of the intentions of its speakers. Whereas culturalism favours
interpretation as a method of understanding meaning, structuralism is a method of scientific analysis.
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formulated by Edward Sapir (1884 – 1939) and Benjamin Lee Whorf (1897 – 1941), two
famous linguists (Eriksen, 2001:14). Sapir hypothesised that the ‘real world’ is constructed
through the language of a group. According to Whorf, all speech is unconsciously rendered
to the organisation and classification of data which the linguistic agreement decrees (Hall,
1997:22). Writers such as David Crystal (2000) propose that the disappearance of a large
majority of the world’s languages has implications for cultural identities, especially those
groups perceived as marginal (see Nettle and Romaine, 2000).

The Romantic Movement of the eighteenth century was influential in the creation of
nationalistic identities. The German scholar Johann Herder (1744 – 1803) argued that
human creativity was as central to the human existence as human rationality (Anderson,
2006). For Herder, the historical reservoir of human experience, knowledge and creativity
provided a coherent identity and sense of common destiny: he called attention to national
cultures, with their own languages, dress, customs and received wisdom (Hobsbawm, 1999;
Mitchell, 2000). Herder was a student of the philosopher Immanuel Kant, and he sought to
develop an “expressivist critique”, “concerned with the search for meanings”, but more
significantly, “how individuals are bounded within cultures...times...and places” (Mitchell,
2000). It has been argued, however, that Herder’s understanding of cultural plurality (of
there being different groups of culture) derived from a personal desire to legitimise German
traditions for the purpose of creating Germany as a nation state (Anderson, 2006). As Simon
James argues:

Agreed national histories are inevitably nationalist histories, and are always partisan.
Many notions of deep history underpin ancient claims to territory and precedence
over other groups, justify modern antagonisms and constitute the fault-lines of future
conflict. (James, 2000:11)
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The concept of nations and identities as being rooted in antiquity is contested by
contemporary writers, most specifically Ernest Gellner and Benedict Anderson (Smith,
1999; Anderson, 2006). Whilst their theories of nationalism share a similar argument,
Gellner’s theory is based on industrialisation and Anderson’s is based on informal systems
of development. Gellner’s theory of nationalism is based on industrialisation, transportation
and communication. It is realist and reductionist– not reliant on ancient myth and reduces
everything down to material factors, rather than ideas. He argues that the concept of nation
is comparatively modern and proposes that forms of commonality at an everyday level, such
as dress, language, and custom, only became available with industrialisation. Gellner’s
theory is overtly Marxist in essence, based on the idea that a complex division of labour
requires a shared medium of communication to function effectively. The material
infrastructure of industrialisation (roads, bridges, railways, telephone) is key to his view of
the establishment of a common language and identity. All of this requires the mass
education of the populace, thus creating a homogenizing, centrally determined system.

Benedict Anderson’s (2006) theory of nationalism has a similar focus to Gellner’s, that
nation states are a modern concept. However, Anderson focuses on informal systems of
development through elite cultures and imagined communities. He sees nations as
developing around 17th - 18th Century and points out that industrialisation cannot explain
every instance. This is indeed true of Iceland, which was a nation state long before
technological advances came into force. Anderson starts from the standpoint that nations
begin with imagination (2006). Before a material infrastructure is considered, the
boundaries and customs have to be imagined as such. In Scotland, Sir Walter Scott’s
fictitious Waverley Novels (e.g. The Pirate, 1897) and Robert Burns’ poetry defined the
language of the Scots in mass printed volumes. They wrote about heroic, national fictional
characters – the folkloric noble savage (West and Ansell, 2010:16) – with which people in
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Scotland are meant to identify. For Anderson, a national community’s individual members
must imagine their fellow nationals to be more similar to themselves than different.

Whereas Gellner and Anderson argue that nations are thoroughly modern creations,
Anthony Smith (1986) proposes that processes of invention still rely on a pre-existing
concept of ethnie (i.e. ethnic community). He would argue that literary elites draw on much
longer term institutions and customs, including an historic territory or homeland, common
myths and historical memories and a common, mass public culture with an economy and
legal rights for all members.

In The Atlantic Celts, James confronts the issue that Celtic culture relies on “a presumption
of deep roots, of unbroken traditions and ‘spirit’ going back over 2,000 years...” (2000:16).
It is, he argues, of political and cultural significance and fundamental to the idea of a Celtic
identity. Critical enquiry into the ‘foundations’ of a modern identity is seen as “threatening
people’s fundamental beliefs about themselves and their world” (James, 2000:16).
Hobsbawm and Ranger (1983) contribute to this understanding by directing attention to a
modern practice of ‘inventing tradition’ for the purpose of political and cultural claim:

Invented tradition is taken to mean a set of practices, normally governed by overtly
or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate
certain values and norms of behaviour by repetition, which automatically implies
continuity with the past. In fact, where possible, they normally attempt to establish
continuity with a suitable historic past. (Hobsbawm, 1983:1)

The central tenet of identity-related discourse is identification against difference: a practice
of inclusion or exclusion, dependent on perspective and context. The debate surrounding the
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social construction of identities is of significance as it draws attention to a process of
elucidating cultural meanings.

2.3 The discussion of cultural interchange
The quest to afford culture a contemporary definition may be seen as indicative of an
increasing trend to characterise human interaction across borders. Human populations are
increasingly mobile due to modern global communications, infrastructure and
transportation; with ‘globalisation’ becoming a key word for contentious debate. People
take their identities and material wealth with them. Interaction between cultures is
frequently described in negative terms such as clashes, conflict, assimilation, opposition and
warfare. At the other end of the spectrum, emphasis is also placed on cultural cooperation,
inter-cultural programmes, and strategies employed for the safe-keeping of value-laden
articles of cultural heritage. Although a number of disciplines have recognised interchange
as the continuation and development of an historic process, the existing literatures describe
it in varying terms and make no attempt to organise it into a workable framework across the
disciplines.

Traditionally, academic discourse separated and maintained the distinctiveness of the
disciplines by a strict code of single-status determining or exclusivity. In other words, each
discipline has recognised the co-existence of the other whilst maintaining an invisible
barrier to each other’s contribution or, at its worst state, a “battle ground...of internal
fighting within different approaches” (Prosser, 1998:1-2). Not until recently, when cultural
studies encouraged a multi-disciplined focus, the vast body of culturally-related materials
were solely focused on their own fields of, for example, linguistics (Crystal, 1999),
archaeology (Jones, 1997; Parker Pearson, 1999), sociology (Cohen, 1985) and so forth. The
effect of this has been to fragment our understanding of human life and the relationship
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‘between’ things has been ignored, overlooked or underplayed (Handwerker, 2002).
Information has been gathered but not interpreted or fully theorised in relation to the
potential wider implications.

The discourse of cultural interchange has not received adequate academic interlocution,
although there are existing themes of a similar or related nature. In archaeology the term
‘cultural diffusion’ is employed to describe the extension of knowledge or practice from one
geographical area to another (Renfrew and Bahn, 2004; Kuper, 2005). The study of material
culture is also concerned with physical borders, or at least, physical signs of perceived
borders; implying the propensity for a type of interaction at or across delineated borders
(Jones, 1997). This focus on the idea of borders finds extension in Anthony Cohen’s work,
most specifically The Symbolic Construction of Community (1985). Whilst the main premise
of his work privileges the extension of the perception of borders – both physical and
symbolic – the root of his argument is concerned with matters of cultural identity; and the
sub-strata of belonging and difference. Within the wider sociological discourse the terms
‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ are employed as descriptive terms; as a means of identifying people
in relation to a particular ‘border’(Eriksen, 2001). Following the work of Fredrik Barthe’s
Ethnic Groups and Boundaries (1969), Badone reflects that,

Consciousness of ethnic identity and differences is often greatest, in Barth’s view, at
the boundaries between groups. Likewise, awareness of local identity is also
accentuated in boundary situations. (Badone, 1987:167)

Within this debate the study of islands has received considerable academic attention (Cohen,
1987; Goffman, 1969). The concept of ‘island’ has traditionally been considered in terms of
the natural physical borders characteristic of a detached landscape and the perception of a
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self-contained or self- sustaining habitat (Eriksen, 2001). Early anthropologists sought to
qualify their work by replicating the ‘hard sciences’ approach (Levi-Strauss, 1979) of
undertaking investigations in what was perceived to be a contained or semi- controlled
environment (Cohen, 1987). Andrew Blaikie reflects that, “The prevailing evolutionary
paradigm was much influenced by the claim advanced by E.B. Tylor that existing
‘primitive’ societies held vestigial cultural survivals from earlier stages of human social
development” (Tylor, 1871; in Blaikie, 2001:346). Islands and other places regarded as
remote or removed from civilisation were therefore considered as being suitable locations of
“otherness” (Blaikie, 2001:346) for ethnographic investigation (Shariq, 1999). However,
Barthes (1969) recognised that whilst “some measure of isolation” is a contributing factor to
the development of a local identity, “intergroup contact” is essential for traits to develop
(Badone, 1987:168).

The perception of islands as being self-contained focused on what was considered to be the
authenticity of a ‘pure’ inside population, without considering the effect of non-island
influences. In terms of the physical characteristics of islands and the relationship to the sea
and sea mariners, it must be considered that the ‘contained’ experiment is not a suitable
approach. This perceived necessity – to identify and examine a cultural group as close to
their ancestral origin as possible, without the influences of outside agency – recognises and
affirms that interaction across ‘borders’ alters the nature and dynamic of culture (West and
Ansell, 2010).

Over the past two decades interest in this field has generated new discourses on an
international level and the establishment of specific island- themed journals. In the
introduction to SHIMA: The International Journal of Research into Island Cultures8, the

8

www.shimajournal.org
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author reflects that through these platforms the narrative of islands has developed to account
for the, “nature, dynamics and diversities of islands and islanders”, with reference to their
“relation to non-island entities” (IJIA: Introduction); this is of significance to the discourse
of borders and cultural interchange. Academic enquiry has therefore acknowledged forms of
interaction and recognised that there is a discussion to be generated regarding this process.
However, whilst such discourses investigate and compare indigenous cultural forms and
attempt to characterise the interaction of processes, it remains that island studies is
considered to be an under theorized field (Nassauer, 1985; Nash, 2001). Current studies into
island cultures (such as this thesis) are thereby contributing to the formation and
development of an emergent field of inquiry (Baldacchino, 2006). The platform for the
discussion of islands connects previously fragmented narratives in an online repository of
knowledge and situates them within a global resource framework (Price and Lewis, 1993).

Richard Jenkins proposes that “Identity is a matter of meaning, and meaning always
involves

interaction:

agreement

and

disagreement,

convention

and

innovation,

communication and negotiation.” (2008:17). Two key sociological thinkers whose
approaches have contributed to this debate are Michel Foucault (1926 – 1984) and Karl
Marx (1818 - 1883). Foucault suggested that the practice of presenting history as a
continuous thread – as a catalogued series of successive events – should instead be
observing “interruptions” in the socio-historical link:

...in the disciplines that we call the history of ideas...which, despite their names,
evade very largely the work and methods of the historian, attention has been
turned...away from vast unities like ‘periods’ or ‘centuries’ to the phenomena of
rupture, of discontinuity...one is now trying to detect the incidence of interruptions.
(2002 [1969]: 3-4)
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Drawing attention to ‘discontinuity’ is a perception shared by the Marxist view of history,
which Barker acknowledges is “...marked by significant breaks and discontinuities of modes
of production” (2009). Barker emphasises that the organisation of a ‘mode of production’ is
“inherently tied up with relations between people” (Barker, 2009). In his Introduction to
Benedict’s Patterns of Culture (1934), Franz Boas argues that “interest in these sociopsychological problems is not in any way opposed to the historical approach”:

On the contrary, it reveals dynamic processes that have been active in cultural
changes and enables us to evaluate evidence obtained from the detailed comparison
of related cultures. (1934: xvi; my emphasis)

Furthermore (and of particular interest in evaluating an academic awareness of the process
of cultural interchange) Boas reflects that, “...the problem of culture...presents itself often as
that of the interrelation between various aspects of culture” (1934: xvi). Each of these
references have linguistic similarities; interrelation, interruption, interaction: utilising the
prefix of ‘inter-’ to describe the relationship between, among or together (Collins Concise
Dictionary, 1999:748). Possibly the closest paralleling reference to ‘interchange’, however,
is found in Handwerker’s notion of “intersection”. His proposal draws attention to
implications of Tylor’s (1871) definition of culture, chiefly that,

...cultures consist of evolving configurations of cognition, emotion, and behaviour at
the intersection of individually unique cultural sets. The central problem for
ethnography thus consists of identifying and describing that intersection and its
important variations. (2002: 106)
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In seeking to create an appropriate methodology for the study of this ‘intersection’,
Handwerker discusses the limitations of inherited knowledge:

Our historical data come to us in labelled bits we usually call societies or cultural
groups. But, as Wolf (1982) reminds us, the constituency of such groups, their
labels, and even their existence change by means of the interconnected historical
processes through which people seek access to resources. (2002: 107)

What Handwerker suggests is that these interconnected processes must be understood with
evidence, rather than by the perpetuation of historical assumption. In order to understand
cultures, he argues:

We cannot know precisely what cognitive, emotional, and behavioural
configurations constitute cultures until we make the reality of social groups, the
existence of cultures, and the location of cultural boundaries empirical issues that
require explicit tests for construct validity. (2002: 107)

The usefulness of Handwerker’s study is summed up in the statement: “cultures are not
things” (2002: 108); though he offers no viable alternative as to the manner in which
cultures should otherwise be conceptualised. The problematic of this acknowledgement has
implications for the ways in which cultures are studied, drawing attention to a complex state
of processes that influence the way people think, act and live. Moreover he suggests that
“specific recurrent behavioural patterns experienced in childhood produce specific,
potentially lifelong alterations of how our minds work” (2002:108). The imprint of
childhood experience is therefore of significance, or at least consideration, in the process of
culturalisation.
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2.4 The role of heritage
In recent decades much attention has been paid to the identification of heritage and the
function that this performs in relation to society and culture. The role of heritage has two
parts to it: the role it plays in shaping society and the role society plays in identifying
heritage. It is significant that what is classified as being part of heritage is usually in relation
to a particular heritage, or cultural identity. The point of interest in this discourse is the
implication of heritage or culture as having an intrinsic local value; or that the shared
meanings contained within its understanding is of significance to human history as a whole.
The cultural value of heritage is closely associated with identity and a strong theme which
emerges from this is the implied right of ownership.

Traditionally, the term ‘heritage’ was largely understood in a physical context, taken to
mean architecture, buildings and places (West, 2010). It has also been suggested that it
favoured an elitist heritage of high culture (Barker, 2009). An interdisciplinary approach to
Heritage Studies has generated a broad range of enquiry: recurrent themes include historical
representation (Hall, 2003; Evans, 2007), museum practice (Altick, 2007; Smith, 2009),
custodianship and authenticity (Otero-Pailos, Gaiger and West, 2010:58; Winston, 1998).
Logan and Smith note that, “Heritage results from a selection process” (2009: xiii). This
active process of selection has garnered interest relating to the way that heritage is officially
and politically regulated (Kurtz, 2010:235; West and MacKellar, 2010; Tilden, 2007).
Conversely, the politicisation debate of heritage has been countered with unofficial registers
of heritage and investigations of the varied expressions of culture (Samuel, 1994; Harrison,
2010). Internationally, the understanding of heritage has undergone an extensive process of
refinement, largely defined by the UNESCO ‘Convention for the Safeguarding of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage’ (2003).
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Whilst the identification of heritage is largely seen as being subjective and political, the way
that it is used has an equally debated level of bias (Hems, 2006; Hafstein, 2009). The
question that Simon James raises is, how do we “conceptualise vanished human societies”
(James, 2000:9)? The risk is that objects of high culture are referenced over low culture,
making a distinction between that which is on show and that which is kept hidden from
view (Lawler, 2001; Samuel, 1994). Within Island Studies there has been a growing
awareness of the need to understand the historical development of islands. The
archaeological study of island societies affords a “long-term temporal perspective” that
plays a “significant role...in our appreciation of island cultures in the present” (SHIMA,
introduction). The conceptualising of past human societies is increasingly considered by the
inter-disciplinary study of the dynamics of contemporary communities.

In Interpreting Our Heritage (2007), Freeman Tilden proposes six principles as a guide to
interpreting heritage for the betterment and benefit of the audience and, ultimately, the
protection of heritage itself. His third principle claims that “interpretation is an art” and in
number four expands this to say that, “The chief aim of interpretation is not instruction, but
provocation” (2007:18). For the,

…purpose of interpretation is to stimulate the reader or hearer toward a desire to
widen his horizon of interests and knowledge, and to gain an understanding of the
greater truths that lie behind any statement of fact. (Tilden, 2007:59)

Ruth Benedict explores the relationship between individual and culture with knowledge of
the “attitudes controlling individual and group behaviour”; she calls this the “genius” of the
culture, namely its configuration (1934: xvii). In Patterns of Culture Benedict employs
comparative anthropology to explore three cultures, each one “permeated by one
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dominating idea” (1934: xvii). This type of focus-based research provides insight into each
culture, chiefly the manner in which they situate themselves in the world (Benedict, 1934:
xvii).

2.5 The analysis of visual images
The human capacity for image making is recognised by qualitative researchers as spanning
centuries of human history. However, serious consideration of images as anything other
than art has only been afforded over the last few decades. The study of images parallels the
development of cultural studies to the extent that culture is increasingly characterised for its
visual signifiers. The analysis of visual images provides an alternative form and source of
information to traditional text-based research methods, but in doing so prompts new
discussions of representation and interpretation in the social sciences.

There has been a growing interest in visual culture in recent years, evidenced by an
increasing collection of literature in this field; ranging from philanthropic interest
(Okuefuna’s The Wonderful World of Albert Kahn, 2008), regional histories of photography
(Normand, 2007; Padget, 2010), philosophical enquiry into the paradigm (Sontag, 1979),
and application of methods of objectifying the visual world (Prosser et al, 1998; Sturken &
Cartwright, 2001; Berger, 1972). This growing interest in visual constructs – in “an
increasingly visual” culture – is also considered reactionary to the profusion of marketing
campaigns, mass media and global communications of modern society (Sturken &
Cartwright, 2001:1). Titles such as, Practices of looking (Sturken & Cartwright, 2001), and
Ways of Seeing (Berger, 1972) direct attention to the engagement of the researcher and
consideration of more than one perspective or ‘reality’.
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Until recently, visual anthropology was understood to have a “near-exclusive concern with
the production and use of ethnographic film” (Banks, 1998:9). The early application of film
was considered an extension of the scientific approach of anthropology that could provide
modes of analysis of the production of material culture. However, it became apparent that
this form of recording alone could not translate onto film the more “abstract formal
systems” of kinship or experience, for example (Banks, 1998:9). The implication from this
is that only material things which have a visual component can be visually recorded; a
notion that has since been dispelled in visual culture studies (Sturken and Cartwright, 2001).
The use of photography declined in importance in anthropology because of a paradigm shift
towards an emerging emphasis on social organisation, which was considered to be less
visual (Harper, 1998:24). However, Balinese Character, by Bateson and Mead (1942)
“showed the potential of visual ethnography in the study of culture” (Harper, 1998:25)
through the integration of text and images, and a lengthy duration of study. Paralleling the
development of anthropological interest in the visual aspect of culture was the emergence of
visual sociology in the 1960s, followed by cultural studies.

Central to the modes of qualitative research across the various disciplines looking at the
production and analysis of visual images, are the communal issues of ‘representation’,
‘reflexivity’,

‘interpretation’

and

‘trustworthiness’

(Prosser,

1998:1).

Traditional

ethnographic methods utilised photography as a means to gather information – as a means
of recording “the truth”. Yet,

[Howard] Becker reminded us that photographs, often thought of as ‘truth’, are more
precisely reflections of the photographer’s point of view, biases, and knowledge, or
lack of knowledge...But more fundamentally, all images, despite their relationship to
the world, are socially and technically constructed (Harper, 1998:29)
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Following on from observations made by Becker, Harper concludes that, “the more we
know about how a photograph came into existence the more we can judge its validity”
(1998:29). He proposes that the problem of reliability and validity is “related to access” on
the part of the photographer, emphasising the need to maintain clear theoretical objectives
(Harper, 1998:29). Since the beginning of photography, some have viewed it as a scientific
method of recording, whilst elsewhere it has been viewed it as an art form (Sontag, 1977).
Current perspectives suggest that photographs are also cultural artefacts in their own right –
not just imitations or reflections of something else (Hafstein, 2009). Though it is understood
that photography is a useful tool in the recording of sociological and related fieldwork,
visual images are not solely confined to the realm of photography. Within sociology and
cultural studies consideration of visual imagery also includes, for example, graffiti,
propaganda and satire, television and cinema, as well as visual markers of identity.

The French cultural theorist, Louis Althusser, suggested that “ideology is the necessary
representational means through which we come to experience and make sense of reality”
(Sturken and Cartwright, 2001:52). Interest in the visual aspect of culture therefore extends
beyond the production of visual images; it engages with the production of cultural meanings
that are made manifest (Barthes, 1972; Levi-Strauss, 1979). Clifford Geertz, a renowned
American anthropologist, espoused that, “the concept of culture...is essentially a semiotic
one” (2000 [1973]: 5). Semiotics, the study of signs, grew out of structural linguistics from
the works of Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (1857 – 1913) (Smith and Riley, 2009).
According to Gemma Penn, Saussure’s “key insight was the relativity of meaning” and the
necessity for language to be able to differentiate between one thing and another; for
“without difference there is no meaning” (Penn, 2000:228). In other words, Geertz likens
culture to a language which, like all languages, has to be learned in order for communication
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to be effective. As Smith explains, an inability to ‘read’ cultural dialogue results in the
differentiation between ‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders’:

It is widely held that we are living in a world where signs, symbols, and the media
are becoming central to the economy, that our identities are increasingly structured
by the pursuit of an image, and that inequality and civic participation are defined by
discourses of inclusion and exclusion. (Smith, 2001: vi).

In the International Journal of Advertising, Richard Elliot and Kritsadarat Wattanasuwan
argue that in modern society the identity of self is actively created, “partially through
consumption” of brands for the “symbolic construction of the self” (1998:132). They argue
that the socialisation process encourages an “advertising literacy event” amongst consumers,
forming an “interpretive community...by their shared interpretation of the meaning of the
advertisement” (Elliot and Wattanasuwan, 1998:138). The authors recognise that,

As consumption plays a central role in supplying meanings and values for the
creation and maintenance of the consumer’s personal and social world, so
advertising is recognised as one of the major sources of these symbolic meanings.
These cultural meanings are transferred to brands and it is brands which are often
used as symbolic resources for the construction and maintenance of identity
(McCracken, 1987; Mick and Buhl, 1992). (Elliot and Wattanasuwan, 1998:132)

The analysis of visual images engages overtly with the social construction of symbolic
meanings. The transference of cultural meanings to brands, or other visual marker, creates a
discourse that is understood through the shared interpretation of the inside community.
However, this perpetuates the distinction between insiders and outsiders. In order to
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understand the meanings contained within cultural images it is therefore necessary to have
inside access to the cultural group that produced them.

2.6 Conclusion
Early references to the term ‘culture’ first identify it as a process in terms of agrarian
occupation, or cultivation of the land. The subsequent metaphorical extension of culture –
the cultivation of the mind – laid the path to our understanding of human betterment and
‘civilisation’. It is from this metaphor that we now refer to culture in general, or cultures
vis-à -vis.

A growing body of theoretical engagements with the visual and the material elements of
culture draw attention to the relationships ‘between’ these discourses. Interest in embodied
politics and overt/hidden narratives extends beyond the localised level of metaphorical
allusions; it is being driven towards an intellectual understanding of the fluidity of
contemporary culture. Emergent from this intersection is the call for a re-orientation of
theory in practice (applied methodologies) by researchers in related fields.

Criticisms of cultural studies, visual studies and island studies are that they are overtly
discursive, post-modern and under-theorized. Whilst this may be the case, the counter
argument maintains that the continuation and increase of visual culture should have a
corresponding level of critical attention as it draws attention to the connection between
matters of power and cultural politics; the production of theory and knowledge is therefore
one of political practice. The related discourse of island studies contributes to this by
providing a set of locational factors for the systematic investigation of historical and
geographical markers of identity, and their relevance in modern society.
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Although the early reference to culture as a process is now far removed from its original
application, revisiting this concept helps us to understand the modern usage of the term.
Culture cannot be defined solely by a descriptive set of characteristics, but conceptualising
it as a process allows us to better theorise it. If we consider ‘culture’ as a two-headed beast;
composed of metaphor and process, then it opens up new avenues of discourse. Not quite
the Hydra of Greek mythology, but an appropriate depiction of culture nonetheless.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

3.1 Introduction
Cultural Studies is a branch of anthropology which promotes a multi-disciplined approach
to research in the social sciences. The particular choice of methodology may be dependent
on the level of social organisation, the physical environment, identification of symbolic
constructions and the range of materials available to the researcher. Consequently the study
of culture involves consideration of various methodological and theoretical approaches. In
the search for ‘human meaning’, the study of culture(s) is increasingly characterised in
visual material forms, therefore the field of visual sociology is of significance as a means of
investigating these evidences. This chapter introduces the various methodologies employed
in the undertaking of this doctoral thesis and provides a discussion as to why these
methodologies are relevant to this thesis topic of cultural interchange and identity formation.
It details the formation of a research idea and subsequent steps taken to develop this into a
complete and integrated research design. The paradigm of this research project utilises
principles primarily from an interpretivist approach, seeking to understand the complexities
of human expression and interaction.

3.2 Consideration of a research design
The proposal for this thesis emerged out of an existing interest in Shetland culture, which
suggested that Shetland’s culture and identity had developed through centuries of intercultural contact facilitated as a direct result of Shetland’s island geography. In the initial
planning stages of the research design this was to be investigated through a series of
smaller, individual projects, with the aim of drawing attention to specific forms of culture
and interaction across Shetland. However, further consideration of each of these indicated
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that the parameters of the investigation were too broad and that a core case study with interrelated themes would provide a more suitable focus.

The idea for the core case study originated out of an observation that the village of
Scalloway, Shetland’s ancient capital, has received little literary attention compared to
Lerwick. For a small island community, Shetland has been the subject of a substantial
collection of book titles, but with little focus on Scalloway. At the same time there has been
a correspondingly high collection of photographs taken of Scalloway. Scalloway’s full
story, however, has never been printed; this observation raised many questions,
notwithstanding the reason why this should be the case, but also the potential source of
narrative loss and the implications of this literary silence. Thus having an existing interest in
Shetland culture and through interaction supplied by social networks, provided the
springboard on which to build a new framework of study, most particularly in the respect of
Scalloway.

Living in Scalloway, no one can ignore the presence of the castle and the history it
maintains, or the relevance of the sea to a traditional fishing community. These elements
have been written of separately, but not as a cohesive whole. At present there is a chasm
between the literature and the photographic archive, which is most visible to the insider.
Even within the extensive photographic archive there are gaps for it is not unusual for
photographic collections to be sold without indication of historical narrative; personal
images, occupational images, locational – mostly without names, dates or place
identification. The market in antiquities, books and photographs, therefore disorganises
culture; it is an example of how cultural narratives can become dislocated from their
original source or communicative purpose.
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The literature review undertaken for the thesis indicated that in both the academic and
regional discourses there was no direct discussion of the inter-relational aspect between
human interaction, cultural meanings and communication. An early observation indicated
that the local culture had experienced a high level of interaction, suggesting that this had
been formative in local culture identity. From this observation the main intellectual
‘problem’ of the thesis was identified in terms of mechanisms of cultural narrative. From
early in the planning stages of the research design, a working title was composed that would
act as the theoretical framework underpinning the process of the narrative dislocation of
Scalloway. The term ‘cultural interchange’ was decided upon to best illustrate the
specificity of social intercourse regarding social networks and external relations. As a
meeting place of culture, ideas and meanings, this process of interchange has the capacity to
bridge and divide and therefore has implicating trends towards both a positive and negative
application.

Initial investigations into previous academic literatures on Shetland revealed two significant
contributors: Erving Goffman (1969) and Anthony Cohen (1987), both of whom undertook
sociological fieldwork on Shetland’s islands. The nature of these island studies
demonstrated the utility of perceiving the research objective within workable geographical
parameters. This observation suggested that the village of Scalloway could be considered as
a microcosm of Shetland’s wider cultural condition, whilst maintaining its own distinct
identity. A literature review therefore had to be considered as a two-part process; the first
being a review of the wider academic discourse of culture and related studies, and the
second being a review of regional discourses of Shetland. Reflection upon the current state
of significant academic and regional dialogues revealed a series of different theoretical
perspectives and practical methodological applications.
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The review of academic literatures, which is provided in chapter two, facilitated the
identification of suitable methodologies for this thesis. It did so by demonstrating the similar
or related fields of international inquiry undertaken by previous researchers and how these
could be applied in a Shetland cultural setting. In terms of investigating the nature of
cultural narratives, the work of the sociologist C. Wright Mills was identified as being
formative in this discussion. Mills advocated the “triple focus” of sociology (Macionis and
Plummer, 1998) to understand social change; he intended such study to incorporate
biographies, history and structure as a means of understanding social interrelations and
patterns. This approach could therefore be considered for recording a broad range of
significant local narrative evidences.

The second part of the literature review provided a focus on the regional discourses of
Shetland. This identified relevant historical and contemporary sources that were initially
considered in terms of (i) travel biographies, (ii) non-Shetland academic authorities and (iii)
local history evidences. It demonstrated the differences between insider and outsider access
to local cultural narrative, which presented as being significant to the wider methodological
and sociological debate. The researcher has the unique experience of being both an insider
and outsider to Scalloway and to Shetland9. This experience provides an inter-cultural
perspective that most previous researchers have not held, hence the ability here to adopt a
dual approach and multi-methodology; utilising methodological principles from the works
of Goffman (1969) and Cohen (1987), but with the advantage of insider access.

If the ontological question that emerges from this research foundation is, “what is it that we
are looking at?” the epistemological response is in the ways in which we study our
knowledge of the world (Thomas, 2009:86-87). From the original observation that
9

Insider/outsider: having lived within Shetland – Scalloway, Bressay and Fair Isle – and Mainland Scotland.
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Scalloway’s historical record has received inadequate literary interest, the process of
investigation suggests a methodological approach of ‘narrative inquiry’ (Bell, 1999).
Gudmunsdottir reflects that the research method can be described as ‘narrative inquiry’ if
the “...data collection, interpretation and writing are considered a ‘meaning-making’ process
with similar characteristics to stories” (1996:295). Whilst story-telling is a consideration for
historical discourse it would be insufficient to address the wider theoretical proposal of
cultural interchange, which would be better suited to a longitudinal study of social processes
(Thomas, 2009:130). However, Gudmunsdottir’s (1996) understanding of narrative is not
confined to ‘stories’, but to a research design that is actively involved in making and
engaging with meanings.

An example of previous research into the investigation of cultural meanings is found in
Ruth Benedict’s study of dominant cultural ideologies (Benedict, 1934). Her method draws
attention to the established anthropological practice of recording cultural ideas to gain
insight into how members of a culture see themselves in the world. This indicates an
appropriate method of investigation that could be employed in the study of Scalloway and,
by extension, Shetland. It requires the identification of a local perspective or concept that
could be considered an ideology. As in the examples provided by Benedict (1934), this type
of study focuses on attitudes controlling or influencing group behaviour. Franz Boas
describes this treatment as being “distinct from the so-called functional approach” because it
is concerned with the discovery of “fundamental attitudes” rather than the “functional
relations of every cultural item” (1934: xvii).

The exploration of cultural narratives, ideologies and metaphors will involve research into
visual representations of culture, expressions and descriptions, in addition to the traditional
methods of written sources (Hall, 1997). Marcus Banks reflects that visual research
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methodologies “tend towards the exploratory rather than the confirmatory” (2008:10). He
proposes that visual methodologies “take the researcher into realms...not considered and
towards findings previously unanticipated” (Banks, 2008:10). The empirical nature of
investigation required for this thesis situates the efforts of the researcher within an
interpretivist role. The main consideration is to draw attention to the manner in which
people interact and construct their worlds. Thomas suggests that the role of the interpretivist
is to “take from the local experience and illuminate and influence the local experience.
(2009:77).

It is anticipated that the outcome of this thesis will be a better understanding of the term
‘culture’ and insight into the constituent parts of locational cultural identity. The exploration
of culture in the literature review demonstrated the transmutation of the term historically
and suggested that it needs to be conceptualised as both a metaphor and a process. This is a
departure from the traditional understanding and usage of the term, with the aim of
postulating new avenues of discourse for the purpose of theorizing meaning-making
processes. The investigation therefore needs to engage with perceptions of culture from
variable perspectives and with the manner in which culture is expressed or demonstrated.
Initial considerations for the thematic investigation of the research design identified from
the literature review are: i) naturalistic representations of Shetland and Shetlanders, ii) a
history of institutional and political control, and iii) the development of a post- Nordic
cultural identity.

3.3 Engaging with a multi- disciplined approach
The social history of a place cannot be studied in its entirety but must be broken down into
its main constituent and contributing parts. In respect of the village of Scalloway a cultural
studies approach involves an exploration of the history of its socio- cultural condition. Each
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of the contributing areas, once identified, requires individual approaches in the gathering of
information. The approach to data collection is directly related to the identification of
research themes; it is this that drives the activity behind the methodology. This section
provides a discussion of significant methods for this thesis, indicating the reasons as to why
these particular methods are considered relevant and of benefit to the investigation.

In order to explore the themes identified as part of the research design, it is recognised that
there is more than one form of narrative, which requires a set of research methods (see
Table 1 in Appendix 1). Mills’ triple focus sociology indicated a method of data collection
based on the three narrative strands of biography, history and structure (Macionis and
Plummer, 1998). This approach has a useful utility in the way in which it directs attention to
the personal, the collective and the physical or institutional narratives. However, it was
anticipated that there may be an element of overlap between these forms due to the
complexity of social processes (Grieco, 1996).

The secondary data provided in the review of regional literature was identified as the main
source for chronicling the historical account of Scalloway and Shetland. This considered the
historical formation of a locational identity in terms of the manner in which Shetland and
Shetlanders have been described or characterised. The historical account also considered the
material heritage of place, whilst recognising the contextual overlap between narrative
structures (see Table 2 in Appendix 1). However, it is probable that Mills’ understanding of
structure is with regard to the structure of society, which would entail a functionalist study
(Boas, 1934). This investigation did not have the corresponding level of funds or allocated
time scale which would be required for a functionalist study, even one with a microcosmic
focus.
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However, a longitudinal study (Thomas, 2009) of an institutional structure such as a local
newspaper, which is undertaken within a clearly defined time-frame, was possible. A
newspaper survey over a one year period was a manageable enterprise for an individual
researcher as it allowed trends and fluctuations to be monitored. The Shetland Times is a
local newspaper that is published weekly in Shetland. In keeping with the themes of this
thesis, and with reference to Mills’ triple-focus approach, the content of the newspaper
could be considered an institutional structure. This survey identified a selection of common
themes or cultural narratives that could be quantifiably compared weekly and evaluated at
the end of the year. This type of review indicated those collective narratives which are of
consequence to a sense of shared identity and those that are not. Although it is a secondary
source of information, it offers a contemporary perspective of people and place in addition
to the regional literature review (see Appendix 2).

In ethnography the researcher is expected to become immersed directly within the cultural
group being studied (Malinowski, in Kuper, 2005; Thomas, 2009). Goffman (1969) and
Cohen (1987) demonstrated this by their engagement with Shetland island communities,
specifically the islands of Unst and Whalsay. Their involvement within these communities
was both as participant and observer in the daily workings of island life, as a means of
understanding the significance of local culture and practices. The Faroese scholar Jakobsen
(1985) demonstrated that Shetlander’s responded favourably to his linguistic research of
Shetland; which implies that the ability to speak Shetlandic, or the affirmation of cultural
affinity, is of significance to the Shetland ethnographer. For an insider with an intimate
knowledge of Scalloway, the ethnographic approach had an advantage; the researcher was
already established within the community as a participant of the local cultural environment
(see Table 3 in Appendix 1). However, it was also necessary for the researcher to be able to
alternate between the perspectives of participant and observer (Barker, 2009).
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The third consideration of triple-focus sociology is to obtain biographical narrative(s)
(Macionis and Plummer, 1998). The most common, although not exclusive, method of
obtaining biographical data is by undertaking interviews. Identification of potential
interviewees, relative to the aims of the research design, was aided by the insiderethnographer position. The benefit of arranging interviews was considered in terms of
sourcing primary information that cannot be investigated from secondary source analysis.
Interviewee candidates were approached individually, having been identified through social
networks, and others were invited to respond through locally placed adverts. These adverts
were distributed in shop windows and through the local newspaper. It was anticipated that
this dual method would produce no less than fifty interviews of individuals, and as the
project developed this number was revised to maintain a manageable schedule. The
interview candidates did not necessarily have to have a direct Scalloway connection;
because Scalloway is part of the wider Shetland culture there are causal inter-regional
factors to consider that are of consequence to the Shetland identity and culture.

The interviewees were identified and approached according to the significance of each
individual’s contribution (see Table 4 in Appendix 1). The interviews were primarily
unstructured to allow the emergence of significant points. However a list of potential topics
of conversation was provided to the interviewee prior to the formal interview, to allow them
the opportunity to consider what was being asked of them. The interviewees were briefed on
the purpose of the study and it was explained to them that the interview would be digitally
recorded and duly transcribed, but that this would not be used without their consent. It was
anticipated that the majority of respondents would extend the invitation of hosting the
interview in their own place of residence. This was preferable for the interviewer, who was
then able to appreciate the various manners of cultural or familial expressions displayed in
the home environment.
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This exploratory method of research was intended to identify narratives which are not
addressed in the official historical record. The emergent dialogue was sensitive to contextual
variations in meaning. The list of prepared questions centred on biographical information,
such as the interviewee’s family or occupational history, allowing a sense of the identity
formation of the individual to emerge. Biographical and orally related histories were thus
presented as conjoined entities, emphasising the interconnectedness of community life.
Transcriptions were returned to the respondent and signed consent sought that the
information may be used for the purpose of this thesis. These transcriptions were then
analysed for their common themes, supporting the main body of the arguments presented. It
was expected that the interview process would produce a different set of narratives than that
which exists within the formalised or official cultural record.

To balance the strength of qualitative data from the above methods, quantitative data in the
form of regional statistics was obtained from the most recent publication of Shetland in
Statistics. This is the most efficient and cost effective method to investigate the availability
of statistical information on a large scale. The data from this source has already been
collated through local agency and presented on a wide range of demographically specific
social conditions. It was, however, necessary to interpret the statistics in order to
contextualise what this implies for the village of Scalloway within the cultural register of
Shetland (see Appendix 3).

Different traditions or approaches to research employ different strategies to information
collection, but no approach is entirely prescriptive (Bell, 1999). It was considered earlier
that there is more than one form of narrative; this was approached from Mills’ triple focus
sociology of narrative as a subject (Macionis and Plummer, 1998). However there are also
different mediums by which narrative is communicated (Thwaites et al, 2002). The use of
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narrative inquiry as a research tool is a “relatively new concept in the social sciences”, but
historically “story has been an accepted way of relating knowledge and developing selfknowledge” (Gray, 1998:2; quoted in Bell, 1999:17). Dr Janette Gray proposes that,

One of the major strengths of such a means of conducting inquiry is the ability to
allow readers who do not share a cultural background similar to either the storyteller
or the researcher to develop an understanding of motives and consequences of
actions described within a story format. Narrative is a powerful and different way of
knowing. (Gray, 1998)

According to Gray, “All forms of narrative inquiry involve an element of analysis and
development of themes, dependent on the researcher’s perspective”, and is “dependent on
the storyteller’s use of language to present an interpretation” (1998:2). The review of
academic literature indicated that narratives are not singularly expressed through language,
but are also demonstrated visually (Prosser et al, 1998; Sturken & Cartwright, 2001; Berger,
1972), therefore this investigation considered visual sociology as a necessary research
method. When considered through the lens of visual sociology, Mill’s triple focus approach
requires a different set of methods.

A visual analysis of the narratives of history, biography and structure required the
ethnographic researcher to consider the ways that cultural meanings are represented or
demonstrated.

Although the insider ethnographer was familiar with locational cultural

metaphors and references, this understanding had to be evidenced and interpreted for the
benefit of an outside audience. The methods of investigation therefore analysed culture that
is visible, and enabled the visualisation of culture that is not already visually demonstrated
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or explored. International fieldwork provided the framework for the contextualisation of
locational narratives within a wider setting (see Table 5 in Appendix 1).

It was proposed that the collation of a photographic archive of Shetland images, with
emphasis on Scalloway, should be compiled. Orla Cronin proposes that, “personal histories
are not only contained in family albums, but they are created by them” (Cronin, 1998:78).
Family album photographs therefore provide a visual medium of biographical narratives.
The organised collation of a photographic archive consisted of photographs obtained from
the public domain, access to private family photographic collections and photographs taken
by the researcher. It is recognised that Shetland Museum and Archives have already
undertaken a similar project10 and this on-line facility was accessed and utilised as part of
the research methodology of this thesis. In addition to the analysis of still images, filmic
documentaries of Scalloway were sourced to inquire into the ways that Scalloway has been
presented to an outside audience. These narrative forms evidence the juxtaposition of image
and accompanying interpretation of the presenter(s) (Berger, 1977).

To correspond with the analysis of secondary sources of historical narrative, a further
primary exercise investigated the physical presence of material culture heritages of
Scalloway. These heritage structures were identified prior to field work undertaken and
were studied for their visual impact in the community (Banks, 1998:18). This provided a
physical context of history whose maintenance or otherwise can be considered as part of the
wider historical narrative account.

To coincide with the longitudinal study of The Shetland Times newspaper, it was also
necessary to look at the collection of various images supplied within this medium. A
10

http://www.shetland-museum.org.uk/photoLibrary/
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significant visual sociological methodology is the analysis of locally generated cartoons,
which Terry Warburton acknowledges, “are public pictures” (1998:253) and “are
understood to be part of a communications system” (1998:256). These visual forms are
mediated, with culturally coded meanings (Warburton, 1998:252). Inquiry into the active
construction of cartoons is pertinent as to the nature of the sociological imagination
(Anderson, 2006) and a deconstruction, or analysis, of their mediated content provided
insight into elements of shared cultural ideas.

To investigate the learned experience of culture, an inter-generational study was proposed
that evidenced the range of cultural perspectives from childhood to adulthood. The process
of interviewing candidates concentrated on the adult population, for the practical
consideration of the length of lived experience. Whilst adults can be faced with interview
situations, children have less experiential material from which to source suitable answers.
The process of obtaining childhood related information benefited from an established
methodology of utilising children’s art as a medium of narrative expression (Banks, 2008:5;
Schratz, and Steiner-Löffler, 1998; Wakefield and Underwager, 1998). An art survey
supplied by Shetland school children was an organised study into institutional structures that
influence the development of cultural identity. Benedict reflects that,

The life-history of the individual is first and foremost an accommodation to the
patterns and standards traditionally handed down in his community. From the
moment of his birth the customs into which he is born shape his experience and
behaviour. By the time he can talk, he is the little creature of his culture, and by the
time he is grown and able to take part in its activities, its habits are his habits, its
beliefs his beliefs, its impossibilities his impossibilities. (Benedict, 1959:2-3)
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The art survey was carried out in schools around Shetland. This required planning and
collaboration with the Shetland Islands Council Education Department and cooperation
from local art teachers and pupils. It was arranged that introductions between researcher and
teachers would take place during a school art department meeting as this was outside of
teaching schedules. During this meeting, the aims of the survey were relayed to them and
the most suitable course of action agreed upon for all parties involved. As it was not
logistically feasible for the researcher to be present in every school art class, an efficient
method of carrying out this survey was to disseminate responsibility from researcher to
teacher in the practical undertaking of classroom instruction.

Due to the complexity of the term ‘culture’ (Williams, 1983:87; Smith, 2009:1), the children
were asked “When you hear the word Shetland, what do you think about?” and asked to
produce a picture of whatever it was they were thinking about. The children were asked to
try doing this on their own, and by not discussing it with each other in the class. A parental
consent form was compiled so as to allow completed pictures to be presented in public. The
teachers were instructed to distribute parental consent forms to the children who took part.
The children were required to take this home and obtain signed consent from their parent(s)
or guardian for their picture to be used in the context of this thesis. Teachers were informed
of a specific time frame in which the art survey and completed consent forms had to be
returned to the researcher. It was expected that this project could be undertaken within a
three to four month period, allowing teachers the flexibility required for introducing this
into their existing school timetable.

The results from this survey illustrate the value of augmenting children’s ideas and how
culture or geography of place is perceived at a young age. John McKendrick acknowledges
that the geography of children, and interest in the attachment of place, is increasingly
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characterised by both geographers and non-geographers and is best conceived as a
“multidisciplinary endeavour” (McKendrick, 2000:359-387). Norwegian researcher, Ellen
Buass, has approached this subject by investigating the manner in which cultural heritage is
taught in childhood institutions, focusing on “small children’s bodily encounters with
history and tradition” (Buass, 2012). The concept of a school art survey in Shetland was
therefore considered within an international discourse of child and geography studies,
investigating the processes of institutionalisation, culturalisation and environment as
significant properties in the construction of identity (Schratz and Steiner-Löffler, 1998:235 250; Wetton and McWhirter, 1998: 263 - 282).

Research into a dominant cultural ideology (Benedict, 1934) requires the identification of a
particular theme that is repetitiously referenced or intimated across a range of evidences.
The identification of an idea or concept that is recognised or shared by the local cultural
group was based on its level of public visuality. The use of Grounded Theory (by Glaser and
Straus, 1967) was formative in this approach as it allows “theory to emerge from the data”
(Prosser and Schwartz, 1998:118). It was anticipated from early observations that the
dominant ideology would be central to the understanding of a Shetland cultural identity that
is based on post- Nordic symbolism (Jakobsen, 1985; Irvine, 1982)

Museum visits provided insight into cross-cultural affiliations, connections, shared histories
and narratives, but also revealed the different ways that these shared narratives are presented
and received. Of particular interest was the ease of public access – both the actual
physicality of a building and the organisation of space and display – and the processes of
negotiation required to meet visitor expectation. The chosen museums included Scalloway,
Lerwick, Kirkwall, Te Papa, Settlers, Otago, The National Museum of Scotland in
Edinburgh and Bryggen’s in Norway (see Table 6 in Appendix 1). A range of heritage
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structures and museum visits contributed to the conceptualisation of current heritage
practice and provided comparative material on the presentation of cultural identity (see
Table 7 in Appendix 1).

Gemma Penn’s (2000) three “steps in semiological analysis” provided the theoretical
framework required for the method of investigating the content analysis of images. The first
stage involves identifying the range of image related material that is to be analysed in order
to answer the research question, the manner it will be accessed and the constraints of time or
sampling. The second stage involves the compilation of a systematic contents list of
denotated information; an inventory of all the literal contents of the material. This stage
considers the actual construction of the image, including typography, linguistics, colour and
composition. Penn proposes that absent alternatives – that which could have been chosen –
are important factors to consider as they “contribute to signification by delimiting the
meaning of the chosen elements” (Penn, 2000:244). The third stage is an analysis of higher
level referents, including connotations or mythic, which Penn refers to as “higher levels of
signification” (2000:244). This involves identification of particular cultural knowledge in
the way that images are interpreted. In determining the elements of connotation, this stage
seeks to analyse how the elements interrelate to create referents of higher-order signage.

As the themes emerged and developed from the research it was necessary to focus attention
on those themes considered representative or culturally significant. Case studies allowed the
researcher the opportunity to investigate a range of themes. This investigation showcases the
human history of the village of Scalloway and why it is significant in its Shetland cultural
context. This addresses and amends the initial impetus for the project, which is that
Scalloway has received insufficient literary attention, and it establishes a suitable
framework with which to explore patterns of human interaction. An intergenerational study
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provided access to perspectives that are situated in, through and across different levels of
time and space, thereby indicating those factors affecting cultural narrative. It considered
the manner in which material culture is presented, in order to emphasize expressions of
culture which contain locally imbued meanings.

3.4 Critical evaluation of chosen methodologies
The research design for this thesis incorporated a range of methods, approaches and
theoretical tools in order to investigate and present data of a qualitative nature. Its
multidisciplinary form engaged directly with the social science disciplines of sociology and
anthropology, and the sub-disciplines of cultural studies and visual sociology, whilst being
centred within an ethnographic and interpretivist perspective. Each approach contributed
something different to the process of data collection and inquiry. The benefits of these
methods have been demonstrated in terms of their practical utility and their significance to
an existing body of methodological literatures. However, there are also limitations and
criticisms with each of these approaches and methodologies which must be considered as a
component of the research design process. This critique considers the practical application
of the required methods, but also identifies the potential impact of undertaking this study
and subsequent ethical concerns.

The ethnographic style of research was developed initially by anthropologists seeking “to
study a society or some aspect of a society, culture or group in depth” (Bell, 1999:12-13).
This approach is increasingly used outside of anthropological study, demonstrating its utility
as a significant form of fieldwork. However, critics of this approach draw attention to its
limited capacity to be fully representative, with the associated suggestion that this could
result in the production of generalisations. The ethnographic work carried out by previous
researchers in Shetland, by notable visiting sociologists Goffman (1969) and Cohen (1987),
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indicated the limitations of their ability to fully integrate within the local culture and thence,
the over-extension of their results as representative of Shetland culture. Whilst their
approach of considering the spatial distinctiveness of Shetland island groups provides a
suitable focus of inquiry, neither Goffman nor Cohen considered that this would impact on
the interpretation of their results. In view of this, the decision to investigate Scalloway as a
microcosmic study considered that this is not fully representative of Shetland culture or
identity constructs. To balance this limitation it was necessary to consider Scalloway not
only as a distinct space, but of its position within the wider cultural influence of Shetland.

Traditionally, ethnographic research was carried out by individuals seeking to immerse
themselves in a new culture or society; with the expectation that this individual would be
required to learn about that culture from the inside (Erikson, 2001). This would often
involve learning a new language and becoming as fully integrated as they could (Hendry,
1999; Benedict, 1934). Critics would argue that the research design for this thesis is not, in
the technical sense, ethnography, as the researcher is a Shetlander and therefore proposing
to study Shetland culture from an existing inside cultural and linguistic perspective.
However the researcher has the unique experience of being both an insider and outsider to
Scalloway and to Shetland11. This experience provides an inter-cultural perspective that
most previous researchers in Shetland have not held, hence the ability here to adopt a dual
approach and multi-methodology; utilising methodological principles from the works of
Goffman (1969) and Cohen (1987), but with the advantage of insider access.

The benefit of the researcher having insider access locates the positionality of the researcher
in an interpretivist role (Thomas, 2009). The main criticisms against interpretivism are that

11

Insider/outsider: having lived both within Shetland – Scalloway, Bressay and Fair Isle – and Scotland.
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it is naturalistic, overly descriptive and considered to be too subjective. Within the
deliberation of an interpretivist approach, however,

...there is no expectation that you should be objective in your study. It is the
opposite in fact – you should use your own interests and understandings to help
interpret the expressed views and behaviours of others. You should be a participant
in your research situation and understand it as an insider. In doing this, you have to
recognise your position – your social background, likes and dislikes, preferences and
predilections, political affiliations, class, gender and ethnicity – and how this
position...is likely to be affecting your interpretation. (Thomas, 2009:75-76)

Although previous visiting academics (Cohen 1987; Goffman 1969) to Shetland attempted
an interpretivist role, they did not fully access the cultural groups that they studied. As a
result of not fully integrating with their community groups, they interpreted certain
behaviours or practices through the veil of their own moral principles; in doing so they
presented results which were not based on local ethical distinctiveness, but on imposed
moral values. Evidently the bias of the researcher must be taken into consideration in the
research design process and in the evaluation of results (Bell, 1999:139).

However, whilst it might be considered that the inside researcher has an advantage in terms
of physical, social and cultural accessibility, there are disadvantages with this approach. Noone exists in a cultural vacuum; people do not just emerge into the world from a place of
cultural neutrality, they are immersed in culturally specific normative forms from birth
(Barker, 2009). This affects how people view themselves and the world, varying between
cultural groups and varying throughout temporal and spatial grids, yet firmly rooted in
traditional values and belief systems.
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In paraphrasing the philosopher John Dewey, Gary Thomas interpolates that “[we] should
think for ourselves” and in doing so “be wary of any line of reasoning...that comes from a
vested interest or strongly held opinion” (2009: 19-20). What Dewey is actually saying, is
that if people never step outside of their traditional way of thinking, if they never stop to
evaluate what they perceive the truth to be, they will never fully think for themselves or
evidence the ground on which their beliefs are based. Dewey promoted reflective thought
as the basis for educative betterment. In considering the communication of thoughts and
their processes, he reflected:

From obscure sources and by unnoticed channels they insinuate themselves into
acceptance and become unconsciously a part of our mental furniture. Tradition,
instruction, imitation – all of which depend upon authority in some form, or appeal
to our own advantage, or fall in with a strong passion – are responsible for them.
Such thoughts are prejudices, that is, prejudgements, not judgements proper that rest
upon a survey of evidence. (Dewey, quoted in Thomas, 2009:20)

The inference here is that people should be sceptical of their thoughts because they are not
absolute truths, or even necessarily based on evidence or reason. The inside researcher must
therefore recognise that their own cultural prejudice(s) or social positioning could affect the
way that their actions or results are interpreted and presented (Banks, 2008:15; Eriksen,
2001:28). Qualitative researchers are required to be reflexive in their approach; ‘reflexivity’
is the capacity of an agent to recognise the influence of social forces, including the potential
impact of their own presence or act of observing (Banks, 2008:15).

The significance of a dual insider/ outsider perspective is the ability to identify locational
distinction within a larger worldview. Within Shetland literature the precedent for this has
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already been established. Scalloway author J.R. Nicolson obtained his dual insider-outsider
approach by studying at Aberdeen University and working as a geologist in Sierra Leone,
Africa for five years. Upon returning to Shetland he produced a collection of titles on
Shetland life and culture. The dual perspective affords the researcher the advantage of being
able to observe and identify difference in the manner of an outsider, but also the ability to
interpret what those differences actually mean in the capacity of an insider.

The potential issue of being too close to the subject and therefore producing an overtly
subjective thesis is countered by the researcher’s experience of living out of Shetland for a
period of time and the subsequent experience of re-integrating into the local community,
with all that this implies; including the active re-assertion of kinship claims, occupational
heritage, language usage and social interaction. The researcher also utilised periods of
sociological training, most particularly visual sociology. This appreciation of nuanced areas
of cultural liminality, the processes of negotiation and maintenance and the ‘unseen’
processes of reintegration, is of value in a discussion of cultural interchange; it expressly
demonstrates cultural accessibility and the limitations faced by ‘outside’ researchers in
observing and documenting the ‘inside’. Cultural access is a continual process of qualifying
one’s position amongst existing associations and being qualified by others – it is this
interaction that garners rewards of information.

However, it is crucial for both the insider and the outsider researcher to question the
information which is presented to them, in order to avoid the re-presentation of false or
misleading data. Where possible, the researcher cross-checked findings and compared
information from different methods of data-collection by a process known as ‘triangulation’
(Bell, 1999:102). Triangulation demands the utilisation of multiple methods in order to
gather a variety of information from different sources. For the insider who has a working
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knowledge of the local culture this also necessitated the re-visiting of people and places that
were known to them. In doing so, the researcher was then able to present information from
multiple perspectives as opposed to the singular perspective that has the propensity for
personal bias.

A study of human life that proposes to describe individuals or a specific locational group,
either through observation or participation, must consider the manner in which this is done
and the potential impact of such a study. Thomas argues that the privilege afforded to
academics, “to inquire without restraint”, is an “academic freedom” that comes with specific
responsibilities (2009:146-147). As a result of the proposed level of human contact and
interaction identified in the research design, each of the methods required demanded ethical
consideration. Ethical conduct in academic research considers decisions and actions based
on principles of right and wrong according to the perspective of the researcher or other
parties involved – Foucault terms this the “problem of agency” (Barker, 2009). Thomas
recognises that these matters have to be “delicately balanced” and “explicitly articulated”,
before being “systematically checked” (2009:151). He further reflects that the ethical
dimension of research “should be integral” to the design process (Thomas, 2009:152).

The research design for this thesis actively directs attention to a small community and
members of its population. In doing so it singles out particular narratives for a deeper level
of deliberation than is routinely considered in the social commentary (Althusser, in Sturken
and Cartwright, 2001:52). This required a period of intense focus, with the responsibility of
accurately depicting people and place, despite the criticism that narrative inquiry is
considered a time consuming process (Bell, 1999). The lengthy methodology of narrative
inquiry enables the identification of potential ethical issues and encourages the development
of trust between the researcher and the community under observation (Bell, 1999:18).
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Nevertheless the researcher ensured that the community was informed as to when the
research was taking place. The methods of formally communicating this included a display
of posters in various commercial premises around Scalloway, the publication of a letter in
The Shetland Times newspaper and the publication of a letter on the Shetland News website.
However the researcher recognises that the methodological approach of this thesis is not
passive; but ‘by observing’, the observer is ‘changing’ the nature of that being observed
(Berger, 1977). In terms of this research design, the focus on Scalloway and Shetland
identity could potentially alter the way that the local culture is perceived or represented.

Within the discipline of ethnographic study there may be objections to the field of inquiry.
This is identified primarily in connection to the biographical or personalised portrayal of
individuals and the interconnectedness of familial and community relations (Grieco, 1996).
A potential contestation against the microcosmic study of the community of Scalloway is
considered untenable however, due to the existing level of publically available Scallowayrelated narratives (Nicolson, 1972; Williamson, 1977; Nicolson, 1978), of the established
academic practice of locational methodologies (Goffman, 1953; Flinn, 1989; Sharples,
1998; Johnston,. 2010) and the precedent of previous researchers undertaking similar or
related projects in Shetland (Cohen, 1983; Church, 1989; Melton, 2001).

Within the

research design of this thesis it was not anticipated that the methodological approach would
generate objections of a nature which have not already been identified, reconciled and
integrated into the design.

Objections to the research process might not be articulated overtly, but a low level of
participation or unwillingness to cooperate could be interpreted as silent signifiers of this.
However, societies that are considered “Westernised”, such as Shetland within its British
context, are under increasing pressure from domestic, occupational and social demands
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(Hall, 1997). A low response to opportunities inviting participation in activities organised
specifically for the research must be considered in terms of personal choice and social
constraints, but also to what “Paul Ricoeur calls ‘a hermeneutics of suspicion’” (Lawler,
2011:84). Similarly, a low level of participation was not necessarily directly related to the
project design; for example, there may be individuals who were reticent to be interviewed,
either formally or informally, on record or off record. Silent signifiers are therefore not
adequate indicators that the research is objected to.

The process of interviewing individuals necessitated the deliberation of a specific ethical
approach. Alan Ward12 acknowledges that, “It is unethical, and in many cases illegal, to use
interviews without the informed consent of the interviewee, in which the nature of the use or
uses is clear and explicit”. (2003:1; Ward’s emphasis). Ward proposes that informed
consent should be obtained “at the time of the interview”:

Retrospective clearance [consent] is usually very time-consuming and often
impossible if informants or interviewers have died or moved away. Where informed
consent has not been given, interviews cannot be used for many purposes and the
value of keeping them is much reduced. (Ward, 2003:1-2)

Nevertheless enabling informants the opportunity for retrospective consent upon receipt of a
typed transcript is advantageous because: 1) this gives the informant time to read over the
transcript and ensure that what they have said is accurate, ethical or appropriate; and 2) it
garners a relationship of trust between the interviewer and interviewee, because the material
cannot be used until their consent is given. Whilst this has disadvantages to the interviewer,
chiefly in terms of this being a time consuming process with the uncertainty of a completed
12

Reference obtained from the Oral History Society website: http://www.ohs.org.uk/ethics/
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product, the informant should be informed of the options available to them. Most
researchers prefer the option of obtaining informed consent at the time of the interview and
if this is the preferred option for the informant also, then it is beneficial to both parties
(Thomas, 2009). However the situation between interviewer and interviewee is not a
naturalised or routine encounter because of the recording process, which could be perceived
as primarily benefiting and empowering the interviewer (Lawler, 2011). The opportunity for
informants to read what they have said before giving official signed consent thereby
counterbalances this perceived position of power, creating an informed, equalised and
cooperative exchange.

An example of the consent form designed and utilised for this research design is provided in
Appendix 4. A consideration for this form included the formal acknowledgement by the
informant that they were participating in the interview with the knowledge that it was for
research purposes. Recognising that there might be elements within an interview that the
informant does not wish to be publically disclosed was taken into consideration with the
option of ‘full consent’ or ‘part consent’. The option of ‘part consent’ necessitates
retrospective consent, because the informant is required to edit their transcript interview and
indicate those areas to remain undisclosed. The design of the consent form also considers
the likelihood of future publications as a result of this research and the necessity of
obtaining prior consent for the inclusion of interview material from this thesis. A further
consideration in the design of the consent form was in regard to the use of photographs of
the interviewee or inclusion of their own family photographs. The aim of the consent form
design was to afford the interviewee a range of significant participatory choices without
compromising the legal integrity of the researcher or the aims of the research.
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The argument in the social sciences for the use of digitally recorded interviews with
informed consent, as compared to interviews which are not machine recorded, recognises
that information presented without proper indication or verification of its origin is
problematic for the researcher and their informant(s). Oral narratives that are presented
without formal documentation are unsubstantiated and could be interpreted as the
researcher’s personalised account of the material evidences. Conversely the presentation of
recorded oral narratives that does not identify the originator compromises the ethical trust
between researcher and informant. Ward (2003) reflects that there are two different forms of
copyright associated with recorded interviews, the first is the words spoken, and the second
is the actual recording:

Initially the owner of the copyright in the words is the speaker, while the copyright
in the recording belongs to the person(s) or organisation(s) which arranged for the
recording to be made...Copyright in written transcripts or interviews, made either
verbatim or subsequently from recordings, is best regarded as belonging to the
owner of the copyright in the words transcribed. (Ward, 2003:3)

As a methodology interviews provide a primary source of information that is not necessarily
present within the existing official historical or cultural narrative structures. Their utility as
a resource is limited to the life experience of individuals, replete with personal and
institutional biases. However as representations of these biases are warranted (and sought
after) within the research objective, this is not considered a limitation for this thesis. Whilst
qualitative information of this nature is elsewhere in academia considered as being
“unscientific” (Thomas, 2009), the hard sciences approach of a structured statistical and
quantitative analysis does not allow the researcher to hear process or ‘voice’ (Bennet, 1992;
Bennet, 1998).
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In terms of recording ‘voices’ (Bennet, 1992) or qualitative processes, the proposal for a
Shetland school art survey had a similar set of ethical and procedural considerations in
comparison to the adult interview process. Although this was appropriately identified as the
most pertinent and least invasive avenue for interaction with children, as opposed to a
questionnaire or interview, there are limitations to it as a methodology. Unlike the adult
interview process, which was dependent on the voluntary contribution of information via
face-to-face format, the children’s art survey was reliant on a teacher-led activity within the
educational establishment. Currently there is no legislation (in Scotland, England or Wales)
which determines the process of interviewing children under 16 years of age, or of holding
information regarding them (Ward, 2003:14). However, the Oral History Society suggest
that,

The purpose of or framework within which interviews with children are carried out
should be clearly established in advance, if necessary with appropriate professional
guidance. These terms of reference should be available in writing to parents,
guardians, teachers, or others with a legitimate interest. (Ward, 2003:14)

Although the art survey was not interview-based, these criterion provided by the Oral
History Society were significant considerations with an ethical dimension. A set description
of the proposed art survey with accompanying guidelines (Appendix 5a) and a parental
consent form (Appendix 5b) was therefore designed to meet this standard following a
similar strategy to the adult interview consent form. As participation in this survey occurred
within the school classroom, the permissions sought for its undertaking included school
pupils, teachers and parents or guardians. It was anticipated that this activity would occur
during an art class and that the pupils would be invited by the teacher to submit their art
work for the survey on a voluntary basis. This was a similar consideration to the adult
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interview process, which recognised that individuals had the right to refrain from
participation and these activities were not compulsory.

Within the description of the survey provided to teachers, pupils and parents, it was
suggested that this activity should be individual and “must not be done in collusion with
another child or with influence from the teacher” (Appendix 5a). Although this intimated to
the teachers that they should avoid giving direct ideas to the children, it is recognised that
from a teacher’s perspective this is a difficult request to maintain when the children seek
adult guidance. However it was anticipated that the delegation of authority from researcher
to teacher would produce results that can be analysed in terms of the way in which ‘culture’
is interpreted and presented to children. The guiding role of the teacher is therefore not
problematic when it has been recognised and considered as a potential contributing factor of
the art survey results.

Unlike the standardised methods of scientific research, that seeks to determine results
through experiment, quantification and repetition, the social science perspective of this
research design places emphasis on the qualification of human life patterns and experience.
The field of enquiry for the social scientist is therefore less stable or predictive. Marcus
Banks acknowledges that in “...social science disciplines – including [his] own of social
anthropology – there is a sense that the [scientific] framework of hypothesis creation and
testing forecloses the process of research too early and does not allow for unanticipated
correlations or simple serendipity” (2008:9). The emergence of themes during the research
design process indicated that this thesis would therefore benefit from a set of research
questions, as opposed to hypothesis testing. Prosser and Schwartz reflect:
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Like our field notes and other forms of empirical data, photographs may not provide
us with unbiased, objective documentation of the social and material world, but they
can show characteristic attributes of people, objects, and events that often elude even
the most crafted wordsmiths. (Prosser and Schwartz, 1998)

The main perspectives of visual sociology (Prosser, 1998) cultural studies (Hall, 1997) and
island studies (Baldacchino, 2006) which underpin this thesis are criticised for being undertheorized. Whilst the condition of their theoretical field could be perceived in negative
terms, and thereby undervaluing the contribution of these studies, a positive perception is
that it creates the opportunity for theory to emerge in practice (Rose and Tolia-Kelly, 2012).
It must be recognised that these sub-disciplines, whilst not entirely new, are emergent fields
that parallel the fluidity and development of human societies (Hall, 1997; Barker, 2009).
Any critical evaluation of their utility to academia must therefore be prepared to wait for the
emergent theoretical contributions and recognise that this is an opportunity to actively shape
an intellectual field of inquiry.

The impact of this study is the provision of an insider’s account facilitated by an outsider’s
perspective which formulates a new appreciation of the learned experience of culture. It
contributes to heritage practice by illuminating the local experience and suggests ways that
this could be improved. This thesis engenders a new appreciation of Scalloway’s cultural
heritage and encourages a greater use of visual mediums. The undertaking of this research
design and the subsequent presentation of results suggests approaches which enhance
heritage practice in Scalloway and elsewhere in Shetland. The investigation into cultural
interchange is a transferable theoretic approach which has the potential to alter the manner
in which culture is studied and discussed. It is anticipated that the discussions raised through
the course of this investigation will provide both insiders and outsiders with a greater insight
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into the (re) presentation of Shetland culture, whilst also providing a conceptual framework
for the investigation of cultural identities.

3.5 Conclusion
Upon reflection of the different approaches incorporated into this research design, it is
recognised that there are both benefits and limitations of each methodology. The aim of
utilising a multidisciplinary approach is relevant within the context of cultural studies as this
directs attention to the various perspectives contained within cultural identities. The focus of
sociological and anthropological research towards human behaviour and interaction
demands ethical consideration; both for the manner in which such research is undertaken
and in the manner that it is delivered as empirical evidence of human determination. The
method of visual sociology extends this consideration further by demonstrating that images
are relative representations of the ‘truth’ and demand a reflexive approach in investigative
(and visually-oriented) research. The manner in which this is considered here relates to
methodological design and acknowledgement of the researcher’s own position within the
sociological landscape.

Although narrative inquiry has been an important factor in this investigation, the historical
record of Scalloway is just one of a collection of narrative histories and discourses. The
thesis considers the historical account with the formation of a local identity; taking into
account the different influences and events that have shaped island life. The methods of
investigation employed in the course of this thesis draw attention to the process of cultural
interchange as determinate of identity constructs and cultural spaces. Human interaction
across social networks and community spaces is indicative of how regions are perceived and
therefore how interaction is conceived. In the following chapters the research themes
identified are investigated, drawing examples from various sources of evidence gathered
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from Shetland and non-Shetland sources. Each of these sources contribute to an
understanding of how Shetland has been presented historically, how it is conceived by a
new Shetland generation and propose a greater use of visual materials in the presentation
and maintenance of heritage structures and practice.
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Chapter 4
Constructing a Shetland Identity
4.1 Introduction: framing a Shetland identity; Scalloway
The perception of a homogenous Shetland identity is based on a generalised account of the
key markers of history, culture and language. Whilst there are cultural similarities there are
also marked differences relating to geographical location, access to resources and social
organisation. Understanding which factors construct Shetland identity in the past and the
present can be investigated using a microcosmic inter- regional study, with extrapolations
applied to the wider cultural climate. In framing a Shetland identity it is understood that the
village of Scalloway is one of many possible choices, but that the key markers of identity in
relation to this village are of significance to Shetland and to Shetlanders. In nominating
Scalloway as the frame of reference the visual and historical legacies of locality can be
addressed, providing a collection of evidences for the active process of construction of a
local and Shetland identity. Evidence has been collated from literary sources, photographic
artefacts and film; thematically organising a previously fragmented body of narrative that
was ostensibly engendered, manipulated and asserted through cultural interchange. This
chapter addresses the first research question: what factors construct Shetland identity in the
past and present? The three main themes under consideration are: (1) naturalistic
impressionism, (2) socio-political institutional control, and (3) emphasis of a Nordic
heritage.

The following discussion reveals a process of antiquarian conceptualisation of Shetland and
its subjects that was, to all accounts, interpreted and re-presented for public consumption. It
introduces photography as a major component in the creation of a Shetland cultural identity,
whilst keeping it within the pejorative framework of a burgeoning tourist industry. In some
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respects, photography developed ‘in tandem’ with tourism, though slightly later than travel
writers; due to improved transportation, communication and technological affordances.

4.2 The primitivisation of Shetland and Shetlanders
A strong theme which emerges from a collective reading of material on Shetland is the
primitivisation of Shetland and Shetlanders. This practice can be seen initially to be
imposed by non-Shetland authors, followed by photographers and film-makers. This early
characterisation is largely influenced by the Shetland landscape and environment, but it can
also be viewed in terms of a particular world view influenced by first, Romanticism and
then the Enlightenment period. Travel biographies of the early- to mid- eighteenth century
provide some of the earliest sources of traditional life in Shetland as observed and
interpreted through the eyes of an ‘outsider’ (Brand 1883; Hibbert 1931; Tudor 1883; Flinn
1989). These accounts are significant to the development of perceptions regarding Shetland
and Shetlanders because they are indicative of a time and place that was perceived to be
isolated from the rest of the world. Although the incentives behind these journeys are not
essential to the subsequent discussion, it is apparent that the perception of Shetland as
remote, “other-worldly” and isolated was a beguiling feature that some scholars found
irresistible (Sinclair, 184013). Whilst the Romantic ideation of the “noble savage”14 was fed
by national institutions in Scotland, particularly by artists and authors, the Enlightenment
period (Herman, 2006) induced a mindset that sought to assert control and authority over the
‘natural world’ with Darwinian fervour (Renfrew and Bahn, 2004). Reflections of these
movements (which were of European origin) resonate in the various accounts of Shetland
13

In a brief description of Mousa Broch, Catherine Sinclair (1840) confers its “other-worldly” characteristic
appeal: ‘It is composed of two inner walls, one within the other...leaving a passage about five feet wide
between. This interval is said to have been used for a place of safety during war, and as these retreats, from
their winding about, were called dragons or serpents, it has been conjectured that an allusion to such ancient
sanctuaries may have originated the allegorical romances, afterwards so popular, relating to beautiful
princesses who were guarded by monsters, and rescued by dragons.’ (pages 141-142)
14
“Late eighteenth century commentators reveal the influence of Jean-Jacques Rousseau and his fashionable
novel Emile. Rousseau believed that civilisation had corrupted mankind from an ideal “state of nature”
inhabited by “noble savages” (from Understanding heritage in practice, edited by Susie West (2010:15-16);
see also Hobsbawn and Ranger (1983) for the shaping of nationalistic tendencies in Scotland.
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and its inhabitants, though not all references were intended for public consumption. Those
that were intended for a discerning audience deliberated on notions of antiquity, thus
feeding the gradual development of a distinct island identity by the imposition of external
opinions.

The scientific process of classification of the natural world created a particular style of
writing; this can be seen as contributory to the initial development of identity traits in
Shetland. In particular, geological pursuits created a pseudo- scientific style of writing that
transferred over into the realm of historical reference in general. Geological discourse
conveys an understanding of topography and rock formations and is formatted with a
layering effect, or stratification, of distinguishable categories regarding rock deposits. This
layering effect, later evidenced in archaeological writings and methodologies, forms our
most basic understanding of temporal, spatial and social history. The consequence of these
dynamics was a layering effect that underplayed the contribution of human interaction in
(and across) the landscape. Subsequent discourse in general histories of the ‘West’
contemplate past and present states in direct reference one to the other, forming an
unconscious repetition of geological formation; periodic representations in horizontal layers
and of ‘history’ as a penetrating vertical gaze that unites them.

Geological principles pertaining to the stratification of rocks became the basis for
archaeological excavation and the Scottish geologist James Hutton (1726 – 1797) proposed
that the same processes which created stratified rock layers was still ongoing; termed the
principle of ‘uniformitarianism’, this principle was also applied to human history, claiming
that “in many ways the past was much like the present” (Renfrew and Bahn, 2004; West,
2010). This claim fed the intellectual establishment of the nineteenth century, especially in
the pursuit of human antiquity or ancestry, which sought to discover or prove ancient human
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origins and a path of qualification. The classification of time into periods became more
pronounced when archaeologists recognised a “sequence of stone, brass, and iron artefacts
within [excavated] barrows” (Renfrew and Bahn, 2004:27), leading to the established usage
of the ‘Three Age System’ as a conceptual device in producing a chronological rendering of
the past.

Travelogue writings of Shetland, such as Samuel Hibbert’s (1931; first published 1822),
diversified from mainly geological observations and discussed ‘descriptions’ of traditional
life, thereby implying that ancient history of place was reflected in the accompanying
population. Tudor, by comparison, was not a geologist, but sought to bring the “past and
present…before the reader” and invited a geological contribution from a colleague (1883:
v). Perceptions of history were therefore influenced by scientific enquiry and utilised the
recognised form of categorisation to describe what was made known to them. Tudor
proposed an historical description of Shetland which “naturally divides itself into three
periods or eras: the Pictish or Prehistoric; the Norse; and the Scottish and British” (1883:
xxxiii).

Antiquarian interest in the early nineteenth century fuelled (and was fuelled by) a
preoccupation towards nationalistic tendencies, a movement that was deeply interested in
ancient history for the purpose of solidifying its claims. Though based on a geological
account of the islands, Hibbert (1931) digresses into the realms of ancient history,
archaeology and other such material culture evidences that have a direct impact on later
writings by other academics (e.g. see Ployen, 1840; Tudor, 1883) and Shetland authors
(Goudie, 1904; Nicolson, 1972). His title follows a distinct antiquarian operandi
contemporaneous with other travel biographies (e.g. Southey, 1929; Martin, c169515) and
15

For example, Southey’s, A Tour in Scotland in 1819 (1929), though admittedly much later than Martin’s
Description of the Western Isles (c.1695).
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Flinn’s discussion identifies the work of Hibbert as “one of the first, if not the first” survey’s
of Shetland’s complex geological structure (Flinn, 1989:91).

The primitivisation of Shetland and Shetlanders was not merely implied by the scientific
classification of antiquarian interest; it was overtly stated and reported as fact:

These islands, in a geological point of view, afford, perhaps, one of the best
specimens that can be found in any country of a Primitive district… [and] …the
simple manners of a race of People, who have as good a claim on the title of
PRIMITIVE as the rocks among which they dwell... (Hibbert, 1931:2-3)

This naturalistic description – of ‘rock dwellers’ – communicates an impression of people
closely associated with the landscape. This reference also alludes to an abundance of stone
in the islands, the predominant material source for building in an otherwise tree-sparse
environment (Edwards and Ralston, 2005). On the approach into Scalloway, writer John
Tudor states that he passed “a primitive Shetland mill” (1883:463) at the foot of the stream
coming down from Tingwall loch; an example of indigenous vernacular building styles and
utilisation of resources. This reference has since been visually represented (Figure 4.1;
Flinn, 1989:208; see also Ritchie, 1997:72). Similar to earlier use of the term, ‘primitive’
(Brand, 1883; Hibbert 1931), it is unclear as to the precise implied definition, but repetition
of the term contributes to the practice of primitivising the local culture and inhabitants.

The scientific basis of examination by early travel writers poses limitations as to the extent
to which non-science based information was adequately and accurately conveyed. Flinn
states that “no attempt has been made…to evaluate the truth of the traveller’s tales”, but
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counters this with the observation that Shetland writers also had their own prejudices, whose
“…distortions may well be greater than those in the account of strangers” (1989:239).

Figure 4.1: Scalloway water mill in 184216

However, Hibbert concedes a “peculiar awkwardness of allowing matter of a lighter kind to
mingle with investigations purely scientific”, to the effect that this self-titled “illustrious
townsman” should find difficulty “with a learning to which… [he] …can have no
pretensions…” (Hibbert, 1931: ix). Early characterisations of Shetland and its inhabitants
could therefore be considered symptomatic of moral or scientific bias; a practice of
comparing island resources and technologies with advances made elsewhere, such as
mainland Britain, or even the Continent. This primitivising practice is also evidenced in
Romanticised pictorial forms, such as pastoral and scenic landscapes; as can be seen from
Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, The frontispiece etching in Tudor’s 1883 edition is based on a
water-colour painting by Sir Henry Dryden and visualises Scalloway from the NE; a pastoral

16

Taken from Flinn, 1989:208; plate XIX; after W. Collins, R.A.
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scene with a flock of sheep in the foreground, a horse and cart in the background and the
village of Scalloway in the distance, with small boats and houses near Scalloway castle.

Figure 4.2: Scalloway from the NE17

This Romanticised and naturalistic impression is reminiscent of sublime English images of
the eighteenth century (Strong, 1996); the elongation of the sheep’s neck suggests that they
are of a non-Shetland variety. The vantage point of this image also emphasises the
proximity of numerous outlying islands and suitably demonstrates a lifestyle dictated by
landscape, environment and resources.

He directs his attention – in his own words, “naturally” (1883:463) – to Scalloway Castle. It
is a directive piece of text bestowing upon the castle the moral superiority of status, whilst
also locating its geographical centrality and providing in great detail its dimensions and
stylistic elements. His account describes the castle in a state of neglect upon his arrival:

17

From a water colour drawing by Sir Henry Dryden, signed by “Whymper” (bottom left corner).
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Montieth says courts were held in the castle at Hallowmas and Christmas, but when
Brand visited the isles in 1700, a century after the building was erected, the slates
were even then being allowed to fall off, and the woodwork in the upper stories to
rot in consequence. Still, the building might have been preserved had it not been for
the vandalism of James, 16th Earl Morton, to which Edmonston thus refers: “Time
has had but little effect on this building, but the earl of Morton granted leave to Sir
Andrew Mitchell to plunder the gateways and windows of their ornaments, in order
to furnish materials to adorn the house which he erected at Sand, in the parish of
Sandsting; and thus set the example of that Gothic insensibility to objects of
antiquity and taste... (Tudor 1883:465-466)

Compared to the earlier consideration of the “primitive” Scalloway water mill (Tudor, 1883;
Hibbert, 1931), Tudor implies that the castle is an object “of antiquity and taste”; revealing a
bias between high and low culture. The status of these buildings is thereby afforded through
their style, size and function; in this way, the architecture and scale of the castle is identified
as having been a centre of political importance and therefore of greater cultural importance
than a watermill. However, it is of more significance that the plundering and decay of the
castle, though “insensible”, is not described as “primitive” behaviour; this could suggest that
the earlier descriptor of “primitive” is not intended in the negative form.

An additional factor in the construction of Shetland identity in the past and the present was
the emergence of photography. In the course of organising an image archive, it was apparent
that there was a substantial quantity of pictorial material by a few notable photographers
from the early twentieth century, who were prominent in the characterisation of the Shetland
identity and landscape. Three images on the following page provide a comparative viewing
of Scalloway from an easterly perspective. They illustrate the usefulness of pictorial time
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mapping, charting the disappearance of croft houses, the development of the fishing
industry and the development of housing schemes and pleasure craft. By indicating
development, the opposite pre-developed state is implied; in the case of Scalloway, the early
references and imagery portrays and implies a pre-industrial ‘primitive’ state. The
sequencing of images illustrates a gradual process of contextual relocation of the castle; this
is afforded through the comparative viewing of the images on the following page.

Each of these references intimates a perspective that is culturally and geographically
generated; though they are arguably taken from a similar vantage point, the impressions of
Scalloway produce quite different effects. Figure 4.3, Scalloway from East by Valentine is a
simplistically applied perspective by an outsider limited to references of geographical
orientation. Figure 4.4, Scalloway from the Scord by Ratter, updates Valentines pictorial
legacy by cementing the named location of ‘the Scord’; the hill road leading down into
Scalloway. The third image, Figure 4.5, could be unofficially termed, Scalloway from the
Viewpoint18; it continues the tradition of recording scenes from this angle, but in this
instance the photographer was compelled to evidence the reclamation of land and extension
of the village.

It can be seen from this montage that a time mapping exercise from a relatively ‘fixed’
position of space extends our understanding of the transmutation and interconnectedness of
landscape, culture and dominant power bases. These images contribute to the understanding
of the transformation of occupational forms (e.g. fishing and crofting) into leisure pursuits
and also indicate the impact that cultural interchange had on developing the occupational
landscape.

18

The Viewpoint is a part of the Shetland heritage trail and there is an interpretation board situated here for
visitors which marks out some of the prominent historical and physical features of Scalloway. The viewpoint
is situated on the Scord corner that Ratter alludes to in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.3:
“Scalloway from
East” by
Valentine (1815 –
1880)

Figure 4.4:
“Scalloway from the
Scord” by
Ratter (1876 – 1957)

Figure 4.5:
“Scalloway from the
Viewpoint”
c.2008
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An important change took place after the advent of photography; rather than written
descriptions of places with etchings of landscape scenes, photographers began to take an
interest in people. Yet, arguably, the practice of primitivisation was continued by
photographers because they continued to frame local identity within the landscape, or
associated with a traditional occupational activity such as fishing or crofting. Clement
Williamson (1904 - 1994) was a Scalloway photographer whose proclivity for
anthropological images of “vestigial cultural survivals” (Tylor, 1871; cited in Blaikie,
2001:346) characterised cultural forms and manners amid the “vanishing traces of ancestral
custom” (Blaikie, 2001:346).

Williamson’s Shetland Peat Carrier (Figure 4.6) is an iconic image that has been replicated
by various photographers and continues to influence artistic and educative endeavours in a
contemporary setting (see Figure 4.7). This activity of peat harvesting reinforces the idea of
the local populace as ‘primitive’ and unaffected by developments and improvements of
industrialisation. The image consists of a woman carrying a ‘kishie’ (a basket) of peats on
her back. This theme finds repetition in an ethnographic documentary film by Jenny
Gilbertson in 1932, called Scenes from Shetland Croft Life: Peat from Hillside to Home (ref:
0980). It depicts the social and cultural tradition of peat cutting for fuel in Shetland. A
stage-managed documentary style account, the storyline is largely based on the process of
peat harvesting from hill to home. It is significant because it strengthens the narrative of
difference and investigates an activity of antiquated interest to an outside audience. It is the
presentation of unity and division of labour in as much as it is the presentation of idealised
roles and social values; although Blaikie reflects that the images of the peat carriers knitting
raise “questions of staged authenticity” (2001:351).
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Figure 4.6:
Shetland Peat
Carrier;
by Clement
Williamson
(1904 – 1994)

Figure 4.7:
Shetland Peat
Carrier;
by a Shetland
College Art
Student (2009)
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The practice of primitivisation stems from a perspective – a “way of seeing” (Berger, 1977)
– that is selective and draws attention to naturalised forms in an effort to present that which
is considered authentic or representational. The concept of identity utilised the notion of
antiquity to give substance to historical and geographical claims. Williamson’s portrayal of
Shetland and Shetlanders is both sympathetic to his position as insider whilst framing those
themes which he presented as worthy of documentation and of interest also to a nonShetland audience. The early years of his life were influenced by a series of processes; the
disruptive force of the First and Second World Wars (Miller, 2003) and national service,
resulting in the loss of local men; the frenetic seasons of the herring industry that brought in
men and women from all over Britain and the ebb and flow of population as a result of
emigration (Johnston, 2010). The nature of his vision towards the disappearing aspects of
local life and culture, especially of traditional customs and ordinary life practices, are borne
out of this time of social change and culturally affecting interactions.

However, analysis of Figure 4.8 Old Shetlanders, Havera Isle, 1918 suggests that
Williamson was also drawn towards investigative photography of the self-contained microcultures of Shetland. Havera is a small island, south of Scalloway, and was inhabited until
1923 (Deyell, 1975; Nicolson, 1981). This image indicates a level of staged construction,
but also intimates the exoticisation of island portraiture. The couple in this photograph
remain nameless, simply referred to as “Old Shetlanders”. Although Williamson would later
become accustomed to producing works of personal portraiture within his studio setting in
Scalloway, the dark conditions in the small houses of Havera would have made this very
difficult with the camera he was using at that time. A similar practice of outside portraiture
was employed in St Kilda (MacLean, 2006; Padget, 2010), most likely due to similar
lighting constraints.
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Figure 4.8: Old Shetlanders, Havera Isle, 1918
By Clement Williamson (1904 – 1994)

There is an additional factor not yet considered in relation to this discussion; tourism.
Although images like these appear to be natural, McCutcheon reflects that unlike
photographs taken by an “inquisitive tourist”, the official postcard lacks the “candid nature”
(2008:9) of the islanders and are highly sanitised. It was suggested above that even though
Williamson was a Shetlander, he exoticised the “Old Shetlanders” and it could be argued
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that this has double implications; the first of which identified and singled out this particular
island for the purpose of recording and presenting a culture of difference; and secondly, the
labelling of “Old Shetlanders” implies a generational segregation that engendered curiosity
from a Shetland Mainland perspective, thus transferring the primitivising practice away
from the centre of Scalloway.

As these images were presented in postcard form and sold within Shetland, it is apparent
that the photographer was presenting aspects of Shetland that he considered to be
interesting, aesthetically pleasing or representative. The labelling of the image is therefore
every bit as important as the image itself (Berger, 1977), communicating the fact that this
was living history – though it would not have been referred to in such terms at this time. The
implied message is that the remoteness of the island preserved aspects of ‘native’ culture
that had since disappeared from other areas, but was more akin to the traditional Shetland
that visitors or tourists to the isles might be interested in (Padget, 2010). Tourism therefore
had a direct effect on the way that culture and society was presented, with the associated
suggestion that these images provided a naturalistic visual link to an ancient past. It was a
continuation of the idea of the noble savage (West and Ansell, 2010) and the primitivisation
of places regarded as remote or isolated from a British perspective (Blaikie, 2001)

4.3 A history of cultural encounterability
It is crucial to consider Shetland’s historical record as having been facilitated by the
connective properties of the maritime highway. As an island community, the sea is a
prominent feature within narrative forms. Shetland’s geographical situation necessitates an
appreciation of journey narratives in relation to the historical and contemporary patterns of
human habitation within the landscape. Contrary to the idea of island life as remote,
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primitive and separate from a centralised or mainland perspective, the fuller historical
record alludes to patterns of human mobility across (perceived) physical and cultural
boundaries; this is pivotal to an understanding of the process of cultural interchange and
how this has shaped island identities and the conceptualisation of the ‘outside’ world by
islanders (Irvine, 1991; Butterworth, 1997). The historical discourse of Scalloway and
Shetland has been structured through a series of interpolative dialogues initiated by the
characterisations of early travel writers. Although they were not the first to record locational
narratives, it was their organisation of historical ‘periods’ and identification of particular
histories that cemented the understanding of place and people.

A significant theme to emerge from the historical discourse is the multi-layered settlement
of place and acknowledgement of a deep history of human occupation in the landscape
(Goudie, 1904; Nicolson, 1978). This understanding developed through a variety of sources,
indicating that communication and interaction have been contributing factors in the
construction of a locational narrative (Goodenough, 1933). The range of evidence is broad
and varied: the observations of visiting writers, the interpretations of academicians, the
institutional and political control of the islands and the socio-historical transposition of the
economic base, have each been encounters of a communicative kind. The development of a
locational discourse of culture and identity is therefore made in reference to perceptions of
cultural difference and social change (Nicolson, 1975).

An historical appreciation of island life addresses the sea as a connective source that is
essential for the maintenance and survival of island group economies (O’Dell, 1933). In the
opening lines of Scalloway author, J.R. Nicolson’s book, Shetland, he triangulates the
unique placement of the Shetland Islands:
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If you travel 200 miles north of Aberdeen or 220 miles west of Bergen in Norway,
you will find the Shetland Islands, an archipelago of over 100 isles of which
seventeen are inhabited. (Nicolson, 1972:11)

Of more significance is his acknowledgement that nowhere in Shetland is further than three
miles from the sea (Nicolson, 1972); understanding maritime links is therefore of
significance to Shetland as a whole. This acknowledgement of a wide demographic
placement evidences inter-island contact and intimates the opportunity for different
experiences of people and place. As Alexander Fenton proposes:

…the Northern Isles…have the satisfying quality of all islands. The sea delimits the
land. It is possible to view as a mental concept the amalgam of land and sea, fields
and houses and boats, cliffs and sheep holms, sea-birds and fishing boats, wind and
mist, wide skies and changing clouds and lights on the water. Language adds its
appeal, as well as the consciousness of the people of many nations who have come
here, each contributing a little of themselves to the total picture. Others will come in
the future. (Fenton 1978: v; Preface)

Fenton’s understanding of the extension of land by sea is enhanced by his acknowledgement
of a local community seasoned by the arrival of people from other cultures; the “people of
many nations” (1978: v). Figure 4.9 provides a visual map of Shetland’s geographical
placement, anchoring the understanding of Shetland at the centre of this maritime highway.
The map is indicative of a practice of repetition within literary sources that reinforces
Shetland’s geographical location as central to North Sea and Atlantic journey properties
(Miller, 2003). This is contrary to standard British presentations of Shetland’s position – for
example, on the daily television weather forecast – that often misplaces Shetland, or omits it
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altogether. This practice of visual omission is evidence of a more rooted legacy of
institutional contestation of the islands, which is a major component of the modern Shetland
identity.

Figure 4.9: Shetland’s geographical placement – by Fenton (1978)

Within the body of literatures on Shetland there is emphasis on the role of the sea in shaping
the experience of life and island identities and how others have perceived Shetland and
Shetlanders. The narrative of journey extends as far back as the first human settlers in the
landscape (Armit, 2005), travelling by boat and utilising the Northern Isles as a series of
stepping stones. Most commentators of Shetland allude to an historical account punctuated
by a high level of contact between the indigenous population and outsiders (Flinn, 1989).
The density of multi-period sites of archaeological significance in Shetland provides
evidences of human occupation in the landscape; the physical presence of material culture
artefacts denotes cultural encounterability, reaching across temporal, spatial and cultural
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boundaries (Braden, 1992). Of especial regard in this discussion is the segmentation and
distinct labelling of historical “periods” of time:

Pictish/Prehistoric, Norse and

Scottish/British (Tudor, 1883: xxxiii).

It would seem from John Tudor’s (1883) introduction that historical determining – the
perceived official record – is a marriage between the authority and control of a distinct
ethnic group and temporality of habitation (Badone, 1987). The periodic limitations set
down by the categorisation of history though of use for the measuring of time, create
ambiguities and false impressions that become ‘truths’. It makes the assumption that each
‘period’ had a discernible start and finish, existing as a two-dimensional snapshot of time.
However, although it is more appropriate to consider history as an interweaving process of
ideas, people, and places, the periodisation of history allows us to identify particular
elements of culture in the construction of identity.

In the discourse of the construction of a locational identity, the literatures can be seen to
have actively characterised Shetlanders in both literary form and function; the literatures
have been both communications and cultural encounters. Professor Flinn’s recognises that,

...the traveller’s first hand account of things strange to him or her gives a picture of
life at that time which is different to that given by accounts written by native
Shetlanders. The traveller may not always have understood what he was seeing and
he certainly did not see everything, but on the other hand the Shetlander was often
blind to much that was going on around him because he was too familiar with it.
Both views are needed; this book presents the traveller’s view. (Flinn, 1989: xiii)
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A visual representation of Flinn’s chapter organisation is provided in Table 4.1 with
accompanying elaborative note for explanatory purposes; this sequential narrative sets the
stage for a complex socio-historical commentary on Shetland and an understanding of the
various forms of cultural interchange which have impacted upon Shetland life and culture.

Table 4.1: Contents from Travellers in a bygone Shetland

1
2
3
4
5

The sea passage
The shipwrecked mariners
Some maritime expeditions
The Freemason and the lover
The fishermen

6

The naturalists

7
8
9
10
11
12

The Greenlanders
The author
The geologist
The hydrographers
The ship’s clerk
The French physicist

13 The surveyors

14 The itinerant preachers
15 The Quaker women
16 The pacifist and the prisoner
The young iron master and the medical
17
student
The Governor, the lady and the
18
geologist
19 The artists
20 The relief inspector and others
21 Some other travellers

Postal packet & steamer ships
Survivors, hospitality & political pawns
Arctic explorers & Dutch fleet
Memoirs of naval officers
Local tradition & invaders:
The Great Fishery
Ornithologists & natural historians:
George Low, Pennant.
Arctic whaling
Sir Walter Scott & Robert Stevenson
Dr Samuel Hibbert
Charting Shetland’s location & coastline
William Mogg’s life journal (six-volume)
Jean-Baptiste
Biot
(1774-1862):
friendship with Thomas Edmonston;
eminent Shetlander
Constructing ordinance: disinterest in
local place names…replacement with
new.
Scottish Congregationalists
Women’s ministry around Shetland
Maria Watson & Gideon Henderson
George C. Atkinson & Edward Charlton
Christian Ployen, Catherine Sinclair & L.
Necker
William Collins, J.C Schetky & John Reid
Captain Craigie et al
Antiquarian interests: anthropologists etc.

Depicting the periodic categorisation in this way encourages us to consider history as a
complex interweaving of multiple narratives. In dividing the traveller accounts into
occupational or functional categories (see Table 4.1) Flinn highlights the varied history of
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the islands whilst placing them within the narrative framework of European frontiers,
political influences and academic pursuits.

Some of the earliest sources of Shetland literature were written by travel writers whose
journeys were undertaken in the spirit of antiquarian investigation and discovery.
Collectively, their efforts established Shetland as ‘remote’ from a centralised perspective,
but worthy of study. As discussed earlier in this chapter, this inferred a level of moral
superiority that implied the inhabitants were “primitive” (Hibbert, 1931). However the
primitivisation of Shetland and Shetlanders was not incidental; within Britain and Europe,
nationalists sought to solidify political claims by providing ‘evidence’ of an ancient people
linked to the landscape. Hibbert’s scientific ‘discovery’ of chromate of iron in Shetland
served to heighten the prospective claims on Shetland as an ancient resource (Hibbert,
1931:xii) and thus, exploration, primitivisation and ancestry were considered national
strengths.

Historically however, institutional control of the islands has not always belonged to
Scotland or Britain. The travel writers alluded to this, describing an ancient influx of
migrants from Scandinavia (Ployen, 1840; Tudor, 1883) who had left their mark on the local
culture and language (Brand, 1883). The relationship between Shetland and Scandinavia has
been widely discussed (Goudie, 1904; Nicolson, 1972), though it is necessary to reflect on
this because it is of significance to the modern identity constructs. Having been under Norse
rule since the 9th century (Goudie, 1904: xiv), the islands of Orkney and Shetland were
annexed to King James III of Scotland in 1472, by King Christian I of Denmark and
Norway. Fenton acknowledges that King Christian,
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... had pledged his land and rights in Orkney for 50,000 florins on 8 September 1468
and those in Shetland for 8,000 florins on 20 May 1469, in an attempt to make up
the dowry of 60,000 florins of the Rhine he had promised to his daughter Margaret
as her dowry on her marriage to James III. (Fenton, 1978:1)

The historical narrative indicates that the pledging of the islands was intended as a
temporary political exchange, though Gilbert Goudie reflects that “repeated attempts” to
redeem the islands were made “by the Danish Crown” (1904: xv). This has implications for
the entrenching of nationalist British claims on Shetland. Despite this (or because of this)
level of contestation, Shetland was increasingly brought into line with Scottish politics,
practices and cultural identity. An example of institutional control that was physically
enacted is found in Rev John Brand’s (1883) account of his visit to Shetland. A clergyman
of the Church of Scotland, Brand travelled to Orkney and Shetland in 1700. He was
commissioned by the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland to “inquire into the state
of religion and morals in these parts…a portion of the kingdom at that time somewhat
inaccessible” (Brand, 1883:5). It was perceived ‘inaccessible’ geographically and culturally,
but still recognised as being under British sovereignty and therefore qualified for
interpolation. The voyage was difficult and Brand’s account is testimony to the
determination of the Church and State to bring these islands under greater authoritarian
inspection and improvement. In paraphrasing (a complex account by) Rev John Brand,
Flinn provides a description of his journey to Shetland:

He [Brand] sailed from Leith at 6 a.m. on Friday, April 12th 1700 in a large “bark”
laden with lime and bound for Orkney. He arrived in Orkney on Monday evening
after a pleasant passage during which he had suffered from seasickness. The
Commission carried on its work in Orkney until the 27th April when they set out for
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Shetland in a hired six-oared open boat and considered themselves lucky to get safe
ashore Sanda after the wind rose. Due to bad weather it was May 13th before they set
out again for Shetland. After more than 24 hours at sea in very bad weather, at times
despairing for their lives, they found themselves back where they had started.
Finally, between 8 and 9 a.m. on Friday May 17th they set out in a south-westerly
gale; they passed Fair Isle at 5p.m., and Sumburgh Head at midnight, and reached
Lerwick at 4 o’clock in the morning. The Commission left Lerwick on June 11 th and
a following wind carried them back to Orkney in 15 hours. (Flinn, 1989:132)

With the aim of postulating “something of a Spiritual Improvement” (1883:8) in his
religious capacity, Brand also documented with “cursory Observes” his journey to Orkney
and Shetland, in which he addresses falsities identified in the historical record:

Our Historians, such as I have consulted, have given but a very brief and lame, and
in some things a false Account of these places, especially Zetland, which is unknown
to the most of the Nation, if not, that they have only heard, there were such Isles, as
the Zetlandick. (Brand, 1883:8)

Though it is unclear as to the origin or constitution of such “false” accounts, it may be
regarded from his journey experience that the nature of ‘inaccessibility’ had reduced his
contemporaries to court supposition from afar, as opposed to the garnering of their own
observes de facto. Brand et al’s visit to Orkney and Shetland was both functional and
symbolic: the commissioners endured the journey, proving that the isles were neither
physically or institutionally inaccessible to outside intervention and their presence in the
local community supplied a visual component, symbolising authority. In comparison, a
communicative dictate from Scotland would have lacked command and there was the added
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possibility of the message being misunderstood or going awry in transit. Undertaking the
journey from Scotland to Shetland has different meanings at different locations in time due
to the gradual development of transportation. It was important for them to be seen making
the journey and overcoming the boundaries of the ‘inaccessible’ - from both a Shetland and
Scottish perspective.

As an island, the discussion of transportation is inevitable and it is a common theme that
weaves through the early narrative forms pertaining to Shetland. The social dimension of
life and trade in Shetland is seen to be dependent on the maintenance of maritime links.
Flinn recognises the role of the sea and the vast improvements made to the various ships
making the modern day passage to Shetland, in comparison to the harsh conditions of sea
travel in the past. During his visit in 1882 Hibbert notes that Shetland’s “principle
communication” (1931:1) is maintained through Leith. Flinn reflects that,

Before 1700 and indeed for many years afterwards, passengers who wished to travel
between Shetland and Scotland made use of any vessel which happened to be sailing
about the time they wished to go, and open boat passages between Orkney and
Shetland continued until 1800 at least. The first regular packet service between Leith
and Lerwick was established by a Post Office contract in 1758. (Flinn, 1989:1)

This account draws attention to a local practice of actively seeking travel by any means
necessary, through “general traders, whalers, warships” or “merchant ships calling at
Lerwick for one reason or another” (Flinn, 1989:4). Such an assertion countermands any
notion of the indigenous population as isolated or remote but, rather, resourceful and able to
initiate their own forms of communication. Yet, Hibbert observes the imposed seasonality
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of such trade links and the development of a sustained form of communication with the
‘outside world’ – a two way process of interchange:

During the summer season, one or more vessels go and return from this harbour very
frequently; fishing materials, grain, woollen and linen goods, and spirits are sent
from Scotland, whilst this country receives in return dried fish, hosiery, oil, and
some little kelp. In one of these vessels, a convenient passage is afforded for the
Shetland Archipelago. (1931:1)

The short film Arrival of the Mail Steamers, Lerwick (ref: Z00382) evidences a chain of
locational narratives which are immediately understood and comprehended by a Shetland
audience; namely the transference of maritime contact, the socialisation of journey
properties and the spectacle of the event. The complexity of this visual example indicates
the arrival of a mail steamer to Lerwick. Pivotally this is not in Scalloway – the historical
port of call – thereby indicating transference of contact and maritime agency between the
two places. This film visualises a local practice indicating the traditional social legacy of
meeting and greeting the arrival of visitors at the pier or of saying farewell to people as they
leave. It emphasises the significance and centrality of maritime links in the construction of a
local culture and identity.

The descriptions of the periods before and after the introduction of a regular steamer service
differ markedly, and it can therefore be considered that this increased communication
altered the perception of the islands from both an inside and outside perspective. Moreover,
improvements in travel and communication effected social change by making transportation
and trade routes easier and more reliable. Hance Smith’s, Shetland Life and Trade 1550 –
1941 (1984) focuses on the role of the sea in the economic development of Shetland and the
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significance of local activity in a larger world context. Smith’s work is primarily concerned
with the social dimension of time, drawing distinction with the French historian Fernand
Braudel, who “drew attention to three kinds of time, geographical, social and individual”
(1984:ix). Interwoven in this discourse is the historical transference of social and economic
power structures, with significant shifts in power in relation to Shetland’s economic history.
Smith argues that the,

...role of trade [is] a central theme in the history and geography of Shetland and
attention is concentrated upon the people, events and places in Shetland’s
development and on the social, economic, political and environmental influences
which combined to produce a distinctive identity in time and place. (Smith, 1984:
inside front cover).

Smith’s categorisation of time focuses on particular representative groups of people
involved in Shetland life and trade (see Table 4.2). The periodic segregation of this title is
functional, not symbolic, emphasising distinct, but fluctuating, episodes of autonomy or
power exertion. This aids the understanding of how events, politics and perceptions of, and
from, the external world shaped Shetland society and identity - or at the very least, exerted
an influencing role.

Of the fundamental changes taking place in Shetland society in the early nineteenth century,
as also in the rest of Scotland during the same period, none were so culturally affecting as
emigration. As an island community the sea was (and remains) an important link to the
“outside” world. The Merchant Navy and Whaling industry took Shetland men away from
home for long periods at a time but such employment assisted the local economy when the
fishing fell on hard times. There are three areas pertinent in the discourse of emigration out
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of Shetland: the situation of place, the contribution of agency interaction and the emotive
separation of families and friends from the social environment.

Table 4.2: Smith’s contents; charting the power base
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7

The Legacy of Time
The Ship Merchants, 1550-1710
The Lairds, 1710-1790
The Shetland Traders, 17901870
Fishermen and Crofters, 18701914
The Traders and the Sea
The Old Rock

Unlike mainland Scotland, Butterworth (1997) puts forward the suggestion that few
Shetlanders emigrated deliberately prior to 1860, though there were occasional visits by
Shetland men at sea to places such as New Zealand, especially as a result of Whaling. Smith
(1984) recognises that “the whaling and the Navy” most likely played a part in actually
halting mass emigration before that, in the 1770s and 1780s, because it provided a means of
employment “despite the hard times” brought about by poor health conditions and a poor
fishing season (Smith, 1984:90). Between 1861 and 1881, Butterworth acknowledges that
Shetland’s population ‘dropped by 8000 people, or one quarter’19. In particular the rate of
emigration in the 1870s was the highest in Scotland (Butterworth, 1997:30). This
disproportionate figure is attributed to land clearances and major social change, resulting in
evictions, poverty and a displaced community; fishing and crofting tenures were less
profitable for landowners than sheep farming.

In the film The Rugged Island: A Shetland Lyric (vc.0991) Jenny Gilbertson (nee Brown),
explores these themes of trade, the economy and power structures through a fictional story.

19

It may be surmised that mainland Scotland was the first port of call and thence either to settlement in
Scotland or thereafter embarkation on one of the many immigrant ships heading for the colonies.
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The narrative is centred on the practice of chain migration to New Zealand and the
implications of this on a crofting family in Shetland in the early twentieth century. The
prospect of emigration is contrasted against the historical economical processes of cultural
subjugation in Shetland (e.g. see Smith, 1984:187).

This film indicates the cultural

distinction afforded through visual markers of identity, specifically in the form of Shetland
knitwear designs – ‘Fair Isle’ – and the historical practice of barter, or trade. It is a
continuation of the primitivising of Shetland and Shetlanders.

On 13th November 1939 the first German bombs to hit British soil fell near Sullom Voe in
Shetland; the first casualties were said to be two rabbits20, found in the bomb crater (See
Figure 4.10). It indicated an imminent need to protect the frontier; the Northern Isles and
the North Sea passage were vulnerable to attack or infiltration and if left undefended, had
the potential to be used as a means of invading Britain and further afield. The islands of
Orkney, Shetland, Faroe and Iceland were all regarded as important bases for access to the
North Atlantic Ocean; which were manned by Allied soldiers. From the perspective of the
war effort, these were not regarded as isolated or remote places, but strategic bases situated
at the front of the war effort. To compound this, the German fleet were acquainted with the
coastlines of Orkney and Shetland21, having visited frequently before the advent of WW2 22.

20

It has been suggested that these rabbits were placed there for publicity purposes. However, this event gave
popularity to the War time song: “Run rabbit run”, written by Noel Gay and Ralph Butler. It was initially
written for Noel Gay’s show, “The Little Dog Laughed” and premiered on 11 October 1939. The lyrics were
changed by Flanagan and Allen to “poke fun at the Germans (e.g. Run Adolph, Run Adolf, Run, Run,
Run........)”. This reference was obtained from Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Run_Rabbit_Run
21
The German Hanseatic League had operated in Shetland and Norway (Miller, 2003)
22
Miller’s book, “The North Atlantic Front” (2003) provides compelling reading on this era – rendered even
more compelling due to the generous scattering of photographs used. There is one photograph in particular that
depicts the German fleet anchored in Bressay Sound. Taken in July 1904 it impresses upon the viewer a sense
of scale – not just of the physical strength of the flotilla, but of the implied firepower contained within its
ranks. As Miller recounts, the British fleet had failed to present itself in Shetland after promising to do so, but
Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany, eager to gain a foothold in the arms race with Britain and realising the
importance of the Northern Islands, sent his fleet of dreadnoughts to Shetland in a manner that was both
symbolic and strategic. This event and subsequent hospitalities shown to the Germans by Shetlanders, and of
the editorial comments in The Shetland Times newspaper remarking positively on the ‘quiet and most
creditable’ visitation of the German fleet, caused the British Admiralty some discomfiture: “The newspaper
went on to remind its readers that it had been twenty-one years since the British fleet had been seen in
Shetland waters. The Admiralty seemed strangely reluctant to respond to invitations to send ships of the Royal
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It is important to consider the historical networks surrounding the Northern Isles, for they
communicate an appreciation for this geographical location that was not necessarily shared
by British officials outside of times of war.

Figure 4.10: The first WW2 bomb to fall on British soil: Shetland

The mobility of islanders is a recurrent theme in narrative accounts of Shetland, facilitated
by the maritime highway, but within occupational narrative it can be seen that a distinction
is made between the mobility of male and female occupational forms. This is portrayed in
the short film Away from it all (c1955), a BBC documentary presented by British sports
personality Chris Chataway. It is an account of the economic character of Scalloway – and
by extension, Shetland – through an outsider’s perception. He interviews various local
inhabitants about fishing, crofting and island ways of life, to “find out if a townsman could
make a living here”. Within the narrative of the film, Chataway imposes his moral
Navy to Shetland, despite the fact that the islands had the second-largest Royal Naval Reserve training station
in the country. It was now possible, in the editor’s opinion, that the Admiralstab, the German naval staff, knew
more about the Shetland coast than did the Admiralty in London....on the eve of the First World War some
officers in the Admiralty began to express concern that the courtesy calls to Shetland by German warships may
have eroded the Shetlander’s ‘sense of British nationality’ and opened a weak spot in Britain’s defences...as
well as revealing how little was really known in London about the Northern Isles.” (Miller, 2003:14)
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conditioning, echoing the moral superiority of the first travel writers and their incredulity at
‘finding’ a place so far removed in character from the cultural setting of the British
mainland (Figure 4.11).

The above discussion has been constructive in demonstrating the nature of communications,
but more specifically, cultural interchange between different groups of people and places.
The historical record indicates that the construction of a Shetland identity has been
facilitated through a series of encounters between Shetlanders and non-Shetlanders. The
geographical position of Shetland on the maritime highway of the North Atlantic Rim has
been a significant factor in shaping the experience of island life, emphasising the necessity
of journeys.

Figure 4.11: Screen shot of Chris Chataway surveying Scalloway (c1955)

Cultural encounters in Shetland were therefore facilitated by the sea and it can be seen in
subsequent narrative forms that the boat is elevated beyond functionality to become a
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cultural motif. Early travelogue writers emphasised the antiquity of the local culture, whilst
visiting academics imposed cultural and historical intercession of place. Encounters between
Shetlanders and non-Shetlanders can be seen as an inevitable aspect of occupational
mobility, both within Shetland and elsewhere. The political and institutional control of the
islands has been widely discussed, contributing to the localised identity debate. The nature
of communication has undergone significant change and development, both social and
technological, resulting in a cultural narrative that is interspersed with a variety of
perspectives.

4.4 Developing a Nordic heritage
The third theme in the construction of local identity is the development of a Nordic heritage.
In terms of the antiquarian periodisation of Shetland, the Norse period has been singled out
to represent the heritage of choice of the local populace. This practice can primarily be seen
to be entrenched in the strength of Old Norse linguistic evidences, which has been elevated
to heritage status and transferred to visual forms of communication in the construction of
identity. The development of a Nordic heritage has been legitimised by the maintenance of
contact and interaction with the neighbouring islands of Faroe and the landmass of Norway.
However the density of material culture from both pre- Nordic and post-Nordic settlement
in Scalloway can be contrasted with the predominant bias in cultural identification that
gravitates towards a Nordic identity.

Within the narrative accounts of the Northern Isles there has been a practice of comparing
Shetland with Orkney, Norway and Faroe. Smith (1984) concurs with Fenton (1978) that
historically Shetland’s Nordic heritage is “eclipsed by Orkney”, but that Shetland was also
“at the centre of the North Atlantic world of the Norsemen” (1984:1). During his scientific
investigation, Hibbert suggested that,
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… [The Geognost]…may, for a time, lay down the ponderous hammer with which
he is caparisoned, for the purpose of tracing, in the language, domestic habits, or
agriculture of this people, some tokens of their early emigration from the shores of
ancient Scandinavia. (Hibbert, 1931:2-3)

This understanding of an historical pattern of Nordic migration to Shetland is echoed in
Stewart’s (1987) analysis of Shetland place names. It intimates the layering effect and
imprint of a new cultural identity, where he claims that:

Everything points to a great influx of [Nordic] people, who made the land their
own so completely that even place-names, with negligible exceptions, did not
continue to exist. (Stewart, 1987:19)

Place names in Shetland are a marriage of cultural and linguistic influences, including
Pictish, Celtic and Norse, with the greater strength and continued survival of Old Norse
names attributable to oral usage and the honing of literacy skills through the process of
Christianisation. Jakobsen reflects:

The Orkney Isles and Shetland, according to old saga-accounts, were peopled
from Norway in the 9th century, in the days of King Harald Fairhair, at the same time
as the Færoe Isles and Iceland; but, from old Celtic monuments and
inscriptions and from the place-names, it appears that the Orkney Isles and
Shetland had an aboriginal Celtic population; while, from place-names of a
distinctly ancient character, it is evident that the Islands had Norse inhabitants
also. Neither that Celtic population nor the Norse is mentioned in the Sagas.
The Celtic settlement lies so very far back in time, and the Norse settlement,
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before King Harald’s day, took place so gradually and quietly and was so little
marked by striking events, that the great, strong tide of emigrants, setting westward
from Norway in King Harald Fairhair’s time, swept out of mind all previous
emigrants, and absorbed the entire attention of the Saga-writers. (Jakobsen, 1985:
xiiii)

The perception of the strength of a Norse inheritance received a resurgence of historical
interest during the Romantic period of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, as
Smith reflects:

Thus, central to the Shetland identity by 1914 was this world of the imagination…
[“the golden age”]…made use of in the creation of an identity perhaps as much for
the outsiders as for the Shetlanders themselves. It was a fitting image of the past for
a part of a Britain at the height of its imperial powers. (Smith, 1984:1)

What Smith suggests is that Shetland’s Nordic identity was fed by the institutional
requirement of nationalist claims, in as much as it was chosen by Shetlanders to represent
themselves. But, he continues,

...it was buttressed by a real Norse inheritance in the place-names of the unchanging
land and sea itself, and in the fast-disappearing vocabulary of the Norn, salvaged for
posterity in the nick of time by that great, and appropriately Faroese, philologist,
Jakob Jakobsen. (Smith, 1984:1; emphasis mine)

The words above in emphasis are a declaration towards the Norseman’s Bias; what Smith
alludes to here is a distinction between the salvaging of a “real Norse inheritance” for those
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who will inherit it “appropriately”, as opposed to those who might misappropriate it out of
its original cultural context. Smith implies that, being Faroese and therefore of Nordic
heritage, Jakobsen, had a shared vested cultural interest. During the period 1893-95,
Jakobsen undertook research in Shetland, which earned him his doctorate in 1897; notably
he was the first Faroese person to qualify to a doctorate level. His interest was in the “old
language locally known as Norn” (1985:xxi) and his investigations were carried out all over
Shetland. Norn, a derivative of Old Norse, was spoken in Shetland until the eighteenth
century, when it was supplanted by lowland Scots – mainly as a result of Scottish
immigration and the language of allied trade and authority. Jakobsen (b.1864 – d.1918) died
before his work, det norrøne sprog på Shetland (The Norn language in Shetland) was
translated into English23. His work, however, contributed to the development of a Nordic
identity in Shetland by drawing attention to the significance of language as a cultural
marker.

Of particular interest are Jakobsen’s collaborations with notable Shetland scholars,
including Gilbert Goudie, author of The Celtic and Scandinavian Antiquities of Shetland
(1904), J. J. Haldane Burgess, James Stout Angus, Laurence Williamson and John Irvine.
Research into Shetland Norn coincided with an existing interest in the Nordic past amongst
scholars. James Stout Angus, a published poet of Shetlandic verse, was inspired by
Jakobsen and subsequently published the etymological Glossary of Some Shetland Placenames (1910) and a Glossary of the Shetland Dialect (1914). Cultural interchange thereby
facilitated scholarly enquiry into Shetland culture and was formative in the preservation of a
linguistic and cultural distinction of people and place.

23

This role was carried out by one of his sisters, who was able to compile an introduction
from her brother’s extensive field notes, most of which were already written in English.
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Writing in 1904, Goudie, an eminent Shetland historian and antiquarian investigator admits
that,

Few relics of the Viking age have been found in Shetland. It is otherwise in Orkney,
where a number of rings and ingots of silver, Viking swords and brooches, &c., have
been discovered. In Shetland, so far as I am aware, we have only one such find...at
Clibberswick, in the islands of Unst, where an oval bowl-shaped brooch and a trefoil
brooch of bronze, of a peculiarly Scandinavian type, covered with zoomorphic
ornament, a silver bracelet, and two glass beads were found... (1904:77 – 78)

He reflects that,

Another relic of the Viking age is a gold bracelet of plaited wires found some years
ago in a peat-moss when peats were being cut. The bracelet is not now known to be
in existence, but a photograph has been preserved by Miss E. Harcus, Scalloway,
and has been reproduced by the Society of Antiquaries. This is the only example of
the occurrence of a gold ornament of this type in Shetland or any in any of the
northern isles. (1904:78)

With no natural gold or silver metallurgical deposits within Shetland’s geological
storehouse, the presence of such finds indicates import of material or by personal
possession; an example of contact between indigenous and outside populations, a process
emphasising that Shetland was not regarded as remote.
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In terms of a real Norse heritage, the village of Scalloway gets its name from the Norse
‘Skalavagr’, meaning ‘Bay of Huts’ (booths) or “the bay of the skali or hall” (Nicolson,
1972). Gordon’s “Introduction to Old Norse” (1957) lists “Skála-veggr” as “wall of the
hall” and refers to “skáli” as “shed; hall; sleeping hall”. The various translations and
interpretations of the name provide no absolute definition. Like other areas in Shetland, it is
possible that a pre- Norse Pictish place name was replaced during the Viking expansion
period between c800 – c1200 (Jakobsen, 1985).

There was an existing settlement in Scalloway before the Norsemen arrived, so the physical
descriptor of its Nordic name – “Bay of Huts” – interpreted as reference to a Nordic
influence immediately detracts from any pre-existing physical structure(s) in the vicinity;
though it is not wholly untenable that this descriptor is a Nordic reference to a non-Nordic
settlement. Historical sources variously attribute this name as reference to fishing booths,
the precursor to small cottages, or to seasonal lodgings for the annual Norse Law ting, held
further up the valley of Tingwall, or Þing-vǫllr. The name “Tingwall” is also of Norse
origin, meaning “Field of the parliament” (Gordon, 1957). But the overriding consensus on
the derivation of Skalavagr concurs with Nicolson’s (1972) reportage of a hall by the sea
belonging to someone of great importance – most likely of Nordic origin and a figure of
authoritarian control:

We do not know who built the outstanding structure that gave the whole district its
name. He may have been the chief justice for the islands, however, for we know that
the great foude had his house in Scalloway in the later Norse period.
(Nicolson, 1972:186)
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There is no way of determining the Norse perception of the Pictish inhabitants of Shetland,
but it is the Nordic word for ‘broch’24; or, ‘borg25’ that has become the most common name
for these forts (Goudie, 1904:10). Although the terms ‘borg’ and ‘skali’ are quite different –
and although the root meaning of ‘Scalloway’ does not originate from the word for broch –
they are both associated with a structure, settlement or farmstead area (Stewart, 1987). This
linguistic trail might lead us to consider the possibility that the existing settlement in
Scalloway – the remains of a broch and paralleling material evidences – is the “hall” in the
“bay” to which the Norse referred. Gordon’s (1957) translation as “wall of the hall” may
also be a prosaic but physical descriptor of the stone wall of a broch or boundary ditch.

Though there is no physical remnant of a building in the Nordic style evidenced in
Scalloway – as it is evidenced elsewhere in Shetland’s archaeological record; especially
Unst, Jarlshof (Ritchie, 1997) or even in Faroe; especially Leirvik or Kvivik (Solberg,
2001) – it can be extrapolated from various sources what such a hall might have looked like.
The building type characteristic of this period throughout the North Atlantic is referred to as
a “longhouse”; predominantly wooden with a central hearth and seating/sleeping
accommodation around the sides. An example of this is provided in Figure 4.4 in the upper
quadrants of the picture; Jarlshof was a multi-period settlement that included the Norse
24

David Leask (Interview Index) suggests that “Burwick just means broch bay. You see, ‘bur’ means broch”.
In terms of morphological analysis, it is already acknowledged that ‘wick’ comes from the Nordic ‘Vik’,
meaning ‘bay’. The Vikings were known as the ‘Wick-Kings’. It is unclear where the word ‘bur’ comes from
and it could be of non-Nordic origin. However, it is more probable that the word ‘bur’ is a derivative and
dialectic variation of the Norse “borg”, meaning “stronghold or town” (Gordon, 1957). In “The Orkneyinga
Saga”, ‘Mousa broch’ was originally “Moseyarborg” (literally “Mousa, of Broch”) (Anderson, 1981). Stewart
(1987) considers: “Two names reminding us of the previous [Norse] inhabitants are borg and topt, both being
about 1 per cent of farm names. Borg also enters into many other names in Shetland and Orkney as burra, the
genitive borgar. The Roman period forts, the brochs, were generally near good farm land, and though mostly
in ruins were prominent features of the landscape, which could be occupied on occasion as Mousa, or used as a
quarry as Jarlshof. In Shetland the word is used in farm-names thirty seven times, compared with ninety-six in
Norway (especially Hedmark), forty in Iceland and ten in Orkney. The metathesis from borg to broch in the
written legal forms took place generally in the sixteenth century. Early written forms are burg, borgh, burgh,
brugh, brughe, brocht. Broch farms were often large and early” (Stewart, 1987: 26). The root name of Burwick
is borgarvik (Stewart, 1987:293). In connection with the derivation of “skalavagr”, Stewart also acknowledges
a farm-stead association with the word “skáli”, a name found “rarely in Norway, but both in Iceland and
Orkney it is found thirty-five times” (Stewart, 1987:27). The researcher discovered that there is also an area in
Faroe called “Skáli” (visited in 2003), emphasising this name distribution amongst both Nordic and postNordic geographies.
25
Blaue’s ancient map of Shetland describes Burwick as Burgwick
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period and longhouses. The Sagas describe this building type as having a high degree of
sociability (e.g. see Njal’s Saga - Cook, 2001) and it is not unreasonable to suggest that this
form might have been employed in Scalloway; a credible assumption considering the
proximity to the law ting (open air law court) at Tingwall and the highly social and involved
nature of legal administration.

The linguistic and legal institutions administered by the Nordic peoples are arguably the two
subjects fundamental to the Shetland condition and identity debate; and two subjects that
contribute to our understanding of the ‘Norseman’s Bias’. When Shetland was ceded to the
Scottish Court in 1469 the Shetlanders were encouraged to retain their language and
customs. They were cooperative under this new regime for it was not meant to be a
permanent political transfer. This historical contestation is arguably the foundation stone of
the Norseman’s Bias, representative of deliberate cultural maintenance that has become
entrenched in the social consciousness and patterns of practice.

Of particular resonance is Fenton’s comparative use of Scandinavian sources in
characterising both Orkney and Shetland’s pre-industrial states. In framing the material
culture and language around a comparative Scandinavian and Scottish model, Fenton
illustrates historical tensions later expressed in cultural identity debates. One particular note
of interest is the emphasis on Orkney being more fertile to Shetland and as such, “the
preferred area of settlement for the Vikings and a centre of grain production” (1978:8). This
factor does not necessarily detract from Shetland’s Nordic material heritage, but pivots
towards an inferring notion that Orkney has a greater degree of evidential material culture
that may or may not be deemed important in the expression of identity. In terms of the
Norseman’s Bias theory, this observation suggests that a greater emphasis on Nordic
heritage in Shetland, even though it has a lesser (found) degree of material culture, is a
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compensatory method to strengthen that cultural claim. Fenton’s Northern Isles (1978)
focuses heavily on the material culture of Orkney and Shetland as opposed to cultural
identity, though echoes of Jakobsen’s (1985) earlier works on Norn find their place as
cultural markers in the alternating narrative of Scots and Norn inclusions.

Jakobsen was keen to observe and record the fragments of Norn preserved as dialect phrases
and incomplete remnants of verse:

As Norn expired before it was ever scientifically examined and studied, the
continuous specimens of it which have been hitherto recorded for us are very few –
only the incomplete Foula-song, and the “Lord’s Prayer”, together with a few
corrupt trifles recorded in B. Edmonston and Jessie M. Saxby’s “The Home of a
Naturalist”. The memory of the Foula-song is now quite forgotten; on the other
hand, a few persons in Foula still remember the existence of the old “Lord’s Prayer”.
(1985: xci)

Distinction is made in Jakobsen’s Introduction of the ‘passing’ of some individuals who
were identified as having had a deep knowledge and repertoire of Old Norse speech. This
point infers cultural loss and the potential impending state of language malaise. Awareness
and appreciation of this fragmentation perhaps emphasised a necessity to ‘interview’ the
older generation, to record and document the remnants before they disappeared from
collective memory:

Old people who had good knowledge of the matters I wished to investigate, were
often difficult to question, for, as a rule, they did not and could not have that
comprehension of my undertaking which the younger people had, or quickly
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acquired. The older people were sometimes anxious lest what they said should be
recorded, and were, on that account, at first apprehensive of unpleasant
consequences. Further conversations, however, almost invariably dispelled such
apprehensions. A certain intimacy of relation had to be established, before I could,
with any real advantage, obtain replies to my numerous inquiries. (1985: xxvii)

This account resonates with a common ‘obstacle’ that ethnographers invariably encounter in
the course of their fieldwork and reveals a hesitancy that could be perceived as a source of
cultural fragmentation. Jakobsen’s experience, of having to initiate and garner a working
relationship with his ‘subjects’, illustrates that his fieldwork in the isles was not a passing
folly; it was a process that took time and cooperation. Moreover, he recognised the value of
harnessing the interest of a younger generation and it was their contribution as cultural
intermediaries between Jakobsen and older Shetlanders that resulted in a more direct
‘inside’ access. He alludes to the fact that in nearly every district, there were “one or more
young men and women who took notes” (1985: xxviii) for him for the purpose of his
research. His collection of words of Norn origin approximated at over ten thousand,
although fewer than half this number were in general usage. Jakobsen attempted to visit as
many places in Shetland as he possibly could, with the intention to gather regional
comparisons of dialect variants. He admits that there were areas that he “did not manage to
visit personally”, but supports this by acknowledging,

In Lerwick, I collected a good deal of information from people who had moved into
the town from the country, and had retained their home-dialect. The most varied
districts and dialects were in this way represented in the capital. (1985: xxvii).
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In so far as the capital drew people in, replete with regional cultural differences, he observed
that those who remained in the outlying areas and isles had managed to preserve a greater
portion of the ‘ancient speech’. He deduced that, especially in the case of Foula, situated
approximately sixteen miles from nearest landfall on Mainland, elements of traditional life
and language had been maintained longer than in the rest of Shetland. Such an observation
can only emphasise the idea that distance and relative ‘isolation’ acts as a kind of cultural
preserve. However, his research led him to believe that when Norn was the main language
of the islands there was “…considerable difference among the dialects of the various
districts and islands, as is the case in the Faroe Islands” (1985: xxix). The comparison with
other Nordic regions is of significance here, because it places Shetland at the very centre of
Scandinavian settlement and expansion. He further reflects that,

The old Norse speech of Shetland shows in its vocabulary a close connection with
the mother-tongue, Norwegian, a closer connection than that shown by Icelandic and
partly by Færoese with the same language, the common mother-tongue of them all.
This circumstance has a natural explanation in the fact that Shetland was situated so
much nearer to Norway. Certainly the political connection between the islands and
Norway was severed by the mortgaging of the islands to Scotland in the 15th century;
but a close intercourse between Norway and Shetland was maintained for several
centuries after that, especially through the trade connection with Bergen, while the
connection with Scotland was very slight, even down to the 19th century. (1985: xxx)

Again this issue of proximity is asserted as a proponent of cultural preserve, but in this
example is faceted in the context of relative closeness, not isolation. Yet it is obvious that
neither of these conditions proved to be adequate enough to bridge the dam of cultural
progression and Jakobsen later reports that,
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Since my first and longest itinerary in the Islands, 1893-95, the number of obsolete
words has steadily and uninterruptedly increased on account of the fact that since
that time a great many people of the older generation have passed away, and a great
part of their vocabulary has not been picked up by the younger generation. (1985:
xxx)

A flux in the process of intergenerational handover is nuanced here as one of the reasons
why there is a lack of vocabulary continuity amongst young Shetlanders during this period
(Crystal, 2000). What Jakobsen is actually referring to has wider social implications of
transition interruption; a process of disruption where the “tangible aspects of the old culture,
material and otherwise” have gradually disappeared (Smith, 1984:1), taking with them their
descriptions and vocabulary usage. So not only were older speakers of the tongue passing
away, but the cultural activities that supplied their vocal narrative were disappearing before
the younger members of the community could receive or practice them in their daily lives
(Mead, 1985). Two forces of cultural interchange determined the demise of Shetland Norn
remnants.

The combined efforts of inside access and an outside academic authority produced a work
of substantial cultural value; it is of value to Shetlanders, for it is a window into the origin of
their heritage, and it is of value to scholars of Scandinavian studies and philology, for a
socio-linguistic study focuses attention on patterns of settlement from Norway through a
comparative study of lexical similarities. Jakobsen’s (1985) contribution to Shetland Norn
preserved a substantial body of linguistic evidence that would otherwise have been lost;
though his work engaged the local populace in the relevance of Norn items and the practice
of documenting them, there was no precedent for reintegrating and maintaining the Norn
survivors.
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It could be argued that the short-lived exuberance of a younger generation was because – at
the time of Jakobsen’s research – Shetland was very much under the institutional constraints
and limitations of Scotland and an increasing proportion of Scottish-led interchange.
Without autonomy to instigate anything remotely resembling corpus planning26 (e.g. see
Crystal 2000) – which would have provided the tools and institutional freedom necessary
for language survival – Shetlanders came to be further entrenched in Scottish educational
policies and directives (Heddle, 2010). However:

Although Shetland has been a province of Scotland for nearly four and a half
centuries, Shetlanders still cherish the old feeling of kinship with the Scandinavian
people, and have, to this day, strongly pronounced Scandinavian sympathies.
(Jakobsen, 1985: xv)

This is a key observation that contributes to the understanding of a cultural persuasion that
directs attention towards the Nordic world. Jakobsen’s work not only salvaged dialectic
remnants of a Norse past, he also presented a methodology in support of a Norse heritage
that could then be utilised for the authentication of cultural identity claims. The strength of
these “Scandinavian sympathies” (Jakobsen, 1985) are physically and visibly expressed
through the Shetland winter festival of ‘Up-Helly-Aa’ (Irvine, 1982). A brief filmic
recording of this festival from 1949 (DVD C030 ref: 1309) provides a visual introduction to
this locational festival and of the filmic presentation of Shetland to an external audience.
The purpose of the communication is to capture the locally unique cultural festival of UpHelly-Aa and the presence of the BBC, and the film can be considered as a conduit between
the local and the external populations. The film takes the viewer on a visual (and virtual)
journey that follows the metaphorical movements of a replica Viking galley ship; from its
26

Corpus planning: publically official provision of dictionaries, libraries and education facilities.
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initial unveiling at the waterside, where it is publicly exhibited, to the torchlight procession
through the town and subsequent burning in the local park.

The film departs from Jenny Brown’s legacy of documentary filmmaking surrounding
ordinary life practices by drawing attention to the celebratory; an indication that this
celebration is out of the ordinary. Although this is a silent black and white film, the lack of
oral dialogue focuses attention on the visual aspects to be found within the symbolic
manifestations of the festival. However on no level does the film attempt to cross into the
internal sphere of Up-Helly-Aa; it maintains its distance as casual observer and representing the story that is presented (Hafstein, 2009). One aspect of this like-for-like
neutrality is that erroneous or historically ambiguous qualities find outlet for selfreplication, with no provision for qualification or contestation. The sharing of information
via this type of medium in some ways removes the physical and perceived barriers of
distance, space and culture, yet at the same time maintains and reinforces them; it creates a
dichotomy of visual presentation.

Malinowski suggests that, “the last stronghold of [national] peculiarity can be found in its
traditional diversions, and without diversion and amusement a culture and a race cannot
survive” (Malinowski, 1922; cited in Blaikie, 2001:353). Malinowski’s assertion is reflected
in Josef Pieper’s (1998) principle idea that leisure-time is the basis of culture. The UpHelly-Aa film (DVD C030 ref: 1309) emphasises that the promulgation of a perceived
Nordic heritage in Shetland relies on Nordic imagery for its continuation, on both a local
and international level. Yet it also reveals that the appropriation of a Nordic identity is
different to that of the everyday identity of Shetlanders; this is clearly seen in the way that
the galley and its ‘Jarl squad’ are overtly exhibited and dressed quite differently from the
observers - A visual example from the Scalloway photographic archive is depicted in
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Figure 4.12. The film also revealed the galley as a non-functioning ship; it is manoeuvred
around the town – not on sea but by a trailer – and therefore not part of everyday life. It is
something out of the ordinary and out of its normal environment, hence the drawing of a
crowd. As with other regional variations of this festival throughout Shetland, the Scalloway
Fire Festival developed later than the Lerwick Up-Helly-Aa and has a separate history and
identity (Irvine, 1982). However, the Scalloway Fire Festival is now the first in the calendar
year and heralds the beginning of a series of winter fire festivals in the islands.

Figure 4.12: Scalloway ‘guizer’ and squad, c1950 (photographer unknown)

The imagery employed in the 1949 Lerwick ‘Up-Helly-Aa’ festival (DVD C030 ref: 1309)
indicates a lesser degree of uniformity than in contemporary festivals around Shetland.
Similar resonance is found in the incorporation of a Nordic-inspired name for the galley
ship and shields decorating the side. However there is now, sixty years later, a greater
emphasis on the wing-type helmets, as opposed to horned helmets and the intention of
presenting a more realistic or authentic dramatisation of the event (Blaikie, 2001). The
compulsion for historical accuracy stems from a desire to promote a better understanding of
the ancient past that gives a sense of legitimacy to a festival that was invented; the creative
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backlash that grew out of a temperance movement and racial ideology in the late nineteenth
century (Irvine, 1982; Brown, 1998). This discussion has identified the Norse period as
pivotal to Shetland’s legal, cultural and linguistic development, but more specifically has
intimated that it was forged through a process of interchange. It augments the argument
presented in this thesis that Scalloway’s location was an important point of contact,
settlement and authoritarian control, facilitated by centralised access to resources and
maritime accommodation. This discussion considers a deeper level of cultural interchange
than previously assumed or presented by the academic quarter and offers a different
perspective with reference to Scalloway’s Nordic past.

4.5 Conclusion: the summarising of Shetland’s narratives
The literary evidences of Shetland support the proposition that these islands play out the
movement of populations between the North Sea and the Atlantic. This chapter has
identified a chronology of narrative that has been a contributing factor in the creation of a
regional identity and has also shown how this was initiated through contact between inside
and outside cultures. The selected titles for this discussion are indicative of a much larger
collection of Shetland-related resources, the varied categorisation of which evidences a
growing trend for the emergence of indigenous authors. Historically the early descriptive
accounts of Shetland were by educated (or establishment) outsiders who travelled to the
islands for the development of a particular discipline and whose works were published
outside of Shetland. It is also worth considering the contribution of various travellers to
frequent the islands, especially in connection to fishing and trade networks. These examples
evidence a process of cultural interaction, with particular implications for how this might
affect the host population, but more specifically, for how these sources help to create an
impression of Shetland and Shetlanders. This supports the argument that local identity is the
product of the historic process of cultural interchange.
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One of the main differences distinguishing literary works originating from inside Shetland
and those originating from outside is primarily concerned with perspectives of perceived
significance. The broad locational themes developed through the eyes of an outsider
prompted the imposition of academic intercession, implying that regional differences could
be properly explained and interpreted by transient academics in their given field. However,
visiting academics failed to acknowledge their limitations of cultural accessibility. The
emergence of indigenous authors in the last few decades indicates renewed vigour in
expressions of a native voice. Advancements in transportation, communication and
technology have re-located the sense of place amongst the Shetland populace, empowering
individuals with a duality of perspective that was not so readily available to previous
generations. Broad themes of place are now accompanied by personable and insightful
experiential accounts of Shetlanders, by Shetlanders.

Scalloway has been evidenced as an important historical and cultural centre that is of
significance in Shetland’s narrative. Adequate interpretation of this village has been
dependent on the conceptualisation of history as a series of successive (if not interlinking)
layers. The following chapter investigates the manner in which these historical layers are
currently represented in heritage practice. Though Scalloway has been seen to evidence a
distinct Nordic layer and indeed was the seat of Shetland’s Nordic power, its ownership of
this central Nordic identity was subsumed by Lerwick with the transference of the
contemporary seat of political power. The following chapter investigates the World War
Two operation known as ‘The Shetland Bus’, which reconnected Scalloway with its Nordic
past and provided a new, stronger, ‘layer’ of Nordic inter-cultural association. A third case
study focuses on the representation of Scalloway’s as a fishing village and considers how
maritime agencies have shaped and continue to shape its identity.
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Chapter 5
Representations of Scalloway Identities
5.1 Introduction
Within the historical and cultural account of Scalloway there are various markers of identity
and forms of representation. A detailed exploration of these markers demonstrates that there
are a series of narratives and representations pertaining to Scalloway, each of which
contribute to the production and maintenance of cultural meanings. From the previous
chapter’s analysis of the factors constructing a Shetland identity, the three main themes are
explored further for their relation to current representations of Scalloway.

The first

narrative theme relates to the historical socio-political institutional control of the village.
The second theme explores the emphasis of a Nordic heritage, and the third theme extends
the understanding of naturalistic impressions of the locational culture and heritage. The
significance of their nomination is explored through a series of interwoven case studies that
focuses on the level of physical materiality, the condition of narrative discourse, and the
strength of occupational identity within Scalloway. This chapter answers the second
research question: How are these markers of identity represented and preserved in Shetland
landscape, heritage, writing and visual images?

5.2 Signposting key heritage sites
The historical account of the human occupation of Scalloway could be considered a
microcosm of Shetland’s more general historical account; though the examples provided
here are significant to the settlement of Scalloway, they allude to an historical network of
human settlement patterns. When considered in relation to the chronological structure of a
multi-period settlement, the case studies presented here reveal the development of a
locational community and also create awareness of why Scalloway became an important
political centre. The historical narrative of socio-political institutional control is a strong
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theme within the material culture of the village of Scalloway. However some elements of
this evidential base maintain a higher level of visuality within the environment than others,
and their physicality affords them a natural advantage of representation. Conversely there
are sites of historical and cultural significance which are not signposted or adequately
represented in the existing narrative discourse. Of consideration is Anthony Giddens’
proposal that “history [is not] comprehensible except as the outcome of human projects”
(cited in Pred, 1984:279).

The previous chapter identified the classification of ‘periods’ as significant markers in the
construction of identity (Renfrew and Bahn, 2004); in the Shetland context Tudor labelled
the significant contributors as Pictish/Prehistoric, Norse and Scottish/British (1883: xxxiii).
This introduction to the main periods of human occupancy is a prerequisite to an
understanding of Scalloway’s geographical relevance. Yet more specifically, it provides a
framework for the cultural contextualisation of the village and its inhabitants as represented
and preserved in the landscape, in visual artefacts and in narrative histories.

Iron Age Deposition
The earliest known period of human occupancy within the context of Scalloway, the Iron
Age, has the added distinction of being the most recent to be systematically investigated on
a local level. Although this period is described or alluded to within historical narratives
(Tudor, 1883; Hibbert, 1931; Nicolson, 1972), it has primarily been given “meaning through
language” (Hall, 2003:16), and substantiated with comparative physical evidences from
other Shetland locations (Sinclair, 1840; Ritchie, 1997). In other words, this aspect of
locational narrative discourse has been maintained as being a significant and contributing
aspect of the development of a local community in Scalloway, despite the lack of suitable
material evidences from Scalloway. However, the earliest archaeological find from
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Scalloway using the ‘Three Age System’ (Renfrew and Bahn, 2004:27), which evidences
both human settlement and burial, was discovered during excavations in the winter of 1989
and the spring of 1990. Located at ‘Upper Scalloway’, the site was physically unremarkable
until the land was prepared for the development of new houses.

The full academic publication, following excavation and analysis, was available nine years
later. It recognises that,

Prior to development the hilltop was not regarded as archaeologically significant.
The ruins of a farm abandoned at the beginning of the twentieth century lay on the
north-east edge of the development, but the full significance of the remnant of the
historical settlement was not appreciated until after the excavations. Several
informants claimed that skeletons had been discovered under nearby housing built in
the 1960s, but these claims were made only after the excavation had begun.
(Sharples, 1998:3)

The excavation report indicates that the site at Upper Scalloway was not visibly present in
the landscape:

The first plot lay on top of the abandoned farm, which was almost completely
demolished at the beginning of the development. The second plot lay directly to the
south, and during excavation of its foundations, the developers realised that they
were building on an archaeological site. The hill-slope position of the second house
meant the foundations had to be deep and solid, and a considerable amount of
overburden was removed to reach bedrock. The resultant vertical sections cut
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through substantial walls, with associated layers of red ash, and exposed several
human skeletons. (Sharples, 1998:3)

Sharples contextualises the location of the site with a photograph taken at the turn of the
century by George Washington Wilson (see Figure 5.1). This image does not reveal the
juxtaposed nature of the site in its contemporary form – surrounded by structures – but is
one of the earliest images available of this particular vantage. It is the closest temporal and
spatial visual representation as is historically possible. The lack of buildings on the ridge in
comparison with a modern rendering of the location indicates that the site was relatively
undisturbed in terms of human activity. Utilising this early photograph, as opposed to a
contemporary image, is an interpretive tool that encourages the reader to contemplate the
location without the disturbance and interference of a modern housing settlement.

Figure 5.1: “Corn
Mill at Scalloway”
by GWW
(1823 – 1893)

“The excavated settlement lies behind the settlement visible
on the skyline at the top of the hill.” (Sharples, 1998:198)

Archaeologically it is a multi- period site that evidences more than one example of human
occupancy and these periods form horizontal layers, or strata (Renfrew and Bahn, 2004).
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The earliest material culture – an urn containing the cremated remains of an adult – is
attributed to the Bronze Age but the strength of archaeological evidence spans a period of
“almost a millennium from about 100 BC to AD 850” and “conventionally labelled the
Middle to Late Iron Age by the present generation of scholars…” (Sharples, 1998: 204). An
exact date is,

...difficult to estimate, given the relatively simple form of the vessel, but sometime
in the later half of the second millennium or early first millennium BC would
seem appropriate, as the burial form seems to be most similar to that associated
with vessels characteristic of the late Early Bronze Age and the vessel is quite
different from those in the Early Iron Age contexts at Jarlshof (Hamilton 1956) and
other early roundhouses (Sharples 1984).

(Sharples, 1998:17)

Temporally the Bronze Age urn is of significance, but the lack of other Bronze Age
artefacts imposes restrictions on adequate interpretative measures. For this reason, the Iron
Age material culture provides a better foundation on which to build an understanding of the
human population and the socio-political structure.

Whilst the excavation and subsequent publication (Sharples, 1998) have contributed to the
existing narrative discourse by substantiating the length of human occupancy in the locale,
currently there is no public representation or signposting of this period of Scalloway’s
human history on the heritage trail. Following excavation the site was covered over and
houses built in this location. In order to retrospectively contemplate the visuality of the
materiality of this site historically, it continues to be necessary to source contextual
examples from elsewhere in Shetland’s material culture heritage of this particular period.
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As intimated by Sharples (1998) (above), a suitable comparator of Scalloway’s multi-period
settlement is Jarlshof, located at the southern tip of the Shetland Mainland. Visual aids from
Jarlshof’s Interpretive Centre provide comparative examples of architectural forms (see
Figure 5.2) that are pertinent to the timeframe of the Scalloway site (Ritchie, 1997)].

A feature of early forms of building types is that they conform to particular stylistic
patterns; for example, roundhouses, wheelhouses, and brochs (Smith and Banks, 2002). By
observing the stylistic transition of architecture, it is possible to mark the diffusion of ideas
(Kuper, 2005), or trade routes. In a similar way that history is accorded periods of
classification, architecture provides a measure of change that is attributable to the movement
of ideas or population (Jones, 1997; Keevil, 2000). The study of architectural design also
indicates hierarchical order and the social structure of human settlement areas (Pearson and
Richards, 2005).

Figure 5.2: Jarlshof multi-period settlement
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In the above photograph from Jarlshof Interpretive Centre, distinction is made of the site’s
multi-period character, i.e. more than one building style (Jones, 1997), though each example
is predominantly evidenced by the survival of stone dwellings. Stone is a natural resource
found in abundance in the islands and was the predominant material for building structures
as opposed to timber when “human interference in the landscape became much more
intense”, thereby impacting on the limited supply of local timber (Edwards and Ralston,
2005:17)

During the first centuries BC/AD a broch was constructed at Upper Scalloway (Dockrill,
2002). Brochs27 are constructed with two paralleling circular walls which are joined by
stone slabs (see Figure 5.3). It has been estimated from the excavated dimensions that
Scalloway’s broch might have been of equal stature to that of Mousa broch (Figure 5.4);
standing at thirteen metres high (Tudor, 1883; Sinclair, 1840). Unlike Mousa – perhaps the
best surviving example of a broch anywhere in Scotland (Smith and Banks, 2002) –
Scalloway’s broch was dismantled by the end of the Late Iron Age as it fell into disuse and
the stone was most likely reintegrated into a new structure (Sharples, 1998). Also
discovered within this phase of the excavation were an assemblage of animal bones; cattle,
sheep and pig; and a copious quantity of barley grains. Figure 5.1 indicates that the location
was in proximity to a variety of local resources; particularly a fertile landscape providing
food and fuel, and the sea provided food and access. In addition, this location afforded the
settlement prominence, with an outlook that spanned the valley to the North, the hills to the
East and West and an approach by sea. It has been suggested that brochs were a sign of high
social status or fortresses for defence (Dockrill, 2002). In the context of Scalloway this is
significant in relation to the establishment of social and political control of a particular

27

Brochs are a building type unique to Scotland. This emphasises the directionality of early human
populations as originating from the Mainland of Scotland. A detailed drawing of the ground floor plan and
elevation of the broch is found in Tudor, 1883:479; also Armit, 2005.
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group or family and the suggestion that brochs were visual representations of power or
control.

Figure 5.3: Illustration of broch construction and nucleated village
(Jarlshof Interpretation Centre)

Figure 5.4: Mousa Broch; by J.D. Ratter
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The presence of artefacts comparable with finds from other areas of Atlantic Scotland
during this period suggests direct contact between populations; the movement of
populations and the diffusion of ideas and practices. Sharples states that,

Artefactual remains from this period are not particularly diverse though the
pottery and coarse stone tool assemblages are substantial. An interesting collection
of copper alloy artefacts was discovered in the destruction layer inside the broch.
They included a projecting ring-headed pin, fragments of a vessel and a small
collection of miniature tools on a ring. The last were probably Roman in origin and
are either fine metalworking tools or a votive miniature tool-kit. Also in this
destruction layer were four bone dice of a type well known in the Atlantic province.
Another indication of the widespread contacts at this time is the presence of a
distinctive sword pommel which can be paralleled at a number of sites in western
Britain and Ireland but which ultimately derives from the Roman Empire. This came
from a destroyed building outside the broch and was close to a stone and bone bead
necklace and a number of whalebone implements. (Sharples, 1998:205)

The material evidence of human settlement in Scalloway during this particular period holds
significant implications regarding the importance of Scalloway’s location within Shetland.
Sharples (1998) is the first to document and record a recent archaeological discovery that
links Scalloway to other areas of archaeological significance: within Shetland, the multiperiod sites of Scatness and Jarlshof , the brochs of Grutness, Clickhimin, Mousa and
Houlland; and within the neighbouring island group of Orkney, the sites of Scara Brae,
Tomb of the Eagles, Broch of Gurness, Maeshowe and Ring of Brodgar (Armit, 2005;
Anderson, 1981).
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The archaeological evidence of early cultural life in Scalloway points towards diffusion and
trade as the underlying influences of change (Kuper, 2005; Hendry, 1999). The architectural
discourse considers the perceived necessity to visually demonstrate power and authority
through the construction of fortified dwellings; implying perceptions of tension between an
inside and outside population. This account is significant to Scalloway’s history and links it
to the wider archaeological record in Shetland and elsewhere in Scotland. This ‘find’ is
indicative of lost narrative in two distinct ways; the first is the forgetting on a localised basis
and secondly, the metaphysical detachment of Scalloway’s historical past from anything
prior to Norse ancestry.

Norse period indicators
The settlement at Upper Scalloway is a multi-period site. Though predominantly associated
with developments during the Iron Age and indicative of a chain of population movement
throughout Shetland, the Upper Scalloway dig also revealed Viking Age artefacts. This is of
cultural and historical interest because unlike the physicality of Iron Age structure and
burial remains, evidence of the Norse influence in the village prior to this discovery was
chiefly evidenced through language derivation and morphological analysis. It is also of
geographical consequence because the primary landfall of approach by sea from a
Norwegian perspective would be the east side of Shetland, whereas Scalloway is situated on
the western side; implicating a locational preference most probably based on its high quality
natural harbour and the rich agricultural valley at its hinterland.

The discovery of Viking Age artefacts at Upper Scalloway (Sharples, 1998) enhances the
physicality of human interaction within the landscape and with human occupation in
general. The nature of Viking objet d’art reveals developments with the use of resources,
trade, labour division and the use of adornment for the expression of social status (Renfrew
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and Bahn, 2004). Their scarcity of presence should demand caution in projecting too broad,
or too narrow, an interpretation. However, within the context of Scalloway as the ‘Ancient
Capital of Shetland’ (see Figure 1.3), the proximity of the site of the Lawting of Tingwall is
significant as it represents the Norse heritage of legal administration in the islands
(Nicolson, 1972). Because of its location this holm has been preserved within the landscape
and is currently represented as a heritage site through the accompaniment of an
interpretation board.

The ancient parliamentary site in the loch of Tingwall is depicted in Figure 5.5 (below) with
the accompanying heritage interpretation board and artist’s reconstruction in Figures 5.6 –
5.7. From the current condition of this site it is difficult to envisage this artist’s impression;
at some point in time the area was cleared for sheep, removing much of the stony features.
The natural features of this small loch-based islet – that is, prominence and relative solitude
– were enhanced by a manmade causeway, stone table and seating arrangements. Nicolson
acknowledges that “since Norse times the level of the loch has been lowered by drainage
and the islet is now a promontory on the north shore of the loch” (1972:40). The
interpretative rendering of Figure 5.7 supports historical sources as to what the ‘Ting’ might
have looked like when in session: an open air venue for airing grievances and settling
disputes according to Nordic law. Appropriately it is depicted as a male oriented
environment characteristic of Saga-related chronicles (Anderson, 1981; Cook, 2001),
perceptions of Nordic culture (Richards, 2001) and cultural representations throughout
history (Abrams, 2005; Robinson, 2007).
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Figure 5.5:
Looking towards the holm
from Tingwall Cemetery

= Holm

Figure 5.6:
The Interpretation Board

= Kirk and
cemetery

Figure 5.7:
An artist’s impression of the
holm; with the Kirk on the
hill behind
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Using the holm, or islet, in this way as a place set apart from the rest of society is one of the
characteristics of key brochs in Shetland: the brochs of Clickhimin, Mousa, Houlland and
Huxter (Ritchie, 1997) are situated in lochs (or across the sea) and are only accessible via a
causeway or by boat respectively – though the majority of broch sites across Scotland do not
conform to this pattern (Sharples, 1998). It is therefore of interest that the Norse parliament
in Tingwall indicates a similar style, for this might evidence a level of cultural interchange
between indigenous and Norse populations that has not been adequately investigated 28. The
reason why this deserves further attention is made clear when considering the tradition of
Norse parliaments elsewhere: neither the seasonal Norse law traditions in Iceland, (the
Althing at Thingvellir) nor in the Isle of Man (Tynwold), share this pattern of placement
within the geographical locale. What this implies is that there was a level of material
interaction by the Norse; effectively, they borrowed the practices of the former dominating
cultural or socio-political group. With the lack of material culture from this period, notably
of significant architecture, the Law Ting Holm has been singled out as being representative
of Nordic heritage in the village.

Stewart family legacy
Further down the ridge from the multi-period settlement at Upper Scalloway, Scalloway’s
most prominent feature, the castle, stands on a promontory overlooking the village and isles
and part of the valley. Erected in the year 1599 by Earl Patrick Stewart, the castle is
Scalloway’s oldest surviving building and is a symbol synonymously associated with the
village. The road sign leading into Scalloway features the castle surrounded by water,
without any claim on a Norse title (see Figure 1.3 in Chapter one), unlike the main road sign
28

One hypothesis is that of complete cultural assimilation by the Norse of the Pictish population of Shetland.
But as the Tingwall lawting indicates, the style of the parliamentary area suggests otherwise: it could mean
either (a) a pre-existing site of some local significance that the Norse appropriated as a way of expressing
authority to the indigenous community, (b) a gradual and collaborative rendering of law and appropriate
placement of site by Picts and Norsemen after a period of interchange, or (c) the Norse copying the local
practice of creating a site that extends out into the water, thereby emphasising its prominence and the
utilisation of resources, esp. stone. It may also suggest that interaction between Shetland and the Nordic realm
was a more peaceful and extended process of interchange than is generally believed.
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leading into Lerwick (see Figure 1.5 in Chapter one). The Scalloway road sign draws
attention to the Stewart family legacy and therefore to Scottish authority. The castle is a
visible continuation of the exertion of power and legal institution inaugurated by the Nordic
Ting but transferred to the Scottish nobility. This marks a period of cultural upheaval in
Shetland’s wider history; illustrated through the presence of the castle, but anchored on an
emotive narrative of political and cultural discontent.

In a series of paintings of Shetland which the surveyor Thomas Woore undertook between
1828 to1838, three of these were of Scalloway: “Scalloway Castle”, “Scalloway Harbour”,
and “The Village of Scalloway”29. Each of these three paintings of Scalloway is from a
different perspective, yet each of them incorporates the Castle as a central aspect of the
village; his image entitled “Scalloway Castle” is depicted in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8:
“Scalloway
Castle”;
Thomas
Woore

Scalloway Castle was – and arguably still is – a symbol of power, authority and control
(Anderson, 1982; Keevil, 2000). It is a direct link to the Scottish court and manifestation of

29

This collection was accessed via Shetland Museum and Archives
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the impact of an earlier period of cultural interchange between the Nordic world and
Scottish world of the early fifteenth century. Under Norse rule, the Northern Isles were
governed by a system of Jarls who had authoritarian control over particular geographical
areas. This system was supplanted by the Scots Earldom, with the Nordic term ‘Jarl’
merging into the Scotisized version of ‘Earl’ (Hunter, 2000). Though not concerned here
with an analysis of the formalization of the Scottish earldom in Shetland and how it came to
be, it is necessary to understand the salient historical points of reference that find repetition
in the historical narrative surrounding Scalloway and Shetland.

Earl Patrick Stewart, an infamous name in the Shetland cultural narrative (Anderson, 1992),
was the son of Robert Stewart who was an illegitimate son of James V of Scotland and his
mistress Euphemia Elphinstone. Robert’s half-sister, Mary, Queen of Scots, granted him the
Crown Estates of Orkney and Shetland and appointed him the office of Sheriff (Hunter,
2000). The information boards in Scalloway Castle state:

In 1581, despite repeated complaints about his oppressions and undisputed claims
that he was evil, dissolute and treacherous, Robert was created Earl of Orkney and
Lord of Shetland. (Historic Scotland, Scalloway Castle Interpretation Boards)

Patrick’s inherited titles came from his father, Robert:

In Robert’s time most of the administration of Shetland was left to his even more
unpopular half-brother, Laurence Bruce of Cultmalindie. Patrick, however, paid far
more attention to Shetland than his father had done; and this immediately brought
him into conflict with Bruce and other large landowners.’ (Historic Scotland,
Scalloway Castle Interpretation Boards)
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It is evident that there was a great deal of unrest during this period, with a large influx of
Scottish nobles being granted lands in the Northern Isles, often at the expense of existing
landowners (Nicolson, 1972). There was a Latin inscription above the door to Scalloway
castle which has engendered contested meanings since its inception (Tudor, 1883; Hibbert,
1931). The physicality of this inscription has eroded and diminished over time, but its
contestation has been recorded within the historical narrative accounts (Ritchie, 1997).

The inscription reads as follows:

PATRICIUS STEUARDUS, Orcadiæ et Zetlandiæ
COMES, I. V. R. S

Cujus fundamen saxum est, Dom. Illa manebit,
Labilis e contra, si sit arena perit.
A.D. 160030

Patrick Stewart Earl of Orkney and Shetland
James V King of Scots
That house whose foundation is on a rock will stand
But if on sand it shall fall
AD 160031

30
31

Taken from Hibbert, 1931:110
Taken from Ritchie, 1997:87
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In 1883 Tudor reflects that “According to Brand” the narrative surrounding the inscription
above the door at Scalloway Castle was understood in the year 1700 in the following
context:

...the origin of the scriptural paraphrase was this: Mr Pitcairn, the then minister of
Northmaven, when visiting Earl Patrick, rebuked him for the oppression he
had used to the Shetlanders in compelling them to supply forced labour for the
erection of the building, upon which, Earl Patrick was for the time enraged.
Afterwards, however, cooling down a little, he insisted on Pitcairn supplying
him with a verse, which he did, insinuating that as the house was built by
oppression it would soon fall. Earl Patrick, on the other hand, construed it as
meaning that, as his father’s house at Jarlshof, which was built on a sandy
foundation, was already falling to pieces, his own building, which was on a
rock, should last. (Tudor, 1883:464-5)

Ritchie acknowledges that there “has been much speculation about the meaning” of the
inscription but suggests it “be taken at face value”, that it is in reference to the “strong
foundations of the castle and strength of the family that built it” (1997:87). However,
Ritchie does not consider any possibility of a hidden narrative within this phrase, or the
visual metaphor of moral insensibilities of the Stewart family. A frequently expressed
narrative of Scalloway Castle is that the mortar was composed of blood, hair and eggs;
alluding to an embellished folk myth of fact and fiction regarding the use of labour and
resources (Anderson, 1992). The reference to eggs may represent an increased demand for
food in order to feed the workforce, which was composed of tenants to other landlords
outside of Scalloway (Hunter, 2000).
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Earl Patrick Stewart has been historically characterised as a darkly oppressive figure and
given the byname of “Black Patie” (Anderson, 1992). It is clear however, that under his
rule, Shetland was “relatively prosperous”:

Patrick adhered to the old laws and upheld some of the traditional rights of the
small proprietors – the stories of his wickedness stem largely from his
extravagant lifestyle and his high-handed treatment of other landowners.
(Scalloway Castle Interpretation Board)

Earl Patrick alternated between the old Norse Udal law of the isles and the law of the
Scottish Kingdom (Nicolson, 1972). It has been suggested that this was dependent on which
law was to his financial advantage and remained this way until the Scottish Act abolished
the “foreign laws” of Orkney and Shetland – ‘foreign’ as perceived from a Scottish
perspective (Hunter, 2000:160). However it was his treatment of other landowners – and not
ordinary Shetlanders – that resulted in his arrest, imprisonment and eventual execution in
Edinburgh, charged with treason. An image from the 20th Century, by Scalloway
photographer, Clement Williamson (Figure 5.9) presents the Castle with the addition of an
accompanying narrative history, stating that, “...news of his misdeeds reached Edinburgh,
and resulted in his arrest and final execution” (Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.9
Scalloway Castle,
C.J. Williamson
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The location of the castle maintained a physical and cultural link with the Norse judicial law
ting, further up the valley and the Earl’s “town house” was the seat of administration in
Shetland until his execution in 1615. The period 1599 – 1615 is merely sixteen years, yet
the narratives of Scalloway Castle have survived almost four hundred years. It is arguable
that Earl Patrick Stewart’s legacy has survived as a result of the dominating presence of this
castle (Figure 5.10); they are intertwined narratives of a particular location and time. Now
roofless, the building retains a modicum of its initial imposing grandeur, but sequential
episodes of appropriating material artefacts from the castle, coupled with environmental and
human destruction, has left it largely bare of original features (Tudor, 1883:465). Though
the Stewart occupation of the castle was brief, successive groups in a position of power
utilised the building for various reasons. Of particular interest is the housing of soldiers
during the Commonwealth and the housing of weapons for a secret World War two
operation, known as ‘The Shetland Bus’ (Howarth, 1951). In 1908 the castle was placed into
the stewardship of the state by the Marquis of Shetland (Scalloway Castle, Interpretation
Board)

Figure 5.10:
Scalloway Interpretation
Board
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As can be seen through the sequencing of images in Chapter Four (Figures 4.3 – 4.5), the
castle has been relocated over time – not physically, but contextually and spatially –
displacing its location and historical context. This has occurred through the reclamation of
the seabed at the harbour pier, extending the land beyond its original boundary and creating
one of the largest net mending spaces in Scotland. In effect, this transposed the castle from
one space to another. This castle was erected as a monument of power and an expression of
control; but as a memorial the relocation of space and the transposition of material artefacts
have arguably relegated this to a lesser form. However, the centrality of the castle continues
to be a dominant feature in images of Scalloway and in heritage practice.

The landscape of change
Our appreciation of the changing face of Scalloway is primarily led by the visual or
photographic account. The following discussion provides evidence of development and
change within Scalloway, utilising photographs as cultural artefacts and evidence of the way
in which occupational and institutional forces have shaped the character of the village and
associated collective narratives. This provides a contemporary point of departure as a means
to understanding temporal and spatial historiography of socio-political control of the village.
The focus here is on an area of land at Port Arthur that has evidenced physical change, but it
is an alteration that is brought to our attention as a direct result of its preservation in the
photographic record, and the dominant characteristic of its current physical state. To capture
this change the photographic legacy provided by ‘official’ early landscape photographers is
compared with private ‘hidden’ collections and contemporary photographs collected by the
researcher.

Human occupation of this area of land has been a gradual process that has gone through
several cycles of development and utilisation. Situated right at the harbour entrance, this
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was the location of a herring station and given the official name of “Port Arthur”, though
unofficially it was subsequently labelled locally as “Da Point” (The Point); these terms are
interchangeable within narrative discourse. The scarcity of images of this area of land
demonstrates that the official visual record of Scalloway favours high culture aesthetics, or
Romanticised forms, over low culture forms (Barker, 2009). One of the earliest of these
images is depicted in Figure 5.11; it is entitled “Robbie Rollie”. This was the name given to
a distinctive rocky outcrop at the shoreline whose main feature was a hole in the middle
large enough for someone to climb through. Within local narrative accounts it features as a
location for the delivery of sermons, in which the “preacher stood on top of the rock” and
people from the village “stood below listening” (J.T.W, Interview Index). However, the
protruding rock was removed for access to the land beyond it and around the shoreline,
leading to Port Arthur. In Figure 5.12, Ratter’s image records the presence of buildings and
human activity on this extension to and from the village, after the rock has been removed. A
more detailed impression of occupation and industry is shown in the Herring Station of
Figure 5.13; the composition of this image is discussed in Chapter Six.

The legacy of photographic material provides insight into a past that is now all but gone, but
is also an amalgamation of perspectives and a pictorial timeline of change in a small
community. Purposeful organisation of an image archive creates order and structure out of
variable approaches, thus determining a visual narrative that requires a collaboration of
insider-outsider accessibility. It also emphasises photographs as important cultural artefacts
(Prosser, 1998; Hafstein, 2009). The act of gathering and of proffering original material to
the existing collection contributes to the re-discovery and maintenance of narrative
discourse. Photographic evidence of the maritime association is further indicated by the
herring barrels in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.11:
Robbie Rollie and the
disappearing landscape
c.1890

Figure 5.12:
Ratter’s view of
Scalloway
(b.1876 – d.1957)

Figure 5.13:
Herring Station at
“Port Arthur”
c. 1900s
(Source: NAFC)
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Considering that ‘official’ images are concerned with high culture products (Blaikie, 2001),
this is a rare resource as it categorises the emergence of a new space, Port Arthur, with the
Castle and the Public Hall. It is further significant as it draws attention to Port Arthur from
two perspectives; looking towards it and looking from it. Framing the shape of Scalloway
from this new vantage heralded a new chapter in the collective narrative of the village.

Figure 5.14: Montage postcard of Scalloway

The following montage of images emphasises the development of occupational space and
human interaction in the landscape. This photographic narrative starts at Figure 5.15,
depicting a group of children playing at the shoreline at Port Arthur. A comparative and
contemporary viewing of this space is given in Figure 5.16, demonstrating both physical and
visual change. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 depict the rise of occupational buildings; a large square
building was known as Captain Walterson’s shed, used to maintain lifeboats. A housing
development scheme, under Council initiative, led to the gradual urbanisation and extension
of Scalloway at Port Arthur. Occupational buildings were situated near the shoreline and
houses were built on higher ground.
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Figure 5.15: Playing on the beach

Figure 5.16: A contemporary view of

c. 1960 (postcard)

this space c. 2008

Figure 5.17: Captain Walterson’s shed

Figure 5.18: The rise of occupational.

c. 1960s

buildings at Port Arthur, c.1980s

Figure 5.19:

Location of the old pier

Figure 5.20: NAFC Marine Centre
built over the old “station” c. 2008

and herring station c.1980s
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In contemplating where to place a new Fisheries College, Shetland Islands Council decided
upon this area of land due to its historical maritime association. The existing communal
nature of this space was sanitised and transformed with the removal of huts and sheds to
create additional space. The NAFC officially opened in 1994. A comparative viewing of
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 indicates that the scale of the new institutional building has removed
the visual connection with the maritime legacy. In terms of material culture its construction
has physically destroyed previous historical ‘layers’, but in doing so has created another.

The multi-layered occupation of Scalloway is indicative of changing economic forces and
external power structures. The various examples provided reveal sociological and cultural
conditions of a given space and time, particularly the manner in which the power base has
shifted from one function to another. Scalloway’s significance is generated by the proximity
to the harbour entrance; an area which itself is of importance physically and symbolically.
Yet ‘The Point’ only really became of interest when the access road was built and the
ground reclaimed from the sea. By the advent of World War II, The Point was accessible, an
area that had obvious strategic implications in control and defence.

From nobility to military, external forces have perceived Scalloway as a place worthy of
settlement and control. Building the NAFC Marine Centre at The Point followed on this
tradition of creating a power base in Scalloway. The building dominates the shoreline and is
a highly visible form of political expression. The photographic record demonstrates the
changing landscape of Scalloway, most particularly in relation to The Point. In capturing the
changed patterns of land use and social activity, it re-presents old patterns of sociability and
collective behaviour and provides the ground for the stimulation of collective memory for
representations of identity.
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5.3 Memorialising ‘The Shetland Bus’
This section explores the second theme of the emphasis of a Nordic heritage. This case
study focuses on the World War Two narrative surrounding an operation known as ‘The
Shetland Bus’ as an example of Scalloway’s collective narrative amongst its residents,
visitors and with Norway. Building on the previous section, which explored the signposting
of key heritage sites in Scalloway, the Shetland Bus extends the understanding of the
significance of memorialisation. This operation has been singled out for a detailed analysis
because of its unifying cultural qualities and the re-establishment of links between Shetland
and Norway during the Second World War and the present day juxtaposition of visual and
oral narratives in collaborative remembrance. Monuments generate awareness in a highly
provocative and visual way, prompting recognition and remembrance of a particular aspect
of human history, whether it is focused on an individual or collective basis. In the examples
displayed and described in the following interpretive accounts, the function and placement
of memorialising receives explicit attention.

Of especial regard in the discussion of the Second World War in Shetland, ‘The Shetland
Bus’ story takes centre stage; it is included here to further illustrate that Scalloway (and by
extension Shetland) is not an isolated backwater of Scotland, but has historically been
directly involved in a higher level of cultural interchange than is centrally perceived
(Fenton, 1978). It was Shetland’s geographical adjacency (or proximity) that was important
for the Shetland Bus, characterising Shetland’s placement in the North Sea. The Shetland
Bus story began on the night of 8th/9th April 1940 when Germany launched an attack on
Norway; with a long history of remaining a neutral country, Norway was defenceless
against this assault (Miller, 2003). It prompted a wave of organised resistance and
evacuation to the west, with Shetland the nearest friendly landfall and place of refuge. King
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Haakon and his government also fled to Britain, for it was not safe for them to remain in
Norway (Shetland Bus Memorial Interpretation Board).

The success of small boat evacuations from Norway to Shetland inspired the idea that return
journeys could be undertaken for clandestine resistance operations. This was the beginning
of a five year operation carried out by Norwegian men – supported by Shetlanders and
Allied forces – that became known as the Shetland Bus. The information boards situated by
the Shetland Bus memorial in Scalloway state that:

More than a score of fishing boats were selected and prepared for this traffic and
there was never a lack of volunteers to man them. Operating initially from Lunna
and from August 1942 from Scalloway, fishing boats made the almost 100 crossings.
They carried into Norway agents, wireless operators and military supplies for the
resistance movement and they brought back returning agent, refugees, recruits for
the Free Norwegian Forces – and, in season, Christmas trees for an almost treeless
Shetland! (Shetland Bus Memorial Interpretation Board)

The idea of using ‘ordinary’ fishing boats was a visual deception to the German bombers
that regularly patrolled the area of water between Shetland and Norway. However, as further
camouflage, the Shetland Bus boats only operated in the darkest months of winter. The
interpretation board elaborates:

Bus boats could operate only at the darkest and stormiest time of year and their best
protection was to appear to be ordinary fishing boats. By 1943 however, winter
storms and increasing German surveillance had accounted for the loss of 10 boats
and 44 crewmen. (Shetland Bus Memorial Interpretation Board)
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Three American sub-chasers were gifted and manned by Norwegian crews; they were
renamed the Hitra, the Vigra and the Hessa to reflect their Nordic connections32. They
continued the Shetland Bus without any further loss of life and made 115 round trips
between Shetland and Norway until 1945. At the base in Scalloway, the operation was aided
by a combined force of British servicemen, Shetlanders and Norwegians:

Between 1940 and 1945 only about 300 Norwegians in total took part in the
Shetland Bus and at any one time the number was not much more than 100.
Ashore they were ably supported by Shetlanders and by British servicemen
who were expressly forbidden to join their sea operations for fear of blowing
their cover. (Shetland Bus Memorial Interpretation Board)

The history of The Shetland Bus is well documented in books and film (e.g. see Howarth,
1951; Iversen, 2000; and the film ‘Shetlandsgjengen’, 1954), but it is arguable that without
material structures to promote some form of visualisation it would not have the same
continuation of knowledge transfer. A monument was erected in Scalloway in 2003 to
commemorate the lives of 44 Norwegians who gave their lives for the cause (see Figure
5.21). It is composed of stones originating from the areas of Norway that each of the men
belonged; the stones are therefore symbolic of those men, a physical manifestation that
connects Shetland with Norway historically, physically and culturally.

32

These boats were given new names based on Norwegian place-names. Hitra - largest island in Norway south
of the Arctic Circle / Vigra - an island in More-Romsdal (where Earl Rognvald was from) / Hessa - an island
in More-Romsdal
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Figure 5.21: The Shetland Bus Memorial, Scalloway

Prior to material structure commemoration, remembrance of the event existed primarily as
voiced expression of memory, for it was (and is) still within living memory of Shetlanders
and Norwegians. Pupils from Scalloway Junior High School designed a set of murals that
locationalise the activities of The Shetland Bus movement, both in terms of links between
Shetland and Norway and within Shetland itself. One of the murals is dedicated entirely to
the significance of The Shetland Bus within and around Scalloway, identifying notable areas
around the village that feature within the narrative. This ‘unofficial’ exhibition – a window
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display in a local commercial premise near to the old Scalloway Museum33 - is a pivotal
component in conceptualising this heritage trail, which is otherwise unmarked but for the
monument itself and associated interpretation boards. The geographical illustration of the
positioning of Shetland in relation to Norway, Orkney and the North of Scotland (see Figure
5.22), also locates four known positions where boats involved in the operation were lost and
the three main areas of Shetland where the Shetland Bus operated at various times
(Howarth, 1951).

Figure 5.22: Key sites in Shetland and Norway

This mural aids the visualisation of Shetland’s proximity to Norway – especially Bergen –
but more specifically highlights the crenulated coastline of Norway that afforded the
clandestine operation its coastal advantage. The maritime highway between Shetland and
Norway can be seen as a strategic position between the North Sea and the Atlantic Ocean; a
factor that was noted by both German and Allied forces during the Second World War
(Miller, 2003). Of the three main areas of Shetland alternately involved in The Shetland
33

Though currently situated on Main Street in Scalloway, new premises for the museum will relocate it to
Castle Street in 2012.
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Bus, Scalloway was the third and final placement of the operation and its Headquarters,
after Lunna and Kergord (e.g. see Howarth, 1951). Although based on the West side of
Shetland – which meant that boats had to travel around Shetland to get to Norway –
Scalloway afforded the operation a more practical base.

Figure 5.23:
Four key sites
in Scalloway

The material structures around Scalloway’s waterfront that featured prominently in the
operation are contextualised in Figure 5.23 (above), whilst indicating their proximity in
relation to the mural display (e.g. “You are Here”). Of the four areas highlighted, the small
blue “Photographer’s Hut” is no longer present within the material environment, but it
remains part of the Shetland Bus story: At Prince Olav Slipway “Boats [were] repaired”; at
Dinapore House “Headquarters [was stationed]”; in the Photographer’s Hut “Fake IDs were
made here”; and at Scalloway Castle “Munitions were stored”. It is significant that the
memorial is presented and located where it is - on Main Street overlooking the waterfront
and directly centred between ‘Dinapore House’ and ‘Norway House’, with Prince Olav
Slipway and commemorative plaque also in between; key areas in The Shetland Bus
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operation and heritage trail. The monument is located in the central aspect of a car park on
Scalloway’s Main Street; overlooking the harbour (see Figure 5.24).Pearson states that,
“Ritual is not something altogether removed from the everyday but is situated in constant
reference to other daily and seasonal activities” (2005:194). Pearson might also suggest that
The Shetland Bus memorial is “…a visible, physical manifestation of the event…the
beginning of remembrance commemoration” (2005:197).

Figure 5.24: Locating the Shetland Bus memorial in Scalloway
The red building in the background is ‘Norway
House’, near Prince Olav Slipway

Steps to the
‘promenade’.

The Memorial
is located in
between the
car park.

Steps leading
down to the
promenade

Reverse view: looking
from Memorial towards
Dinapore House (brown
& white building).
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The school art murals and the memorial utilise visual narrative to communicate historical
and locational significance. Interpretation of the information presented relies on the
relationship between image and text or “semiotic analysis” (Berger, 1977; Randviir and
Cobley, 2010). This connects both people and place together in a collective narrative. More
specifically, it connects Shetlanders and Norwegians to a time and place, thereby creating a
new ‘layer’ of inter-cultural connection between Scalloway and its Nordic heritage. The
physicality of remembrance is thereby anchored but also made static. The nature of human
relationships is constantly labile – with each generation will be a sense of dislocation from
the original source (Benjamin, 2008) and firm commemoration of the event helps to assuage
this erosive process.

So far, identification of the Shetland Bus narrative in and around Scalloway has been
evidenced by a fragmented account of heritage signposting. The collective narratives – that
is, the collection of multiple stories of Scalloway and The Shetland Bus – are further
fragmented as a result of the movement of populations that inevitably took place during the
Second World War (Irvine, 1991). Due to Shetland’s strategic positioning, military and
naval personnel descended on the islands, but there was also movement from Norway
bringing refugees to safety. Figure 5.25 depicts a photograph of a woman and child
disembarking from the sub-chaser Hitra at Nicolson’s pier; it is entitled “Refugees arrive at
Scalloway”. The story of The Shetland Bus is ultimately a story of people and boats: the
men who sailed them, the men who maintained them and the people who were saved by
them. This emphasis on sea journeys is indicated by the memorial itself, which is adorned
with a replica version of the ‘Andholmen’, one of the boats involved in the operation.
Howarth identifies The Shetland Bus in the epic tradition of an Old Norse saga, a word that
‘originally meant…story’, but has developed into ‘heroism and endeavour…an adventure at
sea’ (1951:1).
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Figure 5.25:
“Refugees arrive at
Scalloway”
(Shetland Bus
Interpretive Board)

The Norwegian counterpart of the Shetland Bus memorial is based in Bergen and differs
considerably from the Scalloway version (Figure 5.26). It reinforces the theme of wartime
heroism and sacrifice but draws attention towards just one individual – Leif Larsen, who is
regarded in Norway as a national hero (AO Interview Index). It would be misleading to
refer to the memorial as simply a memorial to Larsen, for it is representative not exclusive,
though singularly entitled “Shetland’s Larsen”. Maritime-related imagery is also
incorporated in the Bergen design, in the form of a ships wheel; Larsen standing by the
wheel connotes a guiding hand and a symbol of authority. He is looking west towards
Shetland (Figure 5.27). Positioned above the war memorial, Larsen leads the Norwegians
through the turbulent waters of the Second World War. Unlike Shetland’s main war
memorial, which is based in Lerwick beside the Town Hall, Bergen’s war memorial is based
directly beside “Shetland’s Larsen” on a small pier at the historic Bryggen waterfront
(Trebbi and Havran, 2007). The war memorial is a small round granite mound, with the
names of the Norwegians who died during the Second World War (Figure 5.28).
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Figure 5.26: Shetland’s Larsen

Figure 5.27:

Facing Shetland’s Larsen

Figure 5.28: Bergen war mound
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Commemoration of the Second World War operation in Shetland draws attention to
collaborative efforts and a high degree of cultural interchange; conversely, commemoration
in Norway, especially Bergen, identifies the cross-cultural efforts of an individual. The
difference between the terms of ‘Shetland Bus’ and ‘Shetland’s Larsen’ is therefore one of
locational cultural bias.

It is necessary to consider that conditions in Shetland and Norway were quite different and
formative in creating variable perspectives of history. Norway was invaded by German
forces, whilst Shetland was not. The lives of 44 Norwegians were lost during the Shetland
Bus operation, whilst Shetland (and by extension Britain) lost none as a result of direct
involvement. To Shetlanders, The Shetland Bus has come to mean a period of cultural
interchange between Shetland and Norway – the repaving of an old road – whilst to
Norwegians the Shetland Bus is associated with a period of German occupation and
oppression. To Norwegians, commemoration of the event is synonymous with a black
period of history, whilst commemoration of Leif Larsen transfers power back to Norwegians
and triumph over adversity.

This discussion of variable perspectives is not necessarily a moral dilemma or problematic
cultural ethics though; it is appropriate for Shetlanders to celebrate the Shetland Bus rather
than Leif Larsen per se, because the social aspect of the operation and its involvement with
Scalloway brought people together. Howarth recollects that,

One result of the move to Scalloway was that we got to know more about
Shetlanders and about the strange history of the islands. At Lunna we had very few
neighbours, and had lived in such a cloud of secrecy that we seldom met anyone;
and although we were well acquainted with county and burgh officials in Lerwick,
they were not typical of Shetland. But Scalloway was a compact village of about a
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thousand people. They all knew each other, and before long we came to know a lot
of them too. (Howarth, 1951:120)

Howarth further reflects that,

In fact, the British troops who were already there [in Scalloway] soon had reason to
be jealous of some of the handsomer Norwegians, who seemed to possess an
irresistible glamour in the eyes of the female sex. (1951: 120-121)

What Howarth referred to as ‘an irresistible glamour’ may have more in common with
notions of cultural consanguinity than youthful romantic associations between the villagers
and the Norwegians: but there is also implied exoticism; an attraction based on differences
rather than similarities – one that would feed the notion of a Norseman’s Bias. Yet it is
apparent from popular collective accounts that romance played its part in determining
processes of cultural interchange and facilitating renewed familial links between Shetland
and Norway; whilst these may not be quantifiably stronger than links with Scotland, their
strength is based on cultural qualification and preservation within the historical record. They
are stories within a story, of persons within living memory who are associated with a
particular place in time and remembered because of their continued familial or communal
presence within the locale.

As this next example illustrates, the passing of time is not a constant barrier to memory and
recollection. Jimmy Laurenson was a young boy (Figure 5.29) when the Shetland Bus
operated out of Scalloway and remembers quite clearly – even at the age of 84 – the
friendships he made as a result and the part he was asked to play. It is a War time narrative
that has never been made public within Shetland and therefore segregated from the official
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record. It provides clear evidence for the many affordances of photography and the
perceived value of image within cultural settings. Jimmy bore resemblance to a minor
member of the Norwegian Royal Family and this resemblance was used to fake the apparent
arrival of this member of the Norwegian Royal Family in Scalloway off the Shetland Bus.
The following account is taken from an interview with Jimmy Laurenson which was
recorded in Lunna Kirk in the summer of 2010, during his most recent ‘return’ visit to
Shetland from New Zealand34 (see Figure 5.30).

AW – What is your connection [between Scalloway and] Lunna?
JL - Well my connection is during the War in 1942, when I was taken as a boy
acting as a hostage for somebody that had been left behind in Norway. And
subsequently I was picked up by the Hitra, which was a submarine chaser, and taken
back to Scalloway...with the other people, the refugees. My job was to walk up
Nicolson’s pier, taking this woman’s hand. And it did get back to Norway and the
German’s and the Quislings were looking for this boy...it took the heat off it.
AW – What was so special about this boy?
JL – He was a member of the Royal Family
AW – And he escaped as a result?
JL – He escaped, yes, he escaped through Sweden, sometime later. He was a lesser
member of the Royal Family, but I believe he was the last remaining member of
the Royal Family in Norway
AW – So you must have looked like [him]...?
JL – Well, if it hadn’t been for the big cap I had to wear...it would be a bit hard to
identify, the features is obviously the same, everybody thought me the other...I
was pleased that I was able to help and it was a great adventure for a 14 year old
34

The researcher drove Mr Laurenson and his wife from Scalloway to Lunna in order to retrace his personal
memorial road.
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boy. And the fact that it was done by absolute secrecy, the worst thing that I had to
do was keep it a secret myself, but being that I went to Edinburgh the following
day, I didn’t have a chance to blurt anything out. (J L: Interview Index)

Aged 14, Jimmy was officially under the age with which to take part in War time
operations, but was still sworn to secrecy and had to sign the Official Secrets Act. Under
this Act, the operation could not be discussed for 15 years after the event. The only other
person in his family to be aware of this operation was his Father, as he explains:

AW – So how long was it kept a secret that you had done this?
JL – ...but I didn’t sort of attach any value to it, you know, it was just an adventure
for a young boy. I thought it was very, very evasive and cunning of Major Mitchell
and the author of the Shetland Bus...David Howarth. It’s an old ploy that’s been
done right throughout history, to put somebody in as a decoy to take attention away
from the subject...But I didn’t have to say a word, or I would have been caned by my
Father...{My Father] was the only one that knew...my Mother didn’t know. She
thought I was going away with Ed Fullerton to [the island of] Oxna
AW – When in fact you were on your way to Lunna. (Jimmy L: Interview Index)

The event was planned to coincide with Jimmy’s departure for Heriot Watt in Edinburgh the
following day. He reflects:

JL – I was delighted to be able to do it because it wasn’t the fact of what I had done,
it was the fact that I had a ride on the sub chaser and none of the other boys
had. (J L: Interview Index)
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Figure 5.29: Jimmy as a young boy

Figure 5.30: Jimmy Laurenson, Lunna Kirk, 2010
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Jimmy never divulged the details of the incident within Shetland. On returning to Shetland
after his period of training he reflects that:

JL – the whole incident never appeared, it had been completely closed off which I
thought was very clever...of course these people were experts in their own field.
AW – But there is a photograph of you...isn’t there?
JL – I’m ...with a woman, Emma. The only thing I remember about her is that she
had bony hands, they were very cold. She was a very, sort of a stately woman, I
would say. She never looked right or left, just dead ahead. (J L, Interview Index)

The photograph alluded to is Figure 5.25: “Refugees arrive at Scalloway”. This is the first
time Jimmy’s story and photographic narrative have been disclosed in Shetland. His final
thought in summary of this narrative recognises not only the physical proximity of Shetland
and Norway, but also of their cultural affiliations:

JL – And being a small village like Scalloway, you got to know these people,
because Shetland islanders generally speaking, they have a fairly great affinity with
Scandinavians. (J L: Interview Index)

This case study of Jimmy Laurenson identifies a missing piece of The Shetland Bus
narrative and locational history pertinent to Scalloway, whilst demonstrating an act of
subterfuge on a conjoined inter- and multi- cultural basis. The photograph of a woman and
child disembarking from the sub chaser ‘Hitra’ has maintained an implied image while also
maintaining a hidden narrative in Shetland; preserving an urban myth that this image depicts
Norwegian refugees (Doty, 1980; Levi-Strauss, 1982). Subterfuge was a necessity during
the War and The Shetland Bus story illustrates a variety of such examples, but as this case
study shows, there was a high degree of concealment from the Scalloway residents as to
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some of the activities being carried out, even where Scalloway residents were, to a large
extent, involved (Howarth, 1951). The re-discovery of this information introduces a new
thread to the assertion of a Norseman’s Bias; of the Nordic world looking to Shetland for
cultural connections – notwithstanding the inference of shared genetic ancestry - but its
characterisation of opportunity (and necessity) limits its interpretation beyond this period of
history.

There are a few reasons why this image became so iconic (Van Straten, 2000), including the
emotive inference of “photocontext” (Adelman, 1998), that the casualties of war were
innocent women and children, but perhaps it is the lack of suitably indicative examples of
such images that afford this one so much import (Foucault, 2002). It is a rare example held
in the public domain of The Shetland Bus experience in operation and whilst it could be
argued that it is a staged activity (for it undoubtedly was, in light of Jimmy’s testimony), it
had to be an accurate and naturalistic representation for the subterfuge to be effective
(Anderson, 2006). The cultural value of this image necessitates a high degree of cultural
accessibility in order to fully interpret the content and contextual material.

The following image (Figure 5.31) was taken during the anniversary of The Shetland Bus in
2010, after an open-air ceremony in which the Main Street of Scalloway was temporarily
cordoned off. The open-air format resonates with the Nordic legacy of parliament at the
Law Ting Holm and the practice of ‘being seen’; but this highly symbolic activity was also
accompanied by a brass band, affording it the appearance of processional-style display and
celebration. The complexity and diversity of collectivism amongst participants and the
various reasons why people attend (even from a distance), demonstrates a deeper level of
public consciousness with regard to memorial forms and narrative continuity (Thwaites, et
al, 2002). It can be seen that the occasion marked a change in the proceedings of daily life,
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evidenced by the formality of attire, the assertion of uniformity and salutary expressions, but
also by the raising of the flags – a highly visual form of cultural identity (Rose and ToliaKelly, 2012). The closing off of the main street had a practical function in that it allowed
attendees and participants the ‘space’ (Pred, 1984) to gather around the memorial and also
withheld traffic that would have interrupted the crowd and the schedule. Ordinary or routine
life was suspended for ceremonial and commemorative purposes – time temporarily stopped
– to create a platform of presentation and observation (Goffman, 1969).

Figure 5.31: Symbolic representations of authority

This memorial vignette has demonstrated the transition of the Shetland Bus from historical
activity to material commemoration and of the physical journey to a symbolic journey. It is
indicative of the continuities and discontinuities of culture that is apparent within heritage
practice – however silent its witness – and replicated through various commemorative
functions. In doing so it has suggested that there is an active journey of memorialising
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within collective narrative structures of culture. The presentation of two cultures, whether
on the social stage or photographic image, strengthens the network of association; it does
not automatically infer the creation of hybrid identities, but the maintenance and
preservation of collective memory. This has the propensity to be both positively and
negatively associated, though in the case of the ‘Shetland Bus’ commemorative events, it
represents the continuity of friendship and collaboration. The Shetland Bus story illustrates
a period of reconnection between Shetland and Norway that was afforded by geographical
and cultural proximity. The decision to move the Bus headquarters to Scalloway mirrored
the historical Norse base of the lawting, thereby reinforcing the Nordic heritage of this
village. It also emphasises the argument presented earlier which demonstrated that, even
though Scalloway is situated on the west side of Shetland (opposite to the natural landfall
from Norway) it provided a more suitable base for maritime connectivity.

5.4 Engaging with Scalloway’s maritime agencies
The third theme extends the understanding of naturalistic impressions of the locational
culture and heritage. As one of the two main fishing ports in Shetland, Scalloway has played
an important role in the contribution of the fishing industry to the community over the years.
Early nineteenth century photographs depict numerous small jetties and makeshift piers
extending from the shoreline, amply illustrating a situation of necessity in an economy
dependent on fish landings. Cooperage and kippering kilns are also visible, alluding to
economic

diversification

and

marketable

traditions.

These

photographs

portray

characteristics of Scalloway’s shoreline that are no longer present, replaced by improved
infrastructure and technological advances in society. As such, the photograph provides a
rich historical and cultural source, offering remnants of a past that is quite different to that
of today. Photographic evidence, married with oral histories, provide a step towards a more
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cohesive cultural narrative specifically related to traditional forms within a given space and
time.

From the earliest expeditious route of Shetland’s first settlers, to the galleys of the seafaring
Vikings, to the gradual incorporation of the islands into Scotland’s institutional control;
each example indicates cultural interchange facilitated by groups of people who knew how
to negotiate the sea to their advantage (Hunter, 2000; Miller, 1999). But each example
evidences a similar pattern of land ownership and accompanying cultural base that is
systematically yielded to a larger authority and identification (Fenton, 1978). Scalloway’s
historic power base was directly relational to the sea; it is not coincidental that Lerwick’s
subsequent growth and usurpation of the capital title originated out of the same force
(Smith, 1984). For whilst locational geography and traditional narrative intimate that
Scalloway’s prestige was singularly borne of its ‘noble’ birth (Tudor, 1883), the village
declined in stature as Lerwick’s maritime industry grew (Nicolson, 1972). The comparative
documented histories of Lerwick and Scalloway are founded on the strength or weakness of
the fishing industry and the accompanying mercantile markets of necessity (Nicolson,
1999).

Ployen’s Reminiscences (1894) describes a visit to Shetland in 1839 by the Amtmand and
Commandant of the Faroe Islands, Christian Ployen. It was his intention that in describing
and comparing the economic situation – particularly the fishing industry – between
Shetland, Orkney, Scotland and Faroe, he might provide an educative resource for the
benefit of the Faroe Islands. His interest in Shetland Fisheries and practices of fish curing is
indicative of the fact that Faroe looked to Shetland for their inspiration with regard the
advancement of their fishing industry (Fenton, 1978). The strength of Shetland’s fishing
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heritage was therefore a platform for inter- cultural connectivity; pivotally, with outsiders
looking in.

The scarcity of official images relating to the early development of Port Arthur has imbued
one particular photograph with an iconic and collective narrative significance; Figure 5.32.
This image depicts the haddock boat, “Mollie”, at the foreshore beside a small jetty
developed for the herring station. An original print of this photograph (with original frame)
by Shetland photographer J. D. Ratter recently sold for just under £200.00 at auction in
Lerwick, indicating the perceived local value of both the content and the form of
photography (Normand, 2007; Okuefuna, 2008) and the photographer (Inkster, 2006).

Figure 5.32: The “Mollie” LK 247, by J. D. Ratter, c.1930

In the following gallery, images are ordered in a manner that reflects the potential of
photographic narrative as an extension of the existing historical dialogue. Whilst fishing and
crofting convey the impression of the independent worker (e.g. see Hamsun, 1979), the
transition towards generic ‘occupations’ implies a higher degree of organisation and
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collective experience – or as Karl Marx projected, ‘the division of labour’ (Macionis and
Plummer, 1998). Three iconic images from Scalloway related to the fishing industry. The
first image, Figure 5.33, depicts a group of workers outside a kippering establishment. The
second image, Figure 5.34, shows a group of workers gutting the fish at the pier near
Scalloway Castle. The third image, Figure 5.35, evidences a group of Norwegian fishing
boats, anchored at the Port Arthur station, where the NAFC is now situated.

This collection of images (Figures 5.33 – 5.35) triangulates the geographical spread of
fishing related occupations around Scalloway’s waterfront in the early 20th Century.
Compared to the earlier image of the herring station at Port Arthur (see Figure 5.13), Figure
5.33 and Figure 5.34 contain a greater representation of women, especially in relation to the
processing of fish landings (De Fresnes, 2007). The Chris Chataway film extends this
understanding and presentation, by portraying women as wives of fishermen, or employees
awaiting the landing of a catch by fishermen (Away from it all, c1950s).

This chapter has already recognised that there are multiple and hidden locational narratives
within public and private photographic collections. The main drive of this section is to
concentrate attention on the facilitation of network structures and community links in the
development of small scale fishing related enterprise. The utility of this exercise is to
demonstrate that it is an area of culture that has been largely inaccessible to outsiders. This
theme of occupational interchange is expanded outside of the Scalloway area in respect of
wider cultural contacts and international connections, as intimated by Ployen’s
Reminiscences (1894) and the presence of Norwegian boats in Figure 5.35. Of particular
consideration is the acknowledgement of network facilitation by individuals with regard to
occupational forms and the interactive manner with which people operated within the
community.
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Figure 5.33:
Kipper Factory,
Ladysmith Road

Figure 5.34:
Herring Gutting,
Blacksness

Figure 5.35:
Norwegian boats,
Port Arthur
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Scalloway is considered a fishing village, even though this is not the mainstay of
contemporary occupational forms. It is appropriate then to consider not only the narrative of
Scalloway’s past and its geographical location, but also the material culture of human
activity and how this continues to shape identity constructs through heritage practice.
Within this account, two examples from one fishing family from Scalloway are considered
in terms of their narrative histories, their visuality and their contribution to Scalloway’s
maritime community. The first of these relates to the transposition of the family boat ‘Pilot
Us LK271’ from its previous setting in Scalloway to its new location in Lerwick. This study
considers the radical transformation and sanitization of the Pilot Us from a working vessel
to material artefact and relates this to perceptions of identity, exhibited and expressed both
visually and orally. The second case study focuses on ‘Scalloway Shellfish Ltd’ as a
displaced narrative of occupational identity significant to Scalloway, but hidden from the
official registers of heritage.

When the Pilot Us arrived in Shetland, it was already twelve years old, having been initially
purchased by a crew from Whiteness. It was then purchased by ‘Jimmy Alex’ Watt in 1948
(who was originally from Crovie, Banffshire). Jimmy Alex featured in Figure 5.32; he is the
figure walking down towards his boat “Mollie LK247”. His wife, Maggie Ann, was also
involved in the fishing and she is photographed in Figure 5.33, third from the right in the
second row. Their sons were all involved in the fishing industry, emphasising a limited
range of occupational opportunities (Abrams, 2005) and the cultural practice of families
working together (Grieco, 1996; Fox, 2003). Their last surviving sons, Dodo (Joseph) and
Ninki, (Magnus) worked the small vessel until 2001. At the time aged 71 and 76
respectively, Dodo and Ninki represent the last of the linemen in Shetland (Fenton, 1978).
Dodo reflects that,
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“Things have changed a lot. The old way was to learn off the old men. Nowadays,”
with half a glance at the nearby college, “if you have a bit of paper in your hand and
have never been aboard a boat you’re a trained man.”” (Appendix 6a)

The statement is borne out of a lifetime spent working at sea, having learnt by experience
and observation, not by theory (Samuel, 1994; Miller, 1999). This sentiment exposes an
underlying contestation between traditional knowledge and modern approaches to maritime
training; this cultural tension is intimated by the photographic composition of Figure 5.36
(Adelman, 1998; Banks, 2007). At the forefront of this image, the traditional maritime
function and form is demonstrated by Dodo mending nets at the pier, whilst in the shadow
of the modern maritime college (centre of the picture behind Dodo) (Cobley, 2010).

Figure 5.36: At Nicolson’s pier:
NAFC Marine Centre in the background c2000
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The artistic picture board that is seen in Figure 5.37 presents the Pilot Us LK271 and a
paralleling oil slick drawing alongside from the Braer tanker which ran aground at the south
end of Shetland in 1993 (Wills and Warner, 1993). It intimates the threat of imposition by
larger, external authorities, organisations and commercial interests. The painting was given
as a token gift to Dodo and his brother Ninki after this picture board was used in a
Scalloway Fire Festival (Up-Helly-Aa) celebration, which they decided to hang in their net
store. The net store, which is situated directly next to Norway House and opposite
Nicolson’s pier, has since been taken on by a new owner.

Figure 5.37: Joseph ‘Dodo’ Watt in the Net Store: Scalloway 2008

Having been worked by the same family for 52 years (Appendix 6a), the Pilot Us was
bought in 2001 by Shetland Museum in Lerwick (Appendix 6b); this new establishment was
built beside a small boat harbour and slipway, appositely situated on the site of the Lerwick
herring trail affording the museum a highly visual and practical maritime attraction. Having
been a familiar and iconic sight in Scalloway (see Nicolson 1972: 157), the boat is now
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removed from its previous setting and divorced from the community heritage. Although the
Pilot Us has been preserved and exhibited prominently in Hay’s Dock in Lerwick, there is
as yet nothing to promote the history of the boat; where it originated, where it was employed
or why it is on display. The recollections of Dodo Watt, the last skipper and previous owner
of the vessel, is the last primary source of information regarding this boat’s placement and
usage in Shetland, yet his experience has not been adequately recorded (or concurrently
presented with the vessel). The ‘salvaging’ or ‘preservation’ (West and McKeller, 2010) of
this material artefact has been carried out at the expense of the accompanying narrative
(Berger, 1977). From Figure 5.38 it can be seen that the Pilot Us has since been transformed
from a functional working vessel to a symbolic formal icon. Not only has it been removed
from the immediate environment, it has also undergone a sanitising process as part of its
preservation; the recognisable feature of a yellow and white cabin has been removed to
exhibit a ‘cleaner’ version of the boat. The holding of this material culture is the holding of
cultural identity within Shetland.

Figure 5.38: The Pilot Us at Hay’s Dock, Lerwick, 2009
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Continuing with the concept of hidden or displaced narratives of occupation, it is clear that
the Scalloway enterprise known as “Scalloway Shellfish Limited” is not adequately
represented; either in heritage practice or as a recognised activity in a particular cultural
space. Investigations discovered that as a narrative it is still contained within public
consciousness, but limited to an older generation. There are few references to this small
enterprise; including a local story published by The Shetland Times in 1961, with images
supplied by local Lerwick photographer, Dennis Coutts, and a brief mention in Nicolson’s
book Shetland Fishermen, published in 1999. Notably, there is a 38-year gap between these
two publications, signifying almost four decades of documented silence.

Dodo Watt’s brother Jim, the then Manager of the local Co-op, came upon the idea of
building container units to house lobsters caught. His initial plan was to use large Halibut
boxes, divided internally into sections to keep lobsters separate, and submerged at his small
boat’s anchorage in Scalloway. This was successful until a trawler at the main quayside
pumped bilge and oil into the harbour, polluting the immediate vicinity and killing most of
the lobsters in situ (JTW, Interview Index). After discussions with Jack Moore, an engineer
at the firm of William Moore and Sons (Nicolson, 1999)35, he developed his idea to a bigger
land based design, incorporating a circulatory water system, pumped from the middle of the
harbour. The second, and final, of these latter designs resulted in a pioneering establishment
at Port Arthur (Figure 5.39). Officially it was called Scalloway Shellfish Limited, but it
became affectionately known as ‘the lobster pools’, and was situated at Port Arthur, close to
the location of the NAFC Marine Centre.

35

In 1955 Chris Chataway interviewed Jack Moore in Scalloway with particular regard to the fishing
industry; comparing practices within Shetland and Faroe (Away From it All, BBC). Chataway
proposes the possibility that “there is some lack of initiative here that people aren’t making the most
of the opportunities there are” (BBC, 1955). The reason that this is significant is because in
suggesting a “lack of initiative” Chataway reveals his lack of insider access to the hidden networks,
social cohesion and international dimension of Scalloway that would otherwise counter that
argument.
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The aim of the lobster pools was to provide a central collection point for small-scale
fishermen to sell their catch, where it could be stored until shipment was possible. A
problem with exporting live lobsters was that there were casualties during transit (Fenton,
1978). Dependable air transport service was vital for this industry, in addition to good
market conditions, and by providing a local depot, where the shellfish could be cared for
until a ready shipment; it removed the uncertainty surrounding adverse weather conditions
affecting the stock (Nassauer, 1985). On one occasion there were so many lobsters being
held for shipment that there wasn’t enough room in the tanks, so the local outdoor children’s
paddling pool was taken over temporarily to house the extra stock (Nicolson, 1999).

Figure 5.39: Jim (left) exhibiting lobsters to visitors:
By D. Coutts

A newspaper article from 1961 states that, “New Lobster Marketing Organisation is
Thriving” (The Shetland Times, 1961:7). It alludes that this success is due mainly to the
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hard work and determination of the owner and founder, Mr Jim Watt, who planned and built
the small establishment aided by a White Fish Authority grant. It reads,

Mr Watt estimates that over 80 per cent of the lobster men in Shetland are fishing for
his organisation, and that he has doubled their income in the last twelve months. “In
former years...the fishermen used to ship their lobsters themselves, but found that so
many died in transport that their profits were negligible – now they sell to me at a
steady price and run no risks.” (The Shetland Times, 1961:7)

Scalloway Shellfish Limited shipped almost 3,000lbs of lobster every week. Packing
lobsters properly took more time than the average fisherman could spare, but this improved
practice ensured that the live cargo arrived in good condition at the other end (JTW,
Interview Index). The lobster pools were a full time occupation and required the
employment of a few local men, including Jim’s sons; one of whom can be seen in Figure
5.40.

Figure 5.40: Packing the lobster crates; D. Coutts
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A distinguishing feature of “Scalloway Shellfish Ltd” was the international dimension
developed through cross-cultural contact. The most notable of these were Brittany in
France, Stavanger in Norway and Maine in America (source: Scalloway Shellfish
documents). The lobsters were sent mainly to Billingsgate, though large ones sometimes
went to either Mac Fisheries in Peterhead or to Inverbervie. One customer in Southampton
bought lobsters from Shetland for supplying the Cunard (“Queens”). There was great
demand for northern lobsters and buyers couldn’t get much further north than Shetland
(Coull, 2008). Although living in an area deemed “remote” by those in central Britain,
islanders in Orkney and Shetland experienced a variety of cultures historically as a direct
result of maritime activities. The chartering of regular air flights enabled the lobster industry
to be economic, readily available and be equally international in scope (Coull, 2008).

Between 1954 and 1960, an official announcement declared that Shetland’s shellfish
industry had risen in value from just £7143 to almost £60,000 (Coull, 2008). In a six-year
period, the industry had risen over £52,000. While landings were still relatively healthy, a
new lobster enterprise was established in Lerwick, following on from the success in
Scalloway. Both companies were approached later by the Mac Fisheries/Ross Group for a
buy-out. Scalloway Shellfish Limited has been identified as an important corner stone of
fishing related industry that has received little attention in the promotion of heritage
practice. This case study has identified a unique visual collection that affords insight into the
occupational activities within this local firm; they are images that were hidden from public
attention, but simultaneously preserved (Blaikie, 2001). It confirms the earlier suggestion
that the skilling of children in occupations was and is an important aspect of the
community’s self-reliance and self-governance (Benedict, 1934; Benson, 2001).
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NAFC Marine Centre
In considering how the diversification of Shetland’s occupational landscape has encouraged
or required people to travel south to the Scottish mainland to train or develop, it is also
appropriate to consider how Shetland institutions have maintained or directed the flow of
population into the islands. Of particular significance in relation to Scalloway is the ‘NAFC
Marine Centre’, based at Port Arthur. This is an international institution which specialises in
maritime or marine related training. This establishment is one of the institutions in
partnership with the University of the Highlands and Islands; a collective association of
thirteen learning institutions around the Highlands and Islands of Scotland.

The University of the Highlands and Islands achieved full university status on 2nd February
2011, making it the first and only university to be based in the islands (Hunter, 2000). The
UHI utilises information technologies – such as video conference and teleconference
facilities – to connect students and lecturers across geographical distances. It means that
students seeking degree level qualifications (and post-graduate level) have the choice to
remain in Shetland, which has benefits for people with family or occupational commitments
and for the economic development of the islands. Though the NAFC is primarily a
maritime-based institution in association with the Shetland College in Lerwick, the
collegiate branches of the UHI are afforded institutional space through this centre (Pred,
1984). The most recent discipline to occupy space within the NAFC Marine Centre is the
newly established ‘Centre for Nordic Studies’; reinforcing the conceptual marriage of
maritime and occupational identities (Baldacchino, 2006; Ashworth, 2007) in Scalloway
and illustrating a cultural and institutional leaning towards a Nordic heritage (Gullestad,
1997).
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Employing around 60 members of staff, the road to Port Arthur (the Point) is increasingly
busy with traffic related to the NAFC. In 2007/8 757 students enrolled on courses covering
51 subjects. Students graduate with skills designed to meet the needs of fish farming
industries, fishing and also for the Merchant Navy and Scalloway Councillor Iris Hawkins
acknowledges, “The [NAFC] ... also provides all the general engineering training for the
islands.” (NAFC Annual Review, 07/08). The objective of the NAFC is, “to support and
enhance the development and sustainability of the nautical, fisheries, engineering,
aquaculture and food industries” (NAFC Annual Review, 07/08).

The NAFC Marine Centre is a physical and visual departure from traditional forms of
occupation (Nicolson, 1978) and occupational skilling in the community; in effect,
institutionalising intergenerational transfer of knowledge (Shariq, 1999) and creating
barriers between old and new forms of qualification (Appendix 6a). But in developing the
food industry – until recently it was the base for “Da Haaf Restaurant” – it has also created a
public pathway for people inside and outside of Scalloway to enter in and participate in the
transformation of a local space (Figure 5.41).

Figure 5.41:
Da Haaf Restaurant
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In considering the visual impact of the building, Figure 5.42 provides a vantage point from
Scalloway Castle. The NAFC Marine Centre dominates the middle of the photograph and
the area of land that once housed a herring station and Scalloway Shellfish Limited; in
Foucauldian dialogue, it marks the implied juxtaposition of the Archaeology of Knowledge
(Foucault, 2002). It can be seen from this that the position of the castle is weakened in its
situation of visibility overlooking the harbour entrance, which is now surveyed by the
NAFC Marine Centre. In socio-political terms, the NAFC represents a new ‘layer’ of
Bourdieu’s ‘critique of domination’ in the modern form of institutional control and
technological advancement (Wacquant, 2007).

Figure 5.42: Looking towards NAFC from Scalloway Castle

NAFC Marine Centre

Entrance to
Scalloway Harbour

Scalloway Pier

Entrance to Scalloway Castle
(situated to the right of this image)
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The vignette of NAFC Marine Centre illustrates the occupation of a cultural space that has
been utilised for different, but related occupational purposes in the maritime industry.
However the presence of this institution marks a transfer of occupational power from
individuals to authorities and from tradition to processes that are imposed from outside of
the islands (see Table 9 in Appendix 3). Whilst the outflow of population can be partially
stemmed through improved provision of education, it is dependent on “qualified”
individuals coming into the islands (RS Interview Index). Whilst information technologies
have been harnessed to meet the demands of a geographically diverse set of regions, it has
been initiated without consideration for harnessing the lived experience (Shariq, 1999) of an
older Shetland generation (Nicolson, 1978). In creating opportunities for islanders, these
opportunities also invite outsiders to fill the roles when local qualifications do not match the
criteria as dictated by external and bureaucratic forces. This visual time mapping exercise is
useful in determining change and development on a physical level, but also addresses the
transition of power between occupational and institutional forces. This understanding is
enhanced by Figure 5.43 and Figure 5.44 which provide a different visual perspective of
Scalloway’s contemporary maritime character.

Figure 5.43:
Nicolson’s pier,
c.2008
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Compared to previous images relating to forms of human activity with a maritime agency,
Nicolson’s pier in Figure 5.43 intimates an impression of inactivity (Smith, 1984).
Contrasting with historical photographic sources, where the piers and the harbour are
depicted with multiple small fishing vessels, this image marks a change in the nature of the
occupational environment (see also Table 7 in Appendix 3 for a statistical analysis). Within
this image the vessels present in Scalloway Harbour are situated at the main pier (centre of
the image) and are characterised by their physical dominance, official markings and
organisational or institutional function. The main ship which can be seen is the Coastguard
patrol vessel. Its utility is comprehensible when considered in relation to oil related
enterprise in the North Sea (Nicolson, 1975; Wills and Warner, 1993; Hunter, 2000). The
image in Figure 5.44 was photographed from the deck of the Northern Lighthouse Board
vessel MV Pharos, whilst it was docked at the Main Pier at Blacksness in Scalloway.

Figure 5.44: Open Day on the MV Pharos, with castle in the distance
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The predominant ‘sign’ (Thwaites, et al, 2002; Banks, 2007; Hall, 1997) in this image is the
“H” on the helicopter pad at the front of the vessel; it is an external authority with local
interests that is facilitated by a high degree of mobility both in the sea and in the air
(Forsythe, 1982). It connotes a sense of immediacy and accessibility, developing the idea of
the sea as a connective resource. The contemporary character of Scalloway Harbour is a
reminder of Scalloway’s location on the maritime highway. The presence of both
organisational and institutional vessels demonstrates the diversification of maritime
activities, but it is a continuation of the islands yielding to a larger authority because
increasingly, these are maritime activities that originate from an outside source. However, in
terms of a naturalistic perception of Shetland and Shetlanders, the function of these vessels
is indicative of the perceived need to protect both people and place (Wills and Warner,
1993). This is significant in terms of the proximity to oil related activity and the balance of
maintaining a fragile marine environment in a maritime culture.

5.5 Conclusion
Within the social consciousness of cultural space there are both public and hidden practices
of representation and memorialisation. The social recognition of geographical landmarks both natural and material memorials - promotes an understanding of cultural
interconnections maintained through collective narrative structures. Whilst shared
geographies produce shared narrative structures, within this space there is evidence of
competing cultural and spatial claims. This chapter demonstrated the cultural geography of
memory; chiefly that perspectives of remembrance are shaped by locational practices,
historical precedents, and cultural interchange.

To characterise the nature of collective narratives in Scalloway and Shetland, three
discourses of representation were identified as being contributory to local identity; these
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were the material culture legacy of Scalloway, the Shetland Bus memorial, and the
characterisation of Scalloway as a maritime centre. These vignettes demonstrated the
interlinking themes of cultural identity and the way that these are remembered in society.
They provided a detailed exploration of the cultural significance of Scalloway; revitalised
links between Shetland and Norway; and of the reintegration of a set of photographic and
narrative resources.

In exploring the contributions of fishing to the Shetland identity attention is directed upon
the smaller scale of enterprise found locally as compared with current modern globally
present enterprises. Though these are iconic industries with a rich level of collective
narrative and received wisdom – and therefore of cultural value – they are not the mainstay
of the island’s economy in a modern setting. They are significant because they illustrate the
facilitation of network structures within the occupational landscape that has not been
adequately explored or documented; occupational enterprise and entrepreneurial activities
that developed in and out of Shetland on both an individual and international level. This
redresses previously held misconceptions of an unqualified and ‘primitive’ population and
proposes that historical discourse has overlooked the value of social interconnections in
relation to cultural identity.

This chapter has identified the significance and contribution of narratives hidden from the
public consciousness. Whilst some narratives are actively selected and given a voice to
present a particular narrative of place, there are other narratives which have received little
attention. The implications of this practice are discussed and further explored in the
following chapter.
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Chapter 6
Biases and Implications

6.1 Introduction
An analysis of representations of Shetland and Shetlanders indicates that there are a series
of locational cultural biases. These biases are inflections of a complex socio-political history
which has shaped both the experience and the perception of island life and island identity.
Within this discourse some aspects of identity are evidenced as being privileged whilst
others are marginalised. The implications of this for contemporary Shetland identity are
explored through a collection of locational visual vignettes; including road sign alteration,
local jewellery designs, the genderisation of occupation and an exploration of the processes
of culturalisation. This chapter address the third and fourth research questions: Are some
aspects of identity privileged over others; if so, what is the significance of these biases for
contemporary Shetland identity? In presenting a broad range of examples pertaining to
expressions of social identity, it is apparent that there is more than one register; what this
infers is that there are multiple contributors to the idea of a generic or unified identification
of people and place. Social identity is therefore composed of a collection of individual and
regional identification markers.

6.2 The privileging of identity traits in Shetland
Within the historical and cultural narrative of Scalloway there is a nuanced account of a
series of power- related discourses. The perception of these nuances is culturally relativistic,
though a deeper analysis of the key themes presented throughout this thesis demonstrates
that they are indicative of factors shaping locational identity. The concepts of power and
control are explored from the perspective of practices of privilege; this addresses the biases
exacted by figures of authority and the manner in which these are received or contested.
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This section considers cultural tensions forged through historical perceptions of Shetland as
peripheral from a centralised Scottish perspective, and this discussion incorporates a
geographical model of economic development as an indication of this. From a Shetland
perspective, the geographical position of the islands has generated a high level of cultural
encounterability, which has contributed to both the historical narrative and a locational
literary and photographic tradition.

Shetland inhabits a space that is commonly viewed as being on the periphery, or edge, of the
British Isles. National policy directives originating from a centralised government system
fail to consider this as a distinct cultural space, or more specifically, a series of spaces.
Cultural assertions of locational identity are thereby in a constant state of negotiation or
encounter outright refusal. This section incorporates Friedmann’s (1966) model of regional
development (Figure 6.1) to illustrate that ‘different types of region...require different
solutions’ (in Sugden, 1982:13). The deliberation of this spatial system pertains to
developmental space as opposed to cultural space per se. Following on from this inclusion
of Friedmann is recognition of how “centralised” perceptions have historically perceived
“rural” areas; with the subsequent associative idea that rural equals less developed and
therefore more primitive ways of life.

Although Friedmann is primarily concerned with ‘the [economic] transition from a
subsistence indigenous way of life to an urban industrial state’ (Sugden, 1982:12), his model
provides a theoretical understanding of responses of different regions to development and
how those regions are affected and perceived by the centralisation of authority:

Core regions are the expanding centres of growth dependent on a flourishing
urban centre or centres. Upward Transitional Areas are also expanding in response
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to rising commercial demands from the core. Downward Transitional Areas are oldestablished rural areas with stagnant or declining economies and out-migration.
Resource Frontier Regions, which may or may not be contiguous to settled
regions, are those in which new resources are being exploited. Special Problem
Regions have such distinctive characteristics that they need a specialized
development approach. They include military zones or tourist parks. (Sugden, 1982)

Of particular relevance in the application of this model to the British Isles, is the distinction
of mainland Britain as ‘the core’ and coastal or island regions as the ‘periphery’ or edge.
Applying the same model to the Shetland Islands a similar pattern emerges of a central core,
this time Mainland Shetland – which attracts a higher level of population because that is
where public amenities and facilities are based, with the perception that it will cater to a
majority of the population. Those areas out with this central core fall into two or three, or
even four or five, subsequent categories: upward transitional area, downward transitional
area and resource frontier specifically.

Figure 6.1: Friedmann’s five types of region36

36

Taken from Sugden, (1982). The Core Periphery Model was put forward by Friedmann in 1966 and later
developed by Friedmann and Weaver in 1979.
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It could be argued that from a British national perspective, Shetland is either a downward
transitional area or resource frontier. From a Scottish national perspective, Shetland is either
an upward transitional area or resource frontier. This duality of perspective is historical and
characteristic of how the islands have been treated by centralised governments, pre- and
post- devolution (Fenton, 1978). Since the 1970s the assertion of Shetland as a resource
frontier is grounded in the success of the oil industry (Nicolson, 1975). From a Shetland
perspective the sea is the resource frontier, which happens to support the oil industry, and is
currently being co-joined by alternative wind and wave energy projects (source: Viking
Energy). The term ‘peripheral’ is therefore relative to the user and the space from which it
originates and on which it is applied. This historical tension is not only derived from
geographical perspective but also from political jurisprudence.

A review of the literary account on Shetland indicates that this region has been an important
meeting place of cultures. Although the travel biographies of the eighteenth century remain
key texts in the historical account, it is clear from the archaeological records and Old Norse
Sagas that these islands were not originally regarded as isolated or remote, but more likened
to the fulcrum of a pendulum; bridging the North Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. Flinn (1989)
motions his argument towards a similar proposal, mapping the course of voyagers but
indicating that Shetland was not always considered the ‘edge of the world’ or the final
destination. He considers Shetland “too near to Scotland to have been a goal for explorers in
historic times” and that “expeditions visiting Shetland were mostly on their way to some
other place” (Flinn, 1989:21). This suggests that by the era of great exploration, though
culturally and linguistically set apart from Scotland, reaching Shetland was a perceptively
tangible achievement (Bowes, 1976).
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Whilst Shetland was regarded as ‘too near’ to be of any great exploratory challenge – for no
one could possibly claim to be the first to discover it – the literature account has indicated
that it did attract interest from explorers of a different kind; academics and scientists.
Hibbert (1931) makes use of the word ‘sequestered’ to describe Shetland’s situation. He was
referring to social and cultural seclusion from the larger dominating Scottish culture, but
more specifically, the verb ‘sequestrate’ is listed in Collins English Dictionary as,
‘confiscate (property) until its owner’s debts are paid or a court order is complied with’
(1999:1353). Due to historical ambiguities with regard to Shetland’s political control and
annexation, Hibbert’s use of the word ‘sequestered’ may in fact have been describing the
situation of place, as opposed to the situation of space (Pred, 1984). This duality of
meaning; what is intended and what is interpreted, creates further tension with retrospective
interpretations of Shetland’s past and may well indicate that a cultural leaning towards
identification with the Nordic world is an inevitable symptomatic persuasion.

The systematic categorisation of Shetland through literary and photographic narratives
demonstrated an additional perspective; the categorisation of the ‘remote’ as ‘primitive’.
This is indicative of a centralised perspective – e.g. looking outwards from a central core –
but also draws attention to a social-status-led preoccupation with moral sensibilities and
judgements of one ethnic group by another (Williams, 1958). The diagnosis of the
primitivisation of Shetland and its inhabitants is directly related to the forms of cultural
interchange evidenced throughout this thesis. It has also been recognised in the preceding
evidential trail that identity formation, or more specifically characterisation, has coincided
with periods of interchange between inside and outside populations (Tudor, 1883; Flinn,
1989; Heddle, 2006).
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Human interaction has been the catalyst for allowing us to see differences and similarities of
culture; though upon first consideration actions or traits may not appear to be culturally or
regionally distinct, contact with other people reveal their differences and thereby our own
(Mead, 1958; Peacock, 2001). This awareness of the way in which our own culture differs
to that of other people and places harnesses those characteristics perceived as strong,
symbolic, representative or desirable (Benedict, 1934). A conscious awareness of how
others see us will prompt a reactionary ‘staging’ of how ‘we’ then wish to be seen
(Goffman, 1969).

The presentation of Shetland and Shetlanders by travel writers to the islands concentrated on
‘primitive’ traits, rudimentary technologies and a marked division between social groups;
the writers were hosted and led by elite members of the community, whose understanding of
the working class culture was limited by access, experience and social prejudice (Williams,
1958; Kuper, 2005). None of the early literary examples provided intimated that the visiting
writers were hosted by working class persons. This idea of ‘primitive’ is therefore an
imposed morally superior characteristic by an outsider and a theme that was repeatedly
utilised and reinforced by subsequent outside sources (Hibbert, 1931; Flinn, 1989).

The idea of an identity initially shaped by a ‘primitive’ subsistence lifestyle warrants further
consideration as to whether this label was intended as a moralistic denigration of character
or a geographical reference of place (Mitchell, 2000). Friedmann’s model of regional
development and identification of concentrically variable areas identifies tension between a
“subsistence indigenous way of life” and “an urban industrial state” (Sugden, 1982). In a
modern setting, Shetland has developed substantially in this regard, but compared to the
larger core areas of the Scottish mainland its urbanised industrial form is relatively
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marginal. The characteristic subsistence lifestyle is still in evidence, although it is no longer
the mainstay of the economy (e.g. see Appendix 3, Table 4).

Normand argues that “land and landscape may give rise to a host of atavistic emotion”
(2007:11). Though geography and climate do not create cultures (Nassauer, 1995), they
shape particular values and have a direct impact on local decision making. As Normand
proposes, the photograph, “gives shape to our collective and personal memory” (2007:11),
but it is his characterisation of landscape which is of greater significance:

It is not simply that the landscape will promote wonder, either in terms of the
sublime or the beautiful, but that it is so often invested with ‘identity’. Moreover this
notion of identity is powerfully associated with a sense of nationhood, and
consequently views the landscape as a substantiation of tribal tenure, historical
connection and social incorporation. Landscape, then, is a special kind of memory; it
is imbued with feelings and sentiments that seem to call up ancestral voices and pull
at the collective consciousness. In this way landscape imagery will contain a
complex set of meanings that are fundamentally ideological, and sometimes
political. (Normand, 2007:56)

Conversely, as with the bias inherent in written accounts, visual sources also evidence
cultural bias and can be manipulated so as to appear to evidence that which is false (Flinn,
1989:239). Williamson was an experimental photographer, often utilising the practice of
colouring his black and white or sepia tone photographs that was customary also in
Germany at the turn of the 20th Century; Alta Khan’s philanthropic collection of worldwide
images also attests to this practice, before the advent of colour photography (Okuefuna,
2008). This skill of manipulating the image developed further, as evidenced in a
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comparative viewing of Figures 6.2 and 6.3. “Shetland ponies on the hills” (Figure 6.2) and
“Shetland ponies on hills” (Figure 6.3) is an example of Williamson’s talent for
photographic subterfuge.

Figure 6.2: Shetland ponies on the hills (#1)

Figure 6.3: Shetland ponies on hills (#2)
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The first photograph of the ponies is the original picture, which he then superimposed onto a
photograph of ‘Ramnaberg’ a rocky outcrop on the hill next to Scord quarry, looking up
towards the Tingwall valley. The landowner believed the photograph to be evidence that
someone had released ponies on his land without his permission; such was the success of the
superimposed imagery and the perception of reality (JTW Interview Index). This practice of
deception was a skill that Williamson utilised during World War Two as the official
photographer for the Shetland Bus operation (Howarth, 1951). During this time he was
asked to photograph the agents involved and make fake identification papers for them in his
photographer’s booth (see Figure 5.23). This process of the development and manipulation
of identity through imagery and visual media is a common theme running throughout this
thesis. Jenkins proposes that “individual and collective identifications only come into being
within interaction” (2008:38). Cultural interchange thereby facilitates the development of
identity constructs; whether through agreement, opposition or contestation.

Normand’s suggestion that landscape is “imbued with feelings and sentiments” (2007:56)
solidifies a proposal of the unconscious way that heritage practice follows ‘ancestral’
pathways. This understanding of hidden cohesion empowers us to explore the relational
connection between people and place that is not automatically apparent to those without
cultural accessibility. The ideological or political slant of imagery (Hall, 1999) also requires
interpretation, especially as these can be observed as imposed qualities of inference within
photographic content.

Nordic v Scottish - Road sign alteration
This section presents a case study of road signs around Scalloway and across the main
island of Shetland and the ‘adjustments’ made to these signs by persons unknown. Using the
defacing of official tourism signs as a location for cohesive protest creates a visible record
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of cultural resistance. Throughout the Shetland mainland nearly all of a particular type of
road sign shows evidence of manipulation. The signs in question are ‘Historic Scotland’
signposts of location heritage: brown and white with the place name and the Scottish
emblem in blue – the thistle. In most cases of tampering, the thistle emblem has been
painted out and in some instances, replaced with a sticker of some other regional symbol –
for example, there is an English rose symbol sticker over the thistle symbol at the Brig-oFitch road sign and a ‘Pict’ name sticker on the sign near Weisdale. The point of
significance in relation to adjustments made to these road signs is the ‘deletion’ of the
Scottish thistle emblem (shown unaltered in Figure 6.5). It is a highly visible form of
cultural protest - in this instance, protest against overt identification with Scotland. The use
of the thistle as a national symbol, incorporating the Highlands and Islands as well as the
Scottish mainland, is one of political contestation.

The question remains as to the extent of local participation and the number of individuals
involved – for it may well be the case that this is one individual’s personal agenda and not
indicative of a more wide-spread indignation – but the material evidence can be traced
concurrently from Sumburgh to Hillswick; a distance of approximately 50 miles. Notably
the ‘Historic Scotland’ logo, also present in most cases, has remained unaffected by the
tampering. ‘Historic Scotland’, the largest heritage organisation operating in Scotland,
assists in the preservation of Shetland’s material culture, most especially Jarlshof, Clickimin
Broch and Scalloway Castle. This latter observation may explain why the Historic Scotland
logo has avoided negative attention: although directly linked to the road sign – and
indicative of outside institutional (and national) control – the presence of the organisation
itself does not profess cultural ownership, but rather stewardship, and is seen to be a positive
attribute to Shetland’s history and economy.
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Figure 6.4
Scalloway Castle sign

Figure 6.5
Clickimin Broch sign

Figure 6.6
Jarlshof sign
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The underlying inference behind this semiotic protest relates to an historical debate over
political control of the islands since their annexation from Denmark to Scotland in 1469.
Chapter Four has already provided an overview of the legacy of the Norse earldom in
Orkney and Shetland and subsequent events, but Nicolson acknowledges that:

It is unimaginable that a king of Norway would ever have abandoned Shetland, with
its Norse laws, language and culture. Indeed trading and cultural links between
Norway and Shetland remained strong until the nineteenth century. In distant
Denmark, however, there was no appreciation of this special relationship and the
islands became mere pawns in international politics. (Nicolson, 1972:44)

Nicolson refers here to a ‘special relationship’ between Shetland and Norway that is not
shared between Shetland and Denmark. It is a relationship based on culture and trading
links, suggesting a higher level of cultural interchange than with Denmark because of
historical and proximity-related factors. Yet the above passage also positions Shetland in the
framework of ‘international politics’; this is not an isolated discussion of remote island
issues (Baldacchino, 2006), but indicative of the importance of the North Sea ‘triangle’ and
the treatment of Shetland by its two largest neighbouring landmasses – Norway and
Scotland (Marcus, 1980). Nicolson reflected upon Shetland as a ‘pawn’ in a political game
of chess; Robinson describes the status of pawns of the Nordic Lewis Chess Men set as,

... [The] only pieces not to be represented in human shape...instead appear as
inanimate, standing slabs of walrus ivory which have no firm identity in the social
world embraced by the chess board. (Robinson, 2007)
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For over 500 years Shetland has been under Scottish control. But as the tampering of road
signs suggests, this fact is culturally contested (Penn, 2000; Thwaites et al, 2002). A
distinctive feature regarding the annexation of the islands is that they were privileged to
maintain their “own customs and laws” whilst “under Scottish rule”:

The conditions were that Shetland should revert to the kings of Norway as soon as
the debt was discharged, and to the islanders should enjoy their own customs and
laws while temporarily under Scottish rule. In 1470 Earl William St Clair resigned to
King James III his entire rights to the earldom, and in 1471 the northern isles were
annexed to the Scottish crown; but as late as 1567 an act of the Scottish parliament
confirmed the ancient Norse laws in Orkney and Shetland. Denmark tried on
numerous occasions to redeem her mortgaged territories and in theory can still do so.
(Nicolson, 1972:45)

The significance of the road sign alteration is the reclamation of cultural power by the
public refusal of a symbol that designates the control of an alternative cultural authority
(Hall, 1997). As Nicolson acknowledges, “the islanders should enjoy their own customs and
laws” whilst “under Scottish rule” (1972:45); therefore this contemporary ‘graffiti’ could be
considered a visual expression of this historic instruction, which has not been politically
rescinded.

High culture v low culture
Throughout this thesis, a range of evidences have been presented of Scalloway’s cultural
heritage and how these relate to the construction of a particular identity. Within this account
it was argued that some elements of culture are afforded a higher degree of visuality because
of their materiality or because of their elevation through heritage practice. As the above
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discussion has intimated, an exploration of the manner in which heritage sites connected to
Scalloway are currently identified and represented considers that elements of the official
historical record have been elevated in order to actively direct attention towards particular
sites considered to be culturally significant. The privileging of heritage between the
designations of high and low culture, and between the visual and hidden aspects of culture,
is discussed in terms of the origin of these biases. Whilst some of these biases are central to
the locationalising of identity, other biases originate from outside of Shetland, and are
significant to a sense of Shetland culture and the authenticity of the presentation of cultural
heritage.

The Shetland literary tradition demonstrated a pattern of portraying cultural distinction
according to perceived classifications between high and low culture (Sturken and
Cartwright, 2001). Within Scalloway, the material culture base was characterised by the
objectification of value-laden articles of heritage, particularly historical architecture (Tudor,
1883) and products of enterprise (Hibbert, 1931). The perspective of travel writers and early
academic authors focused on elitist or Romanticised forms of culture (Strong, 1996), such as
Scalloway Castle (Tudor, 1883) and Gibblestone House (Hibbert, 1931). Low culture forms
were not given a ‘voice’ and therefore remained hidden from the official public record
(Bennet, 1992). The distinction between what was considered ‘high culture’ and ‘low
culture’ (Sturken and Cartwright, 2001:3; Arnold, 2004) maintained inflections of
intellectual and authoritarian forms of control.

The impact of elitist perceptions of culture is demonstrated through the removal of material
objects from their original environment for the translocation of museum exhibition (Kurtz,
2010). Though not particular to Scalloway, the discovery and removal of ‘St Ninian’s Isle
Treasure’ is a Shetland narrative that is of significance to the islands as a whole (Small et al,
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1973). After its discovery in 1958, the St Ninian’s Isle Treasure was removed from Shetland
and put on display in the National Museum of Scotland, under the premise of security and
the benefit of a wider audience. Replica pieces have since been displayed in Shetland
Museum, although this has raised a controversial debate as to where the treasure should
permanently be based. Dr Rintoul of the National Museum in Edinburgh has implied that
the “treasures rightful place is at the National Museum”, and that,

Since the treasure is of international significance, it is appropriate that it remains in
the care of the National Museums so that it can be preserved now and in the future.
(Appendix 8a)

The centralised holding of this aspect of Shetland heritage within Scotland is a practice that
is elsewhere mirrored within Shetland with the removal and sanitisation of the Pilot Us
LK271 from Scalloway (Figure 5.38). Of consideration are the heritage practices of
selection and the implied value of the relationship between materiality and visuality (Rose
and Tolia-Kelly, 2012). In the preservation and display of cultural artefacts, heritage
practice has inherited the legacy of making a distinction between high and low culture
objects (West and Ansell, 2010). The display of the Shetland Bus memorialisation (Figure
5.21) and the signposting of the Law Ting Holm (Figure 5.6) promulgate this tradition.
However, the physicality of certain elements of material culture, such as Scalloway Castle,
anchors their placement within the environment. Contestation of the ownership of material
culture is demonstrated by objects which are inherently mobile and transferable (Cole,
1996). As can be seen through the sequencing of road signs in Chapter One, and the
alteration of road sign symbols (Figure 6.4 – 6.6) the visuality of objects supplies a
transferable pathway of their appropriation or reclamation.
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Male v female icons
Within the context of practices and perspectives that have had a privileging effect on the
development of cultural identities in Shetland, representations of men and women have
received explicit attention. The identity constructs of men and women are resultant from the
historiography of occupational roles, the anthropomorphizing of traditional life practices
and the elevation of the routine to the celebratory. A comparative reading of visual, written
and statistical accounts of Shetland extends the understanding of processes of the
primitivisation of women, against the elevation the male identity through perspectives of
Nordic heroism. The seasonality and character of traditional occupational forms is mirrored
against the seasonality and character of Shetland’s winter fire festival tradition, ‘Up-HellyAa’.

Evidence in support of a distinct Shetland identity based on the culturally specific discourse
of fishing and crofting was identified from the BBC film presentation, Away from it all.
Within this film, English sports personality, Chris Chataway, delivers an outsider’s account
of indigenous occupational forms during the 1950s in Scalloway. The film title, Away from
it all, is a perspective of cultural geography (Mitchell, 2000) and the idealistic romanticising
of island life (Padget, 2010). It infers an identification of place that is imposed from outside
of Shetland, supporting the idea that Shetland is perceived as remote and isolated from the
perspective of the core region of Scotland or Britain (e.g. see Friedmann’s model of core
periphery, in Sugden, 1982). Yet within this discourse of far flung corners of the empire, the
film’s production team focus their attention on the village of Scalloway; a community not
overly-developed or exploited (Nicolson, 1972). To consumers of the film it promotes the
idea of occupational space and enterprise as a mechanism for individual mobility; from the
perceived centrality of urban dwelling to an island way of life.
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Away from it All (c1955) contributes to an understanding of Scalloway’s occupational past
because of its inter-generational and inferred representational view of society – women, men
and children – and also because it shows people at work; dressed in their work clothes, or
actively involved in a particular pastime or normative role. This film provides a useful
overview of the more salient points of village life with respect of the main occupations of
fishing, crofting and enterprise and is possibly the first documentary film on Shetland that
firmly promotes the idea of an independent people. It is a departure from the historical
narrative of being subjugated under oppressive tenure, but still maintains a distinct local
identification with the sea and the land. Specifically, it gives Scalloway people a voice – this
is something that was lacking in earlier narrative accounts.

It is highly significant that Chataway introduces Shetland by interviewing a crofter; but
unlike previous researchers, Chataway chooses to interview a woman; Mrs Pottinger from
East Voe. Her husband is away at sea on a fishing boat and she is at home working the
family croft. It is a continuation of the earlier rendering of Shetland peat Carrier
(Williamson, Figure 4.6), but provides a fuller description of life patterns and the division of
labour between the male and female realms. It characterises Shetland men as predominantly
seamen, forced to travel away from home for periods of time, in some examples, leaving a
wife and/or family to tend to the land and domestic life. This seasonal and occupational
absence of men is portrayed in the film as one of the main reasons for depopulation on the
small island of Papa (c 1910), one of the outlying islands out of Scalloway. This example
reinforces the issue of accessibility and that the necessity of cultural interchange (i.e.
needing a doctor or supplies) was hampered by geographical distance and a lack of men to
manoeuvre the boats. Figure 6.7 provides a contemporary visual example of the perspective
of the female realm from the school art survey results in Appendix 7.
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Figure 6.7: Elderly woman sitting knitting

As has been shown through the examples presented in previous chapters, the construct of a
locational male identity is predominantly marked by the seasonal occupations of fishing or
crofting. Within the visual case study of Port Arthur (in Chapter Five) the composition of
Figure 5.13 was considered male-centric for the manner in which the male workers were
centred within the frame of the image whilst the female workers were positioned at the back
of the image. However, whilst the ‘image’ of Shetland women is fixed on the archetype of
everyday ‘peasant worker’, the ‘image’ of Shetland men is elevated to that of ‘Nordic hero’
through cultural interchange on the ancient maritime highway and through the seasonal
festival of Up-Helly-Aa. In this way, the Norseman’s Bias can be seen to be a
predominantly male-centric image – hence the usage here of the term ‘Norse-man’37
(Jackson, 1991). In comparison with the female image in Figure 6.7, a visual example of the
male identity is provided in Figure 6.8 from the school art survey (Appendix 7).

37

The term ‘Norsemen’ is generically employed in literary and academic sources to represent that particular
historical period, being inclusive of men and women. Within Norse mythology and the Sagas women featured
as strong characters, whereas the Shetland Nordic perception and presentation is primarily that of the male
domain.
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Figure 6.8:
An Up-Helly-Aa guizer;
by Anthony

An awareness of the dichotomy between male and female icons is reflected in the work of
Lynn Abrams, through her exploration of Myth and Materiality in a Women’s World:
Shetland 1800 – 2000. She acknowledges that,

In the popular imagination, Shetland is a place made by ‘hard men’ – Picts, Scots
and above all, Vikings. It is an archipelago whose contemporary identity still
draws on the heroic exploits and sagas of medieval Norsemen... The history of
Shetland is at present dominated by the symbols of male power and
masculinity: fishing, farming, oil and the winter festival of Up-Helly-Aa, reinforcing
a view that the islands were characterised by a rigid division of labour and male
dominance. Yet for the whole of the nineteenth century Shetland was a community
where women were demographically dominant to an exceptional degree....Shetland
was a woman’s place. (2005: viii)
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Maintained within the discourse of a Shetland identity is a series of dialogues and practices
that have engendered archetypal or iconic references. A visual analysis of Shetland imagery,
and an analysis of literary accounts, indicates tensions between perceptions of the male and
female identities. The privileging of identity traits has been formulated by a higher level of
male narrators; through writing, photography and filmic mediums of communication. This
identifies the narrative history of Shetland as maintaining an overtly male perspective.
Distinction is made between the development and continuity of a female identity associated
with the land and a male identity associated with the sea. The over determination of the
Norse element of the male identity is comprehensible in view of the ancient maritime
network and male occupational forms. Shetland’s geographical position has privileged the
islands with a high degree of cultural encounterability, shaping island identities and
providing economic opportunities. Aspects of identity which are privileged over others
include those which are visual or made visible, by human activity within the cultural
landscape.

6.3 The imprint of culturalisation
This section considers the shaping of identity constructs through cultural experience and
practices of knowledge transfer. The nature of this process varies between groups, but the
culturalisation process is significant in that it informs the present generation of the past and
shapes the future of cultural identity. Within Scalloway, the teaching of cultural knowledge
and the conceptualisation of meanings specific to the location is evidenced in various forms
at different times. This time-space structural dynamic is explored through a series of
narrative-based inquiries which consider the imprinting of cultural identity markers. The
first narrative inquiry examines the portrayal of intergenerational themes as presented in the
Chataway film, Away From it All (c1955). The second study provides the results of a school
art survey; carried out in Shetland schools as a means to garner children’s perceptions of
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where they live and how they ‘see’ Shetland. It considers variable factors that condition the
formative years of a child’s cultural development within the Shetland environment and how
this is narrated through their creative expressions. The third study considers the
commodification of mythic narratives within Shetland into standardised visual objects of
cultural value.

Mead’s understanding of ‘culture’ provides an anthropological perspective for an
investigation that focuses on patterns of “learned behaviour transmitted” from adults to
children (1959: vii). The proposed “systematic body of...behaviour” suggests that there are
evidences of intergenerational imitation within cultural groups, but it is Mead’s recognition
of the “learned” qualification of culture that is of significance (1959: vii). Within the
narrative account of Scalloway, this process of learning and imitation is demonstrated in the
film, Away From it All (c1955).

In respect of the film’s objective of the social inquiry of Scalloway, two perspectives of a
debate are presented; one from the adult perspective of members of the Community Council
(Figure 6.9), and the other from the perspective of Scalloway school children (Figure 6.10).
The debate centres on the allocation of public funding between the extension of a new pier
in Scalloway, or a water storage facility for farmers in the adjoining valley of Tingwall
(Nicolson, 1978). This highlights tension between traditional occupational forms, and the
school debate highlights the continued importance placed upon the two main forms of
occupation in the islands – fishing and crofting (Fenton, 1978). It recognises the
socialisation process amongst children of existing identities and local narratives (Erikson,
1959).
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Figure 6.9: Scalloway Community Council debate

Figure 6.10: Scalloway School debate
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The visual impact of film presentation is that it extends the viewers ‘gaze’ out-with the
parameters of a photograph’s contextual content (Prosser, 1998). It also supplies
additionally relevant forms of associative reference and cultural meanings, including dialect,
music and personable interaction with people. During the process of Chataway’s interviews
with local inhabitants, it is clear that the discussion of occupation is culturally complex
(Jenkins, 2008). Between inter-cultural debates at the school, recognition of the lack of
suitable employment for university graduates and the necessity of travelling south to the
mainland, Away from it all contributes to the narrative of occupation and the acculturalising
process of instruction. Within Chapter Five, there was explicit attention to forms of
maritime agency within Scalloway and the nature of instruction and knowledge transfer
between generations.

The images presented in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 provides clearer insight into the
tendencies of children to adopt, or participate, in similar occupational forms of parents or
grandparents. Benson proposes that,

Our insertion as infants and as children into pre-existing worlds of meaning and
obligation centrally influences the sorts of selves we become. This implacement
ensures that we come to notice and care about the things our family and community
notice and care about, and to ignore what for them is insignificant. (Benson,
2001:131)

The parade ‘float’ in Figure 6.12 parodies the maritime aspect of local occupational life
within leisure time (Pieper, 1998). This practice evidences the “symbolic construction of the
self” (Elliot and Wattanasuwan, 1998:138) and is a reflection of the transfer of locational
knowledge particular to the occupational and cultural environment.
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Figure 6.11: Working with the creels, Port Arthur
C.J. Williamson

Figure 6.12: Playing with the creels at Scalloway
C.J. Williamson
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As a recent exhibit run by Shetland Museum portrays, children were active in numerous
household and occupational chores that are not necessarily recorded within the cultural
narrative. The exhibit, illustrated in Figure 6.13, states:

Children helped with household tasks such as fetching milk and water, bringing in
peat, and running errands for adults – going to the shop, posting letters and
delivering messages. They also helped with more difficult chores such as
haymaking, feeding and tethering animals, making butter, and working at fishing
stations. These jobs developed skills and experience for work in adulthood. (SMA
Airport Display, March 2011)

It may be considered that the reason these occupational images of children are not readily
available within the public domain is due to cultural perceptions or biases regarding the
portrayal of children in the workplace. Yet children contributed to a variety of tasks – both
around the home and within ‘adult’ work spheres (Fenton, 1978).

Figure 6.13: Bairns, bairns, bairns!
SMA Airport Display (March 2011)
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School Art Survey
The learned experience of culture can be considered dependent on interaction and
encounters within the environment; Radford refers to this as ‘A Sense of Place’ (2011).
Gullestad reflects that,

In my experience, landscapes are often connected to ideas about childhood to such
an extent that a particular landscape can become a metaphor for a particular
childhood. (1997:486)

The ‘imprint’ of this learned experience manifests itself in various forms, through childhood
and into adulthood; markers of identity that connect individuals through an “interpretive
community” (Elliot and Wattanasuwan, 119:138). It can be seen from Table 6.1 that the
strongest feature to emerge out of the school art survey, undertaken for this investigation, is
the theme of place(s). It can be extrapolated from this result that, consciously or not, the
concept of Shetland as a ‘place’ is an extension of locations which hold particular meanings
to each of these children and important in personalising geography (Mitchell, 2000). The
second strongest feature is that of nature/wildlife, followed by traditions, landscape and
people. This thematic organisation is reflexively considered but this methodology indicates
the emergence of patterns of childhood perception under construction (Astington, 1994).

The artistic contribution of Shetland children is an important and undervalued source of
cultural learning, development and interpretation (McKendrick, 2000). It is a unique avenue
of research into cultural interchange as understood and expressed by children aged between
4-13 years old, as a collaboratively organised venture organised for this thesis with the
assistance of the Shetland Education Department. The methodology for this is discussed in
Chapter Three. The genesis of the idea was to investigate the variously expressed concept of
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‘Shetland’ from children living in Shetland, with the results contributing to a visual
sociological analysis. A total of 128 pieces of artwork was returned and these form the
following tabulated results. A picture gallery of selected pieces of artwork is provided in
Appendix 7.

Table 6.1: Categories of pictorial content – School Art Survey (SAS)

This perception of place, though pertinent to the awareness of Shetland as a location, is a
rudimentary situation of self within the environment. For a child to be asked to draw what
that environment means to them is to ask them to draw from their own experiences, without
differentiating between the routine or celebratory. For this reason the concept of place is
invariably close to home, or home itself (see Table 6.2), because the boundary of a child’s
world is much smaller and more contained than that of their parents (Erikson, 1959). The
fundamental impression of this is that Shetland (as a place) means ‘home’ and is
consequently peopled by friends and family; that is where they see themselves as
‘belonging’ to. What is apparent from the results is the obvious impact of seasonally
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concurrent festivities and these are both visually and explanatorily indicated by the artists.
The motivational factors pertaining to each contributor’s artwork is supplied with each
presented work, providing additional insight (Berger, 1977) into the influences that are
impressed upon a child’s mind and how they see their world.

Table 6.2: Places of reference in a child’s environment - SAS

However, this does not suggest that children have limited cultural accessibility. On the
contrary, familial and community based activities (such as traditional practices or
celebrations) are mirrored through the artistic expressions of the art survey, indicating a
gradual progression of culturalisation that begins in childhood and develops over time. The
photographic images provided in Figures 6.14 – 6.16 demonstrate through a family album a
practice or tradition of utilising a particular geographical space. These images visually
narrate traditional activity of the gathering of whelks (Figure 6.14); the routine activity of
family groups walking out to Port Arthur (Figure 6.15); and of a group of women gathering
together to take their children for a walk to a communal location (Figure 6.16).
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Figure 6.14: Searching for whelks;
WW2 look-out post perched on the
hill.

Figure 6.15: A leisurely
stroll out from the village
c.1947

Figure 6.16: Taking the
bairns for a walk; old
Officers Mess in the
background, c.1947
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This selection and organisation of images suggests the layering of cultural memories within
the landscape (Normand, 2007) and within a particular time/space dynamic (Pred, 1984).
Figure 6.17 is a contemporary visual contribution of childhood experiences within the
landscape; this image depicts a family group interacting with the archaeological site of
Clickimin Broch in Lerwick. A paralleling example within the material culture of Scalloway
is provided in Chapter One, which depicts a child looking at the interpretation boards (e.g.
see Figure 1.7). Buass (2012) considered this type of hands-on-experience as being
particularly enriching and significant in terms of teaching children about ‘their’ history and
an early conceptualisation of material culture through physical interaction.

Figure 6.17: Children exploring Clickimin Broch

The art survey identified the development of age-specific perceptions with regard to the representation of various forms; for example, the youngest participants drew generic one
dimensional style houses with a roof, row of flowers and a fence – crucially, these were not
in the currently popular and emulative Nordic style, nor indeed of a traditional croft house
style (Fenton, 1978), but an inter-culturally related construct that is evidenced in children’s
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books (Astington, 1994). It could reasonably be argued that this merely highlights
limitations of artistic ability according to age, but this argument actually feeds the claim that
children are taught cultural constructs for this exact reason; it is the beginning of learning,
the beginning of following a set pattern of normative understandings and drawing by
instruction (Benedict, 1984).

However, the theme of ‘traditions’ was identified from the school art survey as something
which finds repetition in Shetland culture, or perceived to be of cultural value in the main
historical and heritage structures. The three main sub-themes within ‘Traditions referenced’
are Up-Helly-Aa, Vikings and Heritage Sites respectively (see Table 6.3). The strength of
this Nordic influence is apparent, but as has already been intimated earlier in the discussion
there may be an element of seasonally related evidence within the pictures, especially those
from the upper age ranges.

Table 6.3: Traditions referenced - SAS

The celebration of Up-Helly-Aa takes place around Shetland in the winter months of
January and February, at which time some of the pupils were taking part in this survey.
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From the images and comments collated, it is apparent that some children chose to draw
something that was concurrent or significant in their lives; from the routine to the
celebratory, from historical to the present day.

The imprinting of experience, or the layering of cultural memories, can be understood as
having been facilitated by various narrative forms, including photography. Processes of
memorialisation have been evidenced through family photographs and Figure 6.18 indicates
that, through the provision and development of new technologies, this practice has been
discovered by a younger generation. This image depicts a young boy attending a Shetland
Bus ceremony (Goffman, 1969); he is seen to be recording the event on his mobile phone
(Schratz and Steiner-Löffler, 1998). It connotes the perception of a significant event through
its documentation; he was part of an historical process of remembrance that will now serve
as part of his collective memory through this knowledge transfer (Shariq, 1999).

Figure 6.18: Recording
collective narratives; a
young boy is seen in
the centre of the image
using his mobile phone
to record the event.
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A sense of home, place and Up-Helly-Aa are the three strong features to emerge out of this
discussion. It illustrates – in both form and concept – how children perceive their
environment

and

the

various

activities

or

institutional

features

around

them

(Astington,1994). This has provided insight into the development of children’s perceptions
of place and the conceptualisation of a set of complex cultural traits (Abrams, 2005;
Jenkins, 2008). It evidences a gradual appreciation and immersion within Shetland culture
that is based on cultural accessibility, but also indicates that this is something that is learned
through the network of kin and community (Schneider, 1979). This study has revealed
primary indicators of identity formation and the identification with place, cultural activities
and cultural forms. Elements of these forms are further discussed in the following section on
jewellery designs in the Northern Isles, echoing the display of influences portrayed through
the school art survey, though leaning more fully towards the accented display of heritage.

Art form as occupation
In terms of the culturalisation process, the perspectives of place learned in childhood are
formative in the development of a cultural identity into adulthood. This section considers
the commodification of cultural metaphors within the jewellery tradition of the Northern
Isles. The symbolic maintenance of cultural characteristics is one of the defining features of
jewellery forms, in a new occupational industry that emerged in Shetland in the 1950s. Up
until this time traditional occupational forms were the mainstay of the islands’ economy, but
occupational journeys underwent a process of diversification. In particular, the development
and production of jewellery introduced an alternative art-based occupation that contributed
to the tourist market and local identity. The discussion of the transformation of cultural
ideas and meanings into items of economic value incorporates the Marxist understanding of
commodification of assigning marketable value to ‘social goods’.
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The above discussion demonstrated the imprint of the learned cultural environment and the
manner in which this is reproducible through artistic or documentary practices (Benjamin,
2008). Building on this understanding, the visual manifestation of culture through
commercial art forms is intelligible, both as an economic enterprise and as a medium of
knowledge transfer (Shariq, 1999). Within the film, Away from it all Chataway focuses
specifically on occupations; especially fishing, crofting and education. A common theme
running through this film is the presenter’s search for a suitable occupational form that he
feels is ‘missing’ from the locality that, potentially, an outsider could introduce. This
reinforces the idea that occupation is a space in which cultural interchange can take place,
but also indicates the search for a space in which to assume authority or control (Foucault,
2002). He specifically addresses local forms of occupation, investigating whether an
“outsider” could “make a living in Shetland” and if so, what might his or her contribution be
to the occupational environment (Away from it All, c1955).

Pioneering the silversmith tradition in a culture largely based on fishing, crofting and
knitting (Nicolson, 1972; Fenton, 1978) coincided with an era of great social change and
increased tourism to the region; it is the process of post-war social change which created
both the need and provision for economic diversity (Smith, 1984; Nicolson, 1975).
Gullestad recognises that, “...there is a danger in cultural studies of focusing on cultural
products and not on the processes of their use” (1997:486). However, in the context of
perspectives of culture and the manner in which meanings are shared (Barker, 2009), the
discussion of jewellery must be considered both in respect of its production and in respect of
a process of making ideas visible, and therefore, mobile (Ashworth, 2007; Tait, 2010).

The jewellery tradition present in Orkney and Shetland today originated almost half a
century ago in the late fifties. The main forerunners of this movement include Jack Rae of
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Shetland, who founded Shetland Jewellery, and Ola Gorie of Orkney. An analysis of their
jewellery designs evidences the incorporation of motifs from within the cultural landscape
(Levi-Strauss, 1978; Anderson, 1981). However, in contrast to the intergenerational transfer
of knowledge and skill through traditional occupational forms, such as fishing, or knitting
(Darling and Boyd, 1979; Allen, 1991; Cameron, 1997), for the new metallurgists there was
no existing repertoire of silverwork practices to guide or restrict. Furthermore, silver has to
be imported from outside of the islands as there are no known caches within the native
geological landscape (AF; Interview Index). In Figure 6.19 an employee of ‘Shetland
Jewellery’ is photographed shaping a silver pin. In comparison with previous images
presented in this thesis, it represents a distinction between traditional occupation of
‘function’ and the contemporary occupation of ‘form’ (White, 1987).

Figure 6.19
Shetland Jewellery;
Weisdale
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It is an occupational narrative of place that has continued to direct or instruct occupational
diversification in a new generation. Scalloway woman and jeweller, Karlin Anderson, was
recently interviewed for The Shetland Times in connection with her initial jewellery training
in Shetland:

Karlin took an interest in jewellery making while still at Scalloway school, as her
main interest was in art. While her granny told her at that time “Du’ll nivver mak
money paintin’ pictirs”, she has gone on to prove that indeed a living can be carved
out in a field for those with the artistic passion for the subject that she has (Burgess,
The Shetland Times, 14th January 2011:21).

She began her career at a work placement at ‘Hjaltasteyn’ and progressed to a summer job
with Shetland Silvercraft, where she stayed for two years. Having gone to Glasgow to earn a
qualification, she remained there for seven years to work for a prominent Glasgow jeweller
and then started making jewellery to order on an individual basis. Her career in jewellery
making has taken her to London, where she has her own business creating ethically inspired
designs and she also promotes her business using the Internet. The example of Karlin’s
success emphasises the impact and continuity of a new Shetland occupational tradition that
developed only fifty years ago. It evidences a process of occupational diversification that
has provided opportunities to expand the journey of occupation outside of Shetland, but also
to the transformative process of cultural interchange through tourism and the manner with
which this has re-shaped the occupational and cultural landscape.

The appropriation of Celtic and Nordic motifs and mythic forms within the Northern Isles
jewellery assigns an economic value (Barker, 2009) to cultural goods that might otherwise
be considered ‘intangible’ aspects of heritage (West and McKeller, 2010). The incorporation
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of mythic elements is what Penn referred to as “higher levels of signification” (2000:233).
The effects of cultural commodification are therefore, primarily, the formalisation and
transformation of cultural perspective (Buer, 2002). This creates an additional dimension of
inter-cultural instruction within the socialisation process; it presents an idealised image of
inside identity to consumers (Goffman, 1969; Hobsbawm 1983). This presentation of an
“Imagined Community” (Anderson, 2006) creates the impression of cultural continuity with
a “suitably historic” and “ancient past” (James, 2000; Smith, 1999).

Two designs of Rae’s jewellery inspired by Norse mythology are “Sleipnir” (Figure 6.20)
and “Three Nornes” (Figure 6.21). “Sleipnir” is the name of a mythological eight-legged
horse belonging to the Norse god Odin; a similar image is depicted on a memorial stone
from Alskog, Gotland (Davidson, 1969:45). The “Three Nornes”38 refer to the three Fates
who transformed themselves into swans for ease of travel; termed “Urd”, “Verdandi” and
“Skuld”, they represent past, present and future respectively (source: Shetland Jewellery).
The mythological items from Shetland Jewellery are accompanied with an explanatory card,
detailing the ‘story’ behind a particular design. This ‘instruction’ creates narrative
accessibility and a particular contextualising framework of interpretation (Berger, 1977).
Every item featuring the “Three Nornes” is accompanied by a copy of a poem, composed by
Shetland poet Christine de Luca. This practice intimates the projection of authenticity
(James, 2000). Shetland Jewellery is listed as one of the top free visitor attractions in
Shetland (see Appendix 3, Table 14) and, in terms of narrative instruction, provides a
viewing platform for visitors to watch jewellery being made.

38

Usually spelt “Three Norns”, the spelling in the above discussion utilises the spelling as currently used
within the marketing of the jewellery by Shetland Silvercraft.
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Figure 6.20: Sleipnir; Odin’s eight-legged steed

Figure 6.21: The Three Nornes (or Fates): past, present and future
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Benjamin proposed that,

In principle, the work of art has always been reproducible. What man has made, man
has always been able to make again. Such copying was also done by pupils as an
artistic exercise, by masters in order to give works wider circulation, ultimately by
anyone seeking to make money. (2008:3 [first published 1936])

One of the dominant features of silverwork in the Northern Isles is the practice of
appropriating ancient symbols into new forms of expression. Van Straten acknowledges
that, “[o]ften, of course, artists have been influenced by both literary sources and the
iconographic tradition” (2000:10). Ancient imagery found in the material culture 39 and
mythologies of these islands and elsewhere in the Celtic and Nordic realms has been
interwoven into a new means of communication for the purpose of expressing a particular
identity to a modern market:

If we say that a representation has a deeper meaning, we usually mean that it
conveys an underlying idea that cannot be determined at first glance. Although
educated contemporaries of the artist may have instantly understood such a meaning,
today it is often quite difficult for art historians to grasp the deeper meaning. (Van
Straten, 2000:10)

The example of jewellery as a form of cultural commodification indicates the formation of a
new tradition. The incorporation of Celtic and Nordic motifs in jewellery designs has been
replicated by subsequent designers within both Shetland and the neighbouring islands of
Orkney. “Hjaltasteyn” - meaning “Shetland Stone” - was founded in 1968 by Alan Inkster at
39

An example of a Viking bracelet that was discovered on the island of Oxna provided the inspiration for a
replica Up-Helly-Aa bracelet design.
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Whiteness in Shetland. In 1991 Alan offered the business to Rosalyn Thomson; she admits
that as a business, a jewellery designer is restricted by what the consumer wants (RT
Interview Index). Hjaltasteyn jewellery draws inspiration from the “diverse range of
cultures that occupied the islands from the Picts through the Vikings to modern day”
(Catalogue). Rosalyn reflects that the market for symbolic heritage pieces remains strong
for those items considered “authentically Shetland”; Pictish spirals, Celtic interlacing and
Viking longships (RT Interview Index). As with Shetland Jewellery, Hjaltasteyn include a
card with particular purchases, explaining the design and concept behind it. Assigning
culture an economic value encourages the production and maintenance of commodified
goods, which in turn perpetuates a particular branding of cultural identity to an outside
audience. The commodification of cultural knowledge from a concept into an object of
economic value is of consequence to the discussion of the process of culturalisation because
it is based on practices of shared meanings.

6.4 Implications of the Shetland identity
This section explores the significance of the previous vignettes for their contribution to
identity constructs within Shetland and what this implies in relation to a sense of place and
culture. Within the previous chapters the evidence has suggested that there is an overemphasis of identification with a Nordic heritage in Shetland. Against this framework the
Norseman’s Bias is evidenced as a locational cultural bias that is visually and publically
demonstrated. This bias can be understood as a deliberate identity construct in opposition to
Scottish authority; it is considered in terms of cultural geography, characterised by an
historical pattern of interaction between insiders and outsiders. This section explores the
reclamation of identity through cultural constructs, including renewed links with Norway
through the Shetland Bus narrative, and through the production of heritage inspired
jewellery. The Norseman’s Bias is a form of cultural branding which projects the ideology
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of cultural authenticity. Conversely, the elevation of this aspect of identity means that other
aspects of the local cultural heritage are marginalised. The visuality of cultural biases is a
form of knowledge transfer that is influenced by processes of cultural interchange.
Scalloway is considered in terms of its Shetland context and Shetland is considered within
its wider geographical and cultural setting.

In her approach to anthropological research, Benedict’s (1934) methodology was to identify
the ideological core that was central to the function and behaviour of a cultural group. She
termed this the “genius” of the culture; a fundamental way of thinking that united the group
through shared meanings (Benedict, 1934: xvii). The utility of Benedict’s logic is to gain
inside access to the significance of deep rooted concepts that has an impact on the identity
and dynamic of the group. Within the focus of this thesis, the Norseman’s Bias could be
considered the “genius” of the culture; it is an ideological bias that is explicitly expressed in
various aspects of the local culture, yet there has been no direct engagement with it within
the official cultural narrative.

This thesis argues that the basis of the Norseman’s Bias is founded on a complex sociopolitical historiography of the islands (Tudor, 1883; Smith, 1984; Flinn, 1989). Within this
account, Shetland was undergoing a process of culturalisation under Norse rule, including
the imprint of language and law customs, when it was annexed to the Scottish Crown
(Nicolson, 1972). This historical event is repetitiously referred to in the historical and local
narratives (Fenton, 1978). Subsequent discourses of Shetland after this event are marked by
successive groups and individuals characterising the inhabitants as “primitive” (Sinclair,
1840; Hibbert, 1931:2-3); against this background, the development of a locational cultural
bias in favour of a Nordic heritage provided an ideological and ‘heroic’ alternative (Abrams,
2005). This alternative identity maintained the emphasis of ‘cultural’ traits that had been
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formative in the characterisation of a Nordic ‘period’, chiefly language and law (Jakobsen,
1985; Crystal, 2000). The strength of these markers is evidenced by the survival of a distinct
Shetland dialect (Jakobsen, 1985), the maintenance of Old Norse place names (Stewart,
1987), and the signposting of the ancient parliamentary site of Law Ting Holm, in Tingwall
Valley (see Figure 1.6).

The ideology of the Norseman’s Bias is a self-regulated identity, despite the islands being
under Scottish control since the fifteenth century (Fenton, 1978). In terms of the privileging
of identity traits, this bias elevates the Nordic aspects of culture above other competing
claims (Armit, 2005). Within the Scalloway environs, the excavation of pre- Nordic material
provides an earlier source of human settlement (Sharples, 1998), but this aspect of locational
history is under-privileged in heritage practice; within both the official and unofficial
capacity. The Norseman’s Bias can therefore be considered a deliberate creation myth
(James, 2000), despite the lack of ‘material’ heritage in relation to the maintenance of its
narrative history (Ritchie, 1997; Pearson, 2005). The Nordic period thereby provides a
common focus; not for the origin of human settlement in the islands, but for the origin of the
conceptualisation and solidification of cultural identity, as it was in relation to identities of
difference (Carrithers, 1992).

Signorile proposes that “every society is held together by a myth-system, a complex of
dominating thought-forms that determines and sustains all its activities” (1973:119). He
argues that “it is through these myths that a social group is able to distinguish itself from
other groups” (Signorile, 1973:119). Furthermore, as the previous section has determined,
and as Benedict (1934) intimated, these myths are learned through the process of
culturalisation (Mitchell, 1984; Barker, 2009). Doty reflects that,
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...children are taught mythological stories as a means (albeit often only tacitly
recognized) of socializing them into a worldview and an ethnic pattern of ethical
behavio[u]r (1980:539)

Yet, use of the term “myths” does not infer that ideological biases are wholly imagined or
“false” (Signorile, 1973); rather, they are stories and images operated through “mythical
language...as an aesthetic device” (Doty, 1980:541). They are perspectives of a shared
narrative which are visually expressed. The visuality of the cultural bias is a form of
knowledge transfer that is influenced by processes of cultural interchange, and this can be
understood as a mechanism for the authentication of culture or the imposition of
authoritarian control (Foucault, 2002). An awareness of the Norseman’s Bias thereby
facilitates the comprehension of cultural traits and expressions of political tension or
contestation (Mirzoeff, 1998).

An implication of this thesis is that identity is constructed through interaction (Cohen, 2007;
Jenkins, 2008); this interaction can take many different forms, but each form will in some
way impact upon the culture. An example of this is the centralisation of a nationalised
“Scottish” identity and the removal of “national” artefacts as was illustrated earlier through
the alteration of Shetland road signs (Figures 6.4 – 6.6). The removal of ‘St Ninian’s Isle
Treasure’ (as one example of the removal of heritage) from Shetland to the National
Museum of Edinburgh has been culturally contested, but has also generated a new tradition
of heritage-inspired jewellery making in the islands. In the above discussion, this was
considered in terms of a process of mythic instruction, but recognised that it was also
contributory to cultural interaction through tourism and trade (Darling and Boyd, 1979;
Eriksen, 2001). However, in relation to political contestation, the production of replica
pieces of jewellery in emulation of the St Ninian’s Isle Treasure is a form of cultural claim
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and ownership of material heritage (Geertz, 1973). Although the removal of the material
culture has been an area of contestation, this process of interaction has contributed to new
visual expressions of cultural identity.

On the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the discovery of St Ninian’s Isle Treasure, a
conference was arranged in Shetland to re-examine the evidence and implications of the
find. Furthermore, the treasure was put on display at Shetland Museum on short-term loan
from Edinburgh and three new pieces of replica jewellery specially commissioned for the
event to be sold locally (see Appendix 8a). Yet this occasion did not address the wider
implications of jewellery design in Orkney and Shetland; that is to say, the anniversary of
the start of a new tradition of heritage inspired silverwork. By addressing the emergence of
this new tradition, its origins, continuities and participation, it becomes clear that this in
itself is in response to external foci. Examination of the social factors, in addition to the
newly formed ‘tradition’, reveals an intersection of ideas and meanings relating to, and
determining, cultural change. This gives form to a discussion of symbol re-appropriation in
the Northern Isles which has received little academic attention thus far.
In 1958 the discovery of the St Ninian’s Isle Treasure influenced the work of Shetland
silversmith, Jack Rae (MBE) who founded ‘Shetland Jewellery’ in 1953. He subsequently
designed replica pieces of jewellery found in the hoard, in turn adapting some of the
detailed motifs into other items of jewellery, with significant Celtic interlacing. Examples of
some of these designs are provided in Figure 6.22. The visuality of this practice maintains
the connection between Shetland and this aspect of material culture, despite the political
protest of the removal of the hoard (Appendix 8a – 8c).
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Figure 6.22: The replica collection at J. G. Rae’s showroom

It is a visual claim of cultural authenticity to a Nordic heritage that has since been replicated
in other artistic forms; notably by art students seeking inspiration from cultural sources (see
Appendix 8d). In seeking to utilise heritage for the legitimating of cultural identity claims,
Benjamin recognises that,

Even with the most perfect reproduction, one thing stands out: the here and now of
the work of art – its unique existence in the place where it is at this moment.
(2008:5)

What this implies is that, in appropriating existing symbols or icons, the context of the
original product is altered (Berger, 1977). This understanding is of consequence to the
Norseman’s Bias because it recognises the transmutability of shared cultural meanings
(Adelman, 1998; Ashworth, 2007). The utilisation of ancient material culture as a method of
authenticating cultural claims is therefore an appropriation out of context; its presentation in
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a new context thereby alters the original meaning (Randviir and Cobley, 2010). To
demonstrate the nature of the temporality of shared cultural meanings, a comparative
example of jewellery making from Orkney is considered in relation to the tradition that
emerged within Shetland during the same period. This exercise supports the proposal that
shared cultural narratives produce shared meanings (Hall, 1997), but that locational cultural
biases are determined by the nature of cultural geography and the legacy of human activity
within the landscape (Nassauer, 1985; Mitchell, 2000).

The repertoire of designs share similarities, especially in terms of Norse mythology and
replication of material culture. The forerunner of jewellery designs in Orkney was by Ola
Gorie, who returned to Orkney in 1960 after studying at Gray’s School of Art, their first
jewellery graduate. Gorie considered the lack of items produced in Orkney that could be
bought as gifts - items that could be made mobile for the practice of routine transportation.
Influenced by the tourist industry, Gorie’s designs focused on Celtic or Nordic designs as
these were prevalent within the history, culture and landscape (Gorie catalogue, 2007).
Inspiration from Orkney’s heritage resulted in the first piece based on the “Maeshowe
dragon” (Figure 6.23); a carving made by Vikings when they plundered the so-named
Neolithic chambered tomb in Orkney. This ‘reinvention’ of Viking graffiti is now forty-five
years old but it remains their best seller. Though the original meaning behind the depiction
of the dragon is unknown, the image itself maintains a link to a Viking past and their
presence within the locality. Inclusion of the name, “Maeshowe”, affords this symbol a dual
identity, thereby affording Orcadians the claim of cultural ownership, in a similar practice to
The St Ninian’s Isle Treasure in Shetland. Moreover, the image conjures up a story - a
narrative - of an historical event that is largely forgotten outside the concentrated disciplines
of archaeology, literature, and language (Anderson, 1981).
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Figure 6.23:
Maeshowe Dragon:
Taken from “The Orkneyinga
Saga” (Anderson, 1981)

The similarities of cultural iconography between Shetland and Orkney find resonance
through the incorporation of dragon motifs, such as Figure 6.23 (above). Within the
Shetland account the dragon is visually demonstrated through St Ninian’s Isle Treasure
(Figure 6.24), a galley pendant (Figure 6.25) and through the design of Viking galleys for
the seasonal fire festival of Up-Helly-Aa (Irvine, 1982). It is traditional for these galleys to
feature a dragon head prow. The learned understanding of this level of cultural iconography
(Van Straten, 2000) is visually depicted in Figure 6.26; this illustrates the ‘imprinting’ of
cultural characteristics, as investigated through the school art survey (Appendix 5a).

In 2010 the researcher undertook a field visit to Bergen, Norway, to investigate the cultural
links it shares with Shetland and the public visual display of contemporary Nordic jewellery
designs; more specifically how these compare to those found in Shetland and Orkney. This
is relevant in terms of Bergen’s physical proximity and historical links with the Northern
Isles (Akselberg, 2005) and for the assessment of a comparative example of the Norseman’s
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Bias. As is to be expected from the historical and cultural links evidenced so far in this
thesis, there are similarities of design shared by both geographical regions.

Figure 6.24: Replica piece of St Ninian’s Isle treasure

Figure 6.25: Viking Galley; by Shetland Jewellery
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Figure 6.26 A Child’s interpretation of a Viking Galley; by Aimee

The first feature from these images is that contemporary Norwegian jewellery designs
consist of a more generic or generalised adoption of themes found also in Shetland and
Orkney; for example, circular brooches or Viking longships (see Figure 6.27). The second
feature is that they are composed of a lesser quality of metal than the pure silverwork of the
Northern Isles; pewter or some other base metal compound. From this it can be seen that
jewellery design in Norway does not maintain the same level of heritage-inspired
reproduction as in Shetland or Orkney (Tait, 2010). Furthermore, it could be argued that the
lesser quality of metal used in these examples from Norway is indicative of either, a) a
weaker level of significance with regard to this industry, or b) a more naturalistic and
‘authentic’ method of traditional jewellery making than in the Northern Isles.

It might be considered that in Norway there is no perceived need to create a direct visual
and heritage link with Nordic imagery or material culture because of its proximity in the
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geographical setting. Within Shetland and Orkney however, the geographical space between
the islands and the origin of Nordic identity requires some form of cultural mediation or
directionality; in other words, like-for-like reproduction of Nordic heritage forms is a
practice that generates a geographical and cultural connection. The form of Shetland and
Orkney jewellery designs is very precise in their directional function; these are not solely
commodities, but rather, maps of cultural geography.

Figure 6.27: Finding parallels in Norwegian jewellery designs
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In Interpreting Our Heritage (2007), Freeman Tilden proposes six principles as a guide to
interpreting heritage for the betterment and benefit of the audience and, ultimately, the
protection of heritage itself. His third principle claims that “interpretation is an art” and in
number four expands this to say that, “The chief aim of interpretation is not instruction, but
provocation” (2007:18). For the,

…purpose of interpretation is to stimulate the reader or hearer toward a desire to
widen his horizon of interests and knowledge, and to gain an understanding of the
greater truths that lie behind any statement of fact. (2007:59)

Tilden’s acknowledgement of the “art” of interpretation indicates that this is undertaken
through human agency; as a consequence, interpretation is inherently subjective of
individual and group ideals (Hall, 1997). The connotation is that interpretation is a learned
“art” of balance, situated between the realms of accuracy and an understanding of the
presentation of a particular image or message (Handwerker, 2002). Within Scalloway, it
could be considered that the interpretation of the Shetland Bus Memorial is a highly visual
form of “provocation” (Tilden, 2007:18) of both an historical event and a cultural bias
towards a Nordic heritage. To an outsider, it represents a war time memorial (Penn, 2000).
In terms of inter-cultural political contestation, it is a demonstration of renewed links with
Norway, despite Lerwick’s nuanced association with the Old Norse parliament through road
sign narrative (e.g. see Chapter One). This memorial is a contemporary reclamation of the
Nordic legacy of the village that is afforded a greater dimension of interpretive authenticity
through its living narrative (Barker, 2009). However, the design of the memorial utilises the
mythic association with the maritime highway that is prevalent within the historical
narrative, cultural consciousness and jewellery designs (Ballard, 2003). The situating of the
memorial is a deliberate provocation of Scalloway’s direct link as one of the main bases for
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this operation and maintains the understanding of Scalloway’s location as a maritime point
of entry to the islands.

Applied to the silverwork tradition of the Northern Isles, “interpretation is an art” holds
particular resonance, though more literal perhaps than Tilden intended (2007:18). All of the
jewellers presented here have participated in the interpretation of heritage for the purpose of
presenting it to a wider audience. These items of jewellery provoke a reaction in the
consumer audience whilst contributing to the idea of a “greater truth” (Tilden, 2007:59)
behind the image presented; that is an historical picture of cultural significance. The
“purpose” of presentation in this sense is not out of an altruistic desire to promote heritage,
but in the Marxian sense, to promote elements of culture as a marketable commodity
(Hobsbawm, 1999). This continued practice, within both Orkney and Shetland, is arguably
linked to the consumer audience desiring the “gain [of] an understanding” (Tilden,
2007:59).

This ‘tradition’ is relatively young, has little or no bearing on the subsistence lifestyle
experienced by indigenous populations prior to 1950 and yet the contribution it has made to
the maintenance of a perceived local identity is significant. The discovery of St Ninian’s Isle
treasure in Shetland prompted a resurgence of interest in the Nordic history and culture of
the islands. However, removal of the treasure to Edinburgh sparked a controversial debate
of cultural ownership and the subsequent creation of a replica collection specifically for the
consumer audience thereby acts as constant provocation and assertion of a “greater truth”
(Tilden, 2007:59). The process of silverwork design is therefore both highly subjective and
discriminating, isolating particular imagery for its aesthetic and political value, whilst
projecting “implie[d] continuity with the past” (Hobsbawm, 1983:1). An examination of
these visual motifs reveal evidence of cross- cultural influence that is itself a marker of local
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identity; not wholly imagined, neither historically accurate (Anderson, 2006). Incorporating
Celtic and Nordic imagery in jewellery designs to a modern market has created a highly
visual component of local cultural heritage as perceived by the designers and received by a
local and international market.

Jewellery is unlike other forms of art in that it is art in miniature, requiring details that are
iconic, easily crafted and aesthetically pleasing. Iconographical items are those best
illustrated by, for example, a dragon head, a Viking galley ship, a Pictish spiral design.
Whilst these may be obvious motifs to a discerning local populace through a modicum of
cultural exposure to these themes, to an external audience/consumer, they represent
“authenticity” due to their archaic references. This appeals to a modern market by its being
different, ‘other worldly’ and the idea of continuity from a distant past. Celtic crosses and
galley ships are the mainstay of modern jewellery design in the Northern Isles; these form
the basis of design portfolios and public expectation. However, within other areas of cultural
expression, the Celtic aspect of cultural heritage is nuanced.

Although the concept of a Shetland identity maintains the image of being rooted in
antiquity, it is in fact a modern creation (Anderson, 2006). A review of Shetland Times
newspapers indicated that local news coverage of a Nordic theme was “one of the weakest
areas of familiar discourse” with seasonal fluctuations (Appendix 2, Table 1). This
understanding of the seasonality of Nordic-based narratives is attributable to the series of
annual fire festivals (Irvine, 1982) and the effects of tourism in the summer months
(Appendix 3, Table 4). However, this seasonality implies that that it is not a routine aspect
of culture, but an elevation of perspective (Berger, 1997). Through a wide range of
materials, this thesis has demonstrated that the Norseman’s Bias in Shetland eclipses other
cultural markers. The visual investigation of Scalloway has indicated that this cultural bias
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is evidenced by both individuals and groups, through both official and un-official displays
of heritage. Although Williams determined that an ideal state of culture is to have a
common focus, (1958:304), the maintenance of this has implications for other aspects of
culture. As an example, the Shetland Bus narrative is officially presented as a material
memorial, and has also been narrated unofficially by a school art mural. Comparatively,
neither the narrative of the location of the NAFC Marine Centre or the Upper Scalloway
archaeology site, are presented within the cultural landscape. If culture is fundamentally a
practice of sharing meanings, the selectivity of an overt bias will potentially impact on
processes of knowledge transfer (Shariq, 1999). The Norseman’s Bias has indicated that
heritage practitioners, and consumers of culture, ought to be aware of the potential for
locational cultural biases, as this can impact on the nature of information presented and its
interpretations.

In contemplating a particular identity, its formation and promulgation, there is a necessity to
observe the autochthonous practices and beliefs relating to that group (Benedict, 1934; LeviStrauss, 1978). The notion of a distinct identity manifests itself in various guises at different
times, dependent on circumstances that prompt its assertion (Lawler, 2011). A sociohistorical analysis reveals information pertinent to interpretations of the ‘past’, but more
specifically, how those assertions are projected onto the ‘present’ (Samuel, 1994). Cultural
interchange interrupts the historically contingent forms and structures of information
networks, creating new contexts of interpretation (Jenkins, 2008). This is comprehensible
through the re-appropriation of historical symbols in the Orkney and Shetland silverwork
traditions, but is also demonstrated through the contemporary memorialisation of the
Shetland Bus narrative in Scalloway. The Norseman’s Bias is a cultural perspective, or
ideology, that is learned. It is presented to legitimate cultural identity and the perception of
authenticity. However, as the case studies of Scalloway have indicated, there are a
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collection of locational narratives which could equally be considered “authentic”, but which
are marginalised in current heritage practice.

An implication from this practice of centralisation is that ‘peripheral’ regions have to take
responsibility for their own identity. Just as Shetland has maintained a culture of difference
to Scotland and Britain, within Shetland itself this practice has to be recognised as pertinent
and necessary. Jakobsen (1985) observed that the Norn language in Shetland had a stronger
level of survival in remote areas. Scalloway’s Shetland Bus connection has been maintained
through the efforts of the Shetland Bus society and local school children. Heritage practice
must increasingly be considered in terms of Grounded Theory (Penn, 2000), and not the sole
occupation of institutional control. The Norseman’s Bias implies that, although language is
not the sole marker of a cultural identity, and even though Shetland Norn is no longer the
lingua franca, as a perceivable form of cultural distinction the preservation of Norn is the
first ‘period’ language to shape the character of the islands.

The evidences supplied in the previous chapters suggest that application of the Norseman’s
Bias directs attention away from primitive identity constructs and towards a Nordic heritage
for a fuller cultural narrative of choice. The demonstration of road sign alteration in section
7.2 was seen to be a negative association with the Scottish thistle emblem, but crucially,
there was no cohesively presented alternative image in its place; because there is a lack of
consensus over what this should be. It is clear from both of these areas that there are
variables in application of the Bias; there is uncertainty with regard to what the Shetland
identity actually is. This thesis argues that the condition of the Shetland identity is a direct
result of the high level of cultural interchange over a period spanning centuries, if not
millennia. The implications of this are that historical associative narratives of Shetland are
fragmented in a complex manner and evidenced in various formats. However, the label of
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‘primitive’ or ‘remote’ is clearly a misrepresentation, demonstrated by the strength of
transport patterns and forms of interconnection between Shetland and the “outside” world.
The unearthing of new evidences has implications for the interpretation of the past,
notwithstanding the realisation that the origin of a locational culture is earlier than the
arrival of the Norse. Even after this discovery, the Norseman’s Bias remains a strong feature
of local culture, intimating that this is not based on physical material culture or on earliest
human occupation, but on something less tangible.

6.5 Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated the learned nature of culture, indicating that cultural values,
including biases, are forms of instruction. This understanding contributes to the concept of
cultural interchange as it indicates a process of knowledge transfer and imitation. However,
as these case studies have demonstrated, this process of intergenerational transfer is affected
by external factors and influences. Although cultural narrative is important for the
continuity of shared meanings, it undergoes a process of selection that determines the
presentation of cultural identity.

Within various forms of heritage practice it is recognised that images, symbols and
photographs comprise a rich cultural source that is often utilised for the evidencing of
cultural claims, historical narrative and identification within a given cultural space. Within
the Scalloway example, the incorporation of visual media into the signposting of locational
‘heritages’ indicates that image related material has been seen as significant by those
making a public visual statement. These proposed heritages are contributions of those
cultural markers perceived to be of value to the wider cultural identification and shared
narrative. The various ways in which images are used and accessed demonstrates a level of
public appreciation, but images cannot stand alone as a single register – they must include a
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level of interpolation for the purpose of communicating their significance; not only to an
external audience, but also to future generations.

In the journey through this thesis evidence has been provided to illustrate the Norseman’s
Bias – a cultural leaning towards a Nordic identity – in cultural practice and interchange
within and between the Shetland Islands and elsewhere. In addressing the Norseman’s Bias,
this thesis draws attention to the implications of sourcing an identity that is in direct
opposition to the strengths of the pre- Norse and post- Norse material cultural heritages.
Heritage is a space in which external authorities can assume control, but as the jewellery
discussion has intimated, it is also a space in which individuals and groups can resume
control of their own sense of identity. Heritage practice is not undertaken solely by official
structures or organisations; though there are official registers of culture relating to the
Shetland Bus in Scalloway, there are also unofficial registers which contribute to the
cultural narrative and both of these forms utilise visual mediums. In relation to the
Norseman’s Bias, identity can be understood as presenting a heritage of choice; one that has
been selected to represent ‘authentic’ Shetland.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusion
7.1 Introduction
The purpose of this thesis was to provide a platform for the discussion of cultural
interchange and the significance of this process on the formation and maintenance of
locational identity. The ancient capital of Shetland, Scalloway, was identified as the major
focus for this investigation due to its historical and cultural role in Shetland’s near and
distant past. Within the context of Scalloway, a narrative inquiry approach explored the
concept of ‘culture’ as a series of shared human meanings. This chapter considers the
cultural evidentiary base presented throughout this thesis, indicating the significance of
visual sociology in addressing nuances of cultural narrative and potential ways in which this
understanding can contribute to heritage practice. Building on the understanding of the
development of island identity in Shetland, the discourse of cultural interchange is
theoretically formalised, providing a conceptual contribution for the study of contemporary
culture.

Within the literature review undertaken for this thesis it was recognised that there is no
universal concept of ‘culture’; it is a complex and relativistic term (Smith, 2009). This
complexity does not detract from its common usage, but emphasises that there is a need to
understand culture(s) on a local level (Badone, 1987), relative to a particular identity
(Barker, 2009). The employment of a visual sociology study for the investigation of culture
demonstrates the visuality of human activity and the capacity for meanings to be shared and
understood visually (Melton, 2001). The following section considers the various different
ways of ‘seeing’ and explores the significance of this understanding for cultural studies.
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7.2 Seeing cultural patterns of practice
There are various ways of investigating the sharing of meanings, although this thesis has
focused specifically on the visual signposting of culture. Approaching culture from the
perspective of visual sociology acknowledges the complex and multi-layered nature of
culture and recognises that ‘perspective’ is a significant contributor of the interpretation of
meanings. Reflection on patterns of shared meaning within the cultural discourse of
Scalloway, and the manner in which these are woven through collective narratives, is
pivotal to an understanding of the social construction of identities. From the evidences
presented throughout this investigation, five ways of ‘seeing’ have been identified as
significant to the display, presentation and development of culture. The first of these, the act
of seeing, considers the ‘viewing’ of material culture and human activity within the social
and geographical environment; the second way of seeing considers the perception of an idea
or concept; the third way of seeing identifies the significance of accessing narratives
withheld from the public domain; the fourth way of seeing recognises the contribution of
intangible culture and the emotive element of cultural identity as a process of knowledge
transfer; and the fifth way of seeing discusses the significance and implications of making
culture visual.

History is commonly understood as ‘the’ record of the past and often imbued with idealistic
and nationalistic principles for the purpose of an orderly and civilised society (Evans, 1999).
Yet history is not ‘discovered’ and does not create itself – it is created, it is multifaceted and
prone to corrective measures upon the unearthing of new evidences (Sharples, 1998). By
implication then, narrative is also created and in a constant state of claim and negotiation
accordingly. Historical determinants – those factors which may determine a particular
outcome, realisation, continuation or development of cultural practices or knowledge – are
of subsequent interest in this discussion due to their implied characterisation of
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historiography and the process of shaping (or interpreting) the past and the present (Abrams,
2005). A determinant is understood as a factor of influence or directionality: a historical
determinant can therefore refer to retrospective analysis of known historical events (Hunter,
2000). With regard to a narrative account of Scalloway there is more than one way of
perceiving contributory factors and what is perceived as ‘collective’, or a shared cultural
experience. Within this debate individual narratives are shaped by social and institutional
practices and collective ideals, though it is understood that these are also affected by
locational geographical factors (Benson, 2001).

The Act of ‘Seeing’ – as in ‘viewing’
The village of Scalloway exhibits a geographical landscape that is not fully bounded or
detached from the surrounding satellite areas; it is a harbour village that is connected to
outlying islands via the maritime highway and, more recently in the historical record, a
Shetland-wide infrastructure. However, this original placement by the sea was not
coincidental, but a deliberate process of situating a settlement in close proximity to
resources; this then is a consideration of historical determining. It determined how the space
was perceived, how it was utilised and how it shaped (and was shaped by) human
interaction in the landscape.

Tim Radford reflects that civilisation “begins with geography” (2011:44). The propinquity
to resources provided by the convergence of land and sea in Scalloway could be said to be
contributory to shared narratives as a result of proximity. The gradual development of the
settlement area and subsequent growth of the community over successive generations could
also be said to generate a collaborative pattern of interchange amongst its residents. Such
locational patterns are determined by the types of resources available; and of consequence is
the production of a particular set of specific tools, knowledge and the application of skill. It
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is recognised amongst sociologists, historians and anthropologists that traditional
indigenous skills often require a collaborative community effort (Schneider, 1979). This
engenders spaces in which local lexicons and references can emerge which are significant to
those within the defined group (Akselberg, 2005), thereby creating collective registers and
distinct narratives of place. The material culture of ancient settlements is a visible record of
human activity in the landscape (Armit, 2005). The physicality of these structures provides a
focus of display that is replicated through the use of photography (Barth, 2007). In relation
to Scalloway, the archival collection of images of Scalloway Castle is a visual engagement
with the social domain. However, as Herder suggests, cultures are bounded to particular
places and times (Mitchell, 2000), so each image maintains a different ‘way of seeing’
(Berger, 1977).

From the case studies presented throughout this thesis there are various examples of local
practice whereby the utility of visual mediums have been employed. The road signs
discussed in Chapter Six are visual communications, intended as signposts of geographical
direction (Cobley, 2010). They are viewed as markers in a particular location and conform
to a uniform design as part of a larger collection of road signs. The materiality and function
of road signs is primarily ‘to be seen’ (Berger, 1977). The Shetland Bus Memorial is a
physical monument that is located in a car park so as ‘to be seen’; both the road sign
displays and The Shetland Bus Memorial form a part of the working landscape that is in
constant reference to human activity (Cohen, 2007). Within the example of the memorial,
however, its singular presence (unlike the multiple road signs) is viewed in a less generic
manner and has a different symbolic function (Geertz, 1973). The school art murals
depicting The Shetland Bus operation follow a similar modus operandi, with a semipermanent display within commercial industry which is designed to be physically accessible
to a wide audience (Goffman, 1969). The act of seeing is a relationship of interaction in
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specific geographical locations. Although it has been discussed in previous chapters that
landscape narrative is not static, the positionality and functionality of visual forms are not
mutually exclusive aspects of visuality (Rose and Tolia-Kelly, 2012).

Compiling an inventory of physical features within the perceived boundaries of the
community is a primary practice of fieldwork and geographical observation (e.g. broch,
castle, road signs etc). This provides a particular type of information, such as building
styles, forms of occupation and characteristics of culture (Penn, 2000). Within the example
of Scalloway, the early travel writers wrote of their ‘surface’ observations, and in some
examples attempted to replicate the visual elements so readers might also ‘view’ them
(Tudor, 1883; Hibbert, 1931). Removal of a physical feature which has been ‘recorded’,
either in image or description preserves the knowledge of it within the landscape. An
example of this in Scalloway is Williamson’s photographic studio, which featured in the
story of The Shetland Bus school art mural (Figure 5.23). The removal of its physicality
from its historic location is retained as an imaginary feature due to its preservation in the
narrative accounts and in the memory of certain generational groups. Children too young to
remember the photographic studio are unable to ‘view’ it, except from secondary sources of
information (see Appendix 8f).

The act of observation extends beyond ‘face-value’ or surface observations. An outsider
might physically ‘see’ evidence of human activity within the landscape, from various
sources, but they might not understand the conceptual significance of what they are seeing.
The level of significance of human interaction is dependent on more than one perspective or
register; understanding the purpose of a cultural item, and why it has been created for the
purpose of being seen, requires a deeper level of access to narratives of shared meaning.
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The comprehension of ‘I See’ – as in ‘idea’
All cultures produce meanings based on the collective experience or knowledge of the
group. Within the production of meanings is a nuanced recognition that this is directed or
influenced by hierarchies, events and ideologies. Distinct cultural groups are therefore
identifiable by a set of shared beliefs, values or practices and associated behaviour that is
presented through symbolic traits and social learning. The associative registers of culture are
thereby interlinked across generations and through space and time. However, the ability to
‘see’ patterns within culture is grounded in a combined perspective of insider access and
outside recognition of difference.

Whilst an outsider will be able to identify visual elements of culture, it will be more difficult
for them to understand or perceive the significance of a culturally rooted concept (Cohen,
1987). The travel writers and photographers that journeyed to Shetland on the maritime
highway documented their impressions of life in the islands. These perceptions produced an
understanding of Shetland and Shetlanders as different from that found elsewhere,
particularly to Mainland Scotland or England. The characterisation of islanders was implied
from written descriptions that were subsequently transferred and re-interpreted through the
medium of photography. The framing of Shetland identity was founded on characteristics of
naturalistic locational occupational forms (Blaikie, 2001). The documentation of these early
observations and the practice of framing a particular way of seeing Shetlanders in their
native environment engendered a primitivising process of perspective (West and Ansell,
2010). This is a conceptual pattern of culture which we can ‘see’ as a process of cause and
effect; in which the writers created an ‘idea’ of Shetland.

Grady observes cultures as ‘repositories of meaning’ (1996). The legacy of historical
narrative and multiple cultural references create a dynamic and interactive social space
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(Shariq, 1999). The comprehension of cultural concepts is learned through the socialisation
process and the ability to shift one’s gaze between dimensions of social practice (Braden,
1992). The instruction of tradition, language and perspective (Anderson, 2006) provides a
set of tools for the negotiation of cultural space (Porter, 1998). Without the inside
knowledge of the 19th century herring station at Port Arthur, the location of the NAFC
Marine Centre would not maintain the cultural idea of continuity with an historic maritime
space within the landscape (Cronin, 1998). The learning of cultural perspective produces a
deeper dimension of cultural meaning and understanding than primary observation; the
physicality of Scalloway Castle becomes a location for collective narratives of subjugation,
oppression, status and control (Anderson, 1992; Hunter, 2000). The Shetland Bus Memorial
becomes a location for the collective remembrance of an event in Scalloway’s recent history
(Pearson, 2005; Hems, 2006) and the perception of a cultural connection with Norway
(Jones, 1997; Ashworth, 2007). Through the cultural ‘repositories of meaning’ (Grady,
1996), the physical design of The Shetland Bus Memorial maintains an ideological and
symbolic set of references (Iverson, 2000; Anderson, 2006).

Cultural positioning is central to the ability to understand communications within their
cultural context; the road signs, which were earlier considered physical markers of location,
are transformed into locations for political advertising and visible political protest (Hall,
1997; Mitchell, 2000). Immersion within the cultural landscape of symbols, imagery and
tradition performs what Elliot and Wattanasuwan described as developing the “interpretive
community” through an “advertising literacy event” (1998: 138), and the conceptual
merging of perspectives. However, the insinuation of “cultural prejudices” (Dewey, in
Thomas, 2009: 19-20) into acceptance becomes the “genius” of the culture that Benedict
(1934: xvii) considered pivotal to understanding cultural identity. The Norseman’s Bias is
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identification of a cultural practice, or “genius” (Benedict, 1934: xvii); demonstrated across
a range of cultural discourses, and through space and time (Braden, 1992).

This thesis has recorded a cultural bias in Shetland that directs attention towards a Nordicbased heritage, termed the ‘Norseman’s Bias’. It has been illustrated as a bias and not as
identification because it is a periodic expression in the ornamentation of culture. Shetland’s
geographical positioning – triangulated between Scotland and Norway – has been shown to
be formative in historical narrative of political tensions, cultural interaction and the
diffusion of ideas. It is suggested that, although Shetland has been under the control of
Scottish institutions since the fifteenth century, its history of a Norse past provides a
counter-cultural claim to Scottish influences. It is apparent from evidences collected in this
thesis that the Norseman’s Bias is a visual bias, demonstrating an understanding of the
power of images and the implied uniformity of collective metaphors.

Seeing narratives hidden from the public domain
The foundational aim of this thesis was to investigate and present the evidences of cultural
interchange using a visual sociological approach. Within this dialogue there was an
indication that the production and consumption of cultural ideas is largely based on what is
perceived and what is portrayed. This formed an integral part of the methodology employed
in the course of this thesis, chiefly, that adequate interpretation of results requires a dual
insider-outsider approach. An insider will, by virtue of cultural positioning, be more
equipped to access local networks and registers that would not be accessible to an outsider.
Comparatively, an outsider will be able to see aspects of culture that are locational and
different. The combined insider-outsider perspective is able to identify significant elements
in addition to then being able to access the field of inquiry and follow this through with an
interpretation of its local and wider significance.
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The advantage of insider access to the socialisation network is a learned appreciation that
narratives of a particular place are multi-layered and more complex than primary
descriptions of locational character (Goffman, 1969; Cohen, 1987; Cohen, 2007). It enables
the researcher to reflect upon local patterns of culturally significant activities or practices
that an outsider might not be able to identify or access; physically, socially or linguistically.
It is also apparent that the ability to ‘see’ differences of culture, or the ability to identify
variables, develops from a perspective that can situate between both the inside and the
outside (Rawkins, 1978; Eriksen, 2001; Buer, 2002). This dual perspective draws upon
experience and history to interpret visual statements encountered; the ability to switch from
one way of seeing to another (Shariq, 1999). Interpretation of cultural patterns is therefore
necessarily dependent on perspectives, perceptions and accessibility.

Investigations into the visuality of public narratives emphasises that there are a series of
locational narratives that are not publically accessible (e.g. see the discussion relating to
Figure 5.25). The identification of narratives which are not publically represented results
from the cultural positioning of insider/outsider; it is facilitated by the culturalisation
process of context and shared meanings, and the identification of a locational practice of
cultural bias (i.e. an unbalanced view). Within the course of undertaking this thesis, various
examples of hidden narratives were explored for their potential contribution to the cultural
heritage of Scalloway. From these accounts, the idea of ‘hidden’ narratives can be classified
into three main categories: 1) Personal narratives that have not been previously publically
disclosed, such as the example provided by Jimmy Laurenson (Chapter Five); 2) Narratives
which are publically known to a particular generation or community, such as the family
legacy of the boat, Pilot Us LK 271 or Scalloway Shellfish Limited, but which have not
been considered for the recording of oral history or heritage signposting; 3) Historical
narratives that have been overshadowed or withheld by an institutional practice of bias, such
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as in the example of the Upper Scalloway dig, which provides an earlier timeframe for the
human history of Scalloway but the Norseman’s Bias elevates Nordic heritage above this
significance (Jakobsen, 1985).

Seeing culture as an experiential process
The sharing of human meanings particular to a cultural group is a process that is dependent
on participation and interaction. This interaction develops patterns of repetition and
collective narratives. The inheritance of cultural narrative attests to the knowledge transfer
process between one generation and another. It confirms that culture is a learned experience
that is interconnected with landscape, community and social structures. Within this dynamic
structure, human experience interprets perceptions of cultural connection through emotive
forms of memorialisation. The absorption of experience is a form of knowledge transfer, or
cultural consumption. Shariq proposes that,

Knowledge transfer has played a central role in the creation of our modern world. It
is inconceivable to function in the world today without, for most of us, first spending
a significant number of early years being educated. (1999: 244)

Within the process of socialisation there are opportunities for participation in various
activities, whereby absorption of experience is a central aspect (Hobsbawm, 1983; Jenkins,
2008). The concept of experience as a form of learning is a nuanced understanding of
heritage practice; as exemplified by the tour of a castle, or the ability to ‘touch’ the material
culture of the ancestors (Buass, 2012). On an inter-cultural level, James (2000) proposes
that people’s beliefs about themselves are inherently interlinked with identification with a
suitably historic past and the perceived value of cultural connection.
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A child’s understanding of their environment has the propensity to reflect cultural values or
an awareness of something significant. The school art survey emphasised the visual
conceptualisation of place by Shetland schoolchildren (Appendix 7). Within this study it
was clear that immersion within Shetland culture produces particular impressions of place
(Hall, 1999). It intimated the idea that the repetition of experience produces narratives that
are woven into community networks, familial identity and geography of place (Mitchell,
2000). Grady proposes that the effects of human agency and activity within culture can
direct visual methods of investigation in order to capture the ‘dimensions of experience’ of
human interaction (Grady, 1996). He reflects that,

If visual sociology has a contribution to make to epistemology it is that it is has
acknowledged that we are endowed with bodies and should learn to use them better
than we do. (Grady, 1996: 21)

Cultural narrative extends beyond a collection of stories pertinent to a given place
(Gudmunsdottir, 1996); it indicates the significance of local practices (Nicolson, 1972;
Nicolson, 1981) and the relevance of patterns of behaviour (Gerrtz, 1973; Mirzoeff, 1998).
It was suggested in the above dialogue that a collaborative nature of occupation amongst the
early settlers of Shetland developed cultural traits specific to the utilisation of resources and
interaction in the landscape (Fenton, 1976; Dockrill, 2002). Furthermore it has been seen in
this thesis that cultural interchange and the designation of insider/outsider positions are not
confined to geography of place, but to recognition of temporal spatiality (Pred, 1984). What
this means is that cultural narrative must be taught (Benedict, 1934; Mead, 1958). It could
therefore be said that narratives of place particular to Scalloway form an inheritance that
require processes of participation and maintenance.
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Patterns of interchange have been shown to influence local practices or cultural
characteristics, in addition to the mobility of cultural identity traits. The implication of a
repetitious pattern is that it enters collective narrative as a unifying thread. This observation
was evidenced with the vignette of the Shetland Bus Memorial. Within this study it was
evident that shared experience connects people in a particular way. Unification through
experience is a social property and therefore limited to a social group, in addition to being
limited temporally and spatially. Inter-cultural connections between Scalloway and Norway
are linked to the active remembrance of this World War Two event, and this experience has
become an integral part of social memory and knowledge transfer.

Making culture visual
Throughout this thesis, images have been utilised and where appropriate, interpreted as part
of the narrative surrounding Shetland culture. It has been argued that photographs are of
value to an understanding of the creation of a particular Shetland identity. It has also been
recognised that images or photographs require active engagement for their interpolation or
significance in the wider public account. Visual sociology has been utilised to illustrate how
expressions or visual statements contain hidden lexicons and cultural metaphors. A reading
of these statements is dependent on cultural perspective and the perception of historical
dialogism. A visual sociological account of cultural geography addresses the process of
locational interchange that imparts specific characteristics which are repetitiously
maintained.

The drawings provided by the school art survey advocate the necessity for an accompanying
interpretative contribution; though the motivational factors behind each image were
important and interesting for that discussion, the labelling of place and activity was more
consequential. Without the added contextualising afforded by the child’s insight or
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directionality, the concept of the drawing could not be fully accessed by an outside
audience. The same principle applies to the collections of Shetland photography,
emphasising Berger’s (1977) observation that the text accompanying an image is influential
in the way it is understood. Blaikie reflects that,

The potential danger facing historical interpretation lies in a failure to appreciate
how the mythical aspects of the medium are implicated in its utility as a treasury of
illustrative evidence. In highlighting this elison, the researcher must engage in a
cultural analysis both of the communities at issue and of those who have pictured
them. (Blaikie, 2001:347)

The visual narration of culture replicates cultural forms and norms that are unconsciously
absorbed and is a useful analysis in understanding the promulgation of particular identity
constructs (Lawler, 2011). Dewey’s philosophical stance on the communication of thoughts
concurs that cultural prejudices “insinuate themselves into acceptance” through the
mediators of “tradition, instruction [and] imitation” (Thomas, 2009). In making culture
visual, it creates an opportunity to explore the concept that societies produce “mythsystem[s]”, which Vito Signorile determines is “ a complex of dominating thought-forms
that determines and sustains all its activities” (1973:119). This resonates with the earlier
discussion on C. Wright Mill’s’ ‘triple-focus sociology’ of history, biography and structure
(see Macionis and Plummer, 2004). From the combined Dewey-Mill’s approach,
exploration of the duality of ‘tradition and history’, ‘instruction and biography’ or ‘imitation
and structure’, a pattern of intellectual thinking emerges that helps us to understand the three
main influencing roles affecting identity constructs.
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A strong feature to emerge out of this thesis is the practice of utilising images or imagery to
intimate authentication of cultural narrative and identity; it marks a cognitive shift from
function to form with regard to cultural characteristics and the presentation or portrayal of
unified cohesion within a physical space or a defined group (Swartz, 1982; Hobsbawm,
1983; Anderson, 2006). Active practices of the ornamentation of culture departs from
unconscious repetition of something that is learned or passed down generations, to
something that is consciously expressed for the particular purpose of being seen as
culturally distinct; Benedict’s “genius” (1934). Examples of this are the jewellery tradition
of the Northern Isles (Davidson, 1969; Tait, 2010), which maintain a nuanced political
protest, and the transposition and sanitisation of The Pilot Us from working vessel to
heritage attraction (Figure 5.38).

The manner in which images, symbols, and photographs are appropriated confirms the
communicative depth of visual media, and forms an inter-cultural register of identity traits
(Eriksen, 2001). An inter-cultural visual register is similar to recognising a different
language (Crystal, 2000), but with the understanding that, like a language, it has lexical
patterns which can be learned and accessed. What this means is that whilst visual registers
can be intentionally utilised to present a particular impression by an inside group, this
semiotic method (Geertz, 1973) can also be utilised by outsiders in an attempt to gain access
or legitimacy on the inside. The ornamentation of culture is significant to cultural geography
because it transcends perceived boundaries and is afforded mobility through the movement
of populations. Furthermore, the visual aspect of the ornamentation of culture makes it of
use in political claim, the assertion of difference, or the exertion of authoritarian control.

Explicit attention has been given in this thesis to cultural expressions of local identity forms.
Within the above discussion of the contribution of photography to Shetland narrative, it is
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apparent that images of locational characteristics – of people and place – became a familiar
decorative household item of expressing personal cultural geography. To some extent
photography and tourism developed in tandem; through the affordances of the maritime
highway and the development of transportation, tourism to the islands introduced new
occupational opportunities. The inter-connective properties of these areas and subsequent
interest in local products developed an appreciation of the commodification of occupational
forms. The functionality of the production of materials thereby transposed the main
emphasis towards a symbolic form: commodities that were transformed through
modification to be representative.

The review of Shetland literature in Chapter Four suggested that Norse institutional
structures – such as language and law – were contributory factors to the strength of Norse
based heritage in Shetland. Although antiquarian interest in the historical narrative of
Shetland’s past acknowledged pre-Norse influences, it actively reinforced the significance
of Norse influences as distinctly ‘cultural’ in form. The earlier trace of material culture
evidences – the Neolithic, Pictish and Celtic – reinforced the antiquity of human occupation
in the landscape, but was obviously less cohesively documented. Antiquarian writers40
proposed that the “primitive” nature of the inhabitants (their dialect, appearance and
customs) was evidence of an authentic culture that had remained close to its point of origin;
pointing to Scandinavia as its cultural base. This is crucial to comprehending the impetus
behind visual statements of cultural authenticity in Shetland.

Whilst several themes of ornamentation emerged from this thesis with regard to the visual
and narrative accounts of Shetland, this thesis focused especially on the transient nature of
the symbolism of cultural branding of a perceived Nordic heritage. This methodology
40

From the early eighteenth century onwards: e.g. Brand in 1700 (published 1883), Hibbert (1931, first
published in 1822), Tudor (1883).
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identified patterns of human occupation through retrospective visual culture studies coupled
with historical discourse. It produced an impression of the Scalloway area as an
international space, with overlapping periods of cultural interchange between local
inhabitants and influencing forces originating from outside. It has been seen from this study
that the characterisation of history into periods is directly related to the process of cultural
interchange and not ‘naturalistic’ developments in technology or discoveries of new
resources in the locale. Whilst these factors are important, they have a limited capacity and
the archaeological evidence of early cultural life in Shetland suggests diffusion and trade as
the underlying influences of change. The architectural discourse enhances the understanding
of cultural interchanges by considering the perceived necessity to visually demonstrate
power and authority through the construction of fortified dwellings; implying perceptions of
tension between an inside and outside population. The Norseman’s Bias has indicated that
by making culture visible, the internalised processes of ‘seeing’ locational significance from
an inside perspective is greatly enhanced.

7.3 Framing a theory of cultural interchange
The investigation into the constituting elements of cultural identity in Shetland indicates that
it is predicated on an historical process of interaction amongst and between populations.
Shetland’s island geography and archaeological record indicates that the original settlers
utilised the maritime highway to discover, explore and inhabit the Northern Isles.
Subsequent periods of history have been marked by successive waves of culturally distinct
groups who identified the islands as a suitable base that was situated between other
significant places. For this reason, Shetland’s history (and maritime history) is characterised
by numerous influences originating outside of the islands. Within the dialogue of locational
culture there are inter-regional examples of the relationship between visual and material
objects, the designation of space and the presentation of a culture of difference. Against this
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background a theory of culture can be formulated which demonstrates that ‘process’ is the
principal mechanism of cultural interchange. The design purpose of a theoretical model is to
visually demonstrate the process of interchange so that it can be ‘seen’ as a cultural pattern
of practice.

There are many variables to consider in the design of a theoretical model of culture,
specifically because of the complexity of the term ‘culture’ (Williams, 1983). Within the
above discussion on seeing cultural patterns of practice, it was suggested that cultural
geography is a significant consideration. However it is recognised that geography is
understood in culturally relativistic terms, therefore the perception of spaces and places is
culturally designated: Braden recognises that, “...as a region is a human construct, its
identification in a specific slice of time...also informs its character” (1992: 239).Previous
models of culture, such as Paul du Gay’s in Hall’s book Representation (1997: 1) do not
consider how the meaning of culture affects the process or the context. This must be
addressed if cultural models are to be applicable and able to withstand the fluidity of
cultural change and adequately engage with the production of meanings and how this is
influential on cultural identity. The theoretical model of “sender-message-receiver”
(Thwaites et al, 2002:2) from visual sociology contributes the understanding of a relational
process of communication, but does not account for cultural positionality (Shimoni, 2006).
A recurring theme throughout this thesis has been the formalisation of inside and outside
perspectives; a discourse that is repetitiously referred to within the disciplines of sociology
and geography (Cohen, 1987; Mitchell, 2000). Therefore this is a significant consideration
in the design of a theoretical model.

Friedmann’s geographical model of regional development (1966; in Sugden, 1982)
illustrates the manner in which different spaces are considered from a centralised ‘core’
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perspective. Within this model there is a utility in the delineation of different spaces and the
identification of regional variations (see Figure 6.1 in Chapter 6). This conceptualisation of
geography is mirrored in Badone’s proposal that “identity needs to be conceptualised in
terms of a series of nested local, regional, and national levels” (1987:186). Her suggestion
builds on the earlier work of Cohen (1982), and recognises that the discussion of ‘borders’
is culturally significant. Badone acknowledges that,

...from the internal perspective of a member of regional ethnic minority, there may
be multiple local boundaries differentiating one’s own group from those of others,
both within and outside of the ethnic boundary that separates the minority from the
dominant national culture. A useful perspective for understanding the relationships
among these boundaries is provided by the work of Cohen (1982), who envisages
place-related identity in terms of a series of ascending and descending ‘levels’.
(Badone, 1987:162)

The concept of multiple ‘levels’ of local identity from an “internal perspective” (Badone,
1987) is different to Friedmann’s concept of ‘spaces’ from an external perspective (Sugden,
1982). The relativistic nature of cultural positionality thereby impacts upon the
identification of borders and boundaries. Situated within this discussion, Cohen’s work on
“locality” determines that the internal perspective is a crucial consideration:

...boundaries can be drawn at various levels of society, again depending on purpose.
Thus, I might choose to identify myself as British, Scots, Shetlander, Whalsayman,
or as...some particular...nexus in Whalsay...It should...be recognised that “belonging
to locality”, far from being a parochial triviality, is very much more of a cultural
reality than is association with gross region or nation. (Cohen, 1982:10)
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The “cultural reality” of “belonging to locality” (Cohen, 1987:10) anchors the model design
on a cultural geography approach (Mitchell, 2000) and intimates that these levels are
indicative of cultural accessibility. The designation of “levels” (Badone, 1987; Cohen,
1987) postulated from an internal Shetland perspective of cultural space(s) are categorised
in Table 7.1. Following Friedmann’s example of designating a ‘core’ region, level one on
this model represents a cultural space considered from its internal or central perspective,
with subsequent levels of belonging or association in “ascending and descending levels”
(Badone, 1987:162).

These are conceptual locations of access that facilitate insider/outsider interaction, reversing
the pattern of imposed external classifications of space (e.g. Friedmann, 1966, in Sugden,
1982). Each of these categories provides the opportunity for further analysis from both a
structural and functional perspective (Smith and Riley, 2009); especially level one which
produces extended familial and interweaving social networks. Focusing on the types of
interchange evidenced in level one, the results of this investigation suggested that there were
various levels of consciousness with regard to, for example, Scalloway’s historical past and
the continuation of knowledge transfer. Being known on level one provides the deepest
form of insider narrative.

Level two illustrates the subordination of, e.g. Scalloway, to a larger group, or collective,
and is especially appropriate in a discussion of regional identification. Focus is directed
towards the placement of Scalloway within Shetland as a whole and the significance of its
location. Level three supports a third form of interchange that can occur at either level one
or two, where there is a tendency for all groups to be collectively identified in opposition to
a completely unprecedented incomer, who is nowhere locally known at level one. An
example of level three interchange would be the arrival of a non- local fishing boat into
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Scalloway harbour, or a tour bus of tourists visiting for the day (Appendix, 3, Table 14).
Additionally, level three would apply to visiting academics or travel writers; due to the
transient nature of their visits, they would never fully become part of level one and therefore
always on the outside of insider narrative. However, this designation of space does not
specify how long a person must be situated within the community in order to qualify as a
member of level one – it is assumed that they are, purely by membership of habitual
location. However, in the formulation of a model of cultural interchange, this aspect of
temporality must be addressed.

Table 7.1: Designating levels of cultural space

L1 Between people of a given community

A settlement, village or island
e.g. Scalloway

L2 Between people of a given community in its
wider cultural context

A settlement, village or island
within a larger cultural identifier
e.g. Scalloway and Shetland

L3 Between people of a given culture and people

e.g. Shetland and non-Shetland

from outside of this inter-regional cultural
space

L4 Between émigrés of a given culture relocated in e.g. Emigrants from Shetland in
a new geographical and cultural climate
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Scotland or New Zealand

The objective of this thesis is to concentrate attention on cultural forms and it is therefore
suggested that these categories are signposts, which indicate the various divisions of cultural
accessibility and the significance of social forms of communication and exchange. A visual
counterpart of Table 7.1 is provided in Table 7.2, which builds on the structural design of
Friedmann’s (1966, in Sugden, 1982) visuality of spatial regions. The purpose of the spatial
distinction model in Table 7.2 is to demonstrate the dynamics of interaction between these
spaces. Braden suggests that, “spatially...barriers enclose regions, but the boundaries are
constantly in flux as breaks are located” (1992:243), as is demonstrated by contemporary
Scalloway.

Distinction is made of L3 having two spatial functions – representing people of nonShetland origin in general (L3a) and the additional access point of the maritime highway
(L3b). Scalloway and Shetland are situated directly in and of a given world-space (not in the
physical geographical confines of Scotland per se), but outsiders utilising the seaways can
physically access Scalloway directly as it is a harbour village. It is not essential to pass
through Shetland in order to access it, but it is essential to be parallel to Shetland (L2) in
order to do this.

Level four has the osmotic distinction of two way accessibility, indicating a fluid
characteristic of emigrant pathways and cultural space; it represents the links of cultural
association and the delineation of a unique relationship created through journey narratives.
The satellite symbol in Table 7.2 identifies communication technologies within the
relativistic understanding of ‘universal’ space (i.e. orbiting satellites) that has the distinction
of crossing physical, spatial and cultural boundaries – facilitating the maintenance of
modern links across and between international spaces (Nash, 2001; Timothy and Boyd,
2003).
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Table 7.2: Spatial distinction model (contemporary Scalloway)

L3b

L3a

L2

L1

L4

Communication technologies

The conceptual frameworks for appropriate references to spatial distinction are provided by
Table 7.1 and Table 7.2, and directly address Handwerker’s forecast that “cultural
boundaries” must be considered “empirical issues” (2002: 107), but they are insufficient for
the consideration of temporality. Pred presents the idea of place as “historically contingent
process” (1984:280). His incorporation of time-space structuration theory recognises that
place is a process, “not a thing, and that both nature and society are simultaneously
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transformed” (Braden, 1992:239). Structuration proponents, such as Bourdieu and Giddens,
concur that the structuration of every social system “occurs in time and space” (Giddens,
1981:91; cited in Pred, 1984:281), but Pred argues that they have not been able to
“capture...the time-space flow of the structuration process” (1984:281). Consequently, the
design of a model of cultural interchange must consider that it is a process of human
interaction that occurs within space and time, it is a relationship between inside and outside
groups (levels), and it is centred on the perception of culture as a process of shared
meanings which transform the cultural environment.

The discourse of cultural accessibility is not confined to physical borders, but extends to the
understanding of narrative access and the processes of knowledge transfer and shared
meanings. Within the discourse of ‘levels’ of belonging, the focus of accessibility suggests
that ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ are relevant terms for distinguishing between both spatial and
temporal considerations (McNicoll, 1981; Pred, 1984). Shariq proposes that in order to
understand the manner in which “knowledge transfer has led to our civilization”, there
needs to be a method for the conceptualisation of the ‘”processes underlying knowledge
transfer” (1999:243). From the results of this investigation, knowledge and cultural
narratives can be considered ‘products’ of human activity (Barker, 2009), but Handwerker
acknowledges that the problem of culture is in the defining of the “intersection” of this
knowledge or product transfer because it is so complex (2002:106).

Analysis of the spatial distinction model (Table 7.2) identifies various levels that might be
considered ‘outside’, even though this might be within Shetland itself. This is because, as
intimated earlier, the term ‘outside’ is not an indictment against someone of non-Shetland
origin; it is, more specifically, a reference to someone outside of a particular space, time or
narrative. For example, the interconnectedness engendered through the culturalisation
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process or a shared “literacy event” (Elliot and Wattanasuwan, 1998:138) has the propensity
to create a barrier around cultural metaphors; significance of lexical items is therefore
confined to those with access to the cultural register. This facilitates the understanding that
insider/outsider debates are not specific to geographical location, or geography of origin, but
to levels of association, belonging and active legitimating.

Within Pred’s structuration theory of place, “participating individuals, without whom there
is no place as process” are referred to as “process participants”:

They are not regarded in one instance solely as producers, in another as residents, in
another as consumers, in yet another as perceivers of the environment, and so on.
Instead, process participants are regarded as integrated human beings who are
objects and subjects at once. They are regarded as people whose thoughts, actions,
experiences and ascriptions of meaning are constantly becoming through their
involvement in the workings of society and its structural properties. (Pred, 1984:280)

This approach relates to the nature of cultural groups producing culturally-specific meanings
which are in turn “consumed” by an external audience; this consumption in turn perpetuates
the production. The inside group is not free from outside cultural influences and so there is a
two-way process of interchanging cultural ideologies or products of culture. Nature and
human society interact; structures are created and changed, as in Gidden’s definition, a
system of rules that binds people together, both enabling and constraining them (Braden,
1992:243). As Shariq argues,

...knowledge is viewed as a product of human activity and as such it is studied as the
transfer or exchange of products and commodities...a more complete understanding
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of the knowledge transfer process requires acknowledging the fact that the
knowledge transfer process is ultimately a human-to-human process and since this
process is inherently interactive and dynamic, the knowledge, in essence, transforms
during the very process of its transfer. (1999: 243 – 244)

The formulation of a cultural interchange model, as a theory of perspective of the interaction
of people, place and the environment, is provided in Table 7.3. This model utilises
principles from visual sociology (Prosser, 1998), cultural studies (Hall, 1997) and semiotics
(Cobley, 2010; Penn, 2000), each of which identify and concur that “culture” is about the
production of meanings, signs and symbols.

Table 7.3: Formulation of Cultural Interchange model

Consumption of meanings
Production of meanings

Inside

Cultural Interchange
Outside
Production of meanings
Consumption of meanings
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The consumers of culture of cultural products may originate from inside or outside that
particular group; they may be spatial or temporal outsiders. Consider the upper half of the
table, labelled “inside”: the consumer is represented as parallel to the production, but an
outside consumer, originating from the bottom half of the table has to cross a physical or
cultural boundary (the space in the middle and the vertical arrows of blue and brown). The
diagram also identifies a gap between production of meanings and their consumption on
both levels (between the horizontal layers of blue and brown) – this recognises that there is
a temporal aspect between these two actions that illustrates transformation also occurring
within the structure of participating groups.

Identifying the platform of insider/outsider stance – that is, being able to see from both
perspectives – contributed to the identification of the designation of cultural space (Table
7.1) and the subsequent formulation of this as a theoretical process (Table 7.3). In
developing Table 7.3 it was considered that a visual representation of this process should
make no distinction between insider and outsider other than in name – both sides should be
depicted in equal measure (Williams, 1958); for it is only during and after cultural
interchange that the transformative process of cultural meanings and production of
meanings occurs (Robins, 1991). To make any further distinction between the labels of
‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ would be to infer an inequality in cultural significance and the
structures of power (Wainryb, 1993; Lawler, 2011). As Signorile reflects,

In a time when it is becoming more and more difficult to escape invalidating
neighbours, the beneficial possibilities of mutual validation, and the dangers of
invalidation, especially that exemplified by universalism, ought not be left
unexamined. (1973:130)
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Though people may identify themselves as belonging to a particular cultural group, their
interpretation of meanings do not necessarily conform to a uniform understanding (Geertz,
1993; Goffman, 1969). As the meaning(s) of culture(s) is not universal, there needs to be a
way of conceptualising it with locational variations. This means that it should
(paradoxically) remain culturally neutral; as no-one exists in a cultural vacuum this is
particularly challenging, and culturally-specific knowledge must not be assumed of other
cultures. The CI model considers this by not focusing on the cognitive process; it recognises
the individuality of people’s perspectives. In paraphrasing Giddens, Braden acknowledges
that neither “the structure of society” nor the “behaviour of individual agents” is
independent of the other (1992:239). Williams suggests the adoption of a “different attitude
of transmission” (1958:304), the origins of which ensure “genuine multiple responsibility”
(1958:320). By implication the process of cultural interchange is dependent on two-way
interaction in order to facilitate the production of a distinct cultural identity. It is also
evident that the relational characteristic of this theory, or model, implies that in being
consumers of outside cultures, the inside is altered, transformed or developed. The reference
to ‘interchange’ then locates the consumption of such knowledge – and its interpretation –
which in turn perpetuates the production, but does not necessarily correspond with the
original meaning (Benjamin, 2008).

Framing the theoretical approach to the research theme in this way avoids complex
discussion of ethnicity and race which, although relevant, misdirects and detracts from the
proposed field of study; cultural narrative (Gudmunsdottir, 1996). The utility of
conceptualising culture as a process is in recognition of the term’s linguistic origin (Smith,
2009) and removes the extraneous historical collection of definitions (Williams, 1983).
Whilst the historical development of the term is of consequence it can also be obfuscating to
the discourse. Although it was originally in reference to agriculture, it was fundamentally
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regarding ‘human activity’ (Herman, 2006). Every human society will have some type of
activity, even if it is about the most basic forms of survival, such as food, shelter or clothing
(Jones, 1997; Smith and Akagawa, 2009). The CI model allows us to consider the transfer
of knowledge, meanings, ideas and the interaction of people, place and materiality. Each of
these areas is represented on the model as a ‘product’ of culture, even in terms of the
landscape which has been altered by human activity (Nassauer, 1985).

To borrow from Pred, “it is not a theory that lends itself to formal testing, but a theory that
is meant to inform the questions posed by researchers inquiring into real situations in actual
places or regions” (1984:282). The CI model is a contribution to the theoretical study of
culture, visuality and island heritages. The benefit of CI theory is the facility to ‘see’
cultural processes and thereby recognise that the interaction of human activity is of
consequence. As this investigation has indicated, the concept of culture and cultural identity
engenders strong feelings (James, 2000). Cultural groups create and maintain borders which
can be physical or conceptual (Cohen, 1987; Nagel, 1994). CI theory engages directly with
these levels of belonging as intersections of human activity. The crossing of, and interaction
at, these ‘spaces’ is of political interest (Hall, 1999). Within this thesis there have been
examples of political cultural practice, with the Norseman’s Bias identified as a locational
cultural theory specific to Shetland. This was identified in order to evidence culture as a
process of shared meanings, but also to illustrate the impact of its movement and human
activity in recognition of CI theory.

The cultural interchange model allows us to consider the fluidity of culture (Rose and ToliaKelly, 2012). However, culture has been demonstrated to be temporally mutable and
therefore the common markers of identity will be particular to the shared meanings
significant to a given generation. The process of cultural interchange demonstrates that the
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production, consumption and maintenance of meanings involve a process of movement
between different agencies, whose influence or participation will have a transformative
effect on shared meanings. The concept that cultural identity is maintained through a fixed
set of markers is therefore untenable when considered against the cultural interchange
theory. Markers of identity are in a constant state of negotiation and claim, from both the
inside and outside perspectives of social discourse. The CI model makes the process of
‘seeing’ a theoretical consideration and helps us to understand the formation of identity not
as an historical linear process, but as a cyclical process of cultural development and
reinvention.

7.4 Consideration of a new heritage practice
Within various forms of heritage practice it is recognised that images and photographs
comprise a rich cultural source that is often utilised for the evidencing of cultural claims,
historical narrative and identification within a given cultural space. Within the example of
Scalloway, the incorporation of visual media into the signposting of locational heritages
indicates that image related material has been considered significant by those making a
public visual statement. These heritages are indicators of those cultural markers perceived to
be of value to the wider cultural identification and shared narrative. The various ways in
which images are used and accessed demonstrates a level of public appreciation, but images
cannot stand alone as a single register – they must include a level of interpolation for the
purpose of communicating their significance; not only to an external audience, but also to
future generations. This section builds on the findings of previous chapters and utilises the
theory of Cultural Interchange, and the understanding of the Norseman’s Bias, for a more
cohesive heritage practice in Scalloway and Shetland. The study of visual sociology
indicates the value of images and lost narratives and ways to incorporate them into heritage
practice.
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This thesis has paid particular attention to expressions of culture displayed by a collective
group and those which are displayed by a larger, dominating authority. Within this
discussion it has been observed that there are variable perceptions and assertions of
ownership with regards to identity forms. There are expressions of culture originating from
an inside source and there is a level of subjugation of inside culture by an outside ‘authority’
(Nicolson, 1975). The perception of what constitutes inside and outside forms has been
illustrated by the designation of cultural space in Table 7.1, and the perspective of culture as
both a temporal and spatial process; from this it was seen that cultural accessibility is a
complex social structure of hidden cohesion. This section suggests how further appreciation
of the process of cultural interchange and visual sociology might be better utilised to present
heritage practice within Shetland.

Throughout this investigation multiple examples of heritage practice have been considered
with regard to the presentation of history and material artefacts; these examples indicate
how different perceptions of the past can actively affect its subsequent interpretation. Pred
suggests that, “place...always involves an appropriation and transformation of space and
nature that is inseparable from the reproduction and transformation of society in time and
space” (1984:279). A list of heritage structures visited as part of this investigation is
provided in Appendix 1 (Table 7) which encouraged the conceptualisation of distinct
cultural spaces and their significance to the narrative of culture. It consists of six different
geographical locations; Shetland, Orkney, Edinburgh, New Zealand, Norway and Faroe.

In Heritage Tourism, Timothy and Boyd suggest that “heritage is selective” and the,

...meaning of heritage ...has long since moved away from being associated with an
inheritance or legacy, which some commentators view as myopic and rather
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restrictive, to claims that heritage is ‘any sort of intergenerational exchange or
relationship’ (Graham et al 2000:1), where it is linked to broad concepts of identity,
power and economy. (2003:4)

Practices of interpretation in current heritage practice are indicative of limitations through
temporal dislocation. Consumers need to be able to engage with the human element of a
story and the contextual meaning of that activity in a specific place and time (Pred, 1984).
The manner in which the interpretation boards at Tingwall and at Scalloway Castle work is
in the depiction of people and human activity, which consumers can identify with (Penn,
2000). Interpretation boards demand a degree of ‘imagined communities’ (Anderson, 2006)
by the artist and by the consumer: this is facilitated by the visual aid being located within a
specific geographic environment for imaginative participation by the consumer.

Alan Braby’s detailed illustration of ‘Dun Carloway’ broch in Scotland (see Figure 7.1),
utilises visual sociology in a retrospective manner and allows the reader to engage with the
image and with the past in a way that the written word (or the remains of material culture)
alone does not. In terms of heritage practice, Braby’s reconstruction demonstrates that
visual mediums are powerful tools that enable (spatial or temporal) outsiders to gain inside
access. Viewing an interpretative reconstruction facilitates the conceptualisation of the
original material object within the landscape; it has been humanised and therefore becomes
part of the locational collective narrative in the ‘theatres of memory’ (Samuel, 1994).
Admittedly there is a degree of imaginative interpretation (Anderson, 2006; West and
Ansell, 2010). A similar method was employed for the new interpretative board at Clickimin
broch by Historic Scotland (see Appendix 8e). However, the interpretation board at
Clickimin has been criticised “...for being historically inaccurate” (Griffiths, 2009:3).
Griffiths reports that Brian Smith, the local Shetland Archivist, has described it as the
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“reductio ad absurdum of everything that has been written about brochs since 1980” and
archaeologist Val Turner has acknowledged that it is “a very peculiar interpretation [that]
wouldn’t be shared by many archaeologists” (2009:3).

At present, the historical site of Upper Scalloway’s broch (Sharples, 1998) and the early
traces of settlement in the village are not represented on the heritage trail. This reinforces
the notion that heritage practice is selective and idealistic, projecting an identity that is in
direct contrast to the chronology of the material culture. In the context of the interpretation
boards featured elsewhere in Scalloway and Shetland, a new heritage proposal for the
village might consider that public recognition of Scalloway’s early settlement be
represented for a more cohesive ‘picture’ of culture and the development of cultural space.

Figure 7.1: Envisaging life inside a broch;
by Alan Braby (Armit, 2005)
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In the Bryggens Museum in Norway this has been done with foresight and provision (see
Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4). This Museum was built over the remains of the earliest tenement
buildings in the Bryggen area; an historic maritime area. It is entitled, “Building-remains
from the town’s First Century”. The interpretative board provided next to the exhibit reads:

During the excavations on Bryggen, an extensive area under and around Bryggens
Museum was investigated. And it was here, along the shoreline beneath St
Mary’s Church, that traces of the oldest regular settlement yet found in Bergen
were discovered. These building remnants have been reconstructed in their
original positions and form the core of the exhibition on building-history.
(Bryggens Museum, Bergen)

The accompanying interpretation board goes on to say what the exhibition is comprised of
and how it relates to a successive layering of the Bryggen’s historical narrative. This virtual
deconstruction and reconstruction of a multi-period site provides a visual and multidimensional experience that cannot be adequately reproduced in any other manner but for a
person to be physically present. It is relational experience that connects the present with the
past and engages with the sociological imagination. Nash’s assertion that ‘ideas of roots and
ancestral belonging’ (2001:28) are related to political and ethnic claims is not without merit
(e.g. see Foucault’s ‘Biopolitics’, 2008), but overstates a more prodigious process of
touching the ancestral base as it is, or has been, known to a given generation. Political
assertions of ethnicity are relevant in a discussion of identity and forms of identification or
representation, but here the focus is more directly on ethnic communication. Culture must
be passed on for it to have meaning and intergenerational transfer. With every telling,
however, the meaning is transformed and further removed from its original point of origin
(Benjamin, 2008).
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Figure 7.2: Bryggen Museum;
Interpreting the earliest Bryggen site

Figure 7.3: A mezzanine cafe overlooks the reconstruction
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The Bryggen Museum demonstrates that in the presentation of the past, heritage structures
can contribute to the preservation or reconstruction of material culture, whilst also providing
a unique visitor experience (Adelman, 1998; Anderson, 2006).

Figure 7.4: Bryggen Museum – building on the past
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With foresight, the excavation at Upper Scalloway would have made a suitable position for
an Interpretive Centre for Scalloway in the style of the Bryggen Museum (Trebbi and
Havran, 2007). Removing the human remains and re-interring them elsewhere is
understandable (Pearson, 2005), but covering the site back up and permitting the
development of a housing scheme has once again removed this period of history from the
community and therefore weakened its significance.

A similar example of heritage-based experience at the Bryggen Museum was developed in
the Settler’s Museum in Dunedin, New Zealand. The reconstruction of the inside of an
emigrant ship creates an atmospherically ‘real’ experience for visitors (Figure 7.5 and
Figure 7.6). It is an immersion that provokes an imagining of the past that is shaped by
sight, sound, smell and the words of some of the original settlers from Scotland, England
and Ireland (Tilden, 2007).

Figure 7.5: Below decks; in Settlers mock cabin
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Figure 7.6: Feeling all at sea; creating an atmosphere

By encouraging the suspension of disbelief (Thwaites, et al, 2002), this interactive exhibit
removes the temporal and spatial distance between the present and the past, leaving a
residual memory in the visitors that replicates the teaching of cultural literacy (Elliot and
Wattanasuwan, 1998; Buass, 2012). The imprint of conditions on the ship heightens the
sensory perception that the individual registers of historical narrative, and photographs,
cannot fully communicate (Grady, 1996).

Traditional historical narrative has largely been based on documents to substantiate
evidence; forms of historical (re-) presentation have relied on first-hand observations such
as photographs, artists’ depictions, diary entries and letters of correspondence (Flinn, 1989).
Yet within this myriad of sources is a lost narrative. More specifically, it is a forgotten
experience (Johnston, 2010). The Otago Settlers Museum in Dunedin, New Zealand, charts
the settlement of the region, indicating areas of human interaction and cross-culturalisation.
It is categorised into distinct exhibitions; the Hall of History, charting human occupation in
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the landscape; the Transport Gallery, presenting a chronology of various modes of
transportation; the Hudson Gallery, a collection of fine art paintings by New Zealand artists;
the Smith Gallery, a collection of portraits of early settlers and other temporary exhibits.
Elsewhere in New Zealand, the museum of “Te Papa” is a “recognized world leader in
interactive and visitor-focused museum experiences” (source: WellingtonNZ.com). These
forms of experience-based heritage structures provide a template for a new interactive
practice of heritage within Shetland. As both Shetland and New Zealand are island groups,
they share many geographical, cultural and historical narratives (Butterworth, 1996; Philips
and Hearn, 2008; Johnston, 2010)

However, because historical periods are so far removed from living memory, the process of
consumer engagement with a more recent historical event is of a more personable nature
(Church, 1990). The photographs of the Shetland Bus operation in Scalloway represent
people and an event within living history (Figure 7.7). Sontag suggests that, “in teaching us
a new visual code, photographs alter and enlarge our notions of what is worth looking at and
what we have a right to observe” (1979:3). Within the Scalloway setting emphasis is
directed towards a particular narrative of place and cultural connection with Norway
(Abrams, 2005).

The various themes in Scalloway are indicative of a practice of looking at the locational past
with a sense of confinement of place that is afforded greater significance with the Shetland
Bus narrative. However, Blaikie recognises that, “the museum, as a repository for the
collections of various photographers, cannot naively be regarded as an agent enabling
mediation between insiders and outsiders” (2001:347). Adequate interpretation is
determined by the level of cultural accessibility; this places a greater emphasis of
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responsibility upon presenters of heritage to enable interpretation and the comprehension of
its significance. This has implications not only for visitors, but for future generations.

Figure 7.7: The
Shetland Bus
story in
Scalloway
Museum

Within the discourse of culture and narrative histories, it is recognised that there is an
increasing quantity of knowledge and information; Blaikie (2001) and Grady (1996) employ
the term “repositories” to refer to legacies of cultural meaning. Shariq recognises that,

As the growth of knowledge continues we are more than aware of the gaps in
knowledge – of what we as a society believe we already know, our difficulties in
maintaining it (even the relatively recent knowledge) accessible for future use. The
search for the lost knowledge of the past is well accepted...However what is less well
recognized is the preservation of knowledge developed in more recent times is a
challenge that we face today, which is just as important. (1999:244)
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Against the background, the elevation of certain aspects of cultural identity is
comprehensible when considered in relation to the “acceleration of the amount of
information” (Shariq, 1999:244) and the human process of selectivity. Heritage structures,
particularly museums, have a limited capacity for the physical display and presentation of
entire collections of material artefacts (West et al, 2010). Within this framework there are
institutional issues of accessibility; in terms of physical access, narrative histories and
cultural interpretation (West and McKeller, 2010). A visual sociological examination of
cultural expressions within Scalloway and Shetland supports the idea of a photograph as
being a material artefact in its own right (Banks, 2007). In many instances, individual
photographs are all that remain as evidence or proof of historical events or physical features
of the landscape since removed; for example, Robbie Rollie, or Williamsons photographic
studio (Appendix 8f). The original painting of Robbie Rollie was purchased at a Lerwick
auction and donated to the Scalloway Museum; yet years after this philanthropic donation
by a Scalloway resident, the painting is still not on display. Upon further inquiry and
request, the researcher was permitted to view the painting, but this was undertaken within
the storage facility of the museum.

A large collection of Shetland images is available to view online through a new facility
provided by Shetland Museum and Archives. As this is still a relatively new provision, it is
an area of heritage management that requires some consideration in terms of the
categorisation of photographic images and the correlation of adequate interpretative
materials; for example, the specificity of locale, or where possible, names of persons
depicted. There are obvious issues of accessibility with regard to retrospective labelling and
this is an appropriate example of a temporal displacement in the narrative history. In other
words, photographs contain information culturally specific to a time and a place (Braden,
1992; Blaikie, 2001). This means that, whilst an interpreter from the same locale could
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attempt to access the ‘story’ behind the image, if they are from a different generation they
will not fully comprehend the context or necessarily be able to recognise people from an
older generation.

Timothy and Boyd’s concept of heritage as a “relationship” (2003:4) is illustrated through
the Norseman’s Bias and the theory of cultural interchange. It is a development of the idea
of cultural “belonging” suggested earlier in the thesis and supported through the discourse
surrounding the maintenance of historic links between Shetland and Norway. It is further
supported by the consideration of ‘intergenerational exchange’ that has been evidenced in
the occupational narrative of Scalloway and the school art survey. It could be said then, that
heritage is the handover of cultural values and a determination towards a particular cultural
identity of choice. The collection of photographs of Shetland reveals differences between
insider and outsider expressions (Benedict, 1934). The example of Williamson’s “ponies on
the hills” (Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3) and the narrative surrounding his role creating “fake
Ids” (Figure 5.23) for The Shetland Bus operation, indicates that photographs were
employed in practices of deception; both to an inside and outside audience (Adelman,
1998). Sturken and Cartwright remind us that culture “is a process...not a fixed set of
practices or interpretations” (2001:4). These photographic artefacts are underestimated with
regards to their potential within public sociology and the presentation of culture. They are
underestimated with regards to the depth and breadth of their distribution, but more
specifically, with regard to their cultural accessibility and proximity.

In connection with the physical accessibility of cultural narratives, the identification of films
pertaining to Shetland indicated that this provision is under-utilised within heritage practice.
Access to this resource is both publically and geographically limited, with a larger
proportion of films of Shetland officially held within Scotland (Drummond, 2009).
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Although it has been evidenced that Shetland Museum and Archives provides a display for
the presentation of Shetland films held within its collection (e.g. The Rugged Island, SSA:
vc: 0991), the range of films on public display does not reflect the density of potential filmic
sources. Scalloway Museum currently does not provide this type of facility; considering the
utility of Chataway’s Away from it All (c1955) in relation to Scalloway, this resource is a
significant contributor to locational cultural history and narrative. As the example from
Settler’s Museum indicated (Figure 7.6), the presentation of films can enhance the
experience of the consumer.

The photographic work of Scalloway photographer, Clement Williamson, is further
evidence that the visual and narrative histories of Scalloway are under-utilised within
heritage practice (Prosser, 1998). Williamson’s collection is privately held and, with the
exception of those images already in circulation, the full extent of his legacy remains hidden
from the public. In comparison, the online display of George Washington Wilson’s
collection at Aberdeen University, and a series of publications by that institution of
Wilson’s collection (Gray, 1982), provides an accessible and public resource. It is a facility
that enables the interrogation of historical and geographical images as an evidential
resource, which contributes to the transfer of cultural knowledge and the holding of
locational cultural artefacts (Hobsbawm, 1999). From this example, the Shetland Museum
and Archives41, and Scalloway Museum, might consider that the legacy of Shetland images
is an under-utilised resource for public sociology.

Images are used in various ways in heritage practice, but there is a question here about
power, authority and implied meanings (Mirzoeff, 1998; Smith, 1999). It is a discourse on

41

Shetland Museum and Archives Photo Library
http://photos.shetland-museum.org.uk/
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perception and implication; between intended and interpreted meanings. The alteration to
Shetland road signs, specifically the thistle symbol, is a visible political protest. The thistle
represents Scotland and Scottish authority, but public contestation of it is an interpretation
of it as a ‘threat’; it is therefore a perception of cultural assimilation and subjugation. It is a
conscious recognition of the power of reinforced or implied nationalistic ideology through
the homogenising process – or implied unification – of multiple culturally distinct regions.

From the discourse surrounding the employment of photography in the Shetland identity,
imagery could be conceived as undergoing a similar process of layering, or stratigraphy, that
originated in geological descriptions (e.g. see Chapter Two). The practice of superimposing
images, one above another is part of a larger political or memorialising process by
individuals or cultural groups; for example, Shetland road sign alteration (Figure 6.4-6.6);
Viking graffiti in Maeshowe (Figure 6.23). Whilst the nature of this interactive process
(Shariq, 1999) can be debated; for example, whether it is graffiti or art (Thwaites et al,
2002), destructive or creative, individual or collective, this ultimately alludes to the power
of the image in making statements or expressions. In this way, there is a great deal of
symbolic identification relating to images and it must be considered that the symbolism of
identity creates both belonging and division according to perspective of positionality. It is a
dichotomous barrier state that has implications for a pluralistic society that supports
multiple identities (Ashworth, 2007). However, as these examples demonstrate, there is a
utility of using visual agency for the presentation of heritage and cultural meanings.

As a geographer, Pred (1984) considered time-space structuration theory as a key
consideration in cultural development and characterisation. This concept of the
interconnectedness of space and time is recognised by Shariq, who determines that,
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...a challenge and concern as to how knowledge that is codified at a given time and
place can be preserved for it to be usable by others at a different time and place.
(1999: 245)

In his analysis of a tradition of Scottish photography, Blaikie contributes to this discourse by
suggesting that “the task is one of constructing an appropriately intertextual reading...in
respecting the non-linear laws of memory...the discourse surrounding the images [needs to
be] multivocal rather than simply third-person.” (Blaikie, 2001)

At the forefront of creative responses to challenges faced by heritage practice, Settlers
Museum in New Zealand has responded by redeveloping their visitor experience strategy. A
new facility is currently being developed within Settlers Museum to provide consumers with
an “interactive kiosk” (Figure 7.8). The purpose of this facility is demonstrated by an online video on their website, which introduces the concept of a ‘virtual museum’; the
following set of screen shots (Figures 7.8 – 7.12) illustrates the manner in which this will be
accessed.
Figure 7.8: Settlers Museum: Virtual access point #1
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The interactive kiosk is designed to be a location for narrative inquiry pertaining to the
display of objects within the setting of Settlers Museum, with emphasis on the “Smith
Gallery” of portraits. The actor in Figure 7.8 (in the role of consumer), demonstrates that the
kiosk incorporates a ‘touch screen’ facility. In Figure 7.9, information on the screen
provides the consumer with a set of instructions on how to navigate the kiosk. This
information instructs the consumer to “walk” around the virtual exhibits and “tap” on the
image of a portrait for more information or for audio commentary (Figure 7.9).

Figure 7.9: Settlers Museum: Virtual access point #2

In Figure 7.10, the actor navigates the Smith Gallery exhibition of portrait photography and
selects an image for further information by tapping his finger on the screen. Each object
from the exhibit has been individually photographed and hyperlinked to a dedicated virtual
space. The portrait which this actor selects is magnified through the hyperlink facility in
Figure 7.11; providing brief biographical information of the subject(s).
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Figure 7.10: Settlers Museum: Virtual access point #3

Figure 7.11: Settlers Museum: Virtual access point #4
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This virtual museum experience addresses the issue of accessibility on both a physical and
cognitive level (Figure 7.12). Insider access is provided in order that the visitor might
research the biographical or narrative histories accompanying an artefact (especially
images).

Figure 7.12: Settlers Museum: Virtual access point #5

The virtual aspect of this facility has the potential to be incorporated in other places; in
respect of the focus of this thesis, a virtual kiosk in Scalloway would contribute to the
preservation of locational narratives. Blaikie reflects that, “in a discourse where older
people symbolise the last of the old order photographs become precious as final traces of the
existence of bearers of vanishing skills (2001:351). The example from Settlers Museum
provided the example of accessing portraiture, but this practice is transferable to other
products of culture made visual through photography. The transposition of the Pilot Us
from its base in Scalloway to a new location in Lerwick provides a suitable example of what
Timothy and Boyd (2003) were proposing as the interlinking of concepts and motives.
Whilst the vessel has an intangible relationship with the village of Scalloway, it has been
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divorced of its historical locational identity in order to be representative of a larger cultural
identification. A virtual facility has the potential to remedy the dislocation of narratives, by
creating pathways of cultural access in more than one location. The incorporation of new
technologies within heritage practice has the potential to create forms of remote access
using the Internet. This would develop the accessibility of heritage on a global scale;
heritage would not be solely confined to a specific geographical region. A ‘virtualising’
practice would help to safeguard the physicality of heritage and reduce the intrinsic conflict
issues of cultural ownership in heritage management and presentation (Jones, 1997).

The recent introduction of the institutional lending of cultural artefacts from the British
Museum and National Museum of Scotland, to regional museums in the Highlands and
Islands, has been an attempt to address historical issues of cultural ownership (see Appendix
8a). The short term return of the St Ninian’s Isle Treasure in Shetland, and the Lewis
Chessmen in the Western Isles, have been welcomed by their respective audiences (see
Appendix 8b). With the prescience of ensuring that locational iconic symbols specific to
each area involved are temporarily returned to their point of cultural origin, this new
practice of co-ordinating mobile exhibitions from the central ‘core’ to the ‘peripheries’ is
recognition that the cultural ownership of artefacts is a contentious area of cultural debate
(see Appendix 8c). Although Friedmann (in Sugden, 1982) was primarily concerned with
the economic transposition of regions in respect of a core, his model is appropriately suited
to the discourse surrounding the dissemination of cultural artefacts from place of origin to a
dominating cultural identifier based at the central ‘core’. This practice of the centralisation
of particular historical artefacts implies that these regions continue to be perceived as
‘remote’ or ‘peripheral’ in relation to the central core of the Scottish or British mainland.
The temporary nature of these mobile heritage exhibitions does not address the fundamental
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argument of cultural ownership and the subjugation and appropriation of island heritages to
larger, centralised institutions of Mainland Britain.

Whilst the virtual museum cannot fully resolve the post- colonial conflict of the acquisition
of cultural artefacts from the corners of the British Empire (and beyond) (Renfrew and
Bahn, 2004), its capacity for visual interpretation is revolutionary as it “transplants[s] reallife exhibitions...into a seamless 3D Virtual Heritage Experience”42. The transplanting of
physical exhibitions has a utility in terms of creating a facility that can be accessed
remotely, thereby contributing an accessible online repository of knowledge. However it
could be counter argued that the virtual element of such resources has the potential to detach
the consumer from the existential experience of the objects presented. Furthermore, as
places and spaces delineated for a particular function, the dynamic of heritage structures
encourages alternating degrees of contemplation and engagement by consumers (Pieper,
1998).

The war time theme of The Shetland Bus considered how photographs could trigger
forgotten memories or displaced narratives, which also emphasised the nature of the
photograph as evidence that something took place. The potential inferred here is that a
higher level of cultural access facilitated by a global virtual repository could encourage a
higher level of interactive discourse, public participation and elicit narrative contributions.
The example of Jimmy Laurenson, provided in Chapter Five, illustrates a lost Shetland
narrative that was preserved in anonymity through the maintenance of silence and the
emigrant process of departure; crucially, it was the process of return that re-created the
voice and assertion of that narrative against the visuality of the image (Figure 5.25). It is a
story within a story, contained within a photograph, which captures the social acceptance of
42

http://www.otago.settlers.museum/explore/virtual-museum
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photography as ‘evidence’ and in this particular historical instance, the importance of being
‘seen’.

The above discussion has illustrated a growing awareness of the relationship between the
visual and the material elements of culture (Rose and Tolia-Kelly, 2012). The example of
the virtual facility at Otago Settlers Museum directs attention towards a greater level of
interaction between these elements and between the consumer and the product. Virtual
presentations of heritage have the capacity to resolve the issue of space; a large percentage
of artefacts within institutions are kept in storage and not on display. Whilst the
consideration of physical space is not easily remedied, these hidden narratives could be
better represented. The utilisation of new information technologies presents an opportunity
for communities to represent themselves, independently of a practice of “branding” (Elliot
and Watanasuwan, 1998) imposed from external organisations (Appendix 8g). In relation to
island identities, this is of consequence as a facility for remotely connecting locational
heritages (Baldachinno, 2006). Williams proposes that,

Nobody can raise anybody else’s cultural standard. The most that can be done is to
transmit the skills...and at the same time to give open access to all that has been
made and done. (1958: 306)

The memorialisation of the past has also highlighted that social groups maintain their own
register of heritage practice. The Shetland Bus Society evidenced a high level of group
autonomy and the self-maintenance of a particular identification with the past. These
vignettes suggested that heritage practice is not confined to official structures or institutions,
but is an increasingly public and conscious way of looking at and relating to particular
memorial forms for the purpose of maintaining a sense of cultural identity. Surely what
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Timothy and Boyd (2003) were referring to of heritage as a ‘relationship’, is the way that
heritage relates to a modern audience, and conversely how a modern audience understands
their relationship with the historical past of a given time and place. The subject of access has
been encountered in terms of physical accessibility to material artefacts, but also to the
provision of interpretation or interaction. Moreover – and perhaps more specifically – a
‘relationship’ is a two-way process; the implication is that it is not enough to simply present
or consume information, but that there needs to be a counter emphasis of public
participation within the response of the consumer. As Williams suggests,

Active reception, and living response, depend in their turn on an effective
community of experience, and their quality, as certainly, depends on a recognition of
practical equality. (1958:304)

However, heritage practice cannot expect the consumer to be able to fully access the inside;
this requirement must be recognised and appropriate provision made for consumers of
culture; both in terms of spatial outsiders and the temporal outsiders of future generations.

The transformative function of cultural interchange means that what is produced on the
inside will eventually transform the identity of the inside, through the interchange of an
outside agent. If it is based on misrepresentation, or if there are gaps in the narrative, this
weakens the cultural base for future generations. Heritage practice must consider how
culture is presented, and consider the utility of visual sociology. If culture and ‘seeing’ are
processes of shared meaning, heritage practitioners need to consider this as a methodology.
Conceptualising culture as a process means that singling out one period is clearly a
misrepresentation. This creates the impression of continuity and uniformity, but is not
wholly accurate. This section has identified the potential contribution to heritage practice of
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a collaborative association between those who are presenting history or culture and those
who are being presented. The teaching of a cultural literacy amongst consumers is a process
of visual elevation between various forms of visuality. The promotion of a new heritage
practice within Scalloway and Shetland has the potential to be comparatively employed
elsewhere with the aim of suggesting the incorporation of new technologies to create an
online globally interactive repository of cultural knowledge and material artefacts which
facilitates cultural interchange.

7.5 Conclusion and Further Research
Within the context of Cultural Studies, this thesis has initiated the discussion of the
relationship between locational geographic factors and the characterisation of Shetland
identity, whilst utilising the theoretical framework of cultural interchange as the defining
mechanism of identity statements and narrative discourse. It has also introduced a
theoretical cultural perspective, the Norseman’s Bias, which directs attention to Nordic
heritage as a repetitious construct of locational identity, constructed through the dynamic
interchange between insiders and outsiders. This bias is overtly visual in nature and
illustrates a local practice of self-expression that is in a dichotomous state of being
simultaneously opposed and related to outside perceptions. The difficulty experienced by
social commentators in seeking to provide an absolute contemporary definition of culture is
because the fundamental elements of culture are temporally and spatially specific. The
meanings of culture are relative; characteristics and narratives which are considered to be
distinct are in fact labile.

The materials presented in this thesis demonstrate that the process of cultural interchange
has been formative in the development of locational identity. Since the arrival of Shetland’s
first settlers there have been successive ‘layers’ or ‘periods’ of human occupation in the
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landscape. The maritime highway has afforded populations a high degree of mobility, in
respect of both occupation and emigration. Contemporary journey properties replicate the
search for ancestral origin and the boat motif is a particularly strong emblem in local visual
statements. The focus of this investigation was Scalloway, the ancient capital of Shetland.
Within this setting, particular examples of cultural interchange were identified in terms of
spatial and temporal distinction; extending our understanding of Scalloway’s cultural
significance across generations and beyond Shetland’s geographical placement.

The characterisation of Shetland and Shetlanders addressed in the literature review indicated
a traditional written account based primarily on visual observations and secondary
evidentiary sources. Deliberation on the emergence of locational characteristics identified
narrative histories as contributory to a process of downplaying the strengths (or claims) of
people and place; resulting in the primitivisation of Shetlanders. Within this discourse was
the proposal that the further removed from a perceived centre of power, the less advanced or
developed a geographical region will be. This reinforced the spatial distinction of geography
as a consideration for terms such as ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ and how this can affect
perceptions and perspectives of culture. The ability to “see” cultural distinction necessitates
a dual perspective of insider/outsider objectification. An insider is afforded a deeper level of
social access to narrative structures (or patterns) eluding an outsider. However, an outsider
will be able to identify elements of locational difference. Culture therefore needs to be
understood as different, but relational, to externally generated meanings and simultaneously
understood across the levels of interconnection on a social, temporal and spatial level.

This thesis identified the Norseman’s Bias as a locational cultural theory that is frequently
utilised to express an overtly Nordic identification in the islands. It may very well be that
the Norseman’s Bias is a compensatory mechanism to fill the incompleteness of the physical
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evidences of a Nordic past. Whilst the Norse period is important in terms of its cultural
institutional legacies – such as language and law customs – this cultural leaning is in direct
opposition to Scottish or British control of the islands. However, although there is evidence
to suggest that some aspects of culture is visually intensified, evidence presented in this
thesis reveals that there are other aspects that remain hidden from the ornamentation of
Shetland culture.

Whilst there is a strong evidentiary base of visual sources in Shetland, there is little
recognition of the need to interpolate them. To create something means to destroy
something else. In terms of culture and its cyclical nature, the fluidity of culture is
constantly adapting and changing. The implications of this are that cultural identities are
perceived as fixed; something perceived to be constant in world of constant change.

This thesis contributes to Culture Studies by formulating a theoretical model of culture as a
process of knowledge transfer of shared meanings; this creates a framework to inform the
questions generated by researchers in this and related fields. The Visual Sociology approach
of this investigation demonstrates the complex character of communication, of the
relationship between visual and material objects, and the nuanced role of cultural literacy. In
the context of Island Studies, the conceptualisation of geographical and cultural space is
understood as a dynamic and interactive location for the development of identities. In
relation to the intersection of cultural identities and the role of culture as repositories of
knowledge, heritage practice must consider the challenges of knowledge transfer for future
generations.
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Further research
Cultural Studies is intrinsically varied as it requires the gathering of material from a wide
range of sources. In terms of cultural and legacy related understandings of further research,
detailed work can usefully be undertaken on examining the cultural activity around the
subjects addressed in this thesis. Detailed analysis of the history and legacy of photography
in Shetland has never been fully undertaken as an independent project, even though a large
photographic archive exists. Within the presentation and display of Shetland images there
needs to be a fuller engagement with the practice of interpolation, in order that visual
cultural sources can be accessed and contextualised; both in terms of insiders and outsiders.

The justification of selected case studies for this thesis, and the practicality of time
constraints in undertaking research, resulted in the exclusion of some subjects from further
investigation. Emigration was identified within the narrative of the construction of identity
and nuanced through a rediscovered narrative of a Shetland émigré from New Zealand, but
emigration was not directly addressed as a case study. Recognising that this is of
significance to cultural identity, the model of cultural interchange utilised this dual aspect of
cultural identity as a form of interchange (Level Four). However the historical discourse of
emigration from Shetland has received inadequate academic attention, especially when
considered against the contemporary cultural links maintained between émigrés and
Shetland, despite the geographical distances involved (Nash; 2001; Johnson, 2010).

Whilst the international research undertaken for this thesis was primarily for the evidencing
of heritage practice and the visual display of cultural identities, the presentation of
emigration was more pronounced in these areas than it is in Shetland because of the strength
of émigré narratives in these locations. The recording and presentation of these narratives
within heritage structures integrates the living narratives of people with a significant event.
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The utility of this practice of narrative integration suggests that a similar project could be
undertaken in Scalloway, both for the re-integration of Scalloway émigré narratives and for
the integration of narratives pertaining to The Shetland Bus. The biographies of people
involved in The Shetland Bus are sporadic, fragmented and incomplete, yet still remain in
living memory. Further research could still realistically be undertaken on The Shetland Bus,
in terms of the sociological and ideological impact on individuals and the post- war
experience of people involved.

The intergenerational aspect of culture, evidenced through the methodological approach of
this thesis, has indicated that a study of culture ought to be considered in relation to a
vertical generational study, in addition to a horizontal generational study. It might be
considered for future research that the whole family unit could provide a functionalist case
study for the comparison of cultural characteristics between generations: for example, their
perceptions of events, the use of language in the home, the form and function of modes of
dress, etc. In particular, as the full narrative surrounding Scalloway’s occupational forms
has not been studied as part of this thesis, the study of occupational forms between family
members would provide a suitable focus of the continuities and discontinuities of traditional
occupational forms.

This thesis has indicated the strengths of the self-registration of history afforded by the
developments of new technologies. As Shetland’s historical cultural centre, it is anticipated
that further research could be undertaken on Scalloway by persons or people with Scalloway
connections, who understand the hidden cohesion of social networks, wider connections and
landscape history. Undertaking research on Scalloway and with particular emphasis on the
way in which heritage is currently presented has indicated that there is a gap in the narrative
pertaining to upper Scalloway and the Tingwall Kirk. It has been evidenced that there had
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initially been graves in Scalloway, but by the time of the Nordic lawting there was a Kirk at
Tingwall. It would be of cultural significance to ascertain this timeline. The Christianisation
of the islands occurred at a significant period of cultural change and little is known about
the nature of this process. The model of cultural interchange could be considered
contributory for informing the relevant research questions relating to human activity and the
impact of this within the cultural landscape.

This thesis has indicated the potential for a more in-depth and comprehensive contribution
to Shetland literature and cultural narrative through the interdisciplinary approach. Further
research could usefully develop the methodological design of the school art survey; the
utility of this within an international practice of children’s art should be further investigated
as a means to compare the imprint of cultural characteristics in other regions, and developed
as an interdisciplinary methodology.
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Newspaper survey: The Shetland Times (2009)
Scalloway in statistics: painting by numbers
Interview consent form
School art survey
The Pilot Us: The Shetland Times
The Gallery: art survey results
Newspaper articles
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Appendix 1 – Methodological Tables
The research methods used are in keeping with Mills’ triple focus strategy (Macionis and
Plummer, 1998), focusing on the three main areas of history, biography and social
structures; providing access to information, communication, promoting interaction and
involvement with the local (and international) community.

Table 1 Research methods employed
Research Methods: activities and correspondence
Area

Research method / Source of

Qty

Subject relevance

2000

Official public archive (1000), private collections

information
Shetland

Photographic Archive

(500) and researcher’s own contribution (500)
Photographic Interview

4

Scalloway

Review of filmic media

8

Perspectives of Shetland life

Public Film Viewings

2

Films on Scalloway

Interviews

25

Shetland

School Art Survey

130

Knowledge transfer (evidences of)

Funerary Case Studies

3

Social interchange

Shetland Heritage Field Trips

12

Scalloway, Burra, Tingwall, Lunna, Burwick,

(documentaries)

Quendale, Sumburgh, Jarlshof, Sullom, Hillswick,
Unst, Lerwick
Guided Walks - visiting academics,

4

Heritage trails in Shetland

4

Gunnie Moberg’s ‘Three Island Groups’, St

other visitors
Visiting Exhibitions

Ninian’s Isle Treasure, Gunnister Man and Lewis
Chess Men
Newspaper Archive (2009)

45

One year archive of Shetland Times newspapers

Posters in Scalloway shop

3

Informing the public and inviting contributions

windows
Scotland

Edinburgh Case Study

1

Locating Shetland in the Scottish context

Norway

Norway Case Study

1

Links with Shetland

Shetland, Scotland,

Museums Visited

10

Cultural history

Norway and New

Archives Visited

3

Shetland and New Zealand

Zealand

Libraries Visited

3

Shetland and New Zealand
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Table 2: Field trips inside of Shetland
Field trip

Significance

Burwick

Croft and material culture

Burra Isle

Papil Cemetery

Tingwall

Old Norse Parliament
Tingwall Cemetery

Scalloway

Castle
Shetland Bus Memorial
NAFC Marine Centre
Harbour Office and Pier
Fraser Park
Upper Scalloway site
Quarry
Museum
Hotel

Lunna

Lunna Kirk
Cemetery

Sumburgh

Airport
Lighthouse
Hotel
Jarlshof heritage site
Scatness heritage site

Lerwick

Knab Cemetery
Clickimin Broch
Town Hall
Museum and Archives
Library
Ferry Terminal

Mousa

Mousa Broch

Quendale

Quendale Water Mill Museum
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Table 3: Shetland Related Social Events

Scale (minimum
Location

Social Event

Participation

Date Attended
no of persons)

Scalloway

Gala

Observation

200

July 2009

Scalloway

Fire Festival (Up-Helly-Aa)

Observation

500

January 2010

Attendance

80

August 2008

Film Night
Scalloway
(Chris Chataway)
Lerwick

Johnsmas Foy

Attendance

2000

August 2009

Wellington

Shetland Society Function

Attendance

50

July 2009

Attendance

100

May 2010

Attendance

50

June 2010

Attendance

100

June 2010

65th Anniversary
Scalloway
Shetland Bus Ceremony
Burra

Wedding Dress Exhibition
Shetland Bus Society Coffee

Scalloway
Afternoon

The purpose of including these social events on the research agenda was not simply to
characterise the nature of their celebratory schemes throughout any given year, but to
investigate the role (and the potential) of visual sociology in a contemporary (and active)
setting. The public viewing of the Chris Chataway film, Away From it All, was organised by
members of the Church of Scotland in Scalloway in order to raise funds for the Church
building and was used to create local contacts and to access the discussion of the filmic
presentation. The Johnsmas Foy was relevant to this investigation for its relatively recent
revival as a cultural festival; it is based on a traditional festival marking the end of the
fishing season. The Shetland Bus ceremony, though indicative of a related annual wreath
laying ceremony, was unique in that it marked the 65th anniversary of the Shetland Bus
operation; a ceremony that was co-organised by two of the interviewees of this thesis. A list
of interviewees is provided in Table 4, providing an indication of the depth of community
interaction and consultation.
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Table 4: Recorded interview list
Interview List
Name

Date

Location of interview

Subject

1

Julian A

Jun 2009

Scalloway

Scalloway

2

Ola B

Mar 2010

Lerwick

Shetland from a Norwegian’s perspective

3

Jack B

2010

Scalloway

The WW2 Shetland Bus operation

4

John E

2009

Lerwick

Merchant Navy

5

Jim C

Jul 2009

Wellington, New Zealand

Memories of Scalloway

6

Georgie D

Aug 2008

Scalloway

General social history of Scalloway

7

Allen F

Dec 2009

Burra

Geology, history and eco-tourism

8

Jill H

Jul 2009

Dunedin, New Zealand

Heritage structures in New Zealand

9

Stuart H

Aug 2007

Lerwick

Outsider’s perspective of Shetland

10

Freda I

Jul 2009

Wellington, New Zealand

Growing up in Scalloway

11

Jimmy L

Jul 2010

Trondra and Lunna

The Shetland Bus

12

David L

Apr 2010

Burwick

Crofting and locational history

13

Winnie L

May 2009

Asta, Tingwall

Scalloway and cultural inks

14

John Mc

2007

Scalloway

A visitor’s observations of Scalloway

15

Peter Mc

Apr 2008

Scord Quarry, Scalloway

A brief history of Scord Quarry

16

Bertha M

Jun 2009

Scalloway

General social history of Scalloway

17

Andrew N

Apr2009

Lerwick

Overview of Shetland book sales

18

Anita O

2010

Scalloway

A Norwegian’s perspective of Scalloway

19

Dorothy P

2010

Lerwick

Scalloway’s history and cultural links

20

Mary P

Aug 2008

Scalloway

Perspective of a transient resident

21

Alastair R

2009

Harbour Office, Scalloway

Description of Scalloway harbour traffic

22

Robert S

11-Mar-10

Scalloway

The professionalization of occupation

23

Jim S

Jul-10

Berry, Scalloway

General overview of Scalloway

24

Rosa S

09-Jan-08

Bixter

Gunnie Moberg’s photography

25

Maureen S

2007

Brae

Whalsay perspective of Cohen’s work

26

Andrew W

15-Feb-10

Trondra

The geographical dispersal of family

27

Dodo W

Sep 2008

Scalloway

The history of the ‘Pilot Us’

28

Ella W

27-Feb-08

Scalloway

The lobster pools and Port Arthur

29

Jim W

2009

Scalloway

The lobster pools and Chataway film

30

Alastair W

2007

Scalloway

A visitor’s observations of Scalloway

A field visit to New Zealand was undertaken in July 2009 in order to investigate current
heritage practice, of a multi-cultural society, that is heavily centred on the use of images and
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visual mediums. The majority of investigations concentrated on Dunedin in the South Island
of New Zealand because of its strong links with Scotland and cultural centres though a short
stay was also arranged for Wellington in North Island. The decision to be based in Dunedin
provided access to the ‘Settlers’ Museum which segregates the multicultural history of the
islands in categorised exhibits, tracing the movement of populations in a highly visual and
physical manner that produced strong materials for this thesis.

The field visit to Bergen was discussed with a Norwegian who is now resident in Scalloway;
this provided a Norwegian perspective and subsequent clarification of cultural issues. The
reciprocation of cultural understanding further demonstrated the methodological necessity
of cultural accessibility. This visit and collection of visual material was necessary in order to
determine whether the concept of the ‘Norseman’s Bias’ is comparatively shared by
Norwegians and the implications therein; the results of this research are discussed in
Chapters Five.

The interrogation of own materials collected in the Faroe Islands in 2003 (as part of a
different project) provided retrospective accessibility of a comparative island group
historically linked to Shetland and Scandinavia. This material, the photographic evidence
and field visits taken during that time provide a suitable benchmark of heritage and identity
constructs. The field trips in Faroe were organised by a host family, who sought to direct
attention to those areas of cultural interest believed to be of importance or significance to
someone of Shetland origin and therefore also of a perceived shared historical ancestry43

43

Cultural links between Shetland and Faroe have historically been very strong and whilst this thesis intimates
such a connection, it does not claim to bring this to its fullest descriptive form.
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Table 5: International Field Visits

Cultural descriptor

Date

Shetland Islands

2001 – 2011

Orkney Islands

July 2001

Faroe Islands

June 2003

New Zealand

July 2009

Edinburgh

March 2010

Bergen, Norway

June 2010

Table 6: Museums visited

Name of Museum

Location

1

Scalloway Museum

Scalloway, Shetland

2

Shetland Museum and Archives

Lerwick, Shetland

3

National Museum of Scotland

Edinburgh, Scotland

4

Quendale Mill Museum

Quendale, Shetland

5

Settlers Museum

Dunedin, New Zealand

6

Te Papa Museum

Wellington, New Zealand

7

Museum of Otago

Dunedin, New Zealand

8

Hanseatic Museum

Bergen, Norway

9

Brygenn’s Museum

Bergen, Norway

10

Tankerness House Museum

Kirkwall, Orkney
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Table 7: Conceptualising heritage structures

Location

Heritage Structure

Name

Significance Descriptor

Research Date Visited

Lerwick

Neolithic broch

Clickhimin

Shetland heritage

June 2001

Orkney

Neolithic mound

Maes Howe

Orkney heritage

June 2001

Shetland

Archaeological dig

Scatness

Multi-period heritage

June 2002

Scalloway

Memorial

Shetland Bus

Shetland Bus operation

June 2003

Faroe

Norse Farm House

Kirkjabour

Living legacy of Nordic

July 2003

Faroe

Faroese Parliament

Tinganes, Torshavn

Nordic heritage trail

July 2003

Faroe

Viking Longhouse

Toftanes, Liervik

Nordic heritage

July 2003

Orkney

Neolithic ring

Ring of Brodgar

Orkney heritage

August 2004

Scalloway

Museum

Scalloway Museum

Scalloway heritage

July 2008

Scalloway

Castle

Scalloway Castle

Stewart heritage

July 2008

Lunna

Church

Lunna Kirk

Link to the Shetland Bus

July 2008

Tingwall

Norse Parliament

Law Ting Holm

Nordic heritage trail

August 2008

Shetland

Heritage site

Jarlshof

Multi – period site

August 2008

Shetland

Mill Museum

Quendale Mill

Occupational heritage

August 2008

Lerwick

Museum

Shetland Museum and Archives

Shetland History / Culture

May 2009

Dunedin, NZ

Museum

Museum of Otago

History of New Zealand

July 2009

Dunedin, NZ

Museum

Settler’s Museum

Heritage practice

July 2009

Dunedin, NZ

Railway

Taieri Gorge

Heritage trail

July 2009

Wellington

Museum

Te Papa

Heritage practice

July 2009

Kirkwall

Museum

Tankerness

Orkney heritage

September 2009

Edinburgh

Gallery

National Gallery (Scotland)

Identity and presentation

March 2010

Edinburgh

Museum

National Museum (Scotland)

In search of island heritage

April 2010

Bergen

Museum

Hanseatic

Density of heritage

June 2010

Bergen

Memorial

Shetland’s Larsen

Comparative memorial

June 2010

Bergen

Fort

Bergenhus Festning

Castle/fortress

June 2010

Bergen

Bryggen Area

The Bryggen

Maritime heritage

June 2010

Bergen

Medieval tower

Rosenkrantz Tower

Heritage trail

June 2010

Bergen

Medieval hall

Håkon’s Hall

Nordic heritage

June 2010

Bergen

Museum

Brygenn’s Museum

Visual heritage practice

June 2010

Bergen

Funicular Railway

Floibanen/Mt Floyen

Geo-cultural significance

June 2010
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Appendix 2 - Newspaper Survey: The Shetland Times

The Shetland Times newspaper was established in 1872; though the particular histories
behind the newspaper are not under scrutiny here, the date of its inception is relevant in its
placement amongst the various titles reviewed so far. The results of a grid analysis 44 from
the period Jan-Dec 2009 is provided, leading to a discussion on its current contribution to
narrative discourse on both a local and international level. Three different classifications of
information collected from this study are presented in tables termed “Familiar Discourse
Patterns”. The reference to familiar patterns alludes to a general practice by the newspaper
to cover particular subjects, news stories, events or activities. The first of these discourse
patterns concentrates attention on a wide-ranging set of subjects pertinent to the majority of
readers who read the newspaper for general Shetland related news. The second discourse
pattern narrows the parameters of focus on the repetition of a few high profile news stories,
to gauge the level of attention paid to each one and evaluate their significance. The third
familiar discourse pattern recognises the individual and personal significance of provision to
publically announce individual and family related news to a wider collective.

The grid analysis in Table 1 quantifies and categorises familiar points of discourse in The
Shetland Times and reveals that, even if the editions were randomly selected, there is a
pattern of repetition and continuation throughout the year.

44

Grid analysis: a newspaper from almost every week over a twelve-month period in 2009; The Shetland
Times is a weekly publication. The reasons and justification for this particular methodology are discussed in
Chapter Three.
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Table 1: Familiar Discourse Patterns One
Month

SIC

Oil

NHS

Cultural45

Sport

Music

Arts

Nordic

Tourism

Ships /
Fishing

Jan

13

1

3

23

51

4

12

0

0

15

Feb46

28

5

2

7

47

3

11

2

8

17

Mar47

13

2

6

18

76

5

15

1

6

17

Apr

26

8

6

8

93

11

14

4

2

28

May

40

5

13

18

115

25

23

7

12

41

June

29

5

2

20

104

20

13

12

7

38

July

12

6

2

21

77

11

9

2

5

25

Aug

14

5

5

20

71

10

16

3

5

26

Sept

27

6

2

21

75

16

17

7

14

30

Oct48

15

5

3

12

54

13

11

1

4

16

Nov

15

4

4

20

37

14

14

4

4

14

Dec

20

7

12

15

39

14

15

4

2

13

Yearly

252

59

60

203

839

146

170

47

69

280

Total

Legend:

SIC – Shetland Islands Council
Oil – British Petroleum, Sullom Voe, oil-related traffic
NHS – National Health Service: Shetland NHS Board

Table 2 provides an assessment of local news stories that reveal a similar pattern of
repetition, indicating a high level of public consciousness. Of these categories, Sport, SIC
and Ships/Fishing have the strongest representational levels in the weekly news. The Nordic
45

The term ‘cultural’ is employed here to characterise institutionalised heritage or identity-related themes; for
example, Up-Helly-Aa, Country shows, Gala…
46
The result for the month of February is based on three weeks as opposed to four.
47
The result for the month of March is based on three weeks as opposed to four.
48
The result for the month of October is based on three weeks as opposed to five.
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category is one of the weakest areas of successive familiar discourse; though it does have
seasonal fluctuation patterns which are regarded within the ‘Cultural’ category. What this
evidences is that the Nordic theme is not strong in the ordinary or daily events to
characterise local life. As shall become evident in the course of this thesis, employment of
the Norseman’s Bias catapults the wider perception of the Nordic above ‘ordinary’
discourse patterns. This is why it is termed a bias and not a standardised form.

Table 2: Familiar Discourse Patterns Two
Month

Abbatoir

Wind Energy

Mareel

AHS

Weather

Second

Clark vs

Ambulance

Wills

Jan

3

0

2

2

4

3

0

Feb

0

3

0

3

5

0

0

Mar

0

5

0

0

1

2

0

Apr

1

0

1

1

1

3

0

May

1

8

1

7

8

6

0

June

2

11

2

8

5

0

2

July

0

15

0

4

5

2

0

Aug

0

3

0

4

4

0

0

Sept

0

7

0

2

5

1

2

Oct

0

3

0

3

4

0

7

Nov

0

5

2

1

4

0

1

Dec

0

3

0

0

8

1

3

Yearly

7

63

8

35

54

18

15

Total
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Both of these grid analyses indicate a centralised narrative form. Whilst there are allocated
sections within the newspaper specifically for regional ‘round-ups’49, the main news stories
revolve around collective implications of occurring themes, events and unifying threads of
society. Although the changing face of the front page indicates a ready sense of
accommodation, Table 1 illustrates that there is a greater presence and repetition of news
surrounding particular corporate or industrial structures: organisations, business,
infrastructure, education and international interests, which shall be termed ‘official
structures’.

One of the reasons for the significant presence of ‘official structures’ is due in no small part
to the characteristics of the three main employers in Shetland: Shetland Islands Council,
Shetland NHS Board and British Petroleum. Decisions made by these organisations are of
interest to the greater Shetland populace, not just their direct employees, because of the
allocation and distribution of resources. Shetland NHS Board are accountable to a national
regulatory body, the directives of which inevitably introduce regional problems on the
implementation of a national policy especially with regard to the more remote geographical
areas out-with the centre. One of the main stories featuring Shetland NHS Board in 2009
was the problem surrounding adequate ambulance provision. The Shetland Times presented
this issue by drawing attention to its necessity and provided examples where having a
second ambulance would have been not only desirable, but of expediency in meeting the
needs of Shetlanders. The Shetland Islands Council (SIC) also featured heavily within the
local press with a controversial episode regarding particular activities and behaviour of
council members. Such controversy is a universal feature of public life and public scrutiny
and in this respect Shetland is no different to anywhere else.

49

E.g. news from Northmavine, South Mainland, Scalloway, Trondra and Burra and the Westside.
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A key component of the local newspaper is its function as ‘public album’; this includes
births, deaths, marriages, graduations, awards and returning thanks. Though these are by
their very nature variable, or seasonal, and given to fluctuating trends, they are also
constant. Due to an inherent personal nature, these are the articles that people are likely to
keep as cut-outs, placed in either a personal album or keepsake box. A relatively new
addition to this is the practice of supplying a photograph to commemorate someone’s
birthday or anniversary.

The public

album

extends familial

celebrations

and

acknowledgements into the wider community. It widens the sense of community by
providing a collective venue of declaration, which has the propensity to be read by a large
majority of the populace at home and away.

Table 3: Familiar Discourse Patterns 3 – The Shetland Times 2009
Month

Weddings

Births

Funerals

Graduations

Awards

Returning
Thanks

Jan

3

18

44

0

4

29

Feb

2

19

23

0

4

10

Mar

1

20

20

0

5

8

Apr

11

21

20

0

4

10

May

3

25

28

0

11

22

Jun

18

22

20

1

6

23

Jul

13

19

27

44

1

11

Aug

41

22

23

45

5

14

Sep

31

17

24

32

1

2

Oct

18

20

22

13

5

12

Nov

12

11

26

0

2

15

Dec

7

17

26

15

6

2

Total

160

231

303

150

54

158
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The Shetland Times offers an overseas subscription, particularly catering for Shetlanders
away from home. This provision emphasises a direct and maintained cultural link; it is a
form of inter-cultural communication that crosses continents, languages and other cultures.
Additionally the newspaper promotes a ‘public schedule’; a collective reference section that
includes adverts, entertainment, church notices, property sales and employment
opportunities. This is the social section and draws attention to activities, or areas of social
exchange.

‘Regional round-ups’ are an opportunity for location-specific news; including ‘Notes from
the Scord’ (Scalloway, Burra and Trondra), Northern Outlook (Yell, Unst and Fetlar), and
Hillswick (Northmavine). These are compiled by columnists who gather news from their
respective areas. This normally consists of minor stories or activities and has a more
personable nature to the larger main headlines. Of particular resonance to Scalloway notes is
the Shipping or Harbour News, which details maritime traffic in and out of the harbour.

It is significant that The Shetland Times is not an avenue for the furtherance of Shetland
dialect; any such usage is limited to a Scotticised version of Shetlandic and occasionally
incorporated in quotations supplied by Shetland speakers during an interview. However,
even this is but a token gesture and is not reported like-for-like, with various dilutions of
dialect strength so as to be understood by a wider target audience.

Historically the newspaper form has gradually engendered a less rigid adoption of propriety
than those works by travel writers or academicians, evidenced in the satirical hubris of
cartoon renderings. Within The Shetland Times, the work of one cartoonist in particular,
‘Smirk’ regularly injects humour in his representation of local characters, places and
situations. The pseudonym ‘Smirk’ makes use of a word describing someone laughing, or
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more specifically trying not to laugh, and is used here as a dual reference to both the
cartoonist and his jocularity. This satirical account mocks the ‘establishment’ of authority,
of politics and of the newsworthy in general. Smirk follows in the footsteps of another
Shetland cartoonist, Walterson, who also drew attention to local debates and issues via the
medium of the caricature; their works are part of a larger national historical repertoire that
includes the likes of ‘Giles’ and ‘Punch’. The point is that cartoonists have understood the
power of the image and the significance of visual aids in our consumption and interpretation
of the world around us.

Figure 1: Smirk’s satire;
Note the emphasis on the term “Capital of Shetland”

The news business is limited in its capacity by political and economic directives; the
directing attention towards both overt and nuanced communication. This practice conditions
the readership as to what is acceptable and what is not – culturally, linguistically,
aesthetically and socially. The local press is culturally relativistic and not only infers
cultural cohesion, assumes it. This raises questions of cultural authority, the application of
identity forms and the political maintenance of cultural traits.
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Appendix 3 - Scalloway in statistics; painting by numbers

The preceding sections of this chapter has demonstrated the contribution of time mapping to
a fuller understanding of human interaction in the Scalloway area and, by extension, of
Shetland as a whole. The historical account reinforced the concept of the temporality of
space whilst the visual account characterised the human occupation and habitation within
this landscape. In addition to these methods of time mapping, a statistical account develops
an understanding of locational narrative by providing a scale of quantifiable information.
This illustrates processes of continuity and change within the economy, the population and
human interaction.

Some of the earliest statistical data that can be sourced is found within parish records, or at
the very least, there are estimated projections of the size and scale of the locale by
successive travel writers. Whilst these offer a referential point of departure for the purpose
of discussion, they should be viewed with some caution and not taken as literal.
Furthermore, parish records for Scalloway came under the jurisdiction of the Tingwall
parish for many decades and this affected the collection and subsequent interpretation of
census material (Mitchell, 1797; Nicolson, 1983). The comparative discourse of quantifiable
information has been incorporated in this thesis to provide a measurable scale of the
community and to enable identification with the impact of socially affecting events.

In addition to parish records and census material, which provides an historical analysis,
Shetland Islands Council regularly publish statistical reports offering information across a
wide range of Shetland-related subject matters. This section compares and contrasts
information obtained from these SIC publications; namely population statistics, harbour
traffic, tourist statistics, agricultural and fisheries statistics and occupation. Statistics are
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appropriate for the characterisation of Shetland’s more recent historical past, contributing to
the proposal that all three forms of analysis provide a suitably quantifiable and qualitative
investigation; the historical, the visual and the statistical accounts.

Population Mobility
This section provides an historical overview of the growth of Scalloway’s population. It
incorporates the estimations suggested by various travel writers and literary sources because
this affords a better comparison than the complex multi-regional division of parish records.
Scalloway’s population has fluctuated over the last fifty to sixty years, mostly as a result of
distinct periods of in-migration and out-migration.

Table 1: Shetland Area Population
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The above table indicates that between 1931 until 1971 the figures for Scalloway are
included in the figures for Tingwall. The Census data is therefore limited in its extraction or
extension of interpretation, but from 1981 provides a useful comparison between the
populations of Lerwick and Scalloway. For a fuller picture of statistical proportions the
table of General Practice registration areas is more enlightening and descriptive. From Table
2 it can be seen that Scalloway’s population in recent decades (since 1991 at least) has
remained below 2,800 residents, while Lerwick’s population has remained below 9,700.

Table 2: Doctor Registration Areas

Yet even these statistics are not entirely accurate, because up until a few years ago it was
still common practice for people to register with a GP practice in an area that was not their
place of domestic residence. A spokesperson for Shetland NHS Board commented that,

Each GP practice has a recognised practice population but this does not include
temporary residents, e.g. students or itinerant migrant workers. In addition although
each practice has a recognised geographical boundary, there are historical links to
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other areas which can influence their patient register. (Lisa Sutherland, Service
Manager for Primary Care in Shetland)

It is clear from all accounts that the statistical information for Scalloway’s population has
historical discrepancies that distort our interpretation or understanding. It is yet another
example of a fragmented narrative or collection of fragmented materials, the causality of
which prevents a full statistical rendering of Scalloway’s human landscape. It is not
surprising that Scalloway’s statistical account has received little qualifying attention to
remedy this situation because the accounts are difficult to use as a foundational base of
locational stratigraphy.

However, the following table intercepts our difficulty and provides a Shetland-wide
reference upon which to base population trends. Though it cannot produce an understanding
of the process of centralisation on an inter-county basis, it does reveal a process of
depopulation as a common theme running from 1901 to 1971 (Fenton, 1978:9; up to 1965).

Table 3: Shetland’s Population Trends 1901 – 2006
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It can be extrapolated from this that, although there was a practice of emigration out of
Shetland, the advent of oil in the 1970s brought people back into the islands. This influx
injected a much needed boost to both the economy and the population, where it has
remained relatively stable since, though never advancing to the level from 1901.In the
periodic Shetland in Statistics book, published by Shetland Islands Council, there is an
explanatory paragraph on population that aids in the interpretation of results. It reads:

After decades of decline the population of Shetland, which had fallen to nearly
17,000 in the mid-1960s, rose by 31% between 1971 and 1981 as a direct result of
oil related activity. In the early 1980s the population fell due to out-migration after
the end of oil construction activity and difficulties at Sumburgh Airport. In the latter
half of the 1980s and the early 1990s the population level became fairly stable.
However, the 2001 Census recorded a significant decrease in population, and the
mid-year estimates for 2003 continued the downward trend. The 2004/5 mid-year
estimates have shown a slight reverse in this trend, with the population up since
the 2003 mid-year estimates. (Shetland in Statistics, 2006)

From these results it can be extrapolated that population size is directly affected by
occupational opportunities. This is crucial in comprehending the historical necessity of
journeying to acquire employment and how this encouraged cultural interchange on an
international scale; with whaling, herring fishing and emigration being three historical
examples (Fenton, 1978).

Occupation
This section provides statistical evidence as to a diversifying process of occupational forms
within Scalloway and Shetland. It considers the traditional forms of fishing and crofting,
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indicating periods of growth and decline, but these are considered in respect of alternative
occupational forms, including tourism. The SIC booklet Shetland in Statistics categorises
the “Key Sectors of the Shetland Economy” (2006). This statement is borne of financial
productivity and should not be read as representative of the average Shetland household
income or occupational identity. It is notable that within this overview, the authors have
delineated between “Key Sectors” and “Traditional Industry”, thereby supporting the
culturally symbolic role played by the maintenance of traditional occupational forms.

The key sectors of the Shetland economy are divided into six main areas: oil production;
fisheries; agriculture; knitwear; tourism and Shetland Islands Council (Table 4). Of these
categories, four of them find repetition amongst the traditional industry categories (see
Table 5); fisheries, agriculture, knitwear and tourism, with the inference that the Shetland
Islands Council and oil are, or have created, relatively new – and more diverse –
occupational forms.

Table 4: Key Sectors of Shetland Economy

The traditional industry graph is much more revealing than Table 4, because not only does it
pertain prior to 1996, it also breaks down the “Combined Fisheries Output” into its
constituent parts. From this it can be seen that there was period of growth in the fisheries,
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notwithstanding the emergence of a new concept of fish-related enterprise; salmon farming.
From Table 5 (below) the output values recognise no contribution by salmon farming to the
local economy during the period 1982/83, but within a few years this had drastically altered,
producing a £3.3 million output value by 1985/86. Of more significance is the indication
that within a ten year period (1982 – 1992) this new occupational form produced a higher
output value than either fish catching or fish processing.

Table 5: Traditional Industry Output Values

A comparative study of both of these graphs (Tables 4 –5) and their accompanying data
illustrates how the presentation of information can affect its interpretation. The growth or
decline of statistical accounts provides a more definitive measure of social events or
processes than what collective memory alone can sustain. However, it is collective memory
that is then able to interpolate the significance of such data and draw upon experience to
suggest reasons for particular output values.

For example, consider a comparison of the output values for knitwear and tourism.
According to Table 4, the numbers for tourism has remained relatively stable since 1996,
whilst the numbers for knitwear has declined. Table 5 acknowledges both of these trends
from 1996 onwards, but provides other information prior to 1996 that is more complex. The
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output value for knitwear peaked during 1985/86 to £6.4 million (as compared with
previous and subsequent values of £4 million) and whilst knitwear and tourism are not
mutually exclusive, it might be suggested that these numbers are relational. However, the
output value for tourism in that same period was – though admittedly on the rise – not
sufficient to account for this peak in knitwear sales. Subsequent knitwear values have
continued on a downward trend, whilst tourism has revealed an upward trend. So this peak
in 1985/86 indicates something out of the ordinary that created a strong market for local
knitwear. A significant social or cultural event might account for this.

Indeed, in 1985 an event known as a “Hamefarin” was organised in Shetland and
represented the temporary return of Shetland émigrés from around the world (Butterworth,
1997; Johnston, 2010). Knitwear holds particular resonance with Shetland émigrés and is an
identity marker that has both financial and cultural value (Deyell, 1985; Fenton, 1978).

In addition to the celebratory impetus for purchasing items of Shetland knitwear that is
pertinent to cultural ideals or identification purposes, another factor from the mid 1980s that
is of relevance is concerned with the Klondyke factory fishing ships that frequented Lerwick
harbour during the herring season. Though little has been documented about this yearly
visitation of “foreign” vessels – mainly from the Eastern Europe/Balkan area – the quantity
of vessels and workers had a highly visual and physical presence. It was not unusual to see
upwards of sixty or more vessels anchored in Bressay Sound and in the evenings their lights
reflecting on the water was said to look like a floating city.

Shetlanders were acquainted with the annual descent of a predominantly male work force on
commercial premises (though there were also a few women) in both Lerwick and
Scalloway, with certain items such as tins of sweets, tobacco and alcohol holding particular
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interest for them (because they were cheaper and more readily available than back home).
Additionally, as the work force was mostly men, gifts were bought for wives and children
back home, including clothes, knitwear and jewellery. An article from the “Independent”
newspaper in 1993 describes the scene:

The smell of Russian tobacco follows the crowd of men and women as they
wander happily up from the dock. They are deckhands, fish processors and
stevedores from the armada of East European factory ships at anchor off Lerwick...
Many have been at sea for three months. The heavy leather boots, thin

jeans

and

cheap leather jackets distinguish the Klondykers as they queue outside the
Clydesdale Bank, waiting to change a few of their US dollars. (Renton,1993)

The frequency and quantity of Klondykers gradually declined towards the mid 1990s (as
well as the condition of these vessels), finally subsiding altogether as an en masse enterprise
(see Table 6). It indicates an area of Shetland cultural interchange that needs to be
documented and researched.

Table 6: Number of Fish Factory Ships

The following graph continues with the fisheries theme but narrows the parameters to
Shetland based fishing occupations. From this graph (Table 7) it can be seen that since
1971, the Scalloway/Burra/Trondra district area has held more licensed vessels than any
other district in Shetland. What this denotes is a regional occupational culture heavily
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centred on fisheries. A similar example of this is partially evidenced by the combined
Whalsay/Out Skerries distribution from 2003 - 2005.

Table 7: Distribution of Licensed Vessels

By 2004 – 2005 the quantity of licensed vessels in the Lerwick district has also increased so
that Scalloway and Lerwick are on an even par. It is of interest that this is relatively recent,
because so far the literatures investigated have clearly indicated that part of the reason for
Lerwick usurping Scalloway’s power base was directly resultant from Lerwick being the
main port of call during the frenetic herring years of the eighteenth century. But crucially,
the majority of those boats were not Shetland-owned, or even Shetland-based. Like the
Klondykers from the Eastern bloc, these episodes of transient worker interaction, or the
movement of populations, had an influencing role on the local culture. Scalloway’s trend in
Table 7 reveals a downward projection, whereas Lerwick shows an increasing trend; so
whilst Scalloway et al might be recognised as maintaining an historical legacy of a strong
fleet (independently owned or otherwise), there is uncertainty as to how long this will
continue.

Before continuing with a brief overview of harbour traffic statistics, it is prudent to
acknowledge the contribution of agriculture to the Shetland economy. Although the
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statistics reveal fluctuations in the estimated value of these articles, especially sheep and
cattle, the main reason for this is connected to wider market forces originating outside of the
islands. The same argument could be applied to fisheries for both come under regulations
and restrictions originating on a national and international level.

It is clear from Table 8 that sheep farming remains a constant factor in agricultural
production and the mainstay of traditional farming/crofting methods in the islands. “Liquid
milk” is the second largest contributor in this category, alluding to a regional production and
supply of milk throughout the islands, with the obvious association of cattle in their
ubiquitous function in the third largest category.

Table 8: Production of Agriculture

Table 9 reveals financial assistance grants by the Scottish Executive and the European
Union for smallholders and also intimates a wider growing concern for the preservation of
“environmentally sensitive areas”. Since 1986 the total value of such financial aid has
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doubled. The graph below illustrates the emergence and decline of four of these that are
pertinent to Shetlanders:

Table 9: Financial Assistance – SEERAD and EU

This section has identified the main occupational forms as referenced in statistical accounts
published by Shetland Islands Council. Though fishing has already featured as a strong
occupational form, the following section continues this theme by focusing on statistics of
harbour traffic. In doing so, it reinforces the understanding of the sea as an important factor
in Scalloway’s and Shetland’s history.

Harbour Traffic
This section follows on from the discussion of occupation by illustrating the changing usage
of Scalloway harbour. It indicates that a predominantly fishing based economy has
diversified both on land and in marine related industries. It also reveals that Scalloway’s
harbour traffic is increasingly oil-industry related, although the presence of two marinas for
pleasure craft is an additional indicator that there has been a transposition of occupational
forms.
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When compared with statistics from Lerwick harbour, the traffic in Scalloway harbour
appears significantly lower and less diverse (see Tables 10 and 11 below). It is clear that
Lerwick has a much larger capacity, not only in quantity of vessels but also in their size.
Whilst foreign fishing and UK fishing boats are the predominant features from Scalloway,
this harbour has the distinction of also providing a base for salmon cages that are positioned
around the islands outside of Scalloway. After the decline of the fishing industry a new pier
was timely in facilitating the transition into alternative methods of fishing and marine
related industries, such as the oil.

Table 10: Scalloway Harbour

Table 11: Lerwick Harbour
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Despite the statistical inference that Scalloway harbour is secondary to the facilities
provided in Lerwick, there are three features that ensure its continued usage on both a local
and international level. The first is that it is close to the western fishing grounds, providing a
quicker, more cost effective port from which to depart or land a catch; thereby ensuring a
catch that is fresher upon arrival at the chilled fish market, or direct access to a “refrigerated
container that can be connected direct to the quayside power bollards” (SIC publication,
Ports and Harbours). The second feature is that the pier extension accommodates the largest
net mending area in Scotland. The third feature is that port charges are less than Lerwick,
thereby attracting contracts with large anchor handling boats (the largest in the world), oil
vessels attending Schiehallion oil field to the west and the frequent visit by Coastguard or
Northern Lighthouse Board vessels.

Tourism
Earlier in this section tourism was included as a traditional industry and a key sector of the
Shetland economy. The statistical account presented here is between the early 1980s and
2003 – this does not suggest that tourism did not contribute to the local economy before this
date, but it does provide a measure of difference in sector output values before this date. Of
particular interest are the peaks and troughs of visitor expenditure resultant from cultural
activities and how this evidences increased cultural interchange providing a positive
contribution to Shetland’s economy.

Table 12 details a straightforward table charting the growth of tourism-related expenditure
in Shetland between 1982 and 2003. It shows a gradual growth until 2001, where it
momentarily declines and then continues its developmental pattern. The year 1999 is seen as
particularly fruitful and this can be understood in relation to the “Tall Ships Race” which
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took place in Shetland that year, attracting thousands of visitors and participants from all
over the world.

Table 12: Visitor Expenditure in Shetland

Whilst the numbers for visitor expenditure provide an indication of growth in this industry,
it does not indicate what people actually purchased or places visited. The following graph
provides this information, suggesting that visitors prefer to experience Shetland from an
individualised self-catering aspect; moreover it informs us that there is provision made for
such experiences (see Table 13), in addition to the general hotel accommodations. The selfcatering industry, especially in what is termed the “country”, is suggestive of a lifestyle or
idealistic choice that makes the distinction between urban and rural areas. Furthermore,
results from this table recognise an existing infrastructure facilitating access between town
and country dwellings and the use of private transportation that allows individualised
schedules. It should be noted however that this table only represents official Visit Shetland
listings – this is an organisation dedicated to the promotion of local services and attractions
as registered within their remit.
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Table 13: Tourism; Visit Shetland Bed Spaces

The following graph is based on collaborative data collected through Visit Shetland and
individual attractions. Table 14 delineates the “Top Visitor Attractions in Shetland” as listed
in ‘Shetland in Statistics’ (2006) over a three year period. Crucially this list does not include
Scalloway at all, even though the Castle has free admittance; this observation and
subsequent implications for Scalloway will be dealt with in Chapter Nine. It is of interest,
however, that Muness Castle on the island of Unst features within this list, yet the
Scalloway Castle is not.
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Table 14: Top Visitor Attractions in Shetland

Natural spaces and those historically associated with local culture and traditional practice
feature strongly. The primitivisation of Shetlanders was closely linked to the natural world.
Such concentration of visitor attention connotes the impression that this level of
identification is maintained, if not actively promulgated through heritage practice.

Table 14 identifies “Island of Mousa Boat Trips” under the “Free Attractions”, but in effect,
this should be listed under “Paid Attractions”: as at 05/03/2011, a day trip adult booking
cost £13.5050. “Shetland Jewellery” (actual business name, not a generic description) is
listed under “Free Attractions” because they provide a viewing gallery for visitors to watch

50

This oversight is a warning that this statistical account has errors and may be an incomplete or compromised
picture. The researcher suggests that this information be a general qualitative indication and not a full
representation of quantifiable material.
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jewellery being made on site. This establishment is included in tour bus schedules,
increasing its public presence.

A survey carried out in 2000 by Macpherson Research (see Table 15) supplies a statistical
compositional picture of the ethnic origin of visitors to Shetland. It was stated in the
methodology that ethnicity is not a core concern of this thesis, but in this instance, the origin
of visitors contributes to an understanding of the Norseman’s Bias in comparison with
Shetland’s other neighbouring landmass; Scotland.

The outright majority of visitors to Shetland in 2000 were from Scotland, followed closely
by visitors from the rest of the British Isles. It represents the fact that, since the 15th Century
at least, the Northern Isles have been subsumed into Scottish and British institutional
control, resulting in a strong inter-regional relationship. It is evidence that network links
between Shetland and the Scottish mainland are substantially more pronounced than with
Norway or Faroe. However, of the remaining 20% related to overseas visitors, the majority
were from Norway, Sweden, Finland and Faroe51; this is illustrative of the relevance of
physical and cultural proximity in creating patterns of cultural interchange.

It should be acknowledged that the information presented in Table 15 relates only to one
particular year; it has already been shown in previous sections that there are variable factors
which can create false impressions from year to year. Even if the impetus or discerning
factors underlying an individual’s reason for visiting Shetland is unknown, there are other
statistics which can aid in the interpretation of results. For example, consider Table 16: it
lists the quantity of cruise liners and passengers to visit Shetland between 1981 and 2005.
51

It is arguable that Norway, Sweden and Finland are collectively categorised in the above table because of
their geographical proximity to each other, even though they are separate countries and cultural identities. It is
neither indicative of a Scandinavian category, because Finland is not culturally part of this group and nor is
Faroe – though Faroe shares an historical and cultural association with Norway and Denmark – so for the
purpose of drawing parallels of geographical proximity, Faroe is included with Norway, Sweden and Finland.
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Table 15: Origin of Visitors

Table 16: Cruise Liner Passengers

It can be extrapolated from the Shetland-wide statistics that tourism has increased
substantially in the islands. In 1981 cruise liner passengers arriving at Lerwick harbour
amounted to 3,564, whilst this increased to 17,352 by the year 2005. This dramatic increase
was facilitated by an increase in cruise liners from 20 in 1988 to 48 in 2005 (source:
Lerwick Port Authority). The dramatic increase in visitor numbers can only be attributed to
the increase in cruise liner provision. It is however unclear as to whether the Macpherson
survey in 2000 included cruise liner passengers, though this would potentially account for
the USA and Canada bearing the largest percentage of overseas visitors.
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Appendix 4 Interviewer:

Miss Angela Watt
PhD Researcher
UHI/Centre for Nordic Studies

Interviewee:

[insert name]

Date:
Time:
Venue:

[insert date]
[insert time]
[insert address]

Interview Consent Form

I confirm that I agreed to be interviewed and photographed by the above
named person on the date stated. I understand that the information I
provided was for research purposes.
(please tick)

Do you give your consent for this interview
(Either in part or in full) to be included in future
publications of the research material?

Yes / No

Do you give your consent for your photograph
to be included in future publications of the research
material?

Yes / No

Name:
Address:

Tel:
Email:

Signed:

Date:

Thank you for your time and cooperation
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Appendix 5a

School Art Survey: Description & Guidelines

Organiser:

Miss Angela Watt, PhD Researcher

Contact Details:

Cultural Studies Dept.,
Shetland College,
Gremista Industrial Estate,
LERWICK
ZE1 0PX

Direct Tel:
Email:

(01595) 771442
sh042535@uhi.ac.uk

AIM
To produce an independent piece of art work that illustrates the child’s perception of
their Shetland identity.

DESCRIPTION
This should be something which the child feels is particularly “Shetland” to them. It
could be anything (from a particular place, people, activity, environment, animal,
weather, etc), but it must not be done in collusion with another child or with
influence from the teacher.
From the art work produced, I aim to analyse the results and see if there is a
particular pattern of thinking and to see how this develops/changes as children
grow up. Depending on the success of the project, there is a possibility that this will
be repeated in other areas, such as Faroe, Norway and Orkney. I hope to compare
island lifestyles and how this relates to a shared notion of cultural identity.
GUIDELINES
 Art work should be accompanied by a short description as to what they
have drawn and why they chose that particular subject, with their
name, age and area location on the back of the picture.
 Only one submission per participating child.
 It must the child’s own idea.
 A4, any colour or black and white, pencil, coloured pencil, paint, chalk, pastel
or mixed media. A photograph will also be accepted.
 If a child is unsure what to do, they should be encouraged to think of the
word “Shetland”, and whatever image springs to mind will be what they
should draw.
 Submissions need to be accompanied by a signed parental consent
form.
Thank you for your time and cooperation
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Appendix 5b
Organiser:

School Art Survey: Parental Consent Form

Miss Angela watt
PhD Researcher,
Cultural Studies Dept.,
Shetland College,
Gremista Industrial Estate,
LERWICK
ZE1 0PX

I confirm that I agree for my child to take part in a school art survey carried
out by the above individual. I understand that this is for research purposes
and may be presented at exhibitions and conferences.
(Please tick)

Do you give your consent for your child’s art work
to be included in future publications of the
research material?

Yes / No

Do you give your consent for your child’s name, age
and general location (e.g. Lerwick, Scalloway, etc)
to be included in future publications of the
research material?

Yes / No

Would you like to be contacted before any future
Yes / No
publications containing your child’s finished art work?

Child’s Name:

Age:

Parent/Guardian’s Name:
Address:

Tel:
Email:
Signed:

Date:
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Appendix 6 - The Pilot Us
Appendix 6a

Appendix 6b
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Appendix 7

The Gallery

a) ‘Shetland Houses...
...because its the first thing I think of when I think of Shetland.’
By Mark
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b) ‘Me and my sister
playing football in the
garden. I drew this
because I like football.’
By Ryan
(Aged 5)

c) ‘This is my house...Because I like my house and my family and we live there.’
By Ellen
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d) ‘A building behind a fence...
...Because I like drawing it and I like Shetland.’
By Bryden
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e) ‘It’s a Viking and torches
going into the galley. I drew it
because it’s nearly Up-Helly-Aa.’
By Loni

f) ‘This is a Viking because it is
nearly Up-Helly-Aa.’
By Matthew
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g) ‘This pictchur is my granddads Farm.
This is my Favrot place Becos I love Animals.’

By Lois
(Aged 8)
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h) ‘It’s galley ship because it one of my favourite thing of Shetland’
By Aimee
(Primary 6)
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i) ‘This is a Up Helly Aa guizer’
By Anthony
(Primary 6)
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j) ‘Fishing Boat: I drew it because it reminds me of Shetland’
By Christian
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k.1) ‘Untitled’

By Connor
(Aged 12)
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k.2) Detail from Connor’s ‘Untitled’ (previous page)
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l) ‘The Sea and boats...I drew this because I love the sea and boats.’

By Alexander
(Primary 7)
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m) ‘I Did the hills because there are so much history.’
By Hannah
(Primary 6)
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n) ‘I drew a puffin because you
don’t really get puffins anywhere
else.’

By Sarah
(Primary 6)

o) ‘I chosed to draw this puffin
because it is my favorit animle in
Shetland.’

By Martha
(Primary 6)
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p) ‘Untitled’

By Andrea
(Primary 6)
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q) ‘I drew this picture of Up Helly Aa because it is a Shetland tradition from the Vikings.’

By Gary
(Primary 6)
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r) ‘I did these picturs because these are the things that reminds me most of Shetland.’

By Justine
(Primary 6)
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s) ‘It is Victoria Peir...
...I thought of this picture because Shetland has buetiful peirs. And I like them.

By Jevon
(Aged 10)
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t) ‘Yarlsof Iron Age Village.’
By Shane
(Primary 6)
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u) ‘Shetland – Amazing Locations and History.’
By Joe
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Appendix 8 – Newspaper articles
a) The Shetland Times, Friday, 7th September, 2007:7

b) The Shetland Times, Friday, 28th September, 2007:13
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c) The Shetland Times, Friday, 28th September, 2007:13
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d) The Shetland Times, Friday, 1st May, 2009:10

e) The Shetland Times, Friday, 18th December, 2009:3
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f) The Shetland Times, Friday, 25th April 2003:4
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g) The Shetland Times, Friday, 18th December, 2009:3
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